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ABSTRACT
I-X"

The Lebanesecivil war is, undoubtedly, one of the most protractýd civil wars that
has ever been witnessedin the last two decades. Many interventions have occurredin
Lebanon and most of them were the subject of discussion and legal analysis. Of all
these interventions, the Syrian intervention has attracted no academic or scholarly
attention whatsoever. It is the main concern of the present thesis to discuss the
Lebanese civil war and the legality of the Syrian intervention under the rules of
international law. It specifically and exclusively focuses on the Syrian intervention
during the years 1975-1976.

In evaluating the Syrian intervention, of necessity,the thesis discussesin the first
and secondchapters the norm of non-intervention, the definition of intervention, and
the attitudes and practices of the Superpowerstowards the norm of non-intervention.
Moreover, it provides a thorough review of the history of Lebanon, the causesof the
conflict, and the legal natureof the conflict.

Having identified the nature of the Lebaneseconflict, the rest of the thesis deals
with the legality of the Syrian intervention under the rules of internationallaw which are
applicable to internal conflict. Ile discussionof Syrian intervention is dealt with from
four legal perspectives: intervention under the rebels' invitation; humanitarian
intervention; Lebanese government's invitation, and the effect of invitation on the
Lebaneseright to self-determination;and finally the legitimization of Syrian intervention
through its inclusion in the peacekeeping force of the Arab League.

The out come of the discussionestablishesthe illegality of the Syrian intervention
and the ineffectiveness of regional organizations, namely the Arab League, in
N

responding to civil war. It also proves that, so long as the norm of non -intervention is
be
by
powerful
states,
small
states
will
encouraged to break the norm and
respected
not
international
intervention;
the
and
community responds positively to
unless
undertake
the norm of non-intervention,

anarchy will be the prevailing

norm with serious

implications for the survival of mankind in the era of nuclear weapons.
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INTRODUCTION.

The Syrian intervention in the Lebanesecivil war has turned out to be one of the
in
interventions
the twentieth century, and at the time of writing this
most protracted
thesis it had already reachedits fifteenth year anniversary. Yet it has escapedeven a
scant analysis and evaluation. Although the political analysesof that intervention are
intervention
has
Syrian
from
legal
the
passed
numerous, nevertheless
a
perspective,
almost unnoticed.

The first Syrian intervention began with the first flame of civil war but was
restricted only to diplomatic activities. By January 1976, the Syrian government
contemplated its first indirect intervention to influence the outcome of the civil war.
From that time on, Syria carried out various typesof activities, which culminated in the
direct intervention on the fu-stday of June 1976. Despite the ensuing events that befell
Lebanon and the various interventions which were undertaken by the Arab-League,
Israel, and multi-national forces, only Syria has succeededin keeping its grip on
Lebanon.

The Syrian intervention in Lebanon has so far demonstrateda lacuna in the legal
literature which is regrettable. In the presentinternational system,foreign intervention
was originally and constantly pursued by Superpowersand powerful states, such as
France in Africa and China in Vietnam, but rarely contemplatedby small statessuch as
Syria. It is very enriching for legal literature to evaluatethe behaviour of Syria during
its intervention in 1975-1976.

Many reasonscan be invoked to explain the legal negligenceof Syrian intervention.
Foremost among these is the barrier of Arabic language. Nevertheless, English and

)UV

French publications on the political and historical event are numerous,but it is still not
Arabic
documents
in
detail
the
consulting
the
to
picture
without
whole
possible grasp
Other
difficulties
facts.
the
most
relevant
statements
and
which contain various official
by
Syrian
legal
discussion
in
officials concerning their
the
absenceof any
are manifest
intervention. The Syrian legal official justification was only detectablethrough various
foreign
his
Assad
Syria,
Hafez
President
by
and
the
of
political statementsmade
,
in
Ba'ath
in
Abed
Kaddam,
Al
Halim
the
party
ruling
and other officials
minister,
Syria. The unavailability of primary sources necessitateda reliance on secondary
resources.

Ile

Syrian
legality
is
the
the
of
main concern of this research an analysis of

lacuna
fill
intervention during 1975
Moreover,
the
to
this
study will attempt
-1976.
concerning the legality of that intervention and provide a better understandingof the
Syrian intervention in Lebanon. The presentstudy is divided into sevenmain chapters.
The first two chapters serve as an introduction to the analysis of the Syrian
intervention, while the remaining chaptersdeal with the Syrian justification and legal
problems thereof.

In the first Chapter a review is made of the changesthat have taken place in the
international system and also, what constitutesan intervention ? It also deals with the
intervention.
towards
the
non
non-intervention
and
superpowers'
attitude
norm of

In the second Chapter a thorough review of the history of Lebanon, and causesof
the conflict and identification of parties to the conflict, is undertaken. Moreover, the
legal nature of the conflict is discussedin order to out line the rules that are applicable.

Chapter three deals with the Syrian justification as an invitation from the rebels. It
gives an account of customary and contemporary rules of international law and
xv

discusses
the Syrianinterventionin thelight of them.

light
It
humanitarian.
intervention
Syrian
throws
on
discusses
four
Chapter
as
the
in
its
development
contemporary
validity
of the concept and
the meaning and
be
for
could
conduct
law,
states
international
criteria with which
and the necessity
evaluated.

Chapterfive dealswith two matters:invitationby theLebanesegovernmentandthe
it
former,
As
determination.
to
the
effect of invitation on the Lebaneseright to self
in
law
in
international
invitation
issues:
also
and
the validity of the
considerstwo
Lebaneseconstitutionallaw. As to the latter, the origin of the principle of selfinternationallaw is re- examined.
determinationandits presentstatusin contemporary
Chapter six is mainly concerned with the transformation of Syrian forces into a
peace-keepingforce under the auspicesof the Arab-League. It re-examinesthe origin
it
Moreover,
force.
keeping
its
its
League,
Pact,
and power to establish a peace
of the
discussesthe legality of the two typesof Arab peacekeeping force: Arab Security Force
in
discussion
Force
Detterent
The
which
Arab
the
circumstances
clarifies
above
and
.
idea
implication
by
is
intervention
being
legitimized
Syrian
clear
a
provides
and
the
in
Lebanon.
Arab-League
action
about

Chapter sevenprovides a generalconclusion. It affirms the illegality of the Syrian
intervention and puts it on an equal footing with similar modes of intervention by thr
fragility
it
draws
Also
to
the
of the norm of non-intervention
attention
superpowers.
vis a vis national interest.

Moreover, the ineffectivenessof the norm is greatly explicable by the development
that the international systemhasundergonesincethe recognition of the principle and the
xvi

willingness of national leadersto break the law in order to reap the short- term benefits

of nationalinterest.
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CHAPTER ONE
GENERAL REVIEW TO THE NORM OF NON INTERVENTION.

I- Inevitability

of intervention:

An Introduction.

As the world was recovering from the unforgettable and devastating effect and
terror of the SecondWorld War, another episode of violence and suffering was being
ushered in. However, this type of violence is very different from international war
(which is between statesacrossrecognisedborders) as it is a war betweenmembersof
certain political communities carried out within the territory andjurisdiction of a state.
Although this violence was well known years ago, particularly in the 18th and 19th
century, its present intensity and complexity are unprecedented.Between 1946 and
1959, the New York Times reported more than one thousand two hundred casesof
violence ranging from civil war, guerrilla war, coups d'etat, mutinies, to localized
rioting. (l) Bearing this in mind, one may easily conclude that social violence or civil
war is a common characteristicof presenttimes. In general,most writers agreethat the
existenceof the nuclear deterrent has, by eliminating wars betweenstateswith nuclear
weapons,led to an increasein the occurrenceof civil wars and to an escalationwithin
such conflicts. However, the danger of nuclear war, with its potential holocaust, has
never beencompletely eliminated. Parties to civil war may at somejuncture, in order to
achieve what they consider essentialfor their survival, resort to nuclear weapons.Ibis
possibility was well expressedby the American PresidentNixon, and SenatorDouglas:
"We should not automatically preclude the use of nuclear weaponsto end the war in
Vietnam"-(2) With that, it becomesclear that a war such as was fought in Vietnam has
the potential to extend beyond the country of origin and to involve other countries
whose interests are at stake. In such a context, two questions arise: why do civil wars
escalate to such a point that foreign powers become involved, and why is the

1

in
?
frequent
countries,
of
civil
underdeveloped
so
particularly
very
war,
occurrence
As a matter of fact, the problem is not very simple, and a satisfactoryanswercannot
be given unless one considersthe causesof the violence, the nature of the prevailing
international system,and the inter-relationship betweenthe internal and externalcauses
which shapethe presentintemational system.

The occurrence of civil war, especially in Third World countries, and its.
is
longer
international
Civil
the
an
no
war
ramification on
system are very serious.
isolated event which can be denied international attention. On the contrary, it has
international implications which make it the focus and the primary concern for those
who are involved in the maintenance of international peace and order. The
interrelationship between civil war and the international system is undeniable. It is
,
thus true that internal war no longer takesplace only within the internal systembut also
within the international system-(3) The international system has undergone major
changes since the Second World War, many stateshave emerged, in the processof
decolonization, with great expectationsand marginal capabilities. Ile major problem
of thesestatesis simply the lack of cohesion amongsttheir citizens. This is largely due
to a variety of factors such as religion, tradition or culture, language and ethnic
considerations, to any of which the citizens express their loyalty rather than to their
dominated
in
Some
or monopolized
state.
governments, such a context, are generally
by a particular tribe or religious community to the exclusion of others. Thus, the said
it
is
inaccessible
large
the
time
to
the
and
at
same
population,
a
section
of
government
denies political rights to certain parties, classesor ethnic groups.(4) Such minority
governments inevitably lead to dissatisfaction within the country. Furthermore, the
situation is often exacerbatedby the increasingly unequal distribution of wealth which
leads to a growing belief that only violence could effect an amelioration of the political
situation. For example, a recent analysis of the national income in Brazil showedthat
the poorest people representing20 percent of the population, received only 3.5 percent
2

of the national wealth; in Nigeria the poor received only 7 percent of the national
(5)
60.9
income where the rich received
percent. . This wide gross injustice is not by
it
is
in
but
Third
World
to
the
said
common
countries,
very
restricted
any means
countries with only a few exceptions.This injustice in social welfare, togetherwith the
from
large
the
power sharing, createsa senseof
of
a
of
population
exclusion
portion
alienation and frustration. This alienation, due to the absenceof any constitutional
machinery to soften its impact, paves the way for the emergence of a coercive or
undemocratic government whose survival dependsentirely on the control of military
force and coercive rule. Where both the above factors co-exist, the potential for
revolution increasedramatically. John Gerrassi'scommentssupport this view

"from contradiction emergesconfrontation, and from confrontation
eventually surges progress no power has ever been too strong,
...
no class too thorough, no elite too shrewd,no army too invulnerable
permanently to suppress the desire for redress by ordinary
people"(6)

This, however, does not reflect the wider political backdrop of the ensuing
revolution. Nowadays, internal struggle for power is hardly achievable without the
interference of outside statesand particularly Superpowersstates.Of the many factors
which are responsiblefor that, the first is, the division of the world into what could be
called a bipolar system in which the two Superpowershave divergent ideologies and
in
for
dominance.
However,
the
there
states
are
many
powerful
each strives
international system, most of them adhering, in one way or another, to the
superpowers' policies. The second factor is the interdependenceof all states in the
world which, through the advance in modern technology, increases daily. That
interdependence,in the caseof weak stateswhich lack stability and cohesion,increases
the incidenceof intervention to an unprecedentedlevel. The third factor is the stalemate
in nuclear deterrence.The existenceof nuclear weaponsmakesit impossible for states
to secure their interest through conquest, as used to be the case, and they resort to
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intervention- (7) As conventional war is no longer a very profitable enterprise, given
the presence of nuclear weapons, powerful states resort to the exploitation of the
internal contradictionin many Third World statesas a meansof achieving their national
interest. In view of that, any event that takes place in those countries could hardly
linked
influence
that
to them
are
the
or
states
the
superpowers
of
attention or
escape
indirectly-(8) Thus, any revolution which wishes to overthrow an undemocratic and
least
securing some
at
tyrannical regime cannot undertake such an option without
it
follows
Logically,
Superpowers.
in
from
support
outside statesor, as most cases,
that any change that might take place inside one state may have a negative effect on
other states.That effect may vary in intensity and scopeas the orientation of the regime
like
looks
It
its
in
importance
decision-makers'
and strategic
strategy.
play a major role
a zero sum game where any gain to one party would means a loss to the other.
Therefore, the ideology of the regime and its alignment with an external state would
guarantee the necessary help that, at some point, might be needed to defend its
existence against any actual threat whether through internal revolution or subversion.
This is clearly illustrated in the Superpowers'pattern of intervention, as they in practice
in
falls
in
force
directly
the
to
to
reserve
right use
prevent any change a regime which
their sphereof influence or bloc. Outside that bloc, and what some describesas " the
loose bipolar system"(9), superpowerscan compete and extend any support to their
in
increases
intervention
dominance.
in
As
their
to
such,competitive
proxy order secure
is
is
And
the
civil
of
war
out-come
since
any state which experiencing a civil war.
influence
intervention
increase
foreign
to
their
commitment
and
powers
will
uncertain,
the out-comeof the civil war.
Therefore, the extent of involvement to which foreign powers commit themselves,
in a troubled nation, is entirely dependenton the importanceof national interestat stake.
If that interest is vital, foreign powers intervene and rarely give the legal consideration
seriousattention. What now is the norm in international relations is the conviction that
any revolution which aims at overthrowing a backward or imperialistic regime deserves
the assistanceof socialist countries headedby the Soviet Union and China and other
4

socialist states.In contrast, Western statesheadedby the United States and its allies
is
by
help
incumbent
threatened
to
their
regime
which
revolution. 'Mis
right
any
reserve
kind of unilateral assertion,has been embracedby other statessuch as African states
South
Africa
declaration
Arab
the
to
topple
the
their
of
and
regime
states'
with
manifestoproclaiming its intention to overthrow the stateof Israel in order to securethe
right of Palestiniansto self deten-nination-(10)In such cases,the rule of law seemsto
give way to policy considerationswith the inherent axiom: the best courseof action is
that which protects my interests. And if that is conceded, then the challenge to
international law is very serious. Not only that, but further development of that self
interest will make the rule of law irrelevant and ineffective in reducing conflict between
statesand maintaining justice. For states,under the guise of maintaining justice and
progress,argue that sovereignty is not absolute and community values at somecritical
0
1)
have
higher
With that, any statecould
point
priority and command more respect.
claim that its action is in accordancewith community values such as self determination
or the protection of human rights and thus intervene in an internal conflict in which its
interest was at stake.Whether or not a states action is consistentwith the Charterof the
United Nations is not very relevant since statescould use the uncertaintyof someof the
Charter's provisions to defend their action. There are many pretexts that can be used
ranging from human-right, self determination, treaty obligation, invitation, to counterintervention. Therefore, the prevailing circumstancesor environment have accelerated
the wheel of intervention and with it the spiral of violence.

Consequently, an

intervention becomes the norm and with it the prolongation of the conflict. This
prolongation ultimately createsan atmosphereof hostility betweenparties in conflict,
brings new issuesto the surfaceand draws in uninvolved nations with the possibility of
polarization of foreign statesaround internal factions(12) Civil war, arguably, creates
an incentive for outside intervention. However, the potential danger of civil war
escalatinginto an international war is a distinct possibility. With this in mind, civil war
ought to be looked at not entirely from a domestic perspective, as used to be the case,
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but from an international one. If it is so, then the legal argument has to be interpreted
factors
in
internal
in
light
and
external
the
system
the
which
prevailing
of
and analysed
is
far
As
linked.
the
inseparably
general
rule
the
are
concerned,
as
rules of civil war
are
it
is
because
is
illegal.
It
in
intervention
so
violates the rule of
civil war
that an external
international law and in particular the most sacred and cherished rule of nonintervention. However, there is an ambiguity and uncertainty surrounding the precise
meaning of the word intervention; in other words, what actually constitutes
intervention?. Moreover, other questions arise regarding the validity of the norm of
dealt
be
All
it
frequently.
these
will
question
non-intervention, as many statesviolate
define
be
briefly
to
In
made
with as
as possible. the present chapter an attempt will
intervention and to review the norm of non-intervention in the light of states'practice
how
is
limited,
This
in
the
Superpowers.
show
which
this chapter, to the
review will
norm has beeninterpreted by the Superpowers; and the effect of that practice on other
states, which in this investigation addressesthe Syrian intervention in the Lebanese
civil war.

Il-

The Definition

of Intervention

The increasingoccurrenceof intervention in inter-staterelations hasput, in one way
or another, the term intervention under more extensive analysis and scrutiny than
before. Intervention is no longer viewed as an ordinary event in international relations
but rather an action which brings about unpredictable and serious consequences.
However, the degree of seriousnessvaries as to whether the change of'a political
authority is by subversionor by direct intervention.

The word intervention has severalconnotations,intervention may either enhanceor
undermine the principle of self determination and may either increasestability or cause
instability of the international system.No wonder, therefore, that many commentators
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justify,
to
times
to
times
certain
stigmatize,
at
other
the
some
word
and officials use
behaviour as legal or illegal.

As such, the word "intervention" is one of the most ambiguousterm in international
law and politics. It has moral, legal and political connotations. One writer has
summarizedthis difficulty by saying:

" The subject of intervention is one of the most vague branchesof
international law. We are told that intervention is a right; that it is a
it
is
it
is
it
is
that
never
that
that
an exception;
crime;
a rule;
permissible at all"-(13)

The ambiguity which has surroundedthe term intervention stemsfrom the fact that
intervention is not confined to one particular type of behaviour which is agreedupon or
defined by legal writers and statesmen.This, in turn, creates a consensusamongst
international writers that there is a pressing need for a definition. That necessityhas
become more urgent in the prevailing international system which is composed of
sovereign stateswith great disparities in power and population, as well as with sharp
ideological differences. In such a system the difficulty which arises is that states,
by
interference
out
carried
to
clandestine
especially weak states, are subjected
indigenous people who are linked to, or receiving orders from, more powerful states.
That pattern of intervention, although illegal, is impossible to detectin somecasesand
this makes the task of formulating a definition very difficult, but at the sametime very
imperative.

In view of this difficulty, many writers have tried to formulate a precisedefinition
However,
intervention.
far
features
into
the
takes
so
and
of
account
all
variables
which
is
fact,
fallen
In
have
there
these
short
of
success.
no uniform agreement
attempts
all
amongst writers and jurists as to the meaning and content of intervention in
international relations and law-04) -n1isis largely due to the fact that the term has been
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legal
instrument
is
Sometimes
in
to
term
the
as
a
employed
used a variety of senses.
(15)
That confusion is notiust limited to
denote the illegality or legality of certain acts
jurists but has extended to the practice of states as well. In this respect, Lawrence
points out that:

itthere are few questions in the whole range on international law
intervention,
legality
difficult
the
of
than thoseconnectedwith
more
An
in
few
have
been
manner.
treated
a more unsatisfactory
and
different
have
for
is
only
to
the
not
appeal
practice of states useless:
statesactedon different principles, but the action of the samestateat
one time has beenirreconcilablewith its action on another"-(16)
Ilerefore, the exact meaning of intervention has not yet beendefined. However, it
must be reiterated that the needto formulate a definition is very important, especiallyat
the presenttime when interventionist activities are soaring to a point when intervention
has become the norm and the concept of non-intervention is the exception. Although,
therefore, it is difficult to formulate a specific and satisfactorydefinition, nevertheless
an attempt must be made.

The following attempt toe laborate on a definition will be based on two areas;
A
firstly, an identification of the form of intervention through the work of international
by
identified
judged
be
demonstration
the end
and
that
any act can
writers; secondly, a
form
link
be
Afterwards
is
directed;
to
a
made
an attempt will
to which such an act
between the forms of intervention and the end upon which the legitimacy of the act
rests,in order to arrive at a definition for intervention.

A- The form

of intervention.

Intervention indicates a variety of actions and activities carried out by one state
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but,
domain
These
the
are
not
uniform
on
actions
or
activities
of another state.
within
the contrary, are varied in form and degree.That is to say, sometimesstatesintervene
in indirect ways by lending support to dissatisfied groups in a state. On other
occasions states resort to direct intervention with the use of force. However, one
interventions
is
for
illegal,
intervention
hold
belief
there
that
are
the
every
should not
independence
basic
of
such
as
political
order
policies,
which are compatible with
world
sovereign states, human rights and the prevention of aggression. Thus, it becomes
difficult, in view of this, to set a clear-cut fine betweenvarious actions in international
relations by branding one interventionist and the other not.

The classical international writers tackle the issueof intervention by relying only on
the theory that interference is illegal wheneverinvolves the use of force.(17) To them,
intervention is a" dictatorial interferencecarried out by a statein the affairs of another
state for the purpose of maintaining or altering the conditions of the things".(18) The
classical definition of intervention covers two areas: the first is intervention in the
internal domain of a state,the secondin the externalaffairs of a state.09)

There is no doubt that the criterion of force as a meansof identifying intervention is
very valuable but still has many drawbacks. This is partly becauseof the drastic
changes in the international system in which intervention takes place render the
customary definition inadequate.

In the international system,which is composedof small and large states,there are
powerful states which by their sheer economic, diplomatic, and military power can
affect the conduct of the smaller states without using the customary method.of
dictatorial interference.For instance,by having economic or military aid cut off, some
small statesmay experiencemajor difficulties which affect their stability and progress.
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Thus, with means such as economic aid, subsidies, diplomatic measures,,states
interference.
dictatorial
traditional
to
the
of
method
can coerce others without resort
Undeniably, for example, this method was employed in Portugal when Western
financial aid to the Democratic party, who were opposing the Communist party,
brought the former into power in 1974, without any use of force as defined in
traditional definition-(20)

In the present international system,without doubt, that the prevailing pattern is of
indirect interference which lacks the characteristics of dictatorial interference. This
pattern evolved largely becauseof the inability of foreign powers, and Western powers
in particular, to undertake intervention as used to be the case in the past; the cost of
such intervention would be very high and would run against western public opinion.
Therefore, the term "dictatorial interference", as defined by one writer, is both too
inclusive and exclusive at the sametime.(21) It is inclusive becausesmall statesregard
any act by the powerful stateas dictatorial due to the implicit threat which is manifested
in disparities of power betweenthem; and exclusive,becauseit fails to take into account
the economic measuresand others,short of the use of force into consideration-(22)

In the light of thesedifficulties, other writers have adopteda different approachby
force
it
into
in
influence
by
to
certain
the
order
other
exerted one stateupon
which any
behaviour would be regarded as an intervention so long as there is a sense of
it
is
into
"compulsion",
Ile
takes
that
this
merit
of
criterion,
namely
compulsion-(23) .
include,
failed
definition
had
to
the
such as
customary
account other variables which
According
diplomatic,
to the criterion of
etc
measures.
economic,
propaganda.
compulsion, if a state's action is accompanied by compulsion, the action becomes
interventionary, irrespectiveof the forms in which it is carried out. As is advocatedby
one writer.

" The essenceof intervention is the attempt to compel, for if a state
10

interfering is not disposed to support the interference with some
form of pressure,it is evident that it is not imposing its will; such
it
in
in
the
where
a
position
state
would consist placing
'pressure
(24)
it
if
face
certain consequences refuses".
or
must submit
'Ibis approach,although very important, falls short of an comprehensivedefinition,
in
is
hardly
intervening
intent
recognizable
state which
of the
since it relies on the
(25)
define
Other
to
business
international
attempts
transaction
.
certain areassuch as
intervention have been made by identifying two variables of illegal intervention:
breaking
Convention
intervention(26)
and
oriented
and
authority
convention-breaking
form
"
the
identified
the
be
of
intervention
whenever
easily
could
authority oriented
behaviour constitutes a sharp break with the then existing forms, and whenever it is
directed at changing'or preserving the structureI of political authority in the target
society"-(27)

Although this definition is of great significance, it i's still short on

Germany
Italy
During
Spanish
and
the
precision.
civil war, the governments of
Britain
Franco's
and
to
whereas
provided
regime with every assistance gain power,
France, for domestic reasons, abstained from any action. To many writers, this
behaviour, although not convention breaking or authority oriented, has nevertheless
been depicted as interventionary as their abstentionfacilitated Franco supremacy-(28)
designed
breaking
it
is
Marshal
and was
Another example the
plan, as was convention
far
be
it
However,
would
to shore up the political authorities of certain countries-(29)
from true to depict it as interventionary, since it depended entirely on the intent.
Moreover, the InternationalMonetary Fund is anotherexampleof the imprecision of the
definition, as the IMF is neither convention breaking nor authority oriented, but it has a
its
through
practices.
great effect on statespolicies

All these attemptsto define intervention while they are not comprehensive,they do
All
illegal
intervention
by
these
take
place.
the
which
variables
nevertheless, clarify
important
in
forms
intervention(30)
be
the
quite
are
of
called
variables which could
determining what constitutesinterventionary behaviour.However, such forms have no
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intervention
linked
being
to
the
or whatcould
purposeof
meaningon their own without
becalledheretheendof intervention.

B- The End Of Intervention.

It is generally assumed that every act performed has by itself an end which
intervening
is
the
This
person or
of
the
aim
ultimate
end
originally prompted the act.
illegality
legality
the
does
help
of
intervention
the
Thus,
or
establish
the
state.
end of an
for
less,
is,
intervention
a
With
in
a means
more or
this
act.
mind, one could say,
designatedend which may or may not be legitimate under international law. The end
is
intervention
not very ambiguous or
their
to
through
states
which
seek
assert
uncommon. States always intervene either to shore up or to undermine the political
authority in the target state. In their intervention many justifications are offered all of
by
interest.
Morgenthau
that
pattern saying:
which center on national
affu-ms

" [from] the time of ancientGreeceto this day, somestatesintervene
Other
latter's
interest
behalf
the
will
and against
on
of their own
statesin view of their interest have opposedsuch interventions and
have intervenedon behalf of theirs".(31)

Thus, intervention has always been carried out, with what could be called an
"external animus"-(32), in order to protect or adjust the conditions of that state of
in
American
fully
demonstrated
is
intervening
This
is
to
the
state.
affairs which vital
in
different parts of the world under a variety of pretexts-(33)
interventions
Soviet
and

It becomesclear that the end of intervention plays an important role in identifying
the legitimacy of certain interventionary behaviour. An intervention cannot be judged
is
intervention.
Intervention
forms
by
to
not confined to a particular
of
reference
only
kind of activity, it is on the contrary, a spectrum of activities, ranging from forceful,
,
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non forceful, covert to overt acts. It is only by weighing up the the forms against the
end that one can decide the legality of an intervention. A working definition of
intervention could therefore be this: illegal intervention is a convention-breaking and
coercive act carried out intentionally in the domain of another state in order to alter or
influence the authority structureof the target state-(34),

III-

The Norm

Of Non-Intervention.

Non-intervention is, nowadays, the predominant principle in international law. It
underlines the prohibition which forbids statesfrom intervening in other states'affairs.
It is the by-product of the naturalist writers who identified its importance and insisted
on its observation.It is Grodus who took the the first stepalong this path; he perceived
international society as being composedof sovereignstatesand also identified an ambit
for a state within which other states are forbidden to exercise any power-(35)
Although Grotius failed to go further and identify the norm, his successors,such as
Wolff and Vattel, succeededwhere he failed.
Wolff's main contribution is in his assertion of states' equality.

Basing his

argumentson the analogy of individuals, he asserts: " By nature all nations are equal
the one to the other. For nations are consideredas individual free persons living in a
stateof nature. Since by nature all men are equal, all nations too are by nature equal the
one to the other"; and that equality, as with individuals " the moral equality of men has
no relation to the size of their bodiesthe moral equality of nations has no relation to the
(36)
'.
From that premise he proceeds to
number of men of which they are composed,
(37)
has
in
the right to meddle the affairs of another sovereign.
assert that no nation
Later, Vattel identified the principle of non-intervention more accurately. He relied on
the above analogy in order to reach the conclusion by virtue of states' equality and
,
independence,that:
" each has the right to govern itself as it thinks proper and that no
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one of them has the least right to interfere in the government of
another.Of all the rights possessedby a Nation, that of sovereignty
is doubtless the most importante and the one which others should
most carefully respect if they are desirous not to give cause for
(38)
offence".

However, many writers who are from the positivist school of thought reach the
same conclusion, although, they follow a different type of analysis-(39) Writers such
as G.F Von Martens, JamesKent, and Henry Wheaton earnestly and equivocally argue
that the norm of non-interventionis one of the important pillars upon which the stability
of the international systemis dependent-(40)

Since the principle of non-interventionhas,with the passingof time, beenhardened
and crystallized into customary international law, it has become one of the most basic
and important principles in international law. It can be argued that in the absenceof a
central authority, which is capable of performing its task impartially in intemational
society, the principle of non-intervention is expected to fill the gap and creates
conditions whichi if faithfully observed,would lead to the maintainance of peaceand
would nourish the spirit of co-operationamongstvarious states.Thus, according to the
principle of non-intervention,statesshall be immune from outsideinterferenceand shall
freely choose whatever political system they desire and conduct their intemal and
extemal relation as they deem proper. Others suggest that the principle plays a
stabilizing role by enabling statesto communicateto eachother their understandingand
interpretation on any controversialissue-(41)

Since the basic premise of the principle, therefore, is based on the sovereign
equality of states and their independence,irrespective of their size or strength, it is
doubtful whether or not such premise could be expected to operate in the present
structureof the international system.
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The repeatedviolation of the principle has already given rise to the belief that the
its
is
its
least,
is
longer
fulfilling
effectiveness
purpose,
or
at
very
original
principle no
doubtful. Despite that consistentviolation of the principle, however, its existencehas
never been threatened, and its violation urged many writers and state officials to
reassertit. Winfield pointed out that:

"...This rule, the pillar upon which the whole fabric of international
law rests, should require some reasserationwhen national policy
was so frequently pursuedto the prejudice of international right and
if the cavalier fashion in which the rule was treated urged Vattel to
insist more earnestly upon it, its frequent infraction afforded equal
(42)
reasonfor its restatementby thosewho followed him.

'Mis is rightly reafflirmed.by the International Court of Justicein its recentjudgment
in-the Nicarasuacase:
"... though examples of trespass against this principle are not
infrequent, the Court considersthat it is part and parcel of customary
international law"-(43)

In view of that assertion, the violation of the principle neither eliminates it nor
invalidates it by virtue of the fact that rules must be effective and fully observed.
However, one point needs more clarification: that states, whenever they violate the
principle, do not do so explicitly and challenge its existence; they usually introduce a
variety of justifications which indicate that their action is not a violation but rather than
law.
international
kind
is
This
the
of
consistent
of
an action which
with
principles
justification which statesoften give for their international conduct is very important. If
is
illegal
is
fully
justification,
for
then
usually
considered
approved
a
an act which
,
and, what is more, repeated by other states it would be a major challenge to the
principle of non-intervention and its effectivness.

Of the many states in the

international system, the United Statesof America and the Soviet Union are the most
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powerful and dominant. It follows that their behaviour is crucial for the development
of international law and the principle of non-intervention in particular. Thus, their
claims or justifications for their interventionsarevery important, as they set the pattern
of behaviour in international relations. In the coming section, therefore, a concise
review of the Superpowerspractices will be given in order to demonstrate the legal
strength of their justification and the prevalent practice in the international system.
Moreover, this will help in illuminating the consequences
of that practice'on other states
behaviour.

Therefore, the Syrian intervention in Lebanon will be seen in the light of that
practice. It is the belief of the presentauthor that small statestend fully to respect the
law when they feel, for once, that greatpowers are behavinglegally.

IV- Non-intervention

A- The

Soviet

Union:

and Sul2erl2owers practices

practices

and cla ms.

and claims.

The Soviet Union's policy and its orientation has its primary source in the
philosophy of communism.The very core of that philosophy is basedon the notion that
the concept of nation would be replacedby class.This conviction has not only beenon
the level of theory, but emerged, after the victory of the Revolution, to shape the
foreign policy of the Soviet Union, and later the international system as a whole. The
People's Commissarfor Foreign Affairs, proclaimed triumphantly: "I will issue a few
(44)
At
revolutionary proclamationsto the people of the world and then shut the shop".
that point the principle of non-interventionhad no superiority over other norms, so long
as there are classes. According to Marxist ideology:
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"The Marxist theory of morality asserts that moral rules do not
possess an absolute value either throughout several successive
historical periods or within the sameepoch as long as there subsist
is
A
neither perpetual nor
rule
moral
antagonistic classes.
immovable; it has no universal meaning in a society split up into
classes"-(45)

However, this revolutionary spirit and its vigor hasbeenforced to retreatin the face
has
T'he
Soviet
Union,
the
modestly acceptedother
to
world,
change
of reality.
unable
been
has
ideologies.
The
different
principle of co-existence
states'existence,with their
introduced to illustrate the readiness of the Soviet Union to recognize other states'
ideologies and the duty of non-interferencein their affair. Respectfor the principle of
non-intervention hasbeenassertedby A. Piradov:

" Without its faithful and consistent observance there can be no
peaceful co-existence of states with different social systems, no
disarmament, no assuranceof non-aggression, no practice of the
principle of self-determination,no respect for, or consolidation of ,
territorial integrity and sovereigntyof nations"446)

Despite that insistenceon the absoluterespectfor the principle of non intervention,
the Soviet Union has intervened forcibly in many countries, such as Hungary and
Czechoslovakia.In the caseof the latter, the Soviet Union has tendereda claim which
has, particularly, the effect of splitting the principle of non-intervention into two
in
in
intervention
Socialist
states
and
non-Socialiststates.
categories:

The Soviet leadersthought that the eventswhich took place in Czechoslavakiawere
threatening their interest; and thus, they moved into Czechoslovakia to overthrow its
government. At first they relied, as a justification, on the invitation of the legitimate
government. However, in the face of mounting denials of any invitation from the
government, the Soviet Union introduced what later becomesknown as the "Brezhnev
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doctrine". According to that doctrine, the Soviet intervention was not to be considered
interpreted
for
be
in
that
the
cannot
of
norm
of
non-intervention
norm
as a violation
isolation from the existing split in the international system.For " from the Marxist point
of view, the norms of law, including the norms of mutual relations of the socialist
isolation
from
in
formally,
be
interpreted
the general
and
countries, cannot
narrowly,
context of class struggle in the modem world ....such a decisive fact of our time as a
(47)
Tlus, and
struggle betweenopposingsocial systems(Capitalism and Socialism)',
in view of that interpretation,'the norm of non-interventionhas a new meaningin which
" the people of the Socialist countries and communist parties certainly do have and
should have freedom to determine the way'bf advance of their respective countries.
However, none of their leaders' decisions should damage either Socialism in their
country or the fundamentalinterest of other socialist countries, and the whole working
(48)
Thus, by virtue of that
class movement which is working for socialism"interpretation, the Soviet Union haspractically negatedthe norm of non-intervention.It
does so on the basis that such an intervention is mere brotherly assistancefrom the
Soviet Union to counter an imperialist intervention which is aimed at bringing the
Czechoslovaldanpeopleinto the circle of imperialism-(49)

Accordingly, the principle of non-intervention has, as far as the Soviet Union is
(50)
It is progressivewhenever
concerned,two meanings:progressiveand reactionaryit is being employed to counter an imperialist plot, and it is reactionary whenever it
becomes an obstacle in the implementation of that purpose. In the Document of the
Twenty-Second Congress of the Communist party of the Soviet Union such an
understandingis explicitly made:

" In fair weather and foul the people of the socialist countries act
according to the principle - all for one and one for all. Whoever
raises his hand against the socialist gains of the people of our
community will be hurled back by a thousand million builders of
(5 1)
socialism and communism"-
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Therefore, it becomesclear that the principle of non-intervention is not an absolute
in
inter-relationship
between
be
its
limitation
the
to
ought
understood
norm, and
socialist countries.

As to non-intervention in relation with non- socialist states,that is to say outsidethe
bloc of Soviet Union, the principle has a different interpretation. The crux of that
interpretation hangson the statusof national liberation movements.Although the Soviet
Union recognizesunequivocally the imperative of non-intervention(52),it nevertheless
permits one exception,namely to assist any national liberation movements. Any
national liberation movement which wages a just struggle to gain sovereignty and
freedom, escapesthe prohibition of the norm of non-intervention; in its struggle it can
count on the help of Socialist countries and particularly the Soviet Union-(53) The
struggle of a national liberation movement and its war are revolutionary and so fall in
(54)
Khrushchev confirmed that socialist
the category of " progressivejustified war".
countries have faithfully fought against world wars and local wars which might have
developed into world war, but the struggle of national liberation movementsdo not fit
into this category " becausethe insurgent people are fighting for the light of self(55)
determination, for their social and independent national development".
Consequentlythe help that should be accordedto national liberation movementsis not a
favour-,rather it is a duty incumbent upon Socialist countriesas thosecountries

look upon the forces of a national liberation movement not merely
as temporary fellow-travellers, but rather as allies in the struggle to
spark the world revolution whose goal is to end all forms of
oppression,exploitation and inequality. Life has drawn together the
interests of national liberation movementswith world socialism, the
true friend and warrior for the peoples which have liberated
(56)
themselvesfrom the yoke of colonial subjugation"-

However, the determination of the people who deservethe assistanceof the Soviet
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is only
Union in their struggleis still arbitrary. In other words, self-detem-dnation
applicablein a situationoutsidethe dominionof the SovietUnion andespeciallyin a
intervention
in
Union
Hungary
its
interest.
Soviet
is
71be
threat
to
there
no
placewhere
intervention
Moreover,
Czechoslovakia
the
recent
and
arestill outstandingexamples.
in Afghanistan is another clear example of the violation of the norm of nonintervention. Although the peopleof that countrywantedto havea different system
from that identified with the SovietUnion, the latter insistedthat it is defendingthe
interestof the peopleof Afghanistan.It furnishedmorelegaljustifications:from the
consentof Afghanistan,self-determination
of Afghanistan,to the treatyof Friendship
andCo-operationsignedin December1978.

In that respectthe headof the Soviet Army and Navy's chief political administration
affirmed that the Soviet Union's intervention in Afghanistan and Angola is progressive
since, " Leninist understanding of the defence of revolutionary gains reflect the
profound international character of insuring the transition of people to socialist and
communist conditions where international and internal reaction is trying to prevent this
(57)
historic processby force".
Moreover, the argumenthas beenextendedfurther to a
point at which the danger to the revolution in Afghanistan is not only a threat to the
Afghan people but to Russians as well-(58) Therefore, by intervening in such a
manner, the norm of non-intervention is not being broken, nor does such an
intervention go againstthe prohibition stipulatedin the Charterof the United Nations.

Summing up the Soviet Union's approach to the norm of non-intervention has
,
developed to the point where the norm has already been stripped of its legal character
and subordinated to the rhetoric of ideology and expediency. The Soviet Union has
consistently used the principle as a vehicle for expansion, and at the same time,
protection. On the one hand, when the Soviet Union in its infancy was weak and
subjected to foreign interference, an appeal was made to, the principle of non
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intervention to halt such

(59);
interference

on the other hand, when the Soviet Union

becameone of the Superpowers,an appeal was made to the ideology to negateor at
least underminethe very principle they once held so strongly.

As a whole, and as far as the Soviet Union is concerned,the principle has already
two functions: firstly, it does not apply in the domain of Socialist countries, and
secondly, outside Socialist states,the principle does not apply to the struggle of people
With
liberation
just
banner
such an
movement.
the
of national
who wage a
war under
its
functioning
is
longer
to
proper and original
the
according
attitude,
principle
no
Union
Soviet
by
it
is
can prevent any
the
purposes;rather
which
providing an outlet
defection from its camp and at the sametime can interfere in other nations'affairs under
is
if
it
flexible
This
liberation
the
concept of national
auto-interpretation,
movement.
ideology
by
its
dilution
dernise
the
of
the
recognised, signals
rhetoric
of the norm and
and national interest. In a decentralized system, such practice is very dangerousas,
under the principle of reciprocity, other nations which are less powerful might employ
that justification to intervene in their weak neighbor affairs, possibly leading in time to
instability
imperative
to
the
more
the
the erosionof
of
principle of non-intervention,and
in the international systemwhich is already under such strain.

B- The United States Practice and Claims.

As an emerging powerful nation, having a long tradition of democracy,obedience
States,
United
in
full
law,
the
to
the
the
to
respect
norm of non-intervention,
and paying
Doctrine,
From
Monroe
is
broad
the
these
which was
principles.
at
odds
with
reality,
American
intervention
in
Latin
European
invoked
to
states, the
prevent
originally
United States,with its increasein prestige and power, has moved to the Europeanstyle
of intervention. The United States viewed the Monroe Doctrine in a way that the
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doctrine is not applicable to its intervention. This attitude is fully explained by Thomas
and'Ibomas:
" The Monroe Doctrine, like all human institutions, did not stand
still. On the contrary, it was subjectedto evolution and change,and
for
it
ill-satisfied,
became
America
Latin
this
signified
change
with
that the United Statesdid not feel itself bound to a policy of nonintervention in the affairs of its southernneighbour"00)

As the world witnesses the emergence of the Soviet Union with its ideological
division
influence.
Ile
United
Soviet
States
front
line
the
to
purpose,
curb
stood as a
of the international system into two ideological blocs was fully recognized by the
leadersof the United States.PresidentTruman perceived the split in the international
systeminto two divisions: democraticand communist. A democraticsystemis " based
on the will of majority and is distinguished by free election, guaranteeof individual
(6
1)
liberty, freedom of speechand religion, and freedom from political oppression...
The other system, however, "is based upon the will of a minority forcibly imposed
upon the majority. It relies upon terror and oppression, a controlled press and radio,
fixed election and the suppressionof personal freedom"-(62) That division required
the President of the United Statesto "support free people who are resisting attempted
subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressure-(63) That support was
presentedas a counter-revolution in order to upset the outside intervention which is, in
the United States'view, communisL

This justification of the United Statesfollows the sameline of argumentswhich is
States'
by
Soviet
Union.
The
United
the
stand towards the norm of nonpresented
intervention is divided as well into two categories:first, in Latin American stateswhich
fall within the United States'sphereof influence ; second,outside the domain of Latin
America.

As to the former, the United Statesexpressedits total commitment to defeat any
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it
in
the
though,
entailed the
region,
even
attempt to upset the political status quo
Organization
is
in
Charter
That
the
the
of
enshrined
norm
violation of non-intervention.
15
Article
States
by
American
which reads:
of
virtue
of

" No state or group of stateshas the right to intervene directly or
indirectly, for any reason whatsoever, in the internal or external
affairs of any other state.The foregoing principle prohibit not only
interference
forms
but
force
or attempted
of
armed
also any other
threat against the personality of the state or against its political,
economicand cultural element"-(64)

The United States throughout its history in Latin America has demonstratedits
willingness to disregard the norm of non-intervention. Such disregardis implemented
for
intervention,
different
interpretations
States
United
The
under
and pretexts.
example, in the Dominican Republic is a clear illustration. In the beginning the U. S.A
justified its action under the concept of humanitarianintervention(65) but, later, shifted
its justification to one of defeating or countering the communist aggression.In the
President'swords:
" We are not the aggressorin the Dominican Republic. Forcescame
in there and overthrew the governmentand becamealigned with evil
in
in
had
been
and
trained
governments
overthrowing
personswho
seizing governmentsand in establishingcommunist control, and we
have resisted control and we have sought to protect our citizens
(66)
have
taken place".
againstwhat would

It is worth mentioning that this statement was preceded'by President Johnson's
statementon the 2nd of May 1965 to the effect that the American troopsmission was
but
for
American
the
citizens,
also to prevent the emergenceof
of
not only
evacuation
"another communist state in this hemisphere"-(67) However, following outside
criticism that their action was against the principle of non-intervention, which allows
statesto settle their own affairs as they seeproper, the President then claimed this as
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justificadon:
" what began as a popular democratic revolution committed to
democracy and social justice was taken over and placed into the
...
hands of a band of communist conspirators revolution in any
...
country is a matter for that country to deal with. It becomesa matter
calling for hemispheric action only when the object is the
establishmentof a communistdictatorship"-(68)

This repeatedshifting in their justifications for interventionlead one to concludethat
the United States' attitude is not different from its counterpart, the Soviet Union. It is
not really important, to the United States, whether or not there is a communist
movement directed from abroad; rather they are concernedabout their hegemony in
Latin America. 71
berefore, if the leader of any country decides to distance itself from
the orbit of the U. S.A, he would risk being charged arbitrarily with communist
association and with that the imperative of the norm of non-intervention would be
waived. Indeed, in the Dominican Republic ex-presidentBosch proclaimed bitterly that:
ofa democratic revolution was smashedby the leading democracyof the world, '.(69)

Criticism was made by many Latin American states which consider American
(70)
Under
military action as a blatant violation of the principle of non-intervention.
sheer pressure of criticism, the American government assertedthat its intervention
facilitated the introduction of OAS troops in order to bring peaceand stability and at
1)
sametime prevent a communisttakeover(7 With that interpretation,it becomesclear
that the norm on non-intervention is given no place in American policy especially
whenever this norm challengesthe United Statesinterests.The American intervention
in Guatemala in 1955, and Cuba in 1961 stands as a clear example-(72) However,
before intervening in Guatemala the United States of America succeededin having
passed a resolution at the Caracas Conference where American states affirmed
collectively:
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" The domination or control of the political institution of any
American states by the international communist movement,
extending to this hemispherethe political systemof extra continental
power, would constitute a threat to the sovereignty and political
independence of the American states, endangering the peace of
America and would call for a meetingof consultationto consider the
in
accordance with existing
action
adoption of appropriate
(73)
treaties".

Following that declaration, the United States intervened in Guatemala and
The
its
legitimate
takeover.
overthrew
government on the grounds of communist
has
American
in
Latin
intervene
its
United
States
prompted
states
to
assertionof
of right
a spokesmanfor the Labour party in the U.K to say:

"... I am afraid that Guatemala has left a rather unpleasanttaste in
one's mouth because,to illustrate the theme I was putting, it seems
in some instancesthat the acceptanceof the principles of the United
(74)
Nations is subordinatedto a hatredof communism',.

The precedentof Cubaalso showsthe extent to which the United Stateswill go to
States
United
The
its
hostile
argued
the
orbit.
regime within
prevent
establishmentof a
delivering
from
Castro
the
in
Cuba
intervention
to
that the
was undertaken prevent
revolution to an alien power, to promote the principle of self-determination of the
Cuban people and to prevent Castro from meddling in the affairs of American
Republics-(75) Therefore,American policy in Latin American Stateshas demonstrated
that the principle of non-intervention has less status than retaining their own
interpretation of democracy;and wheneverthe two diverge, non-intervention must be
sacrificed.

As to American practice outside the domain of Latin American statesthe matter is
be
Vietnam
illustrate
different.
To
to
that
attitude
a
can
made
reference
war.
not much
The Vietnam War demonstratesthe ideological battle betweenthe superpowersin which
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As
Soviet
Union
the
has
the
concept
resurrected
place.
no
the norm of non-intervention
in
invitation
invoked
to
States
United
order
negate
the
"just
of
principle
the
the
war",
of
its
justified
States
United
Vietnam,
In
the
the norm of non-intervention-(76)
South
legitimate
invitation
of
the
government
intervention as a response to the
of
(77),
Vietnam

defence-(78)
in
self
the
of
right
and conformity with

it
States'
United
internal,
of
in
Vietnam
characterization
the
Although the war
was
Vietnam.
importance
by
is
of
international
the
strategic
war-(79), only explicable
as an
Baldwin, a well known American, military observer, has pointed out to this fact: "
Indonesian
the
dominate
it
Vietnam)
(South
of
will eventually control most
whoever
s
Archipelago". (80) This largely explains the very reason for intervention, despite
Kennedy's previous insistence that the war ought to be fought by the Vitenamese
American
President
Johnson
presidents,
the
many
that
of
people-(81)
policy
affirmed
such as Eisenhower, Kennedy..etc, had demonstrated over the eleven years their
have
"
help
defend
this small and valiant nation... over many years we
commitment to
(82)
Thus,
to
independence".
its
defend
help
South
Vietnam
to
made a national pledge
(83)
do otherwise, "would be unforgivably wrong".

in
fragility
in
Vietnam
the
The war
norm of non-intervention
of
clearly reflected the
halting such interference. The violation of the norm was carried out under a variety of
intervention
humanitarian
the
invitation,
to
from
self-defence,
pretexts ranging
States
United
The
democracy-(84)
freedom
pledge of promoting
and
promotion of
(85)
democracywas immutable and could not be repudiated

Summing up, the United Stateshas, through its attitude and practice, demonstrated
broken
is
The
fragility
within the
repeatedly
norm
the
of the norm of non-intervention.
United Statessphereof influence. In Latin American states,the United Statesreserved
for itself the right to intervene whenever it deemed it necessary.Outside the Latin
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American states,it statesthat the norm of non-intervetion must be respected,but an
intervention can be.undertaken under many circumstances. Even when the United
Statesfailed to show good reasonsfor intervention, PresidentKennedy did not conceal
his dissatisfactionwith the norm:

".. let the record show that our restraint is not inexhaustible. Should
it ever appear that the Inter-American doctrine of non-interference
merely concealsor excusesa policy of non-action if the nations of
this hemisphere should fail to meet their commitments against
outside communist penetrationthen I want it clearly understoodthat
this government will not hesitatein meeting its primary obligation,
(86)
which is the security of our nadon".

V-

Concluding

Remark.

The precedingreview hasillustrated the existenceof an internationalenvironmentin
which interventionist activities are on the increase. Most of that interventionist
behaviour may be expectedto be carried out in Third World countries. This is mainly
due to the inherent weaknessin the structure of many of these governments, where
feudal and dictatorial rule are the prevailing pattern It is to the detriment of these
.
countries, that the norm of non-intervention fails to command respect. This concise
review demonstratesthat both Superpowersare willing to acknowledgethe importance
of the norm in international relations. However, through their practice and attitude they
create a variety of exceptions which, if ever accepted,would leave the norm of nonintervention utterly meaningless.

In the presentdecademany nations in different parts of the world intervene in their
neighbours' affairs to change their government using, more or less, the same
justification put forward by superpowers.
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To what extent that attitude is reflected and extended to other states,particularly
Syria, in its intervention in Lebanonis the main purposeof the presentthesis.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE LEBANESE CIVIL WAR AND ITS LEGAL CLASSIFICATION.

Lebanon's existenceas a state has passedthrough different stagesand with every
stage there was disagreementand outside interference. This processleft its negative
impact on Lebanon and contributed to more distrust, and greivences, amongst the

Lebanese.

The presentcivil war is a clear illustration of this fact. Ile presentcasehasits own
features. The existenceof Palestinianson Lebanesesoil has given rise to uncertainty
regarding the real natureof the conflict. Since both parties to the conflict affirmed their
different view about its real nature, the determination of the nature of the conflict
becomes necessary.This becamemore urgent as the Lebanese conflict experienced
direct Syrian intervention, which in turn highlighted the relevant questionas to whether
or not the Lebaneseconflict was internal or not.

In this Chapter, an attempt will be made to outline the history of Lebanon and the
it
identife
Moreover,
the
to
the
and
of
causesof
conflict
participants.
will discussthe
Palestinian factor in the Lebaneseconflict and its effect on the classification of the
conflict.
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IT- History

of Lebanon

A- From Inception

until

the French Mandate

Throughout history, Lebanon experiencedoccupation and conquestwhich started
life
had
Egyptians,
Arabs
Assyrians,
Romans
the
a great effect on
with the
and
who all
of the Lebanese.The variety of occupiers can be explained by economic reasons,as
Lebanon'slocation on the easternshoresof the Mediterraneanqualified her as a liaison
betweenthe West and East.

There are many stories about the origin of the Lebanese people, but the most
reliable one is that Lebanon'sexistencein it's present form owed much to the flood of
refugees who fled their homeland through the fear of persecption-(I) Becauseof
Lebanon's formidable terrain and rugged nature, the refugees found it to be a secure
haven for continuing their life. Those refugees can be broadly categorized into two
religious groups: Muslim and Christians. Each group had its own reason for taking
Sunni
fury,
Lebanon,
from
Shi'ites
in
Mount
to the
the
the
escaped
of
who
refuge
Armenians who fled from Turkish atrocities. However, when Lebanon came under
Ottoman rule (1516-1918), the Mount of Lebanon was dominated by Christians
(Maronite) and Druze. With the introduction of Ottoman rule, Lebanon as a political
battle
in
1516
"Marj
Dabiq"
It
the
taking
shape.
was
of
entity started evolving and
Ottoman
Mamluk
the
the
the
of
and
rise
of
rule.
of
rule
marked
eclipse
which
Following the Ottoman victory, Lebanon'srule was bestowedupon the Druze dynasty,
namely the Ma'ns dynasty. The Ma'ans dynasty ruled Lebanon from 1516 to 1697
during which they managedto extend their influence over all part of Lebanon-(2)
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Following the death of a Ma'ans prince who did not have any heirs, the rule of
Lebanon transferred to another dynasty, Chabi. The origin of Chabi is Sunni Muslim
and its rule over Lebanon was finally bestowed by virtue of the "AL-Sarnkanya"
(3)
Following that meeting, Amir Bashir 1 becamethe governor of Mount
meeting.
Lebanon. After his death (1707) his successor,Prince Malhim, ruled the country until
1732. He was succeeded by Prince Haider who felt no desire to rule and instead
preferred to pursue religious teaching. His two sons Yusuf and Kasam.converted to
Christianity and, hence, when the princedom was transferred to Yusuf, it signalled the
rising power of the Christians for the first time in the history of Lebanon(4). However,
the princedom was again transferred to Bashir II after the execution of Yusuf by the
Governor of Acre in 1788. The arrival of Bashir R sparked off hostility between the
two sects,Druze and Christian. Taking advantageof the Egyptian military campaign
which was designedto deal with the Greek revolt, Amir Bashir 11 attacked the Druze
dynasty (Janmbalatfamily) destroyedtheir palaceand confiscatedtheir property-(5)

Following the deteriorationof the relationship betweenthe Egyptian ruler M. Ali and
the Ottoman Port, Amir Bashir II allied himself with the Egyptian ruler. 'ne Druze, on
the other hand, supportedthe Ottoman authorities so that they could gain favour and at
the sametime avengetheir old humiliation. For many reasons,the British supportedthe
Port and the Druze, whereasthe French gave their assistanceto the Egyptian ruler and
the Christians in Lebanon-(6) 71beOttoman authorities managedto regain power in
Syria and Lebanon through the assistanceof the British and Austrians. The victory of
the Ottomans,coupled with Europeanmeddling, gave rise to civil war in 1841 between
the two main sectsin Lebanon: Christian and Druze. That civil war came to an end after
European mediation and gave way to a new agreement in 1843; the system of
Kaymakam was introduced by which the princedom was divided into two
districts,
Beirut-Damascus
dividing
line-(7)
The Northern
the
with
administrative
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District was to be ruled by a Christian governor and the Southern District by a Druze
governor, but both governorswere to be appointedby the Ottoman Empire-(8)

The creation of the Kaymakam system was geographically misleading as the
population of the Christians in the SouthernDistrict was greater than the Druze, which
created sensitivity and distrust. Furthermore, the system reinforced the political
division by increasingthe economic and social divisions-(9) This system,as described
by one observer, " was the formal organization of civil war in the country"-(10) Not
long after, civil war eruptedagain in 1860betweenthe Druze and Christians.

Again, Ottoman and European powers devised a new system for Lebanon, the
Reglement Organique (Mutassarriffya).

This system was the outcome of a hard

compromise between internal and external parties which had great interest in
Lebanon-0 1) According to that plan, the two district or Kaymakams were reunited
into a single governorate, to be ruled by a Christian non-Lebanesegovernor whose
appointment was made by Ottoman authorities with the approval of the European
powers. Alongside the governor, a Council composedof twelve membersrepresenting
various sectswas establishedto aid and advise him on various issues-02) Under such
a system, Lebanon's autonomous status was guaranteedby the European power. The
system worked well and contributed to the maintenance of peace, but it had
disadvantagesas it constitutionalized communal representation.That systemwas intact
in
War
World
1914.
First
the
until

Therefore, the developmentof eventsbetween 1516 and 1914 had establishedthree
featuresof Lebanon: the Christianity of the Governor, Confessionalrepresentation,and
Christian orientation towards the west, particularly France.
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B- From the French Mandate to Independence.

When the First World War started,the whole areawhich was known as Great Syria
(Palestine, Jordan, and Lebanon) was under Turkish occupation. Following the
Ottoman defeat in 1918, thesecountries came under the British and French Mandate.
During the war, the British and their Allies promised Arab independenceand unity in
return for their support. On 30 September1918 Prince Faisal (the Leader of the Arab
revolution), after the withdrawal of the Ottoman forces,marchedto Damascusand took
(13)
his
Transjordan.
However, such a
control of the city and extended
authority to
developmentwas not warmly receivedby the French authorities which objected to such
measuresas they contradicted the secretagreementdrawn up during the war between
British and French representatives(commonly known as the Sykes-Picot Agreement).
According to that agreement,Syria and Lebanon becameFrench spheresof influence,
and Iraq and Palestine became British spheres of influence-04)

Much to the

disappointment of the Arabs, the peaceconferenceat San Remo endorsedthe division
(15)
Sykes-Picot
Agreement.
which was agreedon accordingto the

Attacks againstFrench troops mounted by irregular Arab fighters led the French to
demandthe quick recognition of their Mandateand the punishmentof irregular fighters
who attacked French troops. Although Prince Faisal accepted the French demands,
General Gouraud marched into the city and occupied it on 7th of October 1918. The
French occupation had a great effect on Lebanon as Muslims viewed the French as
occupiers whereas,Christiansregardedthem as saviours.

On the Ist of 1920 September the French authorities, to the bitterness of the
Muslims, declared the creation of Great Lebanon, cutting off parts of Syria, such as
Tyre, Sidon, Beirut, and Akar, and addedthem to Lebanon.That artificial creation had
a great effect on the harmony of Lebanon, since the population of the newly annexed
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historian:
According
Muslims.
to
one
eminent
areaswere predominantly

"the annexed territory almost doubled the area of the country and
increased it's population by about one half over 20,000
in
in
it
lost
Moslems
the
country
gained
area
what
predominantly
...
(16)
its
it
internal
equilibrium".
cohesion... lost
In 1920, the French government introduced a new constitution which, in one way
introduced
had
been
Mutussarriffya
the
system
which
or another,was a mere mirror of
during the Turkish occupation. As both communities, Christians and Muslims felt the
disadvantageof the Mandate and, becauseof the surge of nationalism, demonstrators
took to the streetdemandingindependence.

A new treaty was signed betweenFrance and Lebanon in which France was given
some privileges in return for independence. That treaty was met with Muslim
demonstrationsand protest, but during the SecondWorld War the French authorities
suspendedthe Lebanese constitution, and Lebanon was again under French direct
rule-07)

During the SecondWorld War, Lebanon and Syria received the promise of

independencefrom France and Britain-08)

On the 26th of November 1941, Lebanon

independent
declared
an
state. In the process of independence, a temporary
was
government was appointed to supervise the election headed by "Ayoub Thabt" who
determined the number of parliamentary seats:32 for Christian and 22 for Muslims.
Following a serious protest by Muslims, a modification on 22nd of July 1942 was
Le
in
Christians
30,
5
25
Muslims
by
the
a
ratio
of
and
seats
were
given
added which
to 6.

In 1943, the first President of Lebanon, BasharaAl kahoury was elected to rule
Lebanon.He chose,Riyad al Solh as Prime Iýfinisterand they both worked on a plan for
the future ruling of Lebanon. That plan is commonly known as the "National Pact" by
distribution
determined.
The content
the
the
sects
was
of
power
among
various
which
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Christian
between
Pact
National
time,
the
that
sects
major
at
of the
was a compromise
and Muslim. However, in the face of Christian insistenceon the link with the West and
Muslim insistence with the link with the Arab world, the National Pact affirmed
Lebanon'sArabic face and its special ties with the West-09) The Christians pledged
that they would not seek help from the west, whereas the Muslims pledged not to
demandunity with Syria. Moreover, the Pact confirmed the confessionalsystemwhich
was establishedduring the Turkish occupation,with minor modifications. According to
the Pact, the President would be Christian whereas the Prime Minister will be Sunni
Muslim and the Speaker of Parliament would be Sh'ite Muslim. Therefore, the Pact
assertedthreeprinciples upon which the newly emergedLebanon is governed:

I- The Confessionalsystem.
2- Co-operation with Arabic countries should be carried out within the framework of
Lebanesesovereigntyand on the basisof equality.
3- Ile neutrality of Lebanon,Lebanonhaving no alliance with the East or West..

With the conclusion of the Pact, Lebanon becamea fully independentrepublic with
its own features which brought the country into another civil war in 1958. That civil
war was mainly due to the sharp cleavage between the Muslim Arab orientation and
Christian westernorientation. PresidentChammounallied himself with the Eisenhower
doctrine and refusedto condemnthe Anglo-French invasion of the Suezcanal.(20)

Fighting erupted betweenthe opposition and security forces loyal to the President
following charges that the President had rigged the election of that year. The
government accused the United Arab Republic of subversion and appealed to the
U. S.A for help. Following the United Statesintervention, the United Nations sent an
(21)
investigate
The United
the Lebanese government's claims.
observer group to
Nations mission's finding did not fully satisfy the Lebanesegovernment, as it failed to
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support the government'sclaims-(22)

The crisis was easedafter PresidentChammoun declared that he did not intend to
offer himself for re-election. The Lebanese Parliament elected a new President,
President Chihab. SuccessivePresidentscame into power until 1970 when President
Franjieh was elected With the Franjieh election, and during his time in office,
.
discontentand external factors led to the eruption of civil war in 1975.

III-

The causes of the Lebanese conflict.

The crisis which entangledLebanon cannot be attributed to only internal reasons,
but external factors also played a great role in furthering the differences among the
Lebanesepeople. Both internal and external factors knitted together and consequently
paved the way for the eruption of civil war. In order to understand the causesof the
civil war, a brief review of the internal and external factors is necessary.

Many will agreethat the internal structureof the Lebanesesystemhasplayed a great
role in the presentcrisis. Since independence,the system has failed to respond to the
changeswhich the country have undergone.That failure left the system obsolete and
not responsiveto the demandsof a new Lebanesegeneration.The confessional system
is basically a by-product of the French legacy which left power in the hand of one sect
to the exclusion of others. It is this system which has provoked other communities to
demand a more equitable share of power. However, the Maronites who are favoured
declined
than
the
to surrender their
sect
system,
other
under
confessional
more any
in
balance
Lebanon whereby the Christian
With
the
emergenceof a new
privileges.
Maronites are no longer a majority, the confessionalsystemhas become increasingly a
(23)
instability.
Moreover, the prevalence of confessionalism increased the
source of
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by
adhering to the sects'values at the expenseof
sect
senseof exclusivenessof each
the nation. In this regard, Khoury remarks:

" Lebanon possessesa political community, but not much senseof
community: it is a collection of ethno-religious
sub
communes(confession) bound together by common necessity, if
that, and bridging the gap between the sub communes remains a
crucial problem-(24)

Others factors played a role, but still within the strictures of the confessional
system. The process of modernization and the rising expectations of the Lebanese
population, in the absence of government response, have widened the gap between the
"haves" and "have nots". A survey undertaken in 1970 showed that 4 percent of the
population of Lebanon received about 35 percent of all income, whilst the lower 50
percent of the population received approximately 20 percent of all income. The income
of the other 46 percent of the population was about 30 percent of overall income-(25)
The inequality of distribution of national income worsened as a result of Lebanon's
failure to hold to its strategic importance as an oasis for Arab and foreign financial
(26)
The rise of Kuwait and Iraq in the seventies overshadowed Lebanon's
capital.
financial role. What was worse was the government's failure to provide an alternative
system of social welfare which could reasonably have reduced the sense of alienation
(27)
bitterness
Lebanon.
As the Lebanese divided on sectarian
and
among the sects of
lines, consequently other sects, namely Muslims, naturally viewed the distribution of
welfare with great scepticism. Added to this problem was the mass immigration

of

Lebanese from the South of Lebanon to the vicinity of Beirut searching for a better life
in
from
Israeli
Lebanon against
to
attack
attack
retaliation
commando
and escaping
IsraeI. (28) That mass immigration is not limited to those who fled from Israeli raids,
but also extends to economic migrants who were lured into the capital searching for
(29)
better lives .
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The migration has provided the breeding ground for dissent, and has enabled the
dissident
to
attract
support.
radical organizations or parties

All these factors

exacerbatedthe processof demandtowards the elirrfination of the Confessionalsystem
On
Maronites.
the
the
to
the
all
sects
save
of
grievances
which was regardedas
source
insisted
Maronites
the
the
to
and
system
contrary,
refused consider re-adjustment of
that the dangerwas not in the systembut in the presenceof the Palestiniansin Lebanon.
The issue of the Palestinians,wittingly or unwittingly, was entangled in the Lebanese
quagmire and hence the nature of the conflict becameblurred. In fact, becauseof the
absenceof political institutions which could mitigate the crisis and provide a vehicle for
dialogue and compromise, the Lebanesesystem, with its confessional features, was a
sourceof complaint and bitterness,as Muslims demandeda more equitable sharein the
decision making power.

Moreover many Arab countries,through their support for the Palestinians,managed
to have access to Lebanese Politics. For example, Syria, through the Palestinian
OrganizationAl- Saiqa,played a great role; by equal token Iraq, through its support for
the Al Bath party, and Egypt, through its support for traditional leaders,influenced the
in
political process Lebanon. Under the bannerof giving protection to the Palestinians
in Lebanon, radical Arab regimes extended every possible support to the Palestinians
and Leftist parties in Lebanon which were striving to reconstructLebanon on a radical
basis-(30) Contrary to the radical Arab regimes, the conservative regimes, such as
Saudi Arabia and Jordan, extended support and sympathy to conservatives in
(3
1)
Lebanon.

In addition, the Israeli played their role as well. To the Israeli, the destruction of
Lebanonas a model for future co-existencebetweenthe Jews and Palestiniansis one of
the important targets.By pitting the Palestiniansand Christians against each other, the
model of co-existence would collapse and, at the same time the Palestinians would
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suffer and lose power in Lebanon-(32)

External parties gained accessto Lebanon through the Lebanese who for many
reasonsbelieved that soliciting support from outside would help to keep their sectional
internal
In
help
the
to
grievancesof the Lebanese
general
supremacyor
achievevictory.
and the immovability

of the system, supplemented by the negligence of the

government, or its indifference, and its failure to respond to the rising expectation of
the Lebanese,have played a greatrole in opening the door to external interference. It is
undoubtedly the internal factors that helped the demise of stability in Lebanon, but
external factors, on an equal footing, played a role in furthering and accelerating the
processof the state'scollapsewhich directly resultedin the ensuing civil war.

IV- The Identification

Of The Belligerents

In The Lebanese Civil

War.

A- General.

It is very important to identify the parties to the conflict. Identification will help in
differentiating between internal and external parties which is necessaryin any legal
analysis. In the Lebanesecivil war, parties to the conflict are numerous and diverse.
The confusion betweeninternal and external factors, at somepoint, is hard to separate.
The existence of Palestinians and their participation played a great role in that
included
in
Palestinians
However,
the
this
are
among the
classification,
confusion.
internal parties under the coalition of the LebaneseNational Movement. A thorough
review of their legal statuswill be undertakenlatter.

For reasonof clarity and simplicity, the parties to the Lebaneseconflict are divided
into two groups: internal and external. Moreover, given the sheer numbers of internal
include
diverse
the
their
claims,
will
present
classification
all the internal
parties, and
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Front
Lebanese
National
into
Lebanese
Movement.
the
two
and
main
parties
groups:
This classification is basedon actual facts which were demonstratedduring the war as
the two main groups were the principal parties to the conflict. As such, the manifesto
of small parties will be disregardedso long as they joined one of the principal parties
and acceptedits manifesto.

B- Internal Parties to the conflict.

1- The Lebanese Front.

During the course of the war, and in responseto the ensuing events,a new coalition
came into being which is commonly known as the LebaneseFront. The LebaneseFront
is a coalition basically established to pool the resources of Christians in order to
confront those who, in the view of the LF, embarked on a policy of destroying
Lebanon.

The LebaneseFront is composedof parties or groups who took up arms to defend
the fatherland from the Palestinians and Leftist forces. Despite the sheer number of
groups and parties which joined the LF, it is easyto remark that the composition of the
LF is madeup of two major parties: the PhalangeandLiberal parties.

The Phalangeparty is the strongestand best equipped Its existence preceded the
.
civil war, as it was established in 1936-(33) Over time, the party became the main
defenderof Christian interestsin Lebanon,especiallythoseof Maronite Christians.
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The secondparty is the Liberal Party which was formed in 1959 by ex-president
Chammoun. The Liberal party shares with the Phalange party its values and goals.
Besidesthe two main parties, there are other parties which emergedduring the course
of civil war such as the Cedar Guardian, AL Tanziem and Zgharta Liberation Army
(formed by the then presidentFranjieh).

The main concern of the LF was to defend Lebanon from foreigners and Leftist
groups who pose a real danger to the unity of Lebanon. Therefore, they called for the
repudiation of all agreements with Palestinians in order to restore Lebanese
(34)
The task of liberating Lebanon, in the absence of an effective
sovereigntygovernment,was ultimately their responsibility. In general,the LF's main concern was
the foreigners (Palestinians). They did not consider that there was a real internal
problem in Lebanon(35), and any internal reform ought to be basedon the National
Pact of 1943.(36)

2- The Lebanese National

Movement.

The National Movement also emergedto presenta unitary vision of future Lebanon.
The National Movement is a loose coalition of a variety of parties who are not
ideologically alike, but sharethe samegoals: dismantling the confessionalsystem,and
the protection of Palestinianresistance.

The LebaneseNational Movement, throughout the civil war, was composed of
some major parties which constitute its backbone,as other parties were minor and not
follows
Progressive
These
in
Socialist
the
:
are
sense.
major
parties
effective any real
Party headedby the leaderof LNM, Kamal Junblat; the Syrian Socialist Party; the Arab
Bath Socialist Party (actually there are two parties with the samename, one belonging
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to Syria and the other to Iraq); and finally, the two organizationswhich emergedduring
the civil war, the LebaneseArab Army (establishedfollowing the breakdown of the
LebaneseArmy and which provided the LNM with immeasurable strength during the
fight) and Murabutoun a pro-PalestinianParty and finally the Disinherited Movement,
which was established by the charismatic religous leader Mousa Al Sader, which
fought with the LNM at the first stageand later sided with the Syrian government.

Other parties played a major role but these Parties are not Lebanese in the legal
sense. The Palestinian rejectionst groups and the main stream of the PLO considered
themselves part of the LNM. They joined the LNM to defend their right to be in
Lebanonas the LF challengedtheir legal rights-(37) As mentioned earlier, the detailed
analysis of the status of Palestiniansin Lebanon and its effect on the classification of
the Lebaneseconflict will be consideredlater.

Contrary to the LF, the LNM forwarded an argument which affirmed the internal
characterof the struggle. The LNM insisted that the real reasonor causeof the conflict
was the existence of the confessional system in Lebanon. Moreover, the LNM
challengedthe LFs claim that the Palestiniansare foreigners-(38)

Ile LNM presentedits political programmeas the most urgent goal to be realized at
any price. According to that programme,the most important points are(39):

I- The abolition of the confessionalsystem.
2- Democraticreform for popular representation;changingthe electoral law
3- Re-arrangingthe army on a non-sectarianbasis.
4-

constitutional
reforms
concerning
parliament
and
creating
a
new
-Introducing
institution

5- Although not stipulated in the programme, neverthelessthe LNM considered the
LFs demandconcerning the Palestiniansas part of an international conspiracy to
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liquidate the Palestinianrevolution.(40)

The LNM stipulated that no dialogue could be initiated with the LF unless its
political and constitutional programmeis fully recognisedas the mainstay of any future
construction for Lebanon.

C- External

Parties to the conflict.

There were, in fact, many parties to the Lebaneseconflict, but what is of primary
concernhere is thosewhich were directly involved in the Lebanesecivil war. The first
interference was undertaken by both Israel and Syria.

However the Syrian

government, due to its close ties and Arab orientation, staged the first direct
intervention but in different stages:mediation, indirect assistanceto rebels and finally
full fledged intervention on the side of the LF on the lst of June 1976-(41)

The secondexternal party was Israel which did not hesitateto declare its interest in
the Lebanesecivil war. According to the Israeli government,its interest in Lebanon was
to keep the Palestiniansaway from the southof Lebanonand to stop the guerilla attacks
on the northern border of Israel-(42) However, another interest was manifest in Ben
Gurion's correspondencewith his prime minister, Moshe Sharet,in which he urged the
latter to encouragethe partition of Lebanonthrough rendering support to the Maronites
so that they could establisha Christian state-(43)

In fact, the Israeli governmentdid not intervene directly in the civil war during the
it
its
have
We
do
"
1975-76
to intervene in what is
repeated
statement:
and
not
year
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happening inside Lebanon as long as the conflict is confined to the Lebanesepeople
themselves"(44) However, the Israeli governmentmet many delegatesof the LF and,
in consequence,Israel pledged to extend ammunition and weaponsto the LF. (45) The
Israeli government refrained from any direct intervention until 1978. It was in March
1978 that the Israelis invaded the South of Lebanon, in an operation named Litani
River, to drive the PLO back deepinto Lebanon and far from the Northern border-(46)
Later the Israeli government supportedrenegadesof the Lebanesearmy to form a state
in the south of Lebanon which is commonly known as the Security Belt. The second
Israeli intervention was in 1982 and culminated in the occupation of Lebanon'scapital,
Beirut, and the evacuationof military personnelof the PLO from Lebanon.

The Israelis, in fact, did not intervene directly in 1975-76, but kept watching the
Syrian forces' movement in Lebanon very closely. The illegality of the Israeli
intervention in Lebanon is not addressed in the present thesis which is mainly
concernedwith the legal implication of the Syrian intervention.

V- The Legal Nature of the Lebanese Conflict.

A-

Introduction.

The participation of Palestiniansin the Lebanesecivil war has given rise to crucial
difficulties concerning their legal status.'Their classification as an internal or external
legal
discussion.
has
become
the
centre
of
party
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The LebaneseFront arguesthat the Palestiniansare strangersand hencethe conflict
is a war against them. In contrast, the LebaneseNational Movement has rejected this
internal
As
insisted
the
the
character
conflict.
such, the
of
on
explanation, and
investigation into and the identification of the Palestinians'statusis a major issue in the
discussion of the Lebanese conflict and, consequently, of the Syrian intervention.
Therefore, before proceeding to the analysis of the Syrian intervention in Lebanon, an
attempt will be made to identify the legal statusof Palestiniansin Lebanon. The inquiry
will cover a concise review of the meaning of civil war in international law , the
Palestiniansexistence in Lebanon, and finally the validity of the Cairo Agreement and
the attitude of the Lebaneseand Palestinianpartiestowardsit.

B- The Legal Meaning Of Civil War.

According to the Dictionary of Contemporary English, the term "civil war" is
indicative of a" war betweenopposing groups of people from the samecountry fought
within that country"-(47) . However, this description is not necessarilyconfined to the
term civil war. In fact, there are many terms for civil war which mostly indicate the
same meaning, such as insurrection, internal conflict, and rebellion. All these terms,
is
have
factor
is
differ
the
they
that
although
nevertheless
all
a
common
war
which
,
carried out betweenindigenouspeople and within the territory of that country.

Ile customarydefinition of civil war indicatesthe abovefeatures:

" When a party is formed within the state which ceasesto obey the
it,
is
to
strong
a
stand
against
or when a
and
enough
make
sovereign
Republic is divided into two oppositefactions and both sidestake up
arms, there exists a civil war"-(48)

In 1863ProfessorFrancis Lieber identified civil war:
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"A war between two or more portions of a country or state, each contending
for the masteryof the whole, and eachclaiming to be the legitimate government.
The term is also sometimes applied to war of rebellion, when the rebellious
provinces or portion of the state are contiguous to those containing the seat of
government-09)

Similarly, Oppenhiern'sdefinition of civil war has, more or less, the samefeatures.
He defined civil war as being:

" When two opposing parties within a state have recourse to arms
for the purpose of obtaining power in the state, or when a large
portion of the population of a state rises in arms against the
legitimate govemment-(50)

In a recent judgement on the issue of civil war the Israeli Supreme Court drew a
concise definition which has the same features which are shown in the above
definitions. In its judgment in Diab v Anorney General, the Court said:
" Civil war is a war of the citizens for the purpose of obtaining
power in the whole state or in part of it. The emphasis is on the
word "citizen" that is to say, civil war always implies an armed
struggle by a group of citizens against the establishedorder in order
to obtain power over its own state and not a war against another
state trying to impose its will over the territory and the citizens of
that state, that is to say, a foreign country. This is the legal meaning
of the word, and it is also its normal and natural meaning for the
generalpublic and for historians"-(51)

Therefore, most of the definitions, starting from the customary one to the most
indigenous
factors:
by
Israeli
Court,
the
two
the
one
recent
emphasize
population who
are waging the war and the location of the conflict as carried out within the territory of
the state.
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Other factors, following the development of the subject of human rights and the
needfor regulation of internal conflict, were addedto the definition of civil war. nose
factors are mainly addressed to the material factor, that is to say the level of
violence-(52) In order to bring the conflict under the regulation of the laws of war
there must be a genuine armed conflict. This factor has the benefit of excluding trivial
incidencessuchas rioting or disobediencefrom the categoryof civil war.(53)

As such,civil war is a genuinearmedconflict among the people of a country carried
out within its territory for the purposeof changingor altering the legal structure of their
govemment.

That definition raisesthe question of Palestinianparticipation and their legal status.
Since the Palestiniansare not Lebanesecitizens, their participation needsmore factual
and legal clarificadon.

C- The Palestinian

Factor in the Lebanese Civil

War.

In any review of the legal statusof the Palestiniansin Lebanon, one has to look at
the history of the Palestinian settlement in Lebanon in order to determine their legal
status.A review has the advantageof clarifying their first legal settlement in Lebanon,
that is to say,whether or not it was carried out in accordancewith LebaneseLaw.

Palestiniansettlementin Lebanon was not a natural migration from one country to
another. Their existence in Lebanon was caused by extreme circumstances which
forced them to leave their homeland and seek temporary settlement elsewhere. Their
ordeal startedwith the establishmentof the Israeli state.The Israelis have subjectedthe
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inhumane
Palestinians
to
treatment which, at times, reachedthe point of mass
native
killing. The systematicmethod of terror and killing transcendedany reasonablelimits
and left the Palestinianswith no choice but to leave their homes in order to save their
lives. (54) These crimes were condemned by the United Nations and a variety of
humanitarian organizations but this did not prevent or halt the immigration of
Palestinians.

Lebanon, amongst many Arab countries, responded to the events with great
generosity and openedits borders to the Palestinianrefugees.In opening the border to
Palestinian refugees, and by providing them with the necessaryrequisites of life,
Lebanon was acting as an Arab country which owed to Arab Palestinians such
behaviour and, at the same time, was responding to its legal obligation under the
GenevaConvention for the Protection of Refugees.(55)

That Convention was the culmination of efforts of statesto presenta legal document
ensuring full protection for refugees.Since 1921 the need for international action for
refugees has been recognized. However, with the GenevaConvention the problem of
refugeeshas beenaddressedproperly. The Conventionprovides a legal framework for
treatment of refugee, and facilitates their settlementin a foreign country. The merit of
the Convention is its attempt to narrow the gap between the citizens of states and
refugees in term of employment and social welfare. Thus, the rights and duties of
refugees have been confirmed by a multilateral treaty which has limited states'rights
concerning the treatmentof refugees.

Since Lebanon is one of the signatories to that Convention, the Palestinians in
Lebanon, as refugees, have the benefit of it. An examination of that Convention will
support the view that the refugeesenjoy the samerights ascitizens in mattersrelating to
employment, security and social welfare-(56) Moreover, the Convention stressesthe
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fact that refugeesmust not be treatedon an equal footing with aliens who have already
enjoy the protection of their countries-(57) As such, refugees,under the Convention,
enjoy to some extent the full rights that citizenship accords to citizens, save political
rights.

As far as Lebanon is concerned,Lebanonhas failed to fulfill its obligations towards
the Palestiniansin accordancewith the GenevaConvention. This failure could be the
result of the natureof the Lebanesesystem. Sincemost of the Palestiniansare Muslim,
their presenceraisesthe Christians'fear that an imbalancemight emergein the structure
of the confessional system. However, that reasoncannot remove the legal obligation
that Lebanon owes to the refugees.Lebanon'sreluctance to provide the basic needsof
refugeesis shown by the LebanesePublic Minister of Work:
"

Let me point out here that we did not welcome the Palestinians
...
with open arms or take them to our heart.We did not make available
to them the most basic necessitiesof life.. neither water, electricity,
nor drainage facilities, or social services.It is we who deliberately
put them near urban areasand not on the frontiers, in responseto the
wishes of businessmenfor cheaplabour"-(58)

Therefore,the existenceof the Palestiniansin Lebanesecities was in responseto the
wishes of businessmenand governmentofficials. Their legal statusas refugeesis fully
affirmed by the Lebanese government. As such, the Palestinians did not cross the
border in thousands against the wishes of the government, but rather the Lebanese
government has welcomed them and classified them as refugees. However, the
maltreatmentthat they receivedin Lebanonwas the first steptowards a conflict between
them and the Lebanesegovernment. As the exploitation of the Palestinians persisted,
and becauseof encouragementfor the militarization of refugeesby the Arab regimes, a
military conflict erupted between the Palestiniansand the Lebanesegovernment. The
Lebanese government did not agree on drastic measures to solve the issue of
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Palestinians who were demanding a special status in Lebanon. The Muslim Prime
Minister declined to liquidate the newly bom military wing of the PLO when the
Christians pressedhard to that end. A stalemateensued and, under the mediation of
Egypt both parties, the Lebanesegovernmentand the PLO, convenedin Egypt to settle
the Palestinianissue in Lebanon. The Lebaneserepresentativewas given full power to
negotiatea settlementwith the leader of the PLO, YassarArafat. The out-come of that
negotiation was a new agreement which later came to be known as the " Cairo
Agreement".

With the agreementthe Palesoniansacquired a new statuswhich was not available
before. However, the point that needsto be stressedis that the Palestinians'existence
in Lebanon was not contrary to Lebaneselaw nor against the sovereignty of Lebanon.
Since the agreement came into existence, its legality shoud be looked at in order to
clarify it and, at a later stage, to seewhether or not the Agreement was in accordance
with Lebaneseconstitutional law and not contrary to the Lebanesesovereignty.

D- The Cairo Agreement.

On the third of November 1969, the Lebaneserepresentative,Emil Bastani, and the
Palestinian representative,Yassar Arafat, met in Cairo under the auspicesof Egypt's
Foreign Minister, Mahmmoud Riyad, and War Minister Fawzi, to discussthe Lebanese
crisis. The outcomeof that meeting was a new agreementwhich is generally refen-edto
as the "Cairo Ageement"-(59)

The main purpose of that Agreement was to prevent

any future confrontation between the Lebanese government and Palestinians in
Lebanon.
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Ironically, that Agreement turned out to be the sourceof disagreementbetween the
Palestinians and the Lebanese government on the one hand and the Lebanese
themselveson the other. According to the Christians (LebaneseFront), the Agreement
violates Lebanesesovereignty, whereasthe Muslims (LebaneseNational Movement)
regard it as an instrument which justifies the military existence of Palestinians on
Lebanesesoil. The Cairo Agreement consists of two parts: the first deals with the
Palestinians'presencein Lebanon, and the secondaddressesthe activity of Palestinian
commandos.

As to the first part, the Agreement mentions the rights of Palestiniansto work and
residence-(60)This is a mere reiteration of what the Lebanesegovernmenthad already
committed itself to under the Geneva Convention of 1951. The right of Palestiniansto
compose a committee to take charge of Palestinians' interests in the camps was
recognised;but that must be done in accordancewith the full agreementof the Lebanese
(6
1)
"
Lebanese
the
Moreover, Article 3
authoritiesand within
context of
sovereignty"and 4 grantedthe Palestiniansthe right to join the Palestinianrevolution and the right of
the Palestiniansto carry arms in the camps, but in accordancewith Lebaneselaw and
(62)
sovereignty-

The secondpart of the Cairo Agreement was devoted entirely to the activities of
Palestiniancommandos.The Lebanesegovernment pledged to furnish every possible
assistanceto the Palestinian commandosin order to attack the Israeli state. However,
(63)
in
from
designated
South
be
Lebanon.
Article 7
this was to carried out
a
area the
of
of the Agreement envisaged the appointment of a Palestinian representative to the
Lebanesemilitary headquartersto participatein the resolution of all emergencymatters.

In addition, the Cairo Agreement affirmed the belief and determination of both the
Lebanesegovernmentand the PLO to help the armedstruggleof the Palestiniansas " an
activity in the interest of Lebanon as well as that of the Palestinian revolution and all
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Arabs"-(64)

As a whole, the Cairo Agreement transferred the legal status of the Palestinians
from that of refugees under the Geneva Convention to a new status under the Cairo
Agreement. The Agreement gave the Palestinians full freedom to act in Lebanon.
However, such activities must be carried out in accordance with the Lebanese
governmentand sovereignty; the Lebanesegovernment by virtue of Article 13, has the
full sovereigntyandjurisidiction over all its territory without any exception.

The Cairo Agreement, however, did not succeedin providing stability and accord
betweenthe governmentand the PLO. Clashestook place and a new protocol which is
known as the "Melkart Protocol" came into being on 17th May 1973.(65) That
Protocol referred to the Cairo Agreement as a basis for any new agreement.However,
according to the Melkart Protocol, the Palestinian commandos had no right to operate
militarily against the Israeli territory from the Lebanese border-(66) Moreover, the
Protocol determinedthat the term foreigner is not meant to cover Arab commandos(67)
Apart from that, the Melkart Protocol doesnot differ greatly from the Cairo Agreement.

As was mentionedearlier, the Cairo Agreement was a sourceof discord among the
Lebanesethemselvesand Christian Lebanesevis a vis the Palestinians. In the light of
that, the legality of the Agreementbecomesvital to the presentstudy.

E- Cairo

Agreement and the Legal Standing of the Parties.

The Lebanesebelligerents have naturally expresseda different attitude towards the
Cairo Agreement. The Lebanese Front considered it illegal.

To the National

Movement, it is a true reflection of the Lebanese commitment to the Palestinians'
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(68)
cause.

The Lebanese Front's stand towards the Cairo Agreement was not, arguably,
its
intention
declared
Front
Lebanese
The
to
on several occasions
consistent or clear.
repudiate the Agreement-(69) On other occasions,the LebaneseFront, and especially
the Phalangeparty, expressedits total respect for all agreementssigned between the
Lebanesegovernment and the Palestinian Organization-(70) However, one can state
that the Lebanese Front through various speechesaffirmed its stand that the Cairo
Agreement was no longer valid to regulate the Lebanese-Palestiniansrelations. It
regardsthe Agreement as upsetting the internal equilibrium betweenvarious sects.On
this ground, the LebaneseFront embarkedon a policy of arming its membersin order
to meet the danger of Palestiniancommandos.The former Presidentof Lebanon and a
president of the LebaneseFront questionedthe Agreement which allowed Palestinians
to carry weaponsby saying:

ftwhy have the foreigners and those seeking refuge in hospitable
Lebanon the right to stage military training and carry arms, while
Lebanon's sons have no right to do so in defence of their
homeland?"-(7 1)

Ile LebaneseFront regardedthe agreementas a bridge upon which the Palestinians
could occupy Lebanon. Therefore, according to the Lebanese Front, the sons of
Lebanon have also full rights to use weaponsand defend their land from Palestinian
foreigners. The president of the LebaneseFront declared that " Christians of Lebanon
fought a national battle to liberate their home land from Palestinian domination"-(72)
Moreover, he considered the mere acceptanceof the Cairo Agreement a surrender to
Palestiniansas he said:
" despitethe secrecyshroudingthe agreement,it was becoming clear
that it amountedto capitulation to the commandosdemandto operate
from Lebanon"-(73)
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This view was sharedby another Christian leader, Pierre Jamayle (the Phalangist
leader) who voiced his discontent:
" We acceptedthe agreementreluctantly althoughwe had preferredit
be unwritten, However, the agreement underlines the fact that
Lebanesesovereigntyno longer exists yet we accededto it to saveor
preservethe national unity"-(74)
The issue of lost sovereignty was raised by another Christian leader Charel Al
Hallau in whose term of presidencythe agreementwas signed.He declaredthat:

" The Cairo Agreement contradicts the existenceof the state, but at
that time it was impossible to compromise between the concept of
Palestinian revolution and Lebanesesovereignty. Thus, the Cairo
Agreement was the best of the worst".(75)

Another objection to the Cairo Agreement was introduced by the Monk Order of
Lebanon. They argued, in a memorandumsubmitted to the LebaneseParliament,'that
the agreementviolates the constitution of Lebanon since it upsetsthe National Pact of
1945. The National Pact, according to the said Memorandum, ensures Lebanon's
neutrality vis a vis West and East-(76) According to this, had the Cairo Agreement
beenan element in the Pact when it was drawn up, the Pact would have been different,
is
Pact
been
Thus,
the
a part of a constitution, this
concluded-(77)
since
or might never
Agreementmust be invalid accordingto the constitution.

Others, in the wake of Israeli retaliation and the mass destruction of life and
invalid
have
is
Agreement
the
circumstances
since
that
the
property, argued
(78)
be
Front's
Lebanese
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could
summarized under
the
objection
general,
changed.
four legal objections:

(1) The agmementwas againstthe will of the Lebanesegovernment.
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(2) It runs againstthe Lebaneseconstitution

(3) The circumstanceshave changedunderlying the needto repudiatethat agreement.

(4) The agreementviolates Lebanesesovereignty

As to the NationalMovement,the aboveargumentswererejectedasunconstitutional
(79)
imperialist
Palestinian
andpartof an
attackon the
revolution.

Therefore, as far as the LebaneseFront is concerned the Cairo Agreement is no
longer valid for the above reasons. And if the Agreement is not valid, then the
Palestinians,by carrying arms and weapons,violate Lebanesesovereignty and give rise
to the LebaneseFront's right to defend Lebanon from Palestinian foreigners. In order
to evaluate the validity of the LebaneseFront's claims, an assessmentwill be carried
out in order to affmn whether or not the Cairo Agreementis valid.

F- The Validity

of the Cairo Agreement.

Before proceedingto discussthe legal objections of the LebaneseFront, some legal
points have to be highlighted. The conclusion of an Agreement with the PLO raises
some difficulties, since the PLO is not a state. Moreover, the term "Agreement" is not
free of controversy. In view of that, two important questionsmust be answered:What
is the legal natureof the Cairo Agreement? Is it a treaty subject to international law, or
a mere agreementsubjectto LebaneseLaw 9.
.
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The choice of the term "Agreement" which was given to the document concluded
between the PLO and the Lebanesegovernment, does not create any problem. The
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 1969 doesnot stipulate that a specific term,
such as treaty, is a necessary requisite for a legal document to be a treaty-(80)
Accordingly, Article 2 (1) of the Convention defined treaty as an international
instrument concluded between states and in a written form-(81) Moreover, in a
comment on the Law of Treaties, it was mentioned that " the fact seems to be that
names are frequently given to the international instruments for reasons which have
(82)
do
legal
nothing to
with the
significanceof a particular term..,,.

Therefore,the term Cairo Agreementdoesnot affect its legal importance sincethere
are no requirements relating to the choice of terms. It is a matter relating to
constitutionallaw which sometimesstipulatesa certain proceduresin mattersrelating to
the conclusion of a treaty or an Agreement. For example, in the United States, for a
treaty to be constitutionally valid it must be approved by the Senateand the President,
the SupremeCourt held that a postal convention concluded by the PostmasterGeneral
under the authority of an Act of Congressand approved by the President without the
advice and the consent of the Senatewas not a treaty according to constitutional and
municipal law of the United States-(83)

Therefore, the terms treaty or agreement are matters relevant to the parties and
subject to their internal law, and have nothing to do with the law of treaties.According
to Lebaneselaw, a treaty must be signed by the President and the Prime Mnister and
approved by Parliament-(84) These requirements were strictly observed in the Cairo
Agreement.Therefore, the Cairo Agreement, as far as LebaneseLaw is concerned,is a
treaty signed between the Lebanese government and the PLO. However, a major
difficulty arises as to the right of the PLO to conclude a treaty; Article 2 (1) of the
Vienna convention provides that a treaty must be concluded between states.Since the
PLO is not representing a state, it might be argued that it has no right to conclude a
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treaty.
However, that assertionis incorrect. It was arguedthat the PLO does not represent
Palestinebut it is surely representingthe refugees.(85) It follows that the the PLO has
a non-state character. Its statusmay be compared to a national liberation movement.
However, the National Liberation Movement status,although controversial (86), has a
legal personality which qualifies it to concludea treaty with a state-(87) There are many
precedentsto support this conclusion. For example, the French government signed a
treaty (Evian Treaty in 1962) with the Algerian Liberation Front, and the United States
signed an agreement in Paris on January 27,1973 with the National Liberation
Movement of Vietnam. Moreover, during the Second World War, western powers
recognized national fronts which were fighting for the liberation of their land from the
Nazi occupationand were treatedby westerncountriesas governmentsin exile-(88)

All these precedents suggest that the PLO does have the legal personality to
conclude an agreement.The PLO was recognized by the Lebanesegovernment as the
legitimate representativeof the Palestiniansand that recognition is easily inferred from
the actual meeting with the representativeof PLO. Lauterpacht affirms in this regard
that:

"Logic seems to demand that a state cannot become a party to a
treaty with a stateor governmentwhich it doesnot recognise that is
to say, whose existenceit denies- and that therefore the conclusion
of a treaty amounts to recognition. Occasionalpronouncementsby
(89)
governmentssubstantiatethat point,,.

However, given the special statusof the PLO in Lebanon, it seemsunreasonableto
suggest'that it has the capacity which a state normallyýhas. The PLO's presence in
Lebanon is a temporary one and that agreement is a mere arrangement of external
relations between the Lebanesegovernment and the PLO. Therefore, the Accord that
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has
international
PLO
Lebanese
between
the
and
government
an
was concluded
character,at least within certain measures-(90)

Given the character of the PLO and the recognition that was accorded to it by the
Lebanese government one tends to view the Cairo Agreement as an international
accord.

It follows that if this thesisis right, that the LebaneseFront objectionsregarding the
invalidity of the agreementmust be looked at in the light of international law in order to
determine the legitimacy of their claims. For if their claims are not valid then the
Palestinianpresencein Lebanoncould not be consideredin violation of lebaneselaw.

(1)- The agreement was forced on the will of the Lebanese government.

The argument that the Cairo Agreement was reached under duress needs more
elaboration and examination in order to ascertainthe legality of the said claim. Article
(5 1) of the Vienna Conventionreads:

"The expressionof a state'sconsentto be bound by a treaty which
has beenprocured by the coercion of its representativethrough acts
or threatsdirected againsthem shall be without any legal effect".(91)

Moreover, Article (52) of the sameConventionreads:

"A treaty is void if its conclusion has beenprocured by the threat or
use of force in violation of the principles of international law
embodiedin the Charterof the United Nations .(92)
In view of both Articles, an agreement becomesvoid if it is concluded under
coercion. To what extent the Lebanese Front's claims are legally valid is entirely
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dependenton the facts. In the absenceof an impartial court to rule on that matter, one
may rely on certain external featuresto seewhether or not the treaty was forced on the
will of the Lebanesesovereignstate.

There is no doubt that the Lebanese government was fully aware of the
consequencesof that agreementand thus acceptedit. The LebanesePresidenthimself
affirmed that the conclusion of the treaty was necessaryin order to preservenational
unity(93). Lebanesepublic opinion was fully in support of Palestiniansand their right
to self-determination through the armed struggle and precisely from the Lebanese
border against Israeli state. In November 1969, an independent public opinion poll
showed that 85 per cent of the Lebanesepopulation favoured commando activity in
generaland 62 per cent supportedcommandoactivity run from Lebaneseterritory-(94)

Moreover, the Cairo Agreement was signed under the auspices of the Egyptian
delegation and was later ratified by the LebaneseParliament-(95) The claim that the
Agreement was signed under duress seems unreasonable since the Lebanese
government could have by its sheer military power, suppressed the Palestinian
commandos and consequently avoided signing the treaty. There is no evidence
furnished by the LebaneseFront that force was usedto induce the will of the Lebanese
sovereign.The existenceof physical force is vital for nullifying the agreementas a mere
economic or political pressurecannot be considered on its own-(96) In view of that,
and in the absenceof fact to the contrary, one can conclude that the Cairo Agreement
was not signed under duress.

(2) The Agreement

runs against the Lebanese constitution.

The claims that Cairo Agreement was signed in violation of the Lebanese
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constitution is from international perspective not of much importance.
In fact, Article 46 of Vienna Convention reads:

"A state may not invoke the fact that its consent to be bound by a
treaty has been expressedin violation of a provision of its internal
law regarding competenceto conclude treaties as invalidating its
consentunlessthat violation was manifest and concernedwith a rule
(97)
its
internal
law
fundamental
importance".
of
of

To the LebaneseMonk, the Cairo Agreement violated an important rule of the
unwritten Lebanese constitution (the National Pact). That violation justified the
nullification of the Agreement. However, such a claim cannot be taken at face value.
The PermanentCourt of International Justice in its advisory opinion in the Treatment
of Polish Nationals in Danzig affirmed:
"It should, however, be observed that, while on the one hand,
accordingto the generally acceptedprinciples, a Statecannot rely, as
against another State, on the provisions of the latter's Constitution,
but only on international law and international obligations duly
accepted,on the other hand and conversely,a Statecannot adduceas
against another State its Constitution with a view to evading
obligation incumbent upon it under international law or treaties in
force,,.(98)

In fact, there are two schoolsof thought on this subject. One school considers that
a treaty is void so long asit goesagainstthe internal constitutionalregulations-(99) The
other school, on the contrary, considers that a treaty is valid, despite its violation of
internal constitutional procedures-G 00) However, it seemsthat the former school of
thought goes against the major policy aim which encourages the stability of
intemadonal arrangementthrough treaties. The first view " lays a burden upon other
statesto satisfy themselvesin every case that the constitutional limitations of a State
G0
1)
desire
into
breached"In the light of
they
to enter
with which
a treaty are not
practice, however, the second school is gaining predominance over the the first
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school-002)

As such, the Monk's claim as far as the invalidity of the Cairo Agreement is
concerned looks irrelevant. However, one is tempted to take the matter further by
questioningthe statusof the National Pactin the Lebanesecontext.

The National Pact itself suffers from the absenceof precision. Many Lebanese
officials played down the importance of the National Pact and considered it a mere
temporary stageupon which the national leadersin 1943reacheda consensusregarding
the future Lebanon. However, as Lebanon had passedthat sensitive period, the Prime
Minister, R. Karami, declared on the 25th of November 1975, that " there is a
...
dispute which does have a confessional aspect because things have developed in
Lebanon between 1943 and 1975" and confirmed that the Pact is no longer operative
003)
"
differs
from
the
since
new generation
that of the past".

It was not only the

Prime Minister, but also many Lebaneseofficials who showed their negative attitudes
towards the Pact-004)

The fact remains that the Pact was an essentialingredient for building Lebanon at
the time of independence.It envisagedthe distribution of power amongst sectswhich,
with the passingof time proved to be detrimental to Lebanon'sfuture. It is the National
Pact which gave rise to disagreementamongstthe Lebaneseas it was perceived by one
party to be a manifestation of inequality and a stumbling block in the process of
building a new Lebanon. It seemsunreasonable,in such a context, to affirm that the
National Pact has a supremacywhich permits it to repudiate a treaty. Therefore, the
National Pact does not have the power to repudiate the Cairo Agreement under
international law; nor is it any longer valid in the Lebanesecontext since its existence
has given rise to the civil war.
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(3)-The

circumstances

have changed (Rebus Sic Stanibus).

Article 62 of the Vienna Conventionon the Law of Treatiesreads:

"A fundamental change of circumstanceswhich has occurred with
regard to those existing at the time of the conclusion of a treaty,
and which was not foreseenby the parties, may not be invoked
as a ground for terminating or withdrawing from the treaty
unless:
(a) the existenceof thosecircumstancesconstitutedan essentialbasis
of the consentof the parties to be bound by the treaty; and
(b) the effect of the changeis radically to transform the extent of
obligations still to be performed under the treaty.
This concept is reflected in the ruling of the International Court of Justice in the
Fisheries Jurisdiction

Case(105), where the Court affirmed that change of

circumstances " under certain conditions, afford the party affected a ground for
invoking the termination or suspension of the treaty". It is not exclusively on the
grounds of fairness that a treaty can be terminated, but rather than on the "
disappearanceof the foundation upon which it rests".(106) This conforms to the main
policy which is concerned with the stability of international obligations by narrowing
down the scopeof auto interpretation-(107)

In ascertaining the existence of any fundemental change of circumstances,ýthe
intention of the parties to the agreementplays a decisive role. McNair adhered to the
device of intention by saying: " Neverthelessthe main object of interpretationof a treaty
being to give effect to the intention of the parties in using the language employed by
them, it is reasonableto expect that circumstancesshould arise (as they do in the sphere
imply
is
in
in
it
law
to
a
condition
contracts)
necessary
order to give
which
of private
(108)
intention
"Others such as Professor Bishop(109), Professor
effect to this
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Briggs(l 10) and Hyde(I 11) concluded that the criterion of intention is the decisive
factor in the conceptof changedcircumstances( rebus sic stantibus). The intention of
the partiescould be inferred from the raison detre or the causeof the treaty. Therefore,
the concept of rebus sic stantibus must be limited to " cases in which the parties
contracted with reference to a set of conditions which have changed" which, if it had
been foreseenat the time of conclusion of the treaty, one " would have said that the
treaty should lapse"-(112) This policy was affirmed in the Intemational Law
Commission debate on the concept of fundamental change of circumstances as the
Commission reported " A general desire to emphasizethe need for the stability of
..
treaties and the narrow and exceptional character of the doctrine of changing
(113)
(rebus
circumstances
sic stantibus) .

Therefore, the question which needs an answer is, does the Cairo Agreement fit
within such a description ? Or, in other words, do the subsequentevents that led to
Israeli retaliation against guerilla attacks bring the concept of changed circumstances
into operation?

To answerthis question one has to rely on the intention of the parties at the time of
concluding the Agreement. In other words, were the parties aware of the consequences
of that Agreementand, if so, would they havedeclined to conclude it ? This questionis
not difficult to answer. A state permitting its territory to be used as a base against
another state,would logically be subject to retaliation. The Lebanesegovernment not
only permitted its territory to be used in this way but at the same time pledged its full
14)
for
Moreover, the mere signing of such an
the guerilla operation-0
support
agreementwould affirm the intention of the Lebanesegovernment to violate the ceasefire agreement signed on 23rd of April 1949 between the government of Israel and
Lebanon.That on its own suggeststhat Israeli retaliation was foreseeableat the time of
signing the Cairo Agreement. If that is correct, then the invocation of the concept of
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changedcircumstancesis out of place.

Moreover, and assumingthat the circumstanceswere not foreseeableat that time, it
is still arguable that the Cairo Agreement cannot be repudiated as a whole. The Cairo
Agreement was not originally signedfor the sakeof permitting the guerilla attack from
the Lebanese border, but mainly for regulating the presence of Palestinians on
Lebanese soil regarding work, travel etc.. The clause which is related to military
operationsfrom Lebaneseterritory could be terminatedwithout invalidating the whole
Agreement.This is supportedby the fact that the intention of the parties was to regulate
the Palestinianspresencein Lebanon.

Therefore, the Cairo Agreement cannot be terminated on the ground of changed
circumstance,since both of the parties were fully awareof its consequencesat the time
of its conclusion.

(4) The

Agreement

violates

Lebanese

sovereignty.

The core of the argumentfocus on the rights which have been given to Palestinians
in the Cairo Agreement. Palestinianshave the right to establish basesin Lebanon and
carry out military training on Lebaneseterritory. Thesesetsof rights were perceived by
the LebaneseFront as a violation of Lebanesesovereignty. Since sovereignty is of
paramount importance, the Agreement must be void as it violates sovereignty. Ibis
argument raises the question as to whether or not a state has the right to conclude an
agreementwhich runs againstor limits its sovereignty.

In fact, the principle of sovereignty is no longer as it used to be in the past
in
19th
it
the
century
where
was perceivedas absolute.The development of
especially
international society and interdependence has given rise to a concept of limited
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sovereignty. The emergence of the EC and other international and regional
organizations is a clear example of that concept. The member statesof the EC have
transferred some of their power to conclude treaties with different subjects of
international law in certain fields with the implication that thesestatesno longer have
the power to pursue individual relations with other states in such fields which a
15)
Community-0
In view of this, member stateshave limited or
redelegatedto the
16)
in
fields-0
transfer-redtheir sovereignty certain

Another illustration of the state's right to limit its sovereignty is fully demonstrated
in the Wimbledon case. ne

Permanent Court of Justice in its ruling against Germany

for not permitting the S.S Wimbledon a free passage through the Kiel Canal under the
term of Article 380 of the Treaty of Versailles aff=ed:

" No doubt any convention creating an obligation of this kind
..
placesa restriction upon the exerciseof sovereignrights of the state,
in the sensethat it requires them to be exercised in a certain way.
But the right of entering into international engagementis an attribute
(117)
of statesovereignty-.

Friedmann's view is not different from the above case, as he asserts that " it is
certainly within the right of any state representedby its government, to surrender its
G
18)
Therefore, the surrenderof sovereignty by the Lebanese
national sovereignty"statedoesnot justify the termination of the treaty. As it is phrasedby PermanentCourt
of Justice, "entering into international engagementis an attribute of sovereignty".
Moreover, the Cairo Agreement does not in any sensesurrenderLebanesesovereignty
to the PLO. In the introduction to the Agreement,respectfor Lebanesesovereignty is
fully recognised;the Lebanesegovernmentand the PLO confirm their brotherhood and
common destiny, and stresspositive co-operation for the benefit of Lebanon and the
Palestinian Revolution within the framework of Lebanesesovereignty-0 19) Article
(13) confirms the Lebanese government's right to exercise full authority over all the
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Palestinianscampswithin the Lebanesetenitory-(120)
Therefore, it is clear that the Cairo Agreement does not violate the Lebanese
The
Lebanese
this
agreement.
the
sovereign
validated
will of
sovereignty since
LebaneseFront's claim, therefore, seemsirrelevant,so long as the Front is not a party
it
if
is
Agreement,
is
Agreement.
That
there
to
that
to
must be
to that
a challenge
say,
Front
Lebanese
Lebanese
Front.
For
by
Lebanese
the
the
the
state and not
exercised
it
does
Lebanon
this
the
representa portion of
and
not qualify to speak
population of
for all Lebanese.

On the whole, it becomesclear that the Cairo Agreementlegitin-dzedthe presenceof
Palestiniansin Lebanon including the PLO. It follows that the Palestiniansdid not cross
the border illegally and threaten the Lebanese government. Their presence was
originally enhanced by the Geneva Convention for Refugees and later by the Cairo
Agreement. That evidence suggeststhat the Palestinians are not an indigenous or an
externalparty; their statusis of a specialnature since they settledlegally in Lebanonand
long before the eruption of internal conflict, and at the same time, given the
impossibility of their return to Palestine,their presencein Lebanonbecomesimperative.
However, one may wonder whether or not the Palestinianshave the right to participate
in the Lebaneseconflict.

V- The Cairo

Agreement

the Lebanese civil

and the validity

of Palestinian

participation

war.

There is no doubt that the Palestinianshave no legal ground to engageactively in
Lebaneseinternal affairs as suchactivity goesbeyond the letter of the Cairo Agreement.
However, such a violation of the Cairo Agreement does not necessarily lead to the
intervention
in
Palestinian
external
participation
as
an
any real sense.
classificationof
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in

The Palestinians have insisted constantly on their neutral role in the Lebanese
conflict. The Executive Committeeof the PLO declaredits neutrality and affmned that

...... the Palestinian presencein Lebanon is not a political clique
affiliated to any specific quarter nor does it wish to be, and the
stability of Lebanon is the stability of the Palestinianrevolution ...the
Palestinianrevolution is bearingarms only for the sakeof liberation
and for defence of its existence, these are inseparable twins... the
Palestinian revolution has nothing to say on whatever political
social, and economic system,regime and legislation Lebanon may
choose for herself, except to wish her continuing prosperity and
greatersuccess"-(121)

Despite the existenceof somePalestinianorganizationswhich did not conceal their
supportfor the LebaneseNational Movement, the PLO, representedby Arafat, insisted
on its respectfor Lebanesesovereignty and Lebaneselaw and refused to discuss any
problem concerning the Palestinians'spresencewith the LebaneseFront on the ground
that LF is not a party to the Cairo Agreement and do not represent the Lebanese
state-022)

In assertingof the neutral role of Palestinians,the Mufti of Lebanon testified to this
end:

"..Every one must realise that this ordeal is purely internal.. the
crisis has no connection with anyone-the Palestinian revolution
grasped this truth and stood aside, witnessing our pain with still
greaterpain, binding our wounds while its own bleed"-(123)

As the Lebanesewar escalatedto engulf many parts of Lebanon, the Palestinians
found themselvesin an awkward position. The Lebanese Front declared its aim to
uproot them from Lebanon,and did not hesitateto attack the Palestiniancamps.The LF
attacks forced the camps' inhabitants to leave, and left the PLO with no choice but to
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join the Lebanese National Movement openly-024)

The active participation of

Palestinians beyond doubt goes against the Cairo Agreement, but in view of the
justifiable.
is
Under the concept of self-defenceevery
their
circumstances
participation
one has the right to defend himself. It is a natural right which gives every human being
the legal right to ward off any threatto his life. Thus, the Palestinianparticipation could
be equated with the right of self-defence as they have no choice but to defend their
camps. The LebaneseFront attack has, in one way or another, justified Palestinian
participation. In evidence to the LebaneseParliament, the Prime Minister of Lebanon
accusedthe Phalangeparty of a plot to drag the Palestiniansinto the Lebaneseconflict:

" The clear proof of the responsibility of the Kataib (phalange)party
for this incident (Ayen Al Rummana massacre)is made evident
when we think of it with its precedentsand with the attempts that
followed to expandthe fighting so as to include fighting betweenthe
Lebaneseand Palestiniansand the Lebanesethemselves"-(125)

In view of the above arguments,Palestinian participation in the conflict was not
voluntary but rather a measure to ensure survival. Such participation does not run
counter to the Cairo Agreement which permits the Palestiniansto defend their camps
againstany attack. However, Palestinianparticipation must be restricted to the defence
of camps. Participation in fighting for reasons or goals beyond the protection of
ýalestiniansis illegitimate it
as contradictsthe Cairo Agreementand the Lebaneseright
to determine its future as it wishes. However, given the religious and cultural features
is
it
hard to draw a line between the defence of the camps and
the
of
conflict,
involvement in civil war in order to securethe victory of one party. It is that features
which makesthe task of legal classificationvery difficult.
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VI-

Conclusion.

The Lebaneseconflict has presenteda difficult dilemma as to its legal nature. The
existenceof Palestiniansand their participationin the conflict has given rise to the belief
that the conflict is not a civil war. However, it is a civil war as it is contains the three
essentialfeatures: it is between indigenous people, within the boundariesof the state,
and a genuine armed conflict. The Palestinians did not cross the Lebanese border
againstthe wishes of the Lebanesesovereignnor againstLebaneselaw. 17heirpresence
was legitimized by the Geneva Convention and the Cairo Agreement. The latter
Agreement gave the Palestinians the right to carry weapons and settle legally in
Lebanon under the protection of the Lebanese government. As the Lebanese
governmentdisintegrated and civil war erupted,the Palestiniansparticipation could be
justified under the right of self-defence.Their active participation beyond the protection
of camps, however could be regardedas an extensionof self-defence,as the victory of
the LF would posea real threat to their existencein Lebanon.The religious orientation
and cultural similarity, not to mention their long presence in Lebanon, between
Palestiniansand Lebanesemake the distinction betweenthem very difficult. All these
factors militate against the classification of Palestinians as an external party. The
LebaneseFront claim that the Palestiniansare occupiersof Lebanon is not valid under
the Cairo Agreement.

Therefore, since the Palestiniansdid not cross the border against Lebaneselaw or
threaten the sovereignty of Lebanon, their presencein Lebanon is legal. They are an
internal party of special status and cannot be regarded an external party in the legal
sense. As such,the Lebanesecivil war is a war betweenthe internal parties within the
territory of Lebanon.
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CHAPTER THREE
SYRIAN INTERVENTION

UPON THE REQUEST OF THE REBELS.

I-Factural record: From 13th April 1975 to 4th January 1976.

Following the massacre of Ain-Rumaneh, the Lebanese internal parties to the
conflict were further apart than ever before; a compromise amongst them seemed
impossible. The leader of the Left Junmblat, having accused the Phalange of the
massacre,demanded the exclusion of the party from the then government-G) In
retaliation, two ministers of the Phalangeparty resigned,followed shortly by another
threeministers from the Liberal party.(2) With the resignation of six ministers from the
cabinet, the prime minister Solh, unable to perform his duties, offered his resignation
on the 15th of May 1975.

On the 23rd of May 1975, president Franjieh nominated a retired military officer,
Nour Al Refay, to form a government. As the new prime minister formed his
cabinet(3),a seriesof angry protestsfrom the Left and traditional Muslims ensued;and
both the Left and traditional leadersdemandedthe immediate resignation of Al Refay's
govemment-(4)

71beformation of a military cabinet as such provoked Syria to voice its concern over
such a government-0)

In the meantime, the fight continued to spread in the capital and

its vicinity. Under such circumstances, the Lebanese president bowed to external and
internal pressure, and hence the military government offered its resignation. (6) A new
government, headed by Karami, was formed and included some representatives of all
the Lebanese parties. However, such a government did not succeed in halting the spate
of violence which at that time spread beyond the capital to the centre and North of
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Lebanon-(7) A deadlock ensuedas to whether to use the Lebanese army to halt the
fight; the Christians insisted on its use whereasthe Left and traditionalists refused its
(8)
deployment.

Furthermore, when the government of Karami agreed on the

deploymentof the army only in the north of the capital, chargeswere levelled againstits
impartiality-(9)

In such a context, the Syrian government moved to offer its mediation in order to
easethe tensionbetweenthe Lebaneseparties,but with an implicit threat that unlessthe
parties considered its initiative, other measurescould be resorted in order to stop the
fight-00)

The Syrian initiative culminated in the formation of the Committee of

National Reconciliation which was composed of the two opposing groups: the Left
(LNM) and the Right (I-F)-(l 1) Despite the formation of such a committee, internal
differencespersistedas the LNM insistedon the implementation of its political reforms,
whereasthe LF insisted on maintaining law and order before any discussionof internal
reforms-02)

Fighting continued to rage on, which again forced the Syrian government to take a
new initiative resulting in the formation of a new body, the " Higher Co-ordination
Committee" which included both the LF and LNM-(13) Like its predecessor, the
committee failed to produce any results, and fighting erupted once more between the
parties.

On the fourth of January 1976 the forces of the LebaneseFront initiated its major
offensive on the LebaneseNational Movement in an attempt to eradicate any Muslim
presence in the Eastern sector. Their attempt resulted in laying siege to the major
Palestinian camps Tall-Al Zatar and Jusr-Al Basha-04) The seige of the Palestinian
camps dragged the reluctant Palestinian organisation (PLO) into the field of
combat-05)

aa

With Palestinianparticipation, however, the courseof fighting took a new dramatic
course on both the domestic and regional levels. On the domestic level the Leftist
forces retaliated by shelling the Christian coastal town on the Lebanese coast (AlDamour) to pressurizethe Right forces (LF) and to easethe seige of the two camps. In
response,the right forces took the dramatic stepof occupying anotherPalestinian camp
(Al-Dabaya) and destroying it completely. Following the fall of camp Al-Dabaya a
chain of retaliation took place. Leftist forces launched a major attack on the Christian
town, Al-Damour, and Right forces attackedthe Muslim slum areain Al-Masalkh and
Al-Karantina and razed it to the ground after killing thousandsof its inhabitants-(16)
The Left attack on Al-Damour ran into difficulties as their forces engagedin battle with
the LebaneseArmy which used its fighters to repel the attackers. The Muslim Prime
Minister, Karami, was infuriated as his orders for the army withdrawal from combat
fell on deaf ears, and news of a new massacrein the slum area (Al-Karantina and AlMasalkh) left him with only one option, which was to offer his resignation.

On the regional level, the domestic development awakened Syria to the critical
developmentwhich was taking shapein Lebanon.The attack on Palestiniancamps and
the engagementof the LebaneseArmy arouseda reasonablefear in the minds of the
Syrian decision-makers.As Syria perceives itself as the beating heart of Arabism and
the championof the Palestinians,dislodging Muslims from the Christian sector in order
to set up a Christian state was utterly unacceptable to Syria. The defeat of the
Palestiniansand the LebaneseNational Movement would lead to the defeat of Syrian
in
Syria,
Lebanon
Syrian
interest-07)
To
the
events
were
of
concern and
policy and
The
Syrian
bear
Syrian
development
the
of
approval.
should
seal
attitude towards
any
the LF policy of attacking the Palestinianswas madevery clear in a statementmade by
the foreign minister, Kaddam: "This is a very sensitive situation in relation to us in
Syria, and in relation to the presenceof Palestinianresistancethere"418)
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The Syrian Foreign Minister determined that his country's attitude was that
Lebanon's partition was unacceptable.The occupation of the Al-Karanitina and AlMasalkh enhancedthe belief that the LF was strengtheningits position in an enclave
which could be a prelude to a sessionist policy. In response to that Mr Kaddarn
affirmed Syria's standvis a vis the LF policy by saying:
"We madeit clear in a decisivemanner,that we would not permit the
partition of Lebanon, any initiative for partition would mean our
immediate intervention. For Lebanon was part of Syria and we
would restoreit with any attemptat partition -(19)
The LebaneseFront, however, did not give any regard to the Syrian warning, and
on the contrary, its forces continued their attack on the Leftist positions. In the wake of
theseevents,the Syrian decisionmakersdecidedto intervene to correct the imbalancein
the Lebaneseequation.

11- The Syrian justification

President Assad, in his famous and major speech regarding Syrian policy in
Lebanon, explained his government's policy and the legal ground upon which the
Syrian troops intervenedin Lebanon.He drew his people'sattention to the international
conspiracy that beset Lebanon and the Syrian duty bound to foil it so defending the
unity of Lebanon. He plainly outlined his government'soption in such terms: "... we
said that this plot cannot achieve its objectives except through fighting. Therefore, in
order to foil the plot, we had to stop the fighting. " Therefore, according to Assad's
calculation the only way to stop the fight, was by rendering support to the left forces as
"... the balanceof forces was not equal, and fighting could not have stopped. This is
(20)
why we were compelled to give weaponsand ammunition"-
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The legal ground upon which the Presidentrelied to explain his action of providing
weapons to the rebel forces was largely explained in terms of policy, not law.
However, regarding the dispatch of the PLA (The Palestinian Liberation Army ), he
vaguely referred to the legal justifications by pointing to the "Arumun summit" which,
in the view of the President,provided the legal backboneto the Syrian intervention. In
Assad'saccount,the Arumun summit which included various Muslims and Left leaders
askedPresidentAssad to contact the LebanesePresidentto arrangefor a ceasefire and
prevent the right forces from storming the Western sector. Despite Assad's
unwillingness, the fighting resumed and hence the participants of Arumun summit
contactedhim again urging him to savethem from imminent defeat

The next day, the Presidentreceived the leaders of nationalist parties (LNM) and
assuredthem that Syria would be on their side by saying:
"...we are with you and with the Lebanesepeople. We will oppose
the massacres.We will opposethe liquidation becausethis is in the
interest of all the parties in Lebanon. We sent in the PLA and other
forces, and matterswere supposedto return to normal"421)

The sendingin of the PLA was the only option available to the Syrian government,
for the presenceof the Syrian Army would have provoked an Israeli retaliation. This
assumptionwas inferred from Assad'sstatement:
'"rhus, we said, we must go in to saveResistance.We decided to go
in under the name of the PLA. The PLA beganto go into Lebanon
and nobody knew of this"-(22)

With the Syrian intervention under the guiseof the PLA, the only relevant question
is whether or not Syria could intervene legally under such a justification.

An

intervention on the side of the rebel forces in the Lebanesecivil war is not an ordinary
invitation
irrespective
the
of
of Arumun summit; an evaluation of its legality is to
event,
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a great extent dependent on the legal status of the rebel forces at the time of
intervention. In order to assessthe legality of the Syrian intervention, two questions
have to be answered:

(a)- Is the Syrian intervention consistentwith the rules of customaryinternational law ?

(b)- Is theArumunSummit'sinvitationa validjustificationunderinternationallaw

To answer the first question, a generalreview of the customary rules of civil war is
necessary.And if the inquiry proves that the Syrian governmenthad no legal ground to
intervene under the customary rules of international law, then the secondquestion will
be consideredunder the contemporaryrules of international law.
In order to analyse the Syrian military action and determine its legality, one has to
go through the existing norms of customary International Law and see to what extent
the Syrians adhered to the said rules. In dealing with the customary law of civil war,
however, one has to bear in mind the fragility of the rules in question and the strong
tendency of most contemporary writers to regard it as irrelevant and outmoded.
However, since there is no set of coherentand recognisedrules bearing on the subject,
the customaryrules of InternationalLaw are indispensable.

11- The classical rules of International

Law.

Customary International Law regarded the existenceof a civil war as a domestic
matter which has no legal connection with the subject of International Law. Ibis view
in one way or another acceleratedthe trend towards its dernise, given the great effect
that civil war has on the international arena. Despite this fact, many writers still regard
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the customary law of great help in considering civil war by establishing the boundaries
betweendomestic and international mattersand moreoverby determining the rights and
duties of foreign statestowards the partiesof the civil conflict-(23)

The customary Law's crucial thrust is the norm of non-intervention which binds
foreign states to refrain from any action that violate the norms. In doing so the law
offers a set of rules which precisely determineat what stageforeign statescould regard
the ensuing eventsin a stateas being no longer within its domesticjurisdiction. So long
as the matter is within a state's jurisdiction, foreign states have no legal right to
intervene since they have no right to passjudgement on the merit of any casewhich is
taking shape in the said state. This principle dates back to the time of Vattel who
strongly assertedthat:

"foreign nations must not interfere in the affairs of an independent
state. It is not their part to decide between citizens whose civil
discord has driven them to take up arms, nor betweensovereign and
his subject"-(24)

From such premises the customary law proceeded to deal with the subject of
International Law and henceclassified it into three categories.The categories,in view
of the law, redraw the relation between the parent statesand the parties and both of
them with the outside states.The categorizationof the conflict cover thesethree stages:
rebellion, insurgency and belligerency.

The first category is identifiable with the surge of violence and spread of
disobediencein the civil society.Precisely,it is a term applicableto "an uprising against
is
lacking
in
it
Or
lawful
tojustice-(25)
any
authority
which
resemblance
refers to this
a
kind of domestic violence in which "there is sufficient evidencethat the police force of
the parent statewill reduce the seditious party to respectthe municipal law-(26) Then,
it follows, according to customary law, that as long as the domestic violence is within
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the said category, the parent state has the monopoly to deal with the matter as it is
essentiallywithin its domesticjurisdiction. Whatever the meansemployed by the parent
government,the rule is very clear that foreign stateshave no right to intervene-(27) It
follows that foreign assistanceto the rebellious party constitutesa violation of the norm
of non-intervention which is a pillar upon which sovereignty and independencestand.
Thus, assistanceis asymmetrical whereby assistanceto the incumbent government is
legal, and to rebel forces illegal.
,

The implicit rationale of this rule'clearly emanatesfrom the perception that rebel
forces were perceived by both the parent government and foreign statesas mere law
breakers fitting neatly into the category of robbers and criminals-(28) Therefore,
customary law regards rebel forces as having no statusin International Law at all, and
by implication there is no acknowledgedplace for rebellion in International Law-(29)

The second category is insurgency where the violence stretches out beyond the
definition of the first category. As a matter of fact, the status of insurgency is imbued
with ambiguity and confusion. It serves as an indication of the fact that the military
struggleby the rebel forces is no longer within the confined Emit of the rebellion, that is
to say, it is "an intermediate stage between a state of tranquility and a state of civil
war"(30) Thus, with the status of insurgency, the violence is not on a small scale
which the police force could suppress, but a new stage in which the insurgents
strengthentheir grip on a certain territory and the incumbent government seemsunable
to contain their military power or suppressit. Insurgency, then floats the causeof the
insurgents to the surface when this happens, foreign states should take note of the
inside
development
other statesespeciallywhen such developmentsaffect their
existing
interest.

Foreign statescannot treat the issue with indifference, as insurgency gives rise to
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the application of certain rules especiallythoserelating to humanitarianlaw. However,
insurgencyis not very successfulin bringing the insurgentsto an equal footing with the
incumbent govemment, and their position is virtually the same as the first stage of
rebellion. The fact remains that, as long as the statusof belligerency is not achieved,
the incumbent govemment is still regarded in the eye of Intemational Law as the
constitutional authority to which all assistance is permissible. It was argued that
insurgencyis a mere recognition or proclamationof civil war and an indication that the
insurgents have de facto status with respect to some issues, such as protection of
foreign property or nationals in a sensethat foreign states could be in contact with
insurgents regarding these issues without prejudicing the right of the incumbent
govemment. However, such a recognition does not give rise to any legally binding
obligation on foreign stateswhich are still bound by law to continue their support for
the incumbent govemment; and hence any support for the insurgents will run against
the existing law-(31)

Bearing this point in mind, the United StatesDepartment ruling during the 1930
revolution in Brazil supportsthe precedingview. Ilie Department'sdecision prohibited
the shipmentof all arms to that country (Brazil) exceptto the incumbent government:

"..until belligerency is recognised and the duty of neutrality arises,
all the human predispositions towards stability of government , the
preservationof international amity and the protection of established
intercourse between nations are in favour of the existing
(32)
govemment".

Therefore, in general, the statusof insurgency does not differ practically from the
statusof rebellion; it gives statesonly more freedom and flexibility in determining their
reaction or attitude according to their interest wheneverthe occasion arises,but it does
limitation
breach
the
not
of law which prohibits assistanceto the insurgents. The
interest in question is only that related to the protectionof property and nationals where
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forces
foreign
do
incumbent
to
the
so,
since
states
governmentis incapable of
necessity
securing the foreign states interest. However, in assigning to states the right to
determine the quantum of legal relations subjectively, the law at this point transcends
the criterion of objectivity and replacesit with expediency. .

It is no wonder that the status of insurgency was regarded as such "a catch all
designation provided by international law to allow statesto determine the quantum of
legal relations to be establishedwith the insurgents',.(33) As a whole, insurgency is "
an internationalacknowledgmentof the existenceof internal war, but it leaveseachstate
substantially free to control the consequencesof this acknowledgement.It also serves
as a partial internationalizationof the conflict without bringing the statusof belligerency
into being"-(34)

Ile third category is the statusof belligerency in which the conflict takesa dramatic
course and the conflict can no longer be regarded as a domestic issue. Belligerency
transfersthe conflict from its domestic concern into an international arenaand thereby
brings the rules of neutrality into operation.

The recognition of belligerency by the foreign stateis the acknowledgment of the
fact that the incumbent government is no longer the sole beneficiary of assistancebut,
on the contrary, is on equal footing with its opponents.However, belligerency is not to
be grantedwithout any qualification at all: there are certain criteria which ought to be
fulfilled and respected.Oppenheimdeterminedthe conditions that need to exist before
granting the statusof belligerency.To him, theseconditions are as such:
The existence of civil war accompanied by a state of general
hostilities; occupation and a measureof orderly administration of a
substantial part of national territory by the insurgent forces acting
under a responsible authority; the practical necessity for the third
(35)
stateto define their attitude to civil war".
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Oppenheim'sstatementsurnmarizedthe universal conditions regarding the statusof
belligerency; foreign states are under a legal duty to extend their recognition of
(36)
belligerency-whenevertheseconditions exist.
To recap, the status of belligerency
required the existence of four conditions: First, the existence of general hostilities
which meansthat the fighting is conductedon a large scalewhich makes it completely
different from sporadic fighting. Second,the occupation of a large portion of territory
and the administering of it by the insurgents.Third, the conducting of hostilities by the
insurgentsin accordancewith the law of war by setting up a responsiblecommand and
having organized forces. Fourth, there is a need, in view of the circumstances for
outside states,to grant the recognition of the statusof belligerency. The existenceof all
four conditions gives rise to the needto recognisethe statusof belligerency. However,
thereis no agreementthat the recognition is legally obligatory, as most statesaffirin that
recognition is a political and not a legal act. However, recognition of belligerency, on
the other hand, before the existenceof the said conditions is a premature recognition
which the law perceives as illegal and a violation of the norm of non-intervention.
Therefore, with the statusof rebellion, insurgency and finally belligerency, one could
proceedto analysethe Syrian intervention in the light of the aboveclassification.

I'he crucial questions which arise in this context are: what was the status of the
LebaneseNational Movement when Syria intervenedon its side against the established
legal governmentand its allies; and, consequently,was the Syrian governmentjustified
in its military action? Another question is of special relevence: to what extent had
intervention
foreign
in civil war; or to put it
law
to
managed
cope
customary
with
differently: does the law offer suitable rules that could control the violence emanating
from civil war?
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IV-The

legal assessment of the Syrian

International

intervention

under

customary

Law

The Syrian government'sindirect intervention, to shoreup the waning power of the
Leftist forces (LNM) and Palestinianresistance,could hardly be regarded as consistent
with the customary law of civil war. The Syrian government did not offer any legal
argument regarding the status of the parties in order to justify their action. The
government'sfailure, leavesone with the task of analysing the Syrian action by relying
only on their actualconduct and their various political statements.

Intervention on the side of the Leftist forces was not the only step which was taken
by Syria but on the contrary, they extended every possible help to the leftist forces
before their collapse.The Syrian Presidentexplained this with surprise when witnessed
the collapseof the leftist forcesby saying:

itwe have offered everything we could despite our political and
...
military effort as far as offering arms and ammunition in large
quantities and various types, one day the front of the nationalist
(37)
front
Palestinian
parties and the
of the
resistancecollapsed,'.

Tle collapseitself presentedSyria with the awkward dilemma which was projected
by Assad as follows:

"either we do not intervene and the resistancein Lebanon collapses
and is liquidated in the view of the military situation and in the need
(38)
for help; or we do interveneand savethe resistance".

The Syrian military action, however, was not in line with the wishes of the
legitimate Lebanesegovernment which protested against the Syrian measures.'nie
Syrian responsewas very clear asAssad recalled the conversationbetween himself and
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the LebanesePresident over the issue, where he affirrned to the latter that, "our stand
[the Syrian] towards the Palestinianswas consistentand that as far as the Palestinians
were concernedthere was a red line that we would absolutely not allow any one to go
beyond"-(39) However, to what extent the Syrianswere justified in rendering military
assistanceand finally crossing the border under the banner of the PLA, is the crucial
question.

The only possible interpretationof their military action lies in the likelihood that the
Syrian governmentviewed the conflict as one falling neither in the categoryof rebellion
nor insurgency. For the simple fact is that insurgency and rebellion do not offer a
legitimate excusefor their conduct since the only permissibleassistanceis that accorded
to the legitimate government,not rebels.

Therefore, the only category left is the status of belligerency where neutrality is
supposedto be the norin whenever the foreign government recognises-the status of
belligerency. Despite the fact that the conceptof belligerency has not beenmuch in use
since the American Civil War, various statesin explaining their military assistanceto
the rebel forces, recognised them as the legitimate government. During the Spanish
Civil War, the Franco regime was recognised by Germany and Italy and hence they
offered it full military assistancewhich culminatedin its victory. Therefore,recognizing
the rebel forces as the legitimate government, could offer the justification needed,
provided there was a legal ground for such a recognition; otherwise, it would constitute
a hostile act to grant prematurerecognition-00)

Assuming that the Syrian governmentrecognisedthe Leftist forces as the legitimate
government,one wonders whether or not such a recognition was premature. The rebel
forces far from satisfying the four conditions laid down earlier in order to be recognised
as belligerents,failed to hold on to any territory and they were far from fighting under a
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unified command.
government nor considered the Lebanese government illegal, and the most they
(41)
On the contrary, the Lebanese
demandedwas the reform of the Lebanesesystem.
governmentwas in full control politically and militarily, despitethe differencesamongst
the Lebaneseleadersregarding the deploymentof the Army. It would not be unrealistic
to view the statusof the LNM as that of mere rebellion, where the army could manage
quickly to suppressit if it was given the proper legal and political authorization.In view
of the foregoing fact, the Syrian assistanceto the LNM and Palestinians through the
flood of arms and ammunition, was illegal under the customary rules of the
InternationalLaw.

Customary International Law viewed such assistanceas violative of International
Law and the sovereignty of the state in question. International Law prescribes
assistanceto rebel forces so long as they did not achieve the statusof belligerency and
were recognised by foreign states as such. In 1900, the Institute of International Law
adopteda resolution relating to foreign intervention and the rights and duties of states.
The resolution under the chapter of duties of foreign powers towards the incumbent
governmentand in particular Article 1(2) as such states:"It is bound not to furnish the
insurgents with either arms, ammunition, military goods, or financial aid. " More
relevant is section3 of Article (1) which reads:

"It is especially forbidden for any third power to allow any hostile
expedition against an establishedand recognised.government to be
organizedwithin its domain"-(42)

Since the Syrian governmentdid not declareits recognition of the rebel forces as the
legitimate government-(43)and so long as there was no ground to view the LNM as the
full belligerent enjoying an equal statusto the Lebanesegovernment,the Syrian action
was illegal and was a violation of the norm of customary International Law. This
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international
law
is
consistent
contemporary
where the use of force is
with
verdict
prohibited and consideredone of the most serious crimes. Article 2 (4) of the United
Nations Chartermakesit clear that the use of force in international relations is no longer
permissible. Moreover, the General Assembly Resolutions, and in particular the 1970
Declarationon the Principlesof InternationalLaw aff=*

that:

" no state shall organize, assist, foment, finance, incite or tolerate
subversive,terrorist or armed activities directed towards the violent
overthrow of the regime of anotherstate,or interfere in civil strife in
anotherstate"-(44)

Relevant to the discussion is the General Assembly's Definition of Aggression
which in Article (1) saysthat:
" Aggression is the use of armed force by a state against the
sovereignty,territorial integrity or political independenceof another
state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Charter of the
United Nations, as set out in this definition".

And Article (3) of the Definition of Aggression and in particular paragraph (g)
which reads:

"The sending by or on behalf of a state of armed bands, groups,
irregulars or mercenaries, which carry out acts of armed force
against another state of such gravity as to amount to the act listed
above,or its substantialinvolvement therein"-(45)

However, the International Court of Justice in its ruling in the Nicaragua casedid
not strictly agree with the above view, as the court demanded the existence of a
substantialinvolvement in order to consider irregular or mercenary attacks as acts of
aggression.The Court went on to say:

" It may be considered to be agreed that an armed attack must be
understoodas including not merely action by regular armed forces
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out acts of armed force against another state of such gravity as to
amount to (interalia) an actual armed attack conducted by regular
forces or its substantialinvolvement therein"-(46)

However, such a conclusion was neither agreed upon amongst international
Lawyers nor amongst the Judgeswho ruled in the Nicaragua case.Judge Schwebel in
his dissentingopinion affu-rnedthat:

"Let us assume,arguendo, that the court is correct in holding that
provision of weapons or logistical support to rebels of themselves
may not be tantamount to armed attack (an assumption which I do
not share,not least becausethe term ' logistical support ' is so open
ended, including , as it may, the transport, quartering and
provisioning of armies). It does not follow that a state's
involvement in the sendingof armed bandsis not to be construedas
tantamount to armed attack when, cumulatively, it is so substantial
as to embrace not only the provision of weapons and logistical
support, but also participation in the re-organizationof the rebellion;
provision of command-and- control facilities on its territory
...,
provision of training facilities for those armed bandson its territory
and the facilitation of passage of foreign insurgents to third
(74)
countries,,.

Many writers among them Brownlie, affirmed the sameview by saying:
" It is conceivable that a co-ordinated and general campaign by
powerful bands or irregular troops, with obvious or easily proven
complicity of a government of a state from which they operate
would constitute an armedattack".(48)

Therefore, since the Syrian government sent the PLA troops into the territory of
Lebanon to support the Leftist Forces and Palestinians against the wishes of the
Lebanese Government, their action clearly falls within the above description. The
Syrian president himself recognisedthe difficulty of giving assistanceto rebel forces,
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directed by the Syrian government and since the Presidentof Syria admitted such an
action, the military intervention on the side of rebel forces was illegal and against the
customaryrules of civil war and contemporaryinternationallaw.

V- The Validity

Of Arumun

Summit's

Invitation.

The reference to the Arumun Summit by the Syrian president deserves close
scrutiny. So as to give legality to the Syrian action, the Syrian president emphasised
that amongstthe convenorsin Arumun was the Lebaneseprime minister. As far as the
Arumun Summit is concerned there are two questions:was there really an invitation ?
,
from
invitation
is
if
the
then
that
and
apart
natureof
was answeredpositively
what
and
its content,is it really valid undercontemporaryinternationallaw ?.

In fact, there is ample evidencethat the Summit of Arumun appealedto the Syrian
held
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Lebanon? As far as this question is concerned, there is no clear evidence that an
invitation was issued and the only mention of that invitation is by Assad himself.
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Assuming there was an invitation, it was hardly acceptable under international law.
After all, the Summit of Arumun had no legal or constitutional status to invite foreign
troopsinto the country againstthe wishesof the legitimate government.

However, since the prime minister was present, and if the assumption as to the
existenceof an invitation was still valid, then a line of legality could be established.'Me
prime minister being the representativeof governmentmay give a ground of legality for
the Syrian military action. This was not, however, the case, as the prime minister
under the Lebaneseconstitutional law had no power to invite or sign a treaty with a
foreign nation without the approval of the Lebanese president and parliament-(50)
Suchan invitation is illegal unlessapprovedby the president and parliament. Moreover,
the Prime Minister, following the use of Lebanese army against the rebel forces,
offered his resignation-01), and hencehe had no constitutional authority whatsoever.
As such,the citing of the Arumun summit as a justification is not legally valid since that
summit of Arumun could at best be consideredas a council of opposition which had no
constitutionalcharacter.

Apart from the illegality of the Arumun Summit, an invitation from such a body,
assumingit was to representto some extent the rebel's view, is of no legal importance
in international law. An invitation from the rebel forces is illegal under customary and
contemporaryinternationallaw-(52) The International Court of Justicein the Nicaragua
caseassertedthis view :,

" It is difficult to see what would remain of the principle of nonintervention in international law if intervention, which is already
allowable at the request of the government of a state, were also to
allowed at the request of the opposition. This would permit any state
to intervene at any moment in the internal affairs of another state,
whether at the request of the government or at the request of its
opposition. Such a situation does not in the Court's view
(53)
correspond to the present state of international law" .
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What is more relevant, apart from the illegality of the invitation by the Arumun
Summit is the content of the invitation. President Assad himself conceded that the
Arumun Summit asked him to speakto the Lebanesepresident on their behalf to stop
the use of the army and prevent the LF from moving closer to their military
positions-(54) As such, the use of force by the Syrian president is clearly beyond the
actualrequest.

More to the point, no invitation for military intervention was ever issued. Saab
Salam, the ex-prime minister, testified that the Arumun Summit did not issue any
invitation. What was revealed was " the council of Arumun did not request a military
intervention, and the Council's acquiescenceto Syrian political mediation could hardly
(55)
be interpretedasa sanctionto military interventionlt.

Therefore, since there was no such invitation, and even if there had been, the
invitation could hardly have been regarded as valid, given the legal status of the
Arumun Summit and sincethe invitation by the rebels was invalid under contemporary
international law, then the Syrian intervention in responseto the Armun Summit was an
illegal intervention.
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Vl-

CONCLUSION.

Intervention, upon the rebels request, is not a matter which directly falls within
foreign state decision-makerspowers. Customaryinternational law set the conditions
for such a decision to be made. In a civil war, customary international law recognised
three stageswhich foreign statemust recognise. Thesestagesare rebellion, insurgency
and belligerency. The first two categoriesgives a foreign state no right to render any
support to the rebel forces. On the contrary the government is the main beneficiary
through the two said categories. However, a point hasto be made that the traditional or
customary rules of civil war are quite inadequatefor the present type of civil war. In
fact, the said rules were devised to respondto the old type of civil war and cannot meet
the present complexities of modem civil war. According to such law an intervening
statecould cloth intervention with legality by recognizing the insurgentsas belligerents.
As there is no impartial body to determine the gradation of status of rebels or
insurgents, states are left to determine subjectively whatever pleases them or serves
their interest.

As far as the Syrian intervention is concerned, an intervention following the
LebaneseLeftist forces requestis not permitted undercustomaryinternational law. The
LebaneseLeftist forces at that stagewere far from achieving the statusof belligerency.
Their statusat best could be categorizedas insurgency,if not rebellion, and as such, the
Syrian intervention was a clear violation of customaryinternational law. Moreover, the
Syrian intervention is also a violation of contemporaryinternationallaw; it is againstthe
Charter of the United Nations and especially Article 2 (4) and various General
Assembly resolutions.

As to the invitation of the Arumun Summit, the invitation was not issued from a
invitation
body.
Moreover,
the
was not valid under international
constitutional
proper
law which does not recognize as legal an invitation from rebel forces. Relevant to the
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it
invitation,
is
the
the
content
as
only requestedSyrian officials to continue
of
point
their political mediation but did not invite them to initiate military intervention. As a
whole, the Syrian intervention clearly countered against both customary international
law of civil war and the United Nations Charter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SYRIAN HUMANITARIAN

INTERVENTION.

INTRODUCTTO

After the 15th of April the Lebanesecivil war escalatedto an unprecedentedlevel of
violence which by then was not restricted to the capital and its vicinity but to engulfed
all of the Lebaneseterritory. By the end of May 1976 the balance of power shifted to
the side of the Lebanese National Movement. Thus the leftist coalition pushed their
forces to squashthe Lebanese Front in an attempt to put an end to the confessional
system. In response to this challenge the Lebanese Front aired their well-known
partition plan as a last resort.

Such a development was mainly due to the disintegration of the LebaneseArmy
whose well trained soldiers and officers, once disbanded,contributed to thesedramatic
events. Thus, with the breakdown of the army which until then was the symbol of the
Lebanesegovernmentand its powerful tc*l, the prospectof a one party victory loomed
more than ever before.

The unfolding events in Lebanon were such that they disturbed Syria and set its
leadersinto motion. For the Syrians, the elin-dnationor subjugation of one Party to the
Syrian
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The Syrian officials failed to do so because their perception of the events greatly
differed from that of the parties concerned. To Syria, the Lebanesecivil war was not a
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implicate
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United Statesand furthermoreto drag Syria and the PalestinianLiberation Organisation
into the Lebanesequagmire.

From the beginning of the civil war, the Syrian officials employed a variety of
techniques ranging from negotiations, assistance to one party or another, and
application pressurewheneverit was deemednecessary.However,their mediation was
met with extreme resistancefrom the LebaneseNational Movement which considered
the sanction of confessionalism as a serious blow to its programme and a Syrian
betrayal to the principles of socialism. In Jumbalat's words "All our present woes
stem from this political confessionalism what we have now is a crusade by all
....
patriotic Muslim and Christians for the secularization of the Lebanese state, the
elimination of political confessionalism, and the establishment of a unitary state on a
0)
foundation".
Left with no option, the National Movement after a long
civilian
discussion resorted to the military option to implement the envisaged reforms. In
taking this road, the Lebanese National Movement was assuming that the Syrians
would standidle.

Suddenly, and apparently without the knowledge of the National Movement, a
battalion of the newly formed Arab LebaneseArmy surroundeda Christian town in the
extreme north of Lebanon and demanded the surrendering of the town or its total
destruction. That very day, the people of the town appealedto the president of Syria,
imploring him to intervene to save the people of the besiegedtown. Responding to
this appeal,the Syrian army crossedthe border under the banner of humanity to lift the
siege and stop the bloodshed in Lebanon. Their intervention was classified as
humanitarian and at the sametime they stressedthe fact that they had been invited by
the Lebanese government.

However, this chapter is mainly concerned with

humanitarian justification and the next chapter will deal with the legitimacy of
intervention under the conceptof invitation
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With the Syrian intervention, the Lebanesecivil war took on a new dimension and
the conflict was transformed into an international conflict. Bearing this in mind, the
question is: to what extent were the Syriansjustified in their invocation of the concept
of humanitarian intervention, and does such a right exist under contemporary
international law? Iberefore, as far as this chapteris concerned,the Syrian intervention
will be dealt with in such a way as to answerthe abovequestions.'Mis chapter will be
divided into the following sections:

(1) Prelude to the Syrian intervention A factual record.

(2) The Syrian justification of their intervention.

(3) The conceptof humanitarianintervention undercontemporaryinternational law.

(4) Legal analysisof the Syrian intervention

(5) Conclusion.

I-Prelude

To The Syrian

Intervention: A Factual

Record

Since the 20th January 1976 and especially after the intervention by the PLA and
until March of 1976everything appearedunworkable; the Lebaneseconflict was raging
on and the prospect of a ceasefire was remote. The Syrian plan for reforming the
Lebanesesystemwhich was introduced following the PLA intervention was a catalyst
(2)
Many stepswere undertakento reduce the tension
which aggravatedthe situation.
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plan which was known as the document of 14th February, the prospect of a
settlement seemedimpossible. Adding to the tension, was the disintegration of the
LebaneseArmy, the last symbol of Lebaneseunity and government's control. The
bulk of that Army joined the LNM and declaredits loyalty to its leader and insisted on
the implementationof the LNM political programme.

In an attempt to stop the disintegration of the LebaneseArmy a pre-planned coup
was stagedby an old officer with the help of the Palestinian Liberation Organisation
(PLO). The Palestinian involvement in the coup is quite puzzling. However, many
factors suggested that the Palestinian leaders were unhappy about the total
disintegrationof the Lebanesegovernment. One of thesewas the potential risk inherent
in the disappearanceof the Lebanesegovernmentwhich could open the door to a Syrian
or Israeli intervention.

However, the coup was not successful due to the extreme

polarization of Lebanesesociety and the limited numberof soldiersthat was available to
GeneralAhdab ; the leaderof the coup.(3) Although the coup was a complete failure, it
brought about a new issue in the political theatre: the resignation of the Lebanese
president as a way out of the crisis. The president responded by declaring that his
resignationcould only be consideredwhen the Lebaneseparliamentrequestedhim to do
(4)
so. Although, parliament did so, the president refusedto resign.

Confronted with this impassethe LNM, with the assistanceof the Arab Lebanese
Army (ALA), marched to the presidential palace in an effort to force the president to
halted
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(5)
his famous speechthat such an option would not be tolerated.
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Given the impossibility of breaking through the barrier, the ALA commander
orderedthe shelling of the presidentialpalace by artillery to convey the messagethat he
was no longer secure. Indeed, the president, under artillery bombardment fled the
palaceand took refuge in the bastion of the LebaneseFront. At this juncture the Syrian
government warned the Leftist forces that if they did not terminate the military
offensive, the Syrian army would be forced to intervene.

Bowing to this pressure,the LNM accepteda Syrian plan to amendthe constitution
and to clear the way for the election of a new president before the end of president
Franjieh's term in office. However, the election of a new president did not solve the
problem as the leftist forces accusedSyria of imposing her candidate Le Elias Sarkis.
Added to this, the ex-president refused to hand over power to the newly elected
presidentbefore the end of his term. This impasseled to a new round of fierce fighting
in which the victory of the LNM was a reality. The leader of the PhalangeParty in his
appealto the Christiansreflected this reality when he said:

" Our people and our army are dispersed there is no legislature
..
,
no judiciary, no sovereignty....Ruin and destruction spread over
villages and cities,towns and mountains. I appeal to you, men and
women to unite for the homeland.(6)

By that time, Syrian decision makerscould not wait any longer as the intransigence
of the leaderof the LNM and PLO reachedits climax. The Syrians interpreted this as a
threat to its policies in Lebanon. On the 29th of May, a dramatic event took place when
a battalion of the ALA surroundedtwo villages in the north of Lebanon. The officer of
the force made his demands very clear," I am intending to destroy these towns if
(7)
Franjieh doesnot give up the presidency".
Respondingto such a dramatic event the
Syrian government finally decided to intervene directly in the Lebanesecivil war, and
put an end to the existing tragedy.In their intervention the Syrian governmentpresented
two justifications: Humanitarian and upon invitation.
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Il-

The Syrian

Government's

Reference

to Humanitarian

Intervention.

The Syrian governmentadvancedthe argumentthat their intervention was initiated
primarily to easethe suffering of the two besieged towns. Syrian officials were very
quick to publicise the two messageswhich were addressedto the president of Syria.
The two messagesurged the president to take necessaryaction as soon as possible,
otherwise the lives of people of the said towns would be put in jeopardy. In one of two
messages,the people of "Kybiat" appealedto the president"...and the brotherly Syrian
people, to rescue them who are for three and half days consecutively experiencing a
massacreperformed by the ALA and foreign mercenaries. We are confident that so
long as we are enjoying the sanctuaryof neighborhood, surely the noble Syrian people
(8)
will not hesitateto halt the massacre".

The other messagewhich was telegrammed by the deputy of the town urged the
Syrian presidentto halt the massacreby saying :

"In my name and on behalf of thirty thousandinnocent people who,
most of them perish beneaththe debris of their destroyedhouses,as
a result of artillery bombardment directed by communist and their
saboteur agents who are perpetuating their crime in the wake of
In
thirty
thousands
the
of
name
who
civilized
world
unmindful
....
are experiencing onslaughter and torture, we appeal to your
excellency to halt the bloodshed......(9)
Indeed the official radio referred to these messagesin their justification of the
Syrian
intervention
intervention
"..
by
broadcasting
that
was a clear responseto
military
the variety of appealsand cablesthat were sent to presidentAssad to help the people of
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Kybiat and Ayndicat. (10) The humanitarian motive was spelled out by the Syrian
he
in
interview,
mentioned :
when
president an
"We did not hesitateto respondto the requestfor help we received at
the time, we saw that we had a fraternal and humanitarian duty
toward our brother in Lebanon ....we could not stand by and watch
the massacreswhich were taking place every day in Lebanon.(I 1)

Therefore,it becomesclear that the Syrian government was justifying its military

Syrian
in
To
Lebanon
humanitarian
the
government
action
grounds. what extent,
on
claim is legitimate under internationallaw is the main concernof the next section.

IV-

Humanitarian

Intervention

under

International

Law.

A- General

Ile revival of the theory of Humanitarianintervention in contemporaryinternational
law, undoubtedly, shedsnew light on the theory and the validity thereoL 'ne much
increaseduse of the theory by statesis to justify their recourseto force despite the ban
in
in
2
(4).
is
the
charter,
particular
article
enshrined
which

The Congo operationin 1960,the American intervention in the Dominican Republic
in 1965,the Indian intervention in East Pakistanin 1971 and the Syrian intervention in
Lebanon, suggestthat the theory is no longer tied to historical events of the nineteenth
century. However, the revival of the theory was not embracedwholeheartedly as a rule
On
international
law.
the contrary, the theory was criticized and
contemporary
of
it
inadequate
because
by
representedan explicit violation of
scholars
as
many
rejected
the completeban on the use of force in the United Nations charter.
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To what extent could this theory be accommodated under the charter and, if
it
becomeoperational ?. Therefore, whether or
conditions
would
accepted,under what
not the theory constitutesa part of customary international law, as to the true meaning
of humanitarian intervention in addition to its validity under the charter, are all
questionswhich fall within the preview of this section and consequentlythe legality of
the Syrian intervention will be analysed.

B- The Meaning

Of Humanitarian

Intervention.

In comparison with the definition of intervention in general, the determination of
humanitarian intervention does not constitute a hard problem per se. For illegal
intervention, as defined earlier, is a convention-breaking and coercive act carried out
intentionally in the domain of another state in order to alter or influence the authority
02)
structureof the target state.

As far as humanitarian intervention is concerned, the invocation of it requires
special circumstances. Humanitarian intervention is only operative when a state is
guilty of violating the minimum standardsof humanity which is recognised amongst
civilized nations. The test or the level of violation which could trigger the right of
interventionis identified by Oppenheim:

" When a staterendersitself guilty of cruelty againstand persecution
of its nationals in such a way as to deny their fundamental human
03)
rights and to shock the conscienceof mankind".

It is thus the events which shock the conscienceof mankind which constitute'the
setting up of the criterion for action. Others perceive the right of humanitarian
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intervention as only operative when a stateexceedsthe limit of its authority. Stowell,
in this regard,seeshumanitarianintervention as:

The reliance upon force for justiriable purposesof protecting the
inhabitants of another state from treatment which is arbitrary and
persistently abusive as to exceedthe limits of authority with which
0
4)
is
the sovereign presumedto act with reasonandjustice.

As such,humanitarianinterventionis only invoked in order to preventor stop a
grossviolationof humanrightswhichis takingplacein any state.It totally differs from
otherkind of illegal interventionwhich havealreadybeendefined.For humanitarian
interventionis neitherperformedwilfully nor to altertheauthoritystructureof thetarget
state. Although in the caseof humanitarianintervention,recognizablyforce mustbe
kept to a minumim,deviationssometimestakeplace,but it is still valid to arguethat
forcemustbedirectedto restoretherightsin question.

There is, in general,a clear uncertainty surroundingthe subject of intervention: that
is to say, who are the main beneficiaries of intervention?

Many writers either

differentiate or ignore the differences betweenthe two categories:Intervention to save
nationalsof the intervening stateand nationalsof the target statewhich in this sensecan
be called intervention per se. Some arguedthat the first category does not fall within
the meaningof humanitarianintervention. For to rescuenationals is only justified on a
different legal ground. In this casethe intervening statecould rely on or invoke the link
05)
That link gives rise to the right
of nationality as a basisfor its military intervention.
of self-defence; an attack on the nationals abroadis tantamount to an armed attack on
06)
For nationals [one component of population] are one of the
the state itself.
essentialingredientsof the statehoodand hencean attack on them could be regardedas
(17) However,
this argument is quite untenable. Allowing the
an attack on the state.
concept of self-defence to be operative whenever nationals were exposed to danger
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outsidetheir country, is a way of readjustingthe principle of self-defenceto give a new
interpretation.

Self-defence is only operative when there is an attack on the territory of the
08)
state.

To do otherwise, is to enlarge the right of self-defencewhich the charter of

the United Nations tends to restrict. Even if one concedesthis, it is still hard to justify
intervention on the basis of self-defence, as intervention, in some cases, involves
rescuing other nationals with whom the intervening statehas no link of nationality. In
that case,it cannot be arguedthat intervention to savenationalsis basedon self-defence
becauserescuing others is basedon somethingother than sharednationality. Another
reasonwas introduced, in view of the difference betweenintervention to savenationals
and intervention per se; intervention to savenationalsis:
"Jimited in effect since the purpose of the intervention can be
achievedquite simply by this act of repatriation. The latter End of
intervention [intervention per se] to achieve its purpose, almost
..
inevitably involves the imposition of fundamental changesin the
structure, government, and/or boundariesof the state intervened
against".(19)

Borchard in his writing on the subject indicated that the protection of nationals
abroad was devised by civilized nations to guaranteetheir nationals liberty and
property and since such an intervention had nothing to do with the political
independenceof a state it could be regardedas self-help, and in such a context was
(20)
This distinction, however,doesnot stand as clear evidence,
not an intervention.
since in practice many interventions carried out to rescue nationals resulted in a
changeto the structureof the governmentas was the casein the Dominican Republic,
Grenadaand Panamaetc.

The irony of Ns view is weR conunentedon by Lauterpacht:
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" The individual in his capacityas an alien enjoys a larger measure
in
his
law
international
by
than
character as the
of protection
citizen of his own state.(21)

This is true, and any arguments based on the right of intervention to rescue
is
illogical
invalid.
It
is
logically
the
nationals on
ground of practicality morally and
becausereality shows that intervention will result in a change of government, and if
not, it at least affects its conduct. And it is immoral, since the subject of that
intervention is only the nationals of the intervening state with the exclusion of other
nationals that is to say the target state's nationals. On what moral ground can an
intervention be justified so as to rush and save a handful of foreign nationals and at
sametime ignore the plight of thousandswho are experiencingtorture and murder at the
handsof a tyrant? If that is true, then the moral aspectof the law has to be questioned:
the law that provides every possible help to certain nationals at a certain time and
disregards those who are in great need of urgent help, is not the law that should be
upheld by civilized nations. It is not the nationality nor practicality which determines
the subjects who could benefit from humanitarian intervention, if recognized by
international law, but the practice of the target state which " shocks the conscienceof
mankind"

(22)'
which necessitates humanitarian intervention.

Humanitarian

intervention is only directed to rescue those who are suffering abuse of their basic
rights, Le right to life, in the hands of their state or foreign state. Ibis intervention
it
for
be
that
carried out
purpose only, otherwise will become an abuseof state
must
(23)
sovereignty.

Therefore, it becomesclear that.humanitarian intervention is a short term use of
force to re-establishexclusively respectfor humanrights without affecting the political
independenceor the territorial integrity of the statein whoseterritory the abuseof basic
humanrights is carried out on a massivescaleto an extent which shocksthe conscience
intervention
is such, then the next question is whether or
humanitarian
If
of mankind.
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law.
international
it
is
part of customary
not

C-

Customary

International

Law

And

The

Right

Of

Humanitarian

Intervention

There is a generalagreementamong early writers of international law that the right
(24)
The
law.
international
intervention
humanitarian
was a part of customary
of
principle, although well known throughout history, evolved as a principle of customary
internationallaw and its crystallization beganat the beginning of the 19th century. From
that time, statesinvoked the principle as a justification for their use of force in order to
injustice.
or
redress prevent

Given the natureof humanitarianintervention as an exception to the broad principle
of non-intervention,and in view of the scarcity of casesrelating to massiveviolation of
human rights which provoked statesto take action, there is no wonder that there are
few precedentsin history. In generalmost of thesecasesoccured in the domain of the
Turkish Empire, especially during the period of its gradual disintegration. However, in
is
intervention
humanitarian
not
one
the
the
to
of
right
existence of
order establish
bound to review all those cases. It is more appropriate in the present inquiry, to reinternational
doubting
left
many
writers
the
cases
which
controversial
examinesomeof
the existenceof the right.

One of the first controversial casesis the Europeanpower intervention in Greece.
Great Britain, Russia and France concluded a treaty in London on July 6 1827 which
in
Christian
the
the
opinion
the
whom,
of
minorities
the
of
at
protection
aimed
primarily
by
Turkish
discrimination
the
torture
and
to
a
of
policy
said states, were subjected
(25)
in
Greek
independence.
intervention
The
their
culminated
of
out-come
authorities.
Humanitarianinterventionwas thejustification claimed by the intervening powers.
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In the treaty for Greek pacification, the signatoriesto the said treaty unequivocally
by
humanity
"
No
less
intervention
that
their
of
motivated,
sentiments
was
affirmed
...
(26)
Ibis characterizationby virtue of treaty
than by interest for tranquility of Europe".
is a progressive illustration of the existenceof the right. However, one of the writers
dismissed it as irrelevant to the legal process of custom-formation.

Brownlie

commentedon that precedentby sayingit " cannotbe discussedin term of legal concept
(27)
Reflecting the same view, another
which probably did not exist at that time".
writer explained the precedentin more detail, and he consideredthe above example of
European power intervention as far removed from accepting it as a precedent
contributing to the emergenceof custom. In his opinion, since that practice had taken
place in the era of unequal states,the practicecould not be relied on to produce custom,
because" community of law which prefersone socio-religious systemover anotherand
in which civilized statesexercisede facto tutorial right over an " uncivilized" one. They
(28)
little
in
are thereforeof
precendentialvalue the contemporaryworld".

This argument, at first glance, does not sound unreasonable,but taken further will
present a serious challenge to the existenceof international law. To disregard all the
customary rules of international law on the ground that during their evolution into
custom, unequal relations between statesexisted, is not a widely accepted criticism.
For if this criticism stood, one should also have to reject the greater bulk of the corpus
of rules which evolved during that sameera. It is therefore more sound to view the
(29)
Greek precedentas one of the finest exampleof humanitarianintervention.

The second precedent of humanitarian intervention is the French intervention in
Syria in 1860. Following a massacreof Moranite Christians in which more than five
thousand were reported to have been killed, the French navy intervened to halt the
is
It
their
commonly agreedthat the unfortunate
to
recurrence.
prevent
massacresand
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(30)
by
Turkish
As
far
implicitly
the
authorities.
encouraged
as this
events were
intervention is concerned, the reaction of contemporary writers was warm and
encouraging; especially as one of the fiercest opponentsof the right of humanitarian
intervention considered it one of the most genuine examples of humanitarian
1)
interventionP
Despite this positive reaction, there are two writers who have held
different opinions. Frank and Rodely, relying on a single official document from the
British cornmissionwhich exclusively blamed the Christiansfor the trouble, concluded:

" If the Mount of Lebanon intervention is made law, it is a law
which favours confrontional and insurgents tactics by dissident
groups, an insufficiently calibrated response to the problem if
injustice which is probably against the public policy and best
interestof internationalcommunity. There are every where fanatical
leaders of schismatic groups willing to stir up and sacrifice their
fellow if they can thereby secure the benevolent intervention of
foreign super powers.(32)

While such an argument is convincing with respect to the French intervention in
Lebanon, neverthelessit is invalid for a conclusion to be reachedin unequivocal terms
from a single British document. In order to confirm such a conclusion more factual
evidence is required. The British authorities after all sided with the Druz in their
struggle for dominance in the Mount of Lebanon, and hence their finding was not
impartial. The French intervention came at a time when the Turkish authority acted
quickly and swiftly by sending a special envoy with great power to restore peaceand
(33)
In view of that, Pogany in a recent article
tranquillity to the Mount of Lebanon.
affimned that the French intervention cannot be considered humanitarian since the
(34)
had
in
Turkish authority
already succeeded ending the episode of violence.
However, it is still open to discussion that the mere sending of a navy by the French
authority could have, as it did, acceleratedthe Turkish responsein order to prevent any
justified foreign intervention in Lebanon. In the end, and due to foreign pressure, a
plan was devised to secure and guarantee the co-existence in Lebanon among its
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(35) In
it
is
French
the
motive
still valid to argue
was,
whatever
sects.
general,
various
that the interventionhad haltedthe massacreand prevented,for a considerabletime, the
recurrenceof violence.

Other examplesof humanitarianintervention are to be found in EasternEurope and
Latin American states.In EasternEurope there was the Russian declaration of war on
the Sultan of Turkey following the latter's refusal to implement certain reforms in the
Balkans; such reforms were believed to guaranteespecific obligation and a policy of
non-discrimination towards the minorities in that area. The Russian intervention did
not escapecriticism either. It was contestedby somewriters as an intervention justified
by virtue of a treaty, and hence could not be taken as a humanitarian precedent.
Fonteyne in his defence of the customary right of humanitarian intervention proved
(36)
indefensibility
He cited an, official
conclusively the
of such a proposition.
correspondence
communicatedto the-Turkish governmentby the Russianswhich reads:

" His Imperial Majesty doesnot want war but is determined not to
...
hesitate as long as the principles that have been recognized as
equitable, human, necessaryby the whole of Europe.... have not
receivedfull executionin effective guarantee".(37)

That correspondenceillustrated beyond doubt the Russian claim that the use of
force would not be consideredso long as humansrights were observed.

In Latin American states,there were many precedents,amongstthem the American
intervention in Cuba in 1848. This intervention did not provoke a hostile reaction from
in
Ile
taking
place Cuba and which were
atrocities which were
contemporarywriters.
being tolerated by the Spanish government was the reason for an American
intervention.In the congressionalResolution of April 20 1898,the humanitarian reason
wasvery clear:
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" Where as the abhorrent conditions which have existed for more
than three yearsin the Island of Cuba, so near our own border, have
shockedthe moral senseof the peopleof the United States".(38)

Similar to the reaction of European intervention in Turkish domain, American
intervention was not well received by international writers; such an intervention was a
clear example of self-interest. The criticism was directed at the fact that the American
governmentwas primarily concernedwith huge sugarinvestments,and the searchfor a
new market. Rodely and Frank, the staunchopponentsof the principle, surprisingly
concededthat the Cubanprecedentformed a caseof possibleexception.(39)

What is surprising is that although the present two writers along with Brownlie
rejected the right of humanitarian intervention, they nevertheless considered two
exceptionsbut without agreementon the exception. Brownlie rejected the Cuban case
but acceptedthe Syrian one; the othersreversedboth thesedecisions.

If there is anything to be inferred from such a contradiction it is that the
determinationof the existenceof the right is mainly dependenton the facts which were
not the sameto the said writers. Tbus, it would be absurdto affirm the non-existence
of the right while one cannot be totally sure of the method of investigation. Moreover,
the right of humanitarian intervention was well practiced by statesand as such, apart
from its sincerity, forms a solid basis for considering it as a part of customary
international law. Although there is a strong claim that the intervention was motivated
by the desire of self-interest, neverthelessthe existenceof self-interest cannot on its
own repudiate the right. In fact, humanitarian consideration will never be the only
factors which could lead to the operation of the principle; other factor could exist as
(40)
well.

Another claim is that humanitarianintervention was not well practiced in the sense
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that therewere many instancesof violation of humanrights where statesdid not react at
all solely because there was no positive self-interest behind an

(41)
intervention.

However, such an inconsistency by itself cannot repudiate the right of humanitarian
(42)
intervention.
Althougfi the processof custom formation requires statespractice tO
be consistent and uniform, nevertheless such a process is not supposed to be
implemented rigidly.

The ICJ in its ruling in the Nicaragua case addressed this

questionand affirmed:

" It is not to be expectedthat in the practice of states,the application
of the rule in question should have beenperfect.. the court does not
consider that, for a rule to be established as customary, the
correspondingpractice must not be absoluterigours conformity with
the rule". (43)

Moreover, Teson regar8sthe issueof humanitarian intervention as an exception to
the normal rule and as such a flexible approach should be adopted whenever one is
dealing with the issue. He addressed this problem as the customary right of
humanitarianintervention by saying:

" The decision as to whethercustomexists in this regard should take
the exceptionality into accountand adopt a flexible standardfor the
analysisof statepractices".(44)

Given these views, and in the light of the discussed precedents, humanitarian
intervention cannot be dismissedas falling outsidethe corpus of international law. This
view is strengthenedby many classical writers of the 19th century who vigorously
defendedit. Grotious, Wheaton,Woolsey, Vattel, Hyde and many others affirmed the
(45)
Therefore, humanitarian intervention by virtue of state
validity of the right.
is
international
law,
the
of
writers
which
a
secondary
source
of
and
writing
practices
the right of humanitarianintervention is part of customary international law. If it is so,
then the secondquestion is, to what extent is humanitarianintervention valid under the
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United Nations Charter?

C-

HUMANITARIAN
NATIONS

INTERVENTION

UNDER

THE

UNITED

CHARTER.

The moýt persistent question that normally arises concerning the right of
humanitarianintervention is whether or not it has survived the ban on the use of force
underthe United Nations charter. Answering this question is a troublesometask, given
the diversity of opinions and the practices of states. However, the bulk of the
argumentsis centered,to a great extent, on two methods of interpretation: textual and
contextualinterpretations.The subject of that interpretation is in particular Article 2 (4)
and its relation to other provisions of the Charter in general. Therefore, for the purpose
of convenience the following anaylsis will review the two methods of interpretation
with the aim of discovering whether or not there is a ground for humanitarian
interventionunder the Charterof the United Nations.

A-Textual

interpretation.

The mai or thrust in the argumentis Article 2(4) of the United Nations charter and its
flat prohibition of the useof force. Article 2 (4) readsasfollows:

"All members shall refrain in their international relations from the
threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political
independenceof any stateor in any other manner inconsistent with
the purposeof the United Nadons".(46)
Opponents of the right of humanitarian intervention have pointed vigoroursly to
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Article 2 (4) arguing that any useof force or threat of force thereof is ultimately illegal.
Wheneverhumanitarianintervention, therefore,is accompaniedby the use of force, the
right naturally becomesillegal as it contraveneswith the flat ban enshrined in Article
2(4). (47) To this conclusion, Professor Henkin pointed out that any unilateral
intervention would be against the territorial integrity and political independenceof a
(48)
it
literal
Article
2(4).
state; constitutesa
violation of

Proponents of the right of humanitarian intervention play down such an
interpretationand reject, what they call, the simple reading of Article 2 (4). One of the
most vigorous authorities who defended the right of the state to use force to defend
humanrights, postulatesthat Article 2 (4) must be interpreted with referenceto Articles
l(l), 51, and certain generalprovisions of the Charter.(49) He arguesthat since Article
51 reserved the inherent right of a state to use force in cases of self-defence, states
(50)
include
"
far
beyond
this
could employ
right to
that reserved in Article 51 ".
rights
As such,Stoneaffirms that all customaryrights of self-help could be enjoyed by a state
as long as it was not directed against the prohibition of Article 2 (4); the territorial
integrity andpolitical independenceof a state.(5 1)

This constructionis wholeheartedlyembracedby many writers such as Lillich who
arguesthat Article 2 (4) has two qualifications: it should not be against the territorial
integrity and political independencenor be inconsistentwith the purposesof the United
Nations Charter.(52) As such, humanitarian intervention which respects the above
qualification is, in fact, desirableas it correspondswith the purposesof the Charter, to
argue against this interpretation would amount to a deliberate distortion of the
fundamentalsof the Charter.(53)

Brownlie, on the other hand, rejects the arguments that Article 2 (4) has any
qualification. In cases of ambiguity, he argues, resort to traveaux preparations for
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clarifying the ambiguity, is imperative. After reviewing the traveaux, he assertsthat the
phrase" againstterritorial integrity and political independanceof a sovereign statewas
not intended to be restricted rather than to give a guarantee to small states for the
(54)
Teson, however, rejects
purpose of providing them with maximum protection".
Brownlie's argumentregarding the referenceto traveaux preparationsand regards it as
"a venturousproposition".(55) He rightly affirmed that:

" An examinationof original intent cannotdeterminethe present
states of humanitarian intervention doctrine. The traveaux
preparationsof the United NationsChartercan be read either way
how
drafting
history,
it
is
implausible
regardless
of
the
one
reads
....
to assumethat the drafters of the Charterintendedto repeal the
wholecorpusof customaryIaw. (56)
The search for the intent of the'drafters of the charter is
not consistent with the
method of interpretation of an organic treaty like the Charter. For, an interpretation of
the Charter must be in accordance with the present purposes and expectations of
international community. (57) Moreover, Damato challenges the opponents'thesis by
assertingthat the phrasing of Article 2 (4) is intended as such,to give way to the above
qualification, and had it not been intended, the term inviolability would have been
inserted.Damato offers a historical review of the term inviolability and in the wake of it
he clings to the view that Article 2 (4) has the abovetwo qualifications.(58) The tug of
argumentsbetweenthe opponentsand proponentsof humanitarian intervention has not
yielded any fruitful conclusion. However, the phrasing of Article 2 (4) in a way
affirms the thesis that intervention which is not directed at political independenceor
territorial integrity is not illegal. Neither is the invocation of traveaux preparation of
great help, since the drafters' intention is difficult to ascertain; and had the drafters
intended to make no exception they would have chosenthe term inviolable rather than
territorial integrity. As such, it will be very difficult to give weight to the opponent's
interpretation
Article
2 (4). It would be more accurateor helpful
the
of
view regarding
to look for anothermethod of interpretationof the Charterof the United Nations.
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13- Contextual

interpretation.

Ilis method of interpretation is entirely dependentnot on one provision of a treaty
but rather than on its purposes and its overall provisions. Thus, in the case of
ambiguity the generalrule is that "a treaty provision should be read in its entirety ... it
must be placed in its legal context as supplied by the other provisions of the charter and
(59)
the principles of international law,,.

As such, opponents of the right of

humanitarianintervention affirm again, in the view of this method, that the ban on the
(60)
force
is
Akehurst refers to Article (1)
use of
absolute and overrides all purposes.
of the Charter which numerates the various goals which ought to be realized by
peacefulmeans.To give an effect, Akehurst adds,to thesegoals by forceful meanswill
inevitably run a mock of the Charter of the United Nations.(61) rhere is no place for
the useof force in the Charter, savethe exceptionin Article 51 which is an exception to
the generalrule and as such it must be interpreted narrowly in order not to undermine
(62)
Le
In line with this, Article 2 (4) cannot
the generalrule
the maintainanceof peace.
be divorced from Article 2 (3) which stipulates that an international dispute, must be
(63)
settledby peacefulmeansonly .

During the debatein the Security Council regarding the Indian intervention in East
Pakistan,the Pakistanirepresentativearguedthat "A principle basic to the maintainance
of peaceis that no political, economic, strategical, social, or ideological consideration
might be invoked by one stateto justify its interferencein the internal affairs of another
(64) Supporting this
state" .
view, Professor Frank asserts:
" Humanitarian intervention has in practice becomea legal concept
it
which whether or not violates the provision of the Article 2 (4 )
Charter
believe
it
[as
I
does], certainly violates the
2
(7)
the
of
and
Charter
its
the
underlies
and
policy
which
provisions for
public
of states"05)
equality, independenceand self-detenýnination
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Proponentsof the right of humanitarianintervention have persistently and strongly
refuted the above legal construction. The thrust of their argument is dependent on
lessening the privilege of the state. In other words, they argue that by virtue of
,
developmentof international law regardinghumanrights, the Charter and the variety of
resolutions confirm the existenceof humanitarian intervention. Like their opponents,
they invoked the Charter's articles to justify their view; Article (1) of the Charter
enlisted the major purposes of the United Nations, the maintainance of peace and
principle of equal rights, principle of self-determination and the promotion of human
rights. Article 1(3) affirms the link between the respect of the principle of selfdeterminationand the promotion of humanrights. In the opening of the first meeting of
the GeneralAssembly, Clementobservedthat:

" The Charter of the United Nations does not deal only with the
Governments and states or with politics and war, but with the
simpleelementalneedsof humanbeingswhateverbe their race, their
colour, or their creed. In the Charter we reaffirm faith in
fundamentalhuman rights. We seethe freedom of the individual in
the stateas an essentialcomplementto the freedom of the statein the
world community of nations. We stresstoo, that social justice and
the best possible standards of life for all are essential factors in
(66)
promoting and maintaining the peaceof the world.. ".

The General Assembly, in its resolution 217 (111) of 1948, adopted the Universal
Declaration Of Human Rights which affirms the Charter's pledge towards human
rights. In the preamble, the declaration affirms the nexus between peace and human
right especially in paragraph(1) which reads: " ..the inherent dignity and.... equaland
inalienable rights of all membersof the human families is the foundation of freedom,
justice and peace in the world".

(67)

Paragraph (4) goes further to affirm that

"..disregardand contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarousacts which have
(68) The declaration is
seen,by some writers, as
outragedthe conscienceof manldnd".
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(69)
highest
Charter
interpretation
the
"authoritative
the
of
order".
of
an

Humphrey embracesthe declaration and affirms that by virtue of the development
become
has
Human
Rights
Universal
Declaration
"
an
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of
of new customary rule
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"
further
he
Charter"
interpretation
that
to
assert
the
and
went
of
authentic
(70)
itself,
bind
Charter
like
those
the
all member states".
of
provisions,

The preambleof the Charterof the United Nations explicitly refers to the will of the
human
faith
in
fundamental
its
"
determination
the
to
of
world and
reaffirm
people
rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in equal rights of men and
(7 1) Commenting
women".
on the preamble'sphrasing, Professor Reisman shedslight
on the importance of humanrights which, in his view, outweighs the restriction on the
useof force by saying:

" It is significant that, in the following paragraphof the preamble,
there is a commitment [ to ensure,by the acceptanceof principles
and the institution of methods, that armed forces shall not be used
savein the common interest ]. Hence the preamble statementof the
Charterconfirms that the use of force in common interest such as for
(72)
self defenceor humanitarianpurposescontinuesto be lawful".

With such emphasison the protection of human rights, the issue becomesclearer
is
less
force
for
"
no
authorized than other
such
right
that the useof
urgent protection of
(73)
The interpretation of the Charter, in such a way, is more in
forms of self-help".
line with the Charter's commitment to the protection of human rights which were
is
War
Second
World
during
to
a war which was
some
writers,
the
which
trampled on
(74)
is
dr-afters
It
human
initiated
that
the
of the
contended
to
rights.
vindicate
originally
Charterwere awareof this and thus they were determinednot to permit " an emergence
(75)
of a new Hitler"
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Therefore, any contextual interpretation cannot rule out the importance of human
rights and at the sametime insist on the paramountimportance of peace;the two are in
fact inseparable.JudgeLauterpactaffmns:

"..Ile correlation between peace and observance of fundamental
humanrights is now a generally recognisedfact. The circumstances
that the legal duty to respectfundamentalhuman rights has become
part and parcel of the new international system upon which peace
(76)
depends[add emphasis]to that immediateconnection".

In fact, whateverthe choice would be, that is to say absoluteban the use of force in
the name of peaceor to permit the use of force for the sake of humanity, is entirely
dependenton the choice of value which an intervening state ought to make. Ronzitti,
hasthe value of peacein mind as he says:

"

it is difficult to agree that the value protected by duty to
...
safeguardhuman rights should prevail over the value protected by
the duty which forbids the use of force".(77)

Teson on the other hand, reprds the prohibition of massive violation of human
rights a rule of jus congens;it is the " value assignedto a rule that determinesits status
as jus congens" and if it is so, then why the value of peace must prevail over the
(78)
Moore, not different from Teson, considers
massive violation of human rights.
that inaction in the face of massive violation of human rights is of great consequence.
He observesthat, "The protection of fundamentalhuman rights should be permitted if
carefully circumscribed.Although it is recognizedthat legitimizing such an intervention
entails substantial risks, however, fiot permitting the necessary actions for the
prevention of genocideor other major abuseof humanrights seemsto present a greater
risk".

(79)

This exclusive reliance on the pledge of the Charter regarding human rights to
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legitimýisehumanitarianintervention is not a convincing premise. Although the Charter
pledgespromotion of human rights, neverthelessit never explicitly legitimizes the use
of force unilaterally for such purposes. In our decentralized legal system, there is no
ethical standardfor establishing a jurisprudential basis for humanitarian intervention;
international law dependson the will of the stateas a basisof obligation.(80) As such,
a state will resist any attempt to limit its sovereign right over its subjects by another
state.Watson commentedon a state'sdesire to avoid committing themselvesto human
rights which entails the restriction of their sovereign rightý and he plays down the
importanceof the Declaration of Human Rights and the Covenanton Civil and Political
Rights by saying:

" The Key questions which remains unanswered are how the
Covenantbecameso authoritative and what kind of authority it has.
It may be ethically authoritative, it may be legally authoritative, it
may be neither. If it is legally authoritative,.. one is faced with the
difficult task of proving as generally authoritative a document which
has been ratified by only 28 percent of the nations of the
(81)
world.. ".

The refusal of statesnot to sign any agreementwhich restricts their freedom is very
common in a decentralizedlegal system,and if they sign, the implementation of it will
ultimately fall in the hand of the state. Furthermore, in the face of masskilling which
some governmentsembarkedupon as was the casein Cambodia, the Middle East, and
Uganda and many other countries the undesirablity of humanitarian intervention
,
becomesvery obvious. However, the harshreality of a states'indifference to the mass
killing which is practised infrequently, brings the law as it stands into collision with
reality.

There are in fact many provisions in the Charter and in various documents on
human rights which legitimise a community's response to the violation of human
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life.
basically
When thousandsor millions of people are massacred,
to
the
right
rights,
one must discount the jurisprudential basis of any rules that does not halt the mass
killing. After all, the Charter was concludedto provide real protection to inhabitants of
states,and not to abandonthem to the mercy of a state which is primarily acceptedin
the international society on the basis of affording respect to human rights and the
promotion of the well being of its citizens.

Ile argument that peace should take priority over the issue of human rights is not
very convincing. There is no peacewithout securingand promoting respectfor human
rights. That link between peace and human right is dialectical. Apart from that,
acceptingthe view that peace,accordingto the Charter,must take priority, is an entirely
subjective-valued decision. That unilateral decision could differ from one person to
another and from state to another. Therefore, to aff=i

one's value and disregard the

other is not an objective method of interpreting the Charter. The Charter as a whole,
contains many provisions which, if read togetherwill furnish the necessaryground for
humanitarianintervention.

In reading the Charter in such a way as to ascertain the legality of humanitarian
intervention,one has to make a delicatechoice: either the peopledie becauseno one has
the right to intervene in a sovereign state or an intervention ought to be undertaken.
The first suggestion is very hard to accept deliberately as it at best strips us of our
humanity and degradesour civilization; the secondone is entirely dependenton whether
or not it is to be undertakenunilaterally or collectively under the auspicesof the United
Nations. However, before proceedingto discussthis, a more important question has to
be dealt with regarding Article 2 (7) which prescribes intervention in the domestic
jurisdiction of a state, and whether or not human rights fall within the domestic
jurisdiction of a state.
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E- Humanitarian

Intervention

and Domestic Jurisdiction

Most of the critics of humanitarian intervention are quick to point to the
impermissiblity of such action on the ground on interferencein the domesticj urisdiction
of a state. The Charter makes clear that interference in the domesticjurisdiction is no
longer permissible. The existence of Article 2(7) is very clear on this issue. Article
2(7) reads:

"Nothing contained in the presentcharter shall authorise the United
Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall require the members to
submit such matters to settlementunder the presentcharter, but this
principle shall not prejudice the application of enforcementmeasures
(82)
Chapter
Vlj',.
under

Therefore, the question is, to what extent does the said Article affect the right of
unilateral intervention? As such, one has to define clearly the meaning of the domestic
jurisdiction and to affmn whether or not the issueof human rights could be considered
within the domesticjurisdiction of a state.

There is no doubt that the issue of human rights in recent years has achieved

universalacceptanceand is no longer merely the concernof certain statesbut the
concernof every participant in the International system. JudgeLauterphactrefers to the
issueof domesticjurisdiction with rrspect to humanrights and confirms that:

"Human rights and freedom, having becomethe subject of a solemn
International obligation and of one of the fundamental purposesof
the charter, are no longer a matter which is essentially within the
domesticjurisdiction of the membersof the United Nations..". (83)
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To this end, Dr Verwey's comments on the advisory opinion concerning the
Nationality Decree betweenTunis and Morocco in 1923 confirms that a matter which
(84)
is regulatedby Internationaltreaty is no longer within the statejurisdiction
.

Regarding the issue of human rights, some suggestedthat the prohibition is only
applicable to the United Nations as Article 2 (7) is only addressedto it. As such, the
United Nations is exclusively restricted by the article and states are outside this
prescription. However, such an interpretationis not illuminating and is, to someextent
superficial. For it is recognisedthat any United Nations action is not motivated by selfinterest and despite that, the prohibition did not exclude it. Thus it would be more
appropriate and in line with the spirit of the Charter to contemplate that what is
prescribedfor the United Nations is also fitting to states,at least in such a context.

Therefore, it is more appropriate to reiterate to the thesis that the universality of
human rights and its incorporation into a variety of treaties have given rise to the
concept of human rights as outside the domestic jurisdiction

of a state. The

proliferation of many treatieson the subject of human rights is indicative of this trend.
The sovereignstateis no longer shieldedby the concept of domesticjurisdiction to the
extentthat it can escapecommunity action in mattersrelatedto humanrights.

The InternationalCourt of Justicein its recentruling in Nicaraguaaffirmed that:

"Nicaragua is accused by the 1985 finding of the United States
congressof violating humanrights. 'Mis particular point needsto be
studiedseparatelyof the questionof existenceof a legal commitment
by Nicaraguatowardsthe Organizationof American statesto respect
theserights; the absenceof such a commitment would not mean that
(85)
Nicaraguacould with impunity violate humanrights.

To this end Ermacomconcludedthat;
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'The right to Self-determinationand the protection of human rights
in matter of discrimination as far as 'gross violation' or consistent
patternof violation are concernedare no longer essentiallywithin the
(86)
domesticjurisdiction of a state".

Moreover, the United Nations action regarding the unilateral declaration of
Rhodesia's independence is a clear example of the sanctuary of human rights in
(87)
United
Nations
international
law.
The
took an enforcementmeasure
contemporary
As
United
Nations
is
for
the
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threat
the
such,
of
peace.
only
which
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that declarationas a clear violation of the black peoples'right in Rhodesiato have equal
(88)
Thus, since violation of human
participation in the government of their country.
rights is no longer within the domesticjurisdiction of a state, a question might arise as
to the determinationof any issuewhich falls outsidethe domesticjurisdiction of a state.
In this context it is wise to consider that the determinationof the matter is not to be the
privilege of a state. This conviction is supportedby the legislative history of Article
2(7) as the participants of the San Francisco conference " do not confirm that each
(89)
individual stateholds the right to decidemattersof domesticj urisdiction,,.

In the Norwegian Loans case,the argumentwas rejectedthat a party to a treaty can
determinehis obligation "for an instrument in which a party is entitled to determine the
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(91)
Council is entitled to deal with underchapterV1 I of the charter.
However, should
the Security Council fail to take the necessaryaction, then the GeneralAssembly under
the Uniting For Peace Resolution will hold secondarycompetence to deal with the
violation by force.

Therefore, as far as domestic jurisdiction is concerned, states are no longer
protectedby the shield of domesticjurisdiction wheneverthe subject touchesthe issue
of human rights. However, a question which still awaits an answer concerns the
legitimacy of a state'saction to protect humanrights in the absenceof any action on the
part of the United Nations. That is to say whether or not a state can take unilateral
action in the defenceof humanrights.

F- Unilateral

or Collective

Intervention.

Heretofore, the discussion shows that the right of humanitarian intervention, as an
exceptional measure,is permissable. A state'sright regarding its citizens is no longer
absolute nor within its exclusive domestic jurisdiction. Although an intervention, in
principle, runs against the sovereignty of states,neverthelesssovereignty cannot be
absoluteas to challenge the will of the community. There is no ground whatsoeverfor
a state to massacreits own people and at the sametime argue that it is no one else's
business; accepting such an argument will inevitably put the validity of the United
Nations in question. For it would be unrealistic to argue that the Charter insisted only
on the promotion of human rights and encouragedco-operation'(92) and at the same
time payedno seriousattentionto more urgentissuesreflected in the massIdIling which
at its roots may destroy the spirit of co-operation.

Intervention to halt mass killing has a strong moral appeal and in some cases,it
is
legitimize
generally perceived as a violation of the norm of nonwhat
could
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(93)
intervention.
There is no doubt that an intervention by the United Nations is the
interest
human
hope
it
harbours
the
save
of
no
protection
rights.
ultimate
as

(94)

However, the present decentralized system with animosity and division among the
is
Nations
by
United
the
that
the
conviction
action
an
a
major powers, underlines
remote possibility. In the absenceof collective action by the United Nations, the only
remaining possibility is to give a cover of legality for a state to undertake unilateral
action. Unilateral action by a state,recognizablly, is fraught with danger and is at the
sametime illegal.

The International Court of Justice in the Corfu Channel Caserejected the British
justification and affied

that the unilateral useof force:

".Given rise to most serious abuseand as such cannot, whatever be
the present defects in international Organization find a place in
international law. Intervention is perhapsstill less admissiblein the
particular form it would take here; for, from the nature of the thing,
it would be reserved for the most powerful state, and might easily
lead to perverting the administration of international justice
itself'. (95)
While the court finding is very logical and persuasive, however, it cannot be
projected as a defence against humanitarian intervention. The court in the Corfu
Channel case is basically concerned with the right to secure evidence and the term
"whatever defect" could be related to the shortcoming of an organization in gathering
is
Chapter
VI
1
United
Nations
to
the
of
and
as
such
not
addressed
evidence
(96)
Charter.
The issue of discovering evidence which the Court tackled is not as the
issue of massive violation of human rights and had the court considered the Iatter, it
declined
have
to give a similar verdict.
probably
most
would
The international Organization, apart from the division amongstits members,lacks
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(97)
Also it is
the necessaryprocedures to guard against violation of human rights.
quite puzzling to seemany provisions in the Charter addressinghumanrights, yet there
are no proceduresfor enforcing such provisions. This is only explainable by the fact
that the omission is'not deliberate; rather the drafters were fully concerned with
affirming the importance of human rights and left to a later day the method by which
(98)
Whatever the rationale for
theseprovisions of the Chartermight be madeeffective.
the omission, it is a recognized fact today that the International Organization is
ineffective and unresponsive to the violation of human rights. This ineffectiveness
urged the most staunchopponentsof the right of humanitarian intervention, Eric Lane,
to concludethat:
"Complaints of masskilling were lodged in both cases,severalyear
passedand, in the end, nothing was done. Evidence was not taken,
studieswere not made, and recommendationswere not forthcoming.
Thus, even the mechanics necessaryfor affording the meagre of
United Nations sanctions were, in essence,not undertaken. In the
end, ironically, it was only war which has apparently ended the
killing"09)
The inaction by itself gives weight to the thesis that so long as the International
Organization is unable to perform its task to afford protection of human rights, a state
feels at liberty to invoke the traditional right of humanitarian intervention.000) There
is a valid argumentthat the pre-existing right of self help is relinquished on the basisof
the United Nations mechanismof enforcementaction; if the latter fails the former surely
will revive. Reisman espousesthis argumentin his defenceof a unilateral action by a
state:

"Historically this may be the correct interpretation of the Charter in
general and Article 2 (4) in particular. However, subsequent
dissention among the great powers in the Security Council has
clearly rendered this construction caducous;rigorous adherenceto
the historical view means that self help measures are rendered
but
fon-ns
no
other
of enforcementtake their place".(I 0 1)
unlawful,
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Recognizing this, Reisman affirms that the right of humanitarian intervention is
legitimate " in so far the International Organization can assumethe role of enforcer,
002)
The reality of a decentralized system,
when it cannot, self helP will revive.
coupled with the persistent violation of human rights, urged the most astonished
defenderof the role of U.N to concedethat:

"

It would seem that the only possible arguments against the
...
substitution of collective measuresunder the Security Council for
individual measuresby a single state would be the inability of the
international organization to act with the speedrequisite to preserve
life. It may take some time before the Council, with its military staff
committee, and the pledged national contingents are in a state of
readiness to act in such cases, but the Charter contemplates that
internationalaction shall be timely as well aspowerful',.(103)

'Iberefore, since the Charter pledgesto afford protection and promote human rights
and sincethe International organization is unable to enforce that protection, a unilateral
action by a statein extreme violation of human rights is not unlawful. In fact, there are
certainprovisionsin the Charterwhich could be relied on to justify the unilateral action.
Article 56 reads:

" All memberspledge themselvesto takejoint and separateaction in
cooperation with the Organization for the acheivement of the
004)
forth
in
Article
55".
purposesset

This Article per se according to Reismanjustifies humanitarian intervention as it
Organization
in
jointly
"
the
that
may
act
members
with
what might be termed
perceives
intervention.
humanitarian
In the contemporary
statutory,
a new organized, explicit,
world thereis no other way the most fundamentalpurposesof the Charter, in relation to
005)
Following the Indian intervention in E.
be
human rights, can
made effective".
Pakistan,a committeeof internationaljurists revised the casethoroughly and concluded
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that

"Indian's armed intervention would have been justified if she had
intervention,
further
humanitarian
doctrine
that
and
the
of
actedunder
India would have beenentitled to act unilaterally under this doctrine
in the view of the inability of the International Organization to take
human
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the
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massive
violation
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any effective action
006)
in
East
Pakistan".
rights

Therefore, a unilateral intervention could be undertaken to protect a massive
violation of human rights. The thesis that the ban on the use of force is an absolute
virtue is not totally valid if it is "weighed against other values as well".

007)

This

conclusionis quite right as to assumethat the prohibition on the use of force is absolute
whatever the case might be, is to also assumethe conclusion that law and justice are
incompatible. Confronted with the two concepts, the legal, which prescribes any
unilateral action, and the moral, which encouragesthe unilateral action, one must give
priority to the latter. However, in defending the right of humanitarian intervention, one
hasto be awareof the possibleabuseof the right by the intervening state.It may be that
a state,or states,have an ulterior motive in embarking on humanitarian intervention.
Therefore, if humanitarian intervention is to be permitted safeguards must be
introduced.

G- Humanitarian

intervention

and the search for a criteria

Having admitted that humanitarian intervention is possible whenever there is a
massiveviolation of humanrights which shocksthe conscienceof mankind, a problem
fact,
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on the authority structure of the target state. The reality of this fear has been well
demonstratedin the Indian andTanzanianinterventionsand in other cases.

To some,this is a kind of rhetoric since humanitarianintervention ought effectively
(108)
For an intervention
to stop the violation and to deterin future a potential violator.
to protect human rights acheives two aims: "easing the suffering of the victim" and
(109)
"could have a deterrentfor a potential violator".
However, admitting that a state,
by intervening, could changethe structureof the governmentis very serious and surely
falls outside the scopeof humanitarianintervention. It would have great repercussions
on the international system,and may trigger an international war. For, it becomestoo
easyfor the powerful statesto use the said intervention as a cloak and hencechangethe
governmentsof small states. Such possibilities are not theoretical: Hitler did use the
humanitarian motto to occupy Bohemia and Moravia in March 1939. He referred to
ofassaulton the life and liberty of minorities" as the main causewhich prompted him to
010)
intervene.

The fear of such fabrication was voiced by many writers such as Brownlie(l 11)
and Professor Henkin who contended that, "A humanitarian reason for military
0
12)
intervention is too easy to fabricate".
However, this fabrication is not enough by
itself to justify the denial of the right of humanitarian intervention. Any humanitarian
intervention, nowadays, ought to be cross-examinedby the international community
and the intervening state'saction afterwards should be judged as to whether or not it
was motivated by self-interest. This review by the international community would be
very important since it chellanges the reputation of the intervening state. Professor
McDougal and Felicino exploredthis point fully and concludedthat:
'The characterisationis, of course,made by an individual stateat its
in
It
other words, of the nature of a provisional
partakes,
own peril.
detern-linationin precisely the sameway that a claim of self defence
does, and remains subject both to the subsequentreview that the
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allowing self defence, susceptible to perverting abuse; but this
susceptibility is an attribute common to all legal policy, doctrine or
0 13)
rule".

Although, McDougal's and Felicino's observation is realistic and of great
importance, neverthelessit is still questionableas to whether or not the international
community could manage to distinguish between real and false humanitarian
interventions, especially in some complex cases. In the Congo operation which was
carriedout underthe bannerof humanitarianintervention,the Brazzaville delegateto the
United Nations voiced his bitternessconcerning the right of humanitarian intervention
by saying, "The humanitarian operation referred to was fundamentally only a
pretext...what humanitarian principles are at stake,when, on the pretext of saving lives
of an insignificant number of whites, tens of thousandsof blacks are massacred...?
(114) Ilerefore, in
the Congo operation and others, the international community has
differed on the subject of the motive of the humanitarian intervention, and hence the
intervening stateor statessecuredtheir objectives through the invocation of the theory
of humanitarian intervention. Thus, a close scrutiny of objection will certainly reveal
that the most critical and sensitiveaspectof the theory is its potential abuseby states.

To minimise the effect of abuse,some suggestthat the principle of proportionality
and disinterestednessare most needed in this regard. In the Congo operation, for
example, the black Africans aired their protest by emphasizingthe fact which touches
the heartof the theory of humanitarianintervention: it is for the "sakeof an insignificant
(l
15)
blacks
".
This criticism is
are massacred.
number of whites, tens of thousandof
not confined to the officials of some states, but is espoused by one of the most
respected authorities who questioned the practicality of this right in terms of the
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the casualty ratios in the Stanleyville operation in 1964, the Dominican Republic in
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16)
This criticism is very important, in the light
1965and other possible examples."(1
of the theory, and therefore if a humanitarian intervention is to be relied upon, a state
has to comply with the principle of proportionality which is applicable in the case of
self defence. On this point, some suggestthat the principle of proportionality in the
context of humanitarian intervention "should be modified to reflect not only a
proportional use of force which does not threaten a greaterdestruction of values than
the humanrights at stakebut also a requirementof minimum force necessaryto achieve
017)
lawful
humanitarian
the
objectives".

Such an application will, undoubtedly,

reducethe risk and minimise the numberof casualtiesto a great extent.

The secondcondition which is of great importance is that the intervening state has
to comply with the condition of disinterestedness.In other words, the intervening state
is supposedto have no interest whatsoever save the pure motive of safeguarding the
lives of people who are facing slaughter and torture. On this condition, many writers
doubted that the absolute disinterestednesscould exist and therefore dismissed it as
being unrealistic. (118) As Bogen observed, statesalways intervene whenever their
interest requires, and there is "...no single government willing to expand the money
19)
0
and manpower necessary for action unless it has some definite interest".
However, the question which arises is how can one justify this in having an interest
apart from the humanitarian one in such a situation, and to what extent is a state
justified, especiallyin the caseof civil war?

77hereis no doubt that the condition of disinterestednessis the most critical in the
context of civil war. To intervene in a civil war is surely to affect the outcome of the
conflict which is totally prohibited under the doctrine of non-intervention. It is likely
that a state intervening in a civil war to saveone party from total elimination will result
in the destruction of the opposing party, and the victory of the party for whom the
intervention was undertaken.This fact was well reflected in Pakistan, the Congo and
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Ugandawhere the victim turned his defeat into victory due to the intervention of the
external party. Bearing this in mind, it would be very naive to concede that a state
interest
be
have
to
could allowed
a national
which has nothing to do with humanity.

A statemust be permitted to initiate an intervention only to save human rights and
nothing else. Failure to take notice of this danger will result in the manipulation of the
conflict, and the intervening state under the banner of human rights could achieve its
national interest and hence disregard the prohibition in Article 2 (4) and furthermore
prevent the realisation of the principle of self-determination. To avert this abuse,the
condition of necessity is very helpful in this context. A state ought not to intervene
unlessthereis an overwhelming necessitywhich leavesno moment for deliberation and
therefore,an action could bejustified. However, this action must be limited in time and
space. A statecontemplating a humanitarianintervention must direct its intervention in
accordancewith the thesementionedconditions and seekno interest savethat of easing
the suffering of the victims.

It is very obvious then, that a statemust leave the country as soon as the operation
achievesits purposein easing the suffering and must not proceed to pursue other goals
which in the end will help the intervening state more than the original victim. In
addition to these conditions, others have suggestedthat requisite for forceful action
takenin defenceof humanrights in anothercountry is that this action must be submitted
later to the Security Council in order to sanction the

020)
humanitarian intervention.

Becausesuch reporting will put the action before the international forum or regional
organisation,[if the former fails to discussit] it will reducethe dangerthat is inherent in
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(122)
Out of the above, one could argue
be disinterestedthan a unilateral intervention.
that unilateral intervention by a statein order to remedy a massive violation of human
rights after the failure of United Nations to take action, and the exhaustion of peaceful
meansby the intervening state,would be legal and desirableif it satisfied the foregoing
criteria. For statesconfronted with a situation which might endanger or increase its
interest,would not hesitateto intervene. As ProfessorBaxter puts it, a stateconfronted
with a situation in which its nationals are at risk, the decision-makerswould say "no, it
is more important that we should respect Article 2( 4) of the charter and allow these
people to perish". In such a situation they would surely have disregarded Article
(123)
2(4).

It is understandablethat whenevera choice betweenArticle 2 (4) and human rights
is to be made, it seemsto come down on the side of the latter. This is so becauseit is
"contrary to all that is decent,moral and logical to require a state to sit back and watch
while the slaughterof innocentpeople take place in order to comply with some blank or
black letter prohibited against the use of force at the expense of more fundamental
humanvalues".024)

Therefore,it becomesclear that a unilateral intervention for the protection of human
rights is not fully violative of the_UnitedNations Charterprovided the intervening state
adheresto criteria which at leastminimise the dangerof abuseof the theory in question.
Thesecriteria, noted below, must be complied with in full:

(1) Exhaustion

(2)

of Peaceful means

Proportionality

(3) Necessity
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(4) Duration

(5) Disinterestedness

V- Legal analysis of the Syrian

intervention.

The fear of fabrication and the abuseof the right of intervention have urged many
writers and authorities to lay down a set of conditions with which the intervening state
must comply. These conditions may indicate or help to provide a legal assessmentof
any intervention that may arise.The Syrian intervention under the banner of humanity,
and its subsequentconsequences,necessitatesan overall review of the said intervention
in the light of the establishedcriteria, for if Syria failed to meet the criteria, then its
intervention would constitutea violation of the establishednorms of international law.

A- Exhaustion

of peaceful means

Despite the controversysurroundingthe conceptof humanitarianintervention, it has
been accepted as a last resort to remedy an extreme situation. However, to be
been
has
be
it
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there
that
an exhaustion of
seen
all
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successfully
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N
Charter.
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A state is thus obliged to pursue all the peaceful measuresthat could easethe tension
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that in sucha context its behaviouris strictly controlled by the rules of the civil war. It
is in this framework that the Syrian intervention is best understood and analysed.
However,due to the long processof mediation that the Syrian governmentfollowedthe
analysisof theseprocessesis classified into three phases.

Phase (1): 24 May 1975

From the beginning of the civil war the Syrian government viewed the events that
were taking place in Lebanon as of great importance.On 24th of May and following the
formation of a military government,the Syrian presidentdispatchedhis foreign minister
to moderatethe crisis which had erupted betweenthe belligerents. The mediation was
crowned by the installation of a new government headed by a pro-Syrian Premier
(RashidKarami). However, the Syrian initiative was widely seenas a move to enhance
025)
For the Syrian government foresaw a military government as a
Syrian interest.
026)
interest.
Syrian
LNM
PLO
to
thus
threat
to
the
the
and
and
great
existence of
Therefore, at this stage the peaceful Syrian initiative, one can say, was not basedon
humanitarianmotives but rather on a desire to keep the various parties under its control.

Phase(2): 4 January

1976

During this phase the intensity of fighting and the possibility of a victory by the
LebaneseFront alerted Syria to the sensitivity of the situation. Syria, which at the time
Egyptian-Israeli
the
the
agreement,considered the
signing
of
with
was pre-occupied
its
Ilierefore,
in
Syria
Lebanon
there.
of
policy
sabotage
strife
as
a
civil
continuing
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it
Lebanon,
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of
and
clear
not
permit
partition
when the
made
would
intervention,
direct
.....
lead
Lebanon used to be
It
to
our
arose
only
as
occasion
would
.
a part of Syria, and we are ready to restore it if there is any attempt of
(127)
partition ......

Indeed,the Syrian government, faced with an invasion by Lebanese forces of
Muslim areas(Karantina and Maslakh) and in responseto a leftist and Muslims appeal,
intervenedindirectly under the bannerof the Palestinian Liberation Army. In Assad's
words:

"..I phoned presidentFranjieh and agreedon a ceasefire but the
...
..
fighting was going on, and so we convenedin Damascusto think of
a way to solve the impasseas we gave them( Leftist Forces) weapon
but to no avail and finally we agreed to intervene
ammunition,
,
(128)
banner
Palestinian
Liberation
the
Army".
under
of the

As a result of this, the LNM with the help of the PLA occupied the Christian town
(Al-Damour) and razed it to the ground in revenge for Karantina and Maslakh.
Therefore, the Syrian mediation could hardly be regarded as a peaceful means of
restoring the situation; rather, it was an intervention in the internal affair of a sovereign
country, which escalatedthe conflict and brought about a massive destruction of life
and property.

Phase(3): 9 February

1976

Ile distinction of this phaseis the emergenceof the LNM as a victorious party due
to Syrian assistance. However, differences between the Syrians and LNM were
becomingintenseand bitter.
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On the 14th of February 1976 the Syrian government in collaboration with the
LebanesePresident unveiled their plan for Lebanesereforms which came later to be
029)
This document contributed to the break
known as the "constitutional document".
down betweenthe LNM and the Syrian leader who described the leader of the former
as a" stratum of leader and zaIms" who benefitted from confessionalism and feared a
(130)
loss of privilege if the systemwas dismantled.
On the other hand, the leader of
the LNM, Kamal Junmblat, dubbed the document a" caricature of parliamentary
democracy" and he further said: "Our Syrian friends wanted to solve the Lebanese
problem in their way, from above, artificially, with no genuine development of the
(131)
law
democratic
".
constitutional
of a
parliamentaryregime..

Confronted with such a rejection the Syrian gopvemment switched their support to
the LebaneseFront. Thus the crisis reached its climax when the Syrian government
succeededin imposing its candidatefor the Lebanesepresidency in collaboration with
the LF. As the gap betweenthe Syrian governmentand the LNM widened and in the
face of the successof the latter in pressing on the LebaneseFront towards a political
accommodation,the eventof the besiegedtown in the north of Lebanon gave the Syrian
government the pretext they desperatelyneededat that time. On that occasion, the
Syrian governmentdid not make the slightesteffort to defusepeacefully the threat to the
besiegedpeople in the said town. Iley quickly proceededwith military action, despite
the denial of involvement in the seigeby the LNM and their condemnationof it.

Out of the above, the Syrian governmentin its alleged effort to resolve the crisis,
had indirectly contributed to the processof escalationand confrontation. However, in
its
Syrian
the
concerned
with
prestige and its
government
was
move,
every mediatory
interest. They saw themselves as the only arbitrator of the crisis and refused and
hindered the Arab League's effort and other foreign initiative to settle the issue.
Therefore, during the mediatory phase the Syrian government did not meet the
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requirementsof the exhaustionof the peacefulmeansbut, on the contrary, it pursued its
mediationby illegal meansthrough switching its alliance to suit its national interest.

B- Necessity.

The criterion of necessityis an essentialpre-condition for the opemtion of the right
of humanitarian intervention, for its existencecontributes to the legitin-dzation of the
principle of humanitarianintervention. Although, the criterion of necessityis applicable
particularly in the case of self-defence, neverthelessits utilization-in the context of
humanitarianintervention has its own importance. When the lives
of certain people are
in imminent danger and there is no altemative way to save them, then the
right of
humanitarian intervention arises. For " subsequentaction, remedy
compensation
or
...
cannot bring the dead to life or restore the limbs to the maimed. There is no remedy
0 32) The
except prevention".
right of humanitarian intervention - becomes
understandable whenever the necessity is " instant, overwhelming, and leaving no
033)
for
deliberation".
choice of means,and no moment

In the light of such an argument,the Syrian intervention on June 1 1976 under the
pretext of humanitarianintervention could hardly meetthe requirementof necessity.As
far as the Kubyat is concerned, the town was, according to a variety of sources well
defendedand its eventual surrenderwas not inevitable.034) Parallel to this, the attack
on the city was not directed by the commandof the LebaneseNational Movement but,
on the contrary, was condemnedby both the LNM and PLO and was considered as a
35)
0
Syrian ploy to justify its intervention.

Furthermore, the besiegedtown was engagedin shelling nearby villages and as
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such they were in a strong position which excluded any possible massacre. To this
end, the Presidentof the LF in his memoirs discreditedthe humanitarian motive of the
Syrian governmentby affirming that the Syrian troops forced the Christian fighters to
(136)
All these facts, lead to one conclusion that the city
surrender their stronghold.
was in no way under imminent danger and the necessity was not instant and
overwhelmingand leaving no choice of meansand no moment for deliberation.

Moreover, events that followed the Syrian intervention indeed created an
atmosphere of necessity which, ironically, necessitatedan intervention to halt the
tragedy and killing which was precipitated by the Syrian military action. It is very
surprising to note the timing of the Syrian military action. Why was the Syrian
governmentnot spurred into action by the looting and killing which had beenraging in
Lebanonbefore the siegeof that isolated town on the Syrian border?

The inaction and indifference to the events in Lebanon before June 1976 coupled
with the Syrian government material assistanceto the internal parties is indeed very
perplexing. However, this contradiction could be explained by the fact that the Syrian
intervention on the first of June 1976 under the pretext of humanitarian intervention,
was undertaken for purely political goals and had nothing to do with humanitarian
sentiments. The Los Angeles Times commentedon the Syrian intervention suggesting
that if PresidentAssad wanted to invade Lebanon " for the purpose not of conquering
or destroying anyonebut to bringing settlementandreaping the credit for it, the perfect
time would have been in Januaryor February,or evenearlier, at the moment when the
choice of a new president and specifying of political and social reforms... were open
for negotiation [but when the Syrian governmentcommitted themselvesin March to the
conservative party] they earned the thorough mistrust of the opposition and imposed
themselvesby force; and if they persistin doing this, taking it upon themselvesto shed
a lot of Palestinian and Lebaneseblood, it could be a political disaster for Assad's
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037)
regime".

C- Duration.

An intervening state which is raising the banner of humanity as the only causefor
its intervention, ought to do the job with as much speed as possible and leave the
country in question with the samespeed. For any delay on the part of the intervening
statecould result in the violation of the territorial integrity and political independenceof
the statewhich is experiencingthe intervention.

Therefore, the criterion of duration is an important indication which could
differentiate betweenjustifiable and unjustifiable intervention on humanitariangrounds.
In Falk's words:

"The duration of the interference is an important way of
distinguishing interventions that are more or lessa genuine sanction
(self-help) from those that are mere dictatorial interferences
(138)
(aggression).

The rationale behind such reasoning is implicit in the fact that whenever a state
intervenes and does not effect its withdrawal with the required speed, then the
assumption is that the state is no longer performing a humanitarian task; it is rather,
assertingits own interest.

In the Dominican Republic, the American intervention was condemned for not
Senator
duration.
Fullbright criticized the American
to
the
criterion
of
adhering
intervention for not promptly withdrawing after evacuatingtheir nationals, and had they
done so " no fair minded observerat home or abroadwould have consideredthe United
039)
its
Statesto have exceeded rights andresponsibilities".
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In the Syrian intervention the criterion was also not observed. The Syrian
besieged
longer
it
the main
the
that
of
rescuing
people
made
clear
was
no
government
its
but
it
Lebanon
intervention;
to
to
their
was
enable
objective of
restore stability and
(140)
peace in order to continue the struggle against Israel.

Moreover, the Syrian

presidentin justifying the action, assertedthat:

"no one must object to our presencein LebanonasLebanonis an
Arab country and the Syrian presencein that country is not a
...
foreignpresenceasfar asLebanonis concemed...
Tbe Arabsareone
nation" andthus" we will performour dutiestowardLebanonfully
at all times and we will do everythingin our power to halt the
fighting"-(141)

Tbe Syrian claims matchesto a greatextent American and Soviet Union claims. The
American assertion in the Dominican crisis was that the continuing presence of the
American troops was essential to prevent a communist take over and to bring the
042)
back
While the American intervention was
to the processof democracy.
country
labelled as an illegal intervention and a perpetual stick policy, the Syrian intervention
was not dissimilar.

Dr Lillich commented on the American intervention in the

Dominican Republic by suggesting that the prolonged presence of the American
marines in the Dominican Republic required a legal justification other than the
043)
traditional forcible self-help doctrine.

He further remarked that: " the longer

troops remain in another country the more their presence begins to look like
0
44)
intervention ".
Indeed, the Syrians brought about another justification as they
referred to the conceptof Arabism in order to legitimate their long presence.However,
as Lillich remarked, as far as the right of humanitarianintervention is concerned,there
are no grounds for any delay.

In such a context, one can only regard the prolonged presenceof the Syrian army
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followed,
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beyond
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to
territory
the
escalation
which
any
and
on
doubt the illegality of the Syrian intervention. Therefore,as far as the factor of duration
is concerned,the Syrian governmentfailed to meetthis criterion.

D- Proportionality.

Again, in order for a state to justify its recourse to force, the compliance with the
criterion of proportionality is imperative. The universality of this principle was bome
out of the Caroline incident on December 29,1837 in which Webster, Secretary of
State, observed that in order to accept the British arguments, the latter had to show that,
"they did nothing unreasonable or excessive; since the act, justified by the necessity of
(145)
be
limited
by
self-defence must
that necessity, and kept clearly within it',.

In view of that, the measure undertaken must be proportional to the danger and
must not go beyond what is necessaryfor the protection of the subjects in question.
The French representativeat the United Nations forum and pending the debateon the
American intervention in the Dominican Republic, warned that a forcible action in the
context of rescuing nationals must " ... be limited in objective, duration, and scale or
046)
Bearing this in mind, the Syrian
run the risk of becoming armed intervention".
military intervention to rescue the besieged people could be disqualified as a
humanitarian intervention. The introduction of four thousandsoldiers to the besieged
town coupled with nine thousandsoldiers to the Baqqavalley in the centre of Ubanon
047)
were clearly disproportionate.

The forces successfully lifted the siege without

any considerable bloodshed. However, on 2nd of June 1976 the Syrian government
increasedth.e number of troops to fifteen thousandwhich were fully equipped with two
(148)
hundred tanks.
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After completion of their mission, that is to say the lifting the siege, the Syrian
049)
forces.
Syrian
LNM's
demanded
to
the
the
the
weapons
surrenderof
government
Following the refusal by the LNM to such a demand,the fighting between the Syrian
troops and LNM escalatedon a large scale. In such a context, the Syrian intervention
Syrian
The
hardly
be
described
the
army which was
size
of
as proportional.
could
introduced manifestly exceededthe number which was required to break the siege of
the town. It is implausible to argue that such a number was necessary,since the unit of
the Arab LebaneseArmy which surroundedthe town did not exceeda few hundred.

Moreover, the Syrian intervention clearly went beyond the proclaimed objective as
it extendedthe geographical location of the fighting. The demand that the LNM must
surrenderits weapons had nothing whatsoever to do with humanitarian intervention.
Yet it may be argued that in order to Preservethe life of people in Lebanon, who were
in generalcaught up in the quagmire of the civil war, required drastic action on the part
of the Syrians in order to disarm the rebels. However, this assumption is also very
superficial.

The subsequent engagement of the Syrian troops with the LNM

exacerbatedthe setting and raised the number of casualtiesto an unprecedentedlevel.
The high number of casualtiesprompted the hitherto staunchally of Syria (USSR) to
voice its protest:

" Syrian Arab Republic has repeatedly statedthat the mission of the
troops sent by it to Lebanon was to help stop bloodshed.Attention,
fact
however,
be
drawn
that an ever-swelling river of
the
to
must,
blood continues to flow in Lebanon today The first thing to be
.
done in Lebanon therefore, is to stop the bloodshed. All those
in
involved
in
Lebanese
the
events,
one way or another,must
parties
(150)
fire
cease
......
With the scopeof the Syrian military operation no longer restricted to the north of
Lebanon,but extendedto reach the South of Lebanonwhere there was no confessional
becomes
fighting,
the
to
the
of
proportionality
adherence
principle
very
or sectarian
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doubtful.
It is very possible to criticise the Syrian intervention on the criterion of
proportionality which is demandedin casesof humanitarian intervention. Professor
J.Moore affirmed that the principle of proportionality in the context of humanitarian
intervention " should be modified to reflect not only a proportional use of force which
doesnot threatengreaterdestructionof values than the humanrights at stake,but also a
requirement of minimum force necessary to achieve the lawful humanitarian
051)
objectives".

With this qualified description of the principle of proportionality, one can rule that
the Syrian intervention was not in line with the requirement of the principle of
proportionality regarding the size, objective and finally the scopeof the operation.

E-

Disinterestedness.

Supportersof the doctrine of humanitarian intervention have strongly defendedthe
thesis that an intervening state should in no way be discredited on the grounds that its
intervention was prompted by national interest. However, they did not determine or
define precisely the interest in question.

On this point, one cannot regard the toppling of the existing governmentor paving
the way for the victory of one party in a civil war as an interestthat the intervening state
ought to protect. Accepting this presumptionwould be =tamount to negatingall of the
Charterprovisions and various resolutions regarding the prohibition of the use of force
for such purposes. In this context, the use of force would fall within the definition of
illegal intervention.
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In a humanitarian intervention, the only interest which is permissible is that an
intervening statemust do its best to stop the fighting and save lives without ulterior
motives. Lawrenceaffirmed that humanitarianintervention could escapecondemnation
if it is " undertaken with a single eye to the object in view and without an ulterior
considerationof self-interest and ambition".

052)

Apart from that, international law

recognisesno validity of any action beyond that and consequently such an action will
be illegal. Bearing this in mind, one wonders whether or not the Syrian motive was in
line with the said interest.

From the beginning of the civil war, the Syrian governmentmade it clear that it had
a great stakein Lebanon. Following the Egyptian-Israeli agreementwith its inevitable
outcomeleaving Syria alone to face Israel, the Syrian governmentembarkedon a policy
of consolidatingits position through an alliancewith the PLO and Jordanto prevent any
further separate deal; and to enhance its bargaining position in any future
053) This
settlement.
was only achievable through the control of Lebanon and the
subjugation of the PLO-054) Moreover, the Syrian forces feared any Leftist victory
(155)
leave
All these factors provided a
them vulnerable to Israel.
which would
stimulus to Syria to commit its troops in Lebanon. Added to this, the successof the
LNM on both military and diplomatic fronts irritated Syria and enticed it into Lebanon
(156)
became
before
difficult to control.
Ilis is very evident in the Syrian
even
events
move to liquidate the LNM and subjugate the PLO which clearly runs beyond
humanitarianmotives. According to Kamal Jumbalat,the leader of the LNM, President
Assad [ this account was declaredby Assad'sspeech]told him: " listen, for me this is
an historic opportunity to re-orient the Maronites towards Syria. I cannot allow you to
defeat the Christians' camp " and when Jumbalat told him that the LF did not
..
representthe Christiansbut the isolationist, he replied: " nonethelessI cannot allow you
(157)
It seemsthat the Syrian government in rendering
to beat the isolationists ......
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Lebanonthrough them.

Significantly, the Syrian action was undertaken at a time when the parties to the
conflict were engaged in dialogue to secure a cease fire and lasting settlement.
According to the most influential man of the LF, Bashir Al Jammual:

" We were in the middle of negotiations, when the Syrian military
intervention took us by surprise. To my mind we [ the warring par
ties] were on the verge of reaching an agreementwhen the Syrian
troops intervened and reshuffled the cards. This is also the view
expressedby Kamal Jumbalat yesterday.The intervention toppled
everything".(159)

As such, the criterion of disinterestednesswas not complied with by the Syrian
government. The Syrian government demonstrated that its intervention was not
initiated for humanitarian purposes but rather for self-interest. This conclusion is
supportedby the fact that a stateintervening in another state'saffairs to protect human
rights must have a clean record on this matter. Following the Belgium and U. S.A
intervention in the Congo, and during the debate in the Security Council many
representativesmadethe point that when a stateis violating humanrights at home and at
the sametime appearingthrough its intervention to protect human rights, must have its
(160)
intervention dismissed summarily.
The Syrian government's record on the
subject of humanrights is not very impressive-061) .

Therefore, having establishedthat the Syrian motive was not to protect Christians
but rather to protect its own national interest, and since their record on human rights
disinterestedness.
in
Lebanon
deplorable,
the
their
criterion
satisfy
of
action
cannot
was
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VI-CONCLUSION.

Humanitarian intervention is still one of the most controversial issues in
international law. Although it is part of customary international law few writers agree
on its validity under the United Nation Charter. However, the increasedimportance of
humanrights which is reflected in the Charter and in many declarationsand treaties,has
pavedthe way for its acceptancein the corpusof internationallaw as a last resort.

States can no longer escape censor for the violation of human rights under the
pretext that it is within the domestic jurisdiction. The internationalization of human
rights has effected states' right in this matter. However, due to the absence of
proceduresin the United Nations Charter to deal with the potential violation of human
rights, coupled with the ineffectiveness of the United Nations due to its horizontal
structure,the principle of humanitarian intervention cannot be dismissed at first hand.
Since the United Nations is unable to defend the issueof humanrights, especially those
which involve practices which shake the conscience of mankind, any state may
interveneto uphold respectfor humanrights.

Although humanitarian intervention is violative of a state'ssovereignty and may be
usedas a cloak for aggression,one cannot at the sametime assertthat the stateis free to
impunity.
its
people
own
without
massacre

As collective intervention under the

in
intemational
does
Nations
United
system
not occur, unilateral
such
an
auspicesof
intervention could be acceptedif it was carried out in accordancewith certain criteria.
From this perspective, the Syrian intervention could be accepted provided that it
satisfied the establishedcriteria: the exhaustionof peacefulmeans,necessity,duration,
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proportionality and disinterestedness.Syria has failed to comply with each of these
criteria. What is more, the Syrian intervention unequivocally violated thesecriteria and
servedneither restoredhumanrights nor observedLebanon'ssovereignty.

Therefore, one can asserton both sides that if there is humanitarian intervention in
contemporary international law, the Syrian intervention was illegal since it failed to
meet the requirementswhich are attachedto that right. On the other hand, if there is no
suchright, then a fortoiori Syrian intervention was illegal.
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CHAPTER FIVE
AN INTERVENTION

UPON THE INVITATION

OF THE LEBANESE

GOVERNMENT.

I-

INTRODUCTION.

The Syrian government's allegation that its intervention was in response to the
request of Lebanese legal authorities has revived a heated debate over the
appropriateness
of the concept of invitation in international law. As a matter of fact, the
principle is surroundedby ambiguity and inaccuracywhich in one way or another helps
to undermine its legal relevance in contemporary international law. Generally, the
principle is recognized, as an exception to the widely recognized norm of nonintervention. However, since this principle has beenviolated many times, the premise
had
been
illustrative
The
best
the
example of
stands
undermined.
principle
upon which
this fact is to be found in the records of history. In 1939 Hitler received an invitation
from the government of Czechoslovakia to intervene in its country.. Years later the
letter
the
of
was revealed to the public which was outrageous and shocking.
content
Hitler addressedthe Czechpresidentin an aggressivemanner:

" Of course we would like to have an invitation from you for
Czechoslovakia to become a German protectorate; and we would
like to warn you that if you do not give us that invitation we would
be obliged to invade Czechoslovakia and your beautiful city of
0)
Praguewould be destroyedon the first day".

Unfortunately, Hitler's example is not the only precedent of the misuse of the
invoked
invitation
following
In
the
to
of
states
pretext
the
years, many
concept.
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demonstratethe legality of their military action.

Interestingly enough, the issue of invitation is not as confusing nor as uncertain as
in the caseof civil war, where the identity of the representativeof the governmentis the
vital element to be established. Despite such an indeterminacy, international law has
not yet respondedeffectively to the challenge that the civil war has brought into light.
Many statesstill cling to the notion that the goverrunentof any statecould validly invite
any foreign state to help in putting down an insurgency which had challenged the
(2) On
the other hand, other stateschallenge this notion and insist
existing government.
(3)
on a new norm which lends support not to the government, but to the insurgents.
However, whatever their divergences of views over this issue, an invitation by a
governmentis still not contrary to international law T'his notion of legitimacy is carried
over from traditional law which prescribes that a government, by virtue of its
representationof a state, has the right to, whenever it encounters difficulties, invite
anotherfriendly nation to assistit in easing the difficulties -which, in most cases,is to
put down a rebellion.

As international law hasundergonemajor changes,one wonders to what extent the
right of invitation is still valid. If an invitation is still recognised in international law,
the inquiry will be focusedon the Syrian intervention under the principle of invitation
and to see whether or not such an invitation is still valid under international law and
Lebaneseconstitutional law.

Il-

The Syrian

government justification

Following its intervention on the first of June 1976, the Syrian government relied
on the invitation of the Lebanesegovernmentas well ason humanitarian intervention as
the legal basis for its military action. The Syrian government strongly defended its
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invitation
by
the
to
action
of the Lebanesegovernment.As a matter of
military
reference
factýon no occasiondid the Syrian governmentabandonthe claim that their intervention
was in responseto such an invitation. Mr Khaddem, a Syrian foreign minister on his
visit to Francefollowing his country's intervention, affirmed to his French counterpart
after a brief meeting that, Syrian intervention was in response to the Lebanese
government'sinvitation. The French foreign minister affirmed this by saying:
I
"Mr Kaddern assuredus that Syria intervened in Lebanon upon the
request of a great portion of Lebanese public opinion and the
Lebaneseauthority and the intervention was necessaryto save life
(4)
losses".
and

Moreover, President Assad in an interview to the American newspaper
Washington Post declared that, his forces, " entered Lebanese villages in order to
bring peaceand stability and after having beenrequestedby many Lebaneseofficials to
(5)
'.
offer such assistance,

As the intervention was basically justified by an invitation from the Lebaneselegal
authority and moreover, by referenceto Lebanesepublic opinion, the major question is
whether or not Syria was justified in its intervention under such ground, and in
particular what is the legality of an intervention upon the request of the majority of
Lebanesepeople? Theseissuescould be summarizedinto four questionswhich will all
need an answerin order to affirm the legality or illegality of the Syrian intervention.
Theseare as follows:

(I)- was therein fact any invitation fi-omthe legitimate authority

(2)- What is the validity of that invitation underinternationallaw ?
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(3)- What is the constitutionality of that invitation under the Lebaneseconstitutional
law?

(4)- Finally what is the legal basisfor intervention upon the request of the majority of
people,that is to say self- determination?

III-

The Existence Of An Invitation

by the Lebanese Government.

The Syrian government, on many occasions specifically affirmed that they
intervened upon the request of the Lebanese government. The Syrian authorities,
however, did not name in any way the officials who invited them. The determination
of those who issued the invitation is of great importance since the validity of the
intervention is dependenton that. The existenceof a consent by the state
will change
the natureof intervention from an illegal act into a legal one. Thus, determinationof the
officials will easethe question of consentby referenceto Lebaneseconstitutional law
which ultimately detern-iineswhether the officials thereof were empowered to issue an
invitation.

The absence of such a specification, however, leaves room for speculation
regarding the issuer of the invitation. Moreover, such intervention by foreign troops
must not take effect unless there is at least a written requestor anything which could
confirm the foreign government's claim.

Given the absence of any evidence

concerningthe Syrian intervention,one is thereforeleft with speculation.

Since the Syrian government referred to the Lebanese govemment without
indicating which member of the cabinet invited them,then an assumptioncan be made;
either the prime minister on his own initiative, or the presidentinvited the Syrians into
Lebanon. Or perhapsthere was a treaty betweenthe two countries which gave legality
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to the Syrian intervention. Therefore,a thorough review of these questions is vital to
the inquiry in question.

A-The

Prime

Minister's

Request

The question as to whether or not the prime minister invited the Syrian troops into
Lebanon is not too complex to answer. The prime minister has preserveda reputation
of being a man of dialogue and peace. His policy towards the Lebanesecivil war is
basedon dialogue with various parties as he always advocatedthe point that violence
never resolves a crisis. The prime minister's commitment to a peaceful resolution of
the civil war has never wanedeven during the most critical time of the crisis.(6)

Against this background, an invitation by him to the Syrian troops would seemat
odds with his beliefs. Indeed the prime minister voiced his concern over the Syrian
intervention as he also discarded any military options. Despite his long standing
support for the role of the Syrians in Lebanon, his steadfastresolution was unshakable
that such a role must exclude a military option. Facedwith the Syrian intervention in
the conflict, the prime minister did not hesitateto call on the Syrians to withdraw their
(7)
On the contrary the prime
troops from the quagmire of the Lebanesecivil war.
minister insistedthat if therewas a needfor military involvement in Lebanon, then such
an involvement must be carried out under the auspices of the Arab League. In a
manifesto after a meeting with the Islamic and National parties, prime minister Rashid
Karami declaredthat:

" Out of our concernfor national unity betweenthe Syrians and the
..
Palestinianson one hand, and the National forces on the other, and
the committment to face the dangerwhich threatensour country, we
in
Syria
its
forces
to
withdraw
all
order to prevent the
request
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by
Arab
all
world public
condemned
was
renewal of clasheswhich
Secretary
General
Arab
kindly
the
the
of
request
opinion; and we
League, Mahmoud Riad, to speed up the execution of the Arab
(8)
Leagueresolution regardingLebanon".

The prime minister's statement is of great importance since it refers to the
forces.
league
by
Arab
In
Syrian
them
troops
the
a
of
and
replacement
of
withdrawal
this way, the prime minister did not abandon his conviction that the military
intervention by the Syrians was against the wishes of most parties to the conflict and
aff=ed

his acceptanceof the Syrian political initiative as all parties had agreedupon.

After four months following the Syrian military intervention, the prime minister
reaffirmed what he believed as he submitted his resignation to the elected president
(Sarkis) by saying that the Syrian initiative was " in the beginning political and thereby
all the parties agreed upon itý but the successivedevelopment transformed it into a
(9)
71is statement,in contrast
military one whereby the opinion was divided upon it".
to the first one which called for the Syrian withdrawal appearedvery mild, and far from
explicitly condemning the Syrian intervention. However, such a contradiction must not
be interpreted in a sense as to give credit to the Syrian intervention. Karami's last
following
development
in
light
be
the
took
the
place
of
which
statementmust viewed
the Syrian intervention, as the Syrian forces stormed nearly all the fortresses of the
LNM and hence the Syrian forces were the dominant power. It is unreasonableto
forces
illegality,
Syrian
from
the
or calling
with
anyone charging
perceive a statement
factorthe
Despite
its
leave
Lebanese
this
the
territory.
troops
to
prime minister's
on
it.
indicative
to
welcome
the
parties
of
various
of
relcutance
statementwas

Thus, one could only give credit to the first statement,for the simple fact that the
his
from
foreign
free
consequently
and
any
pressure;
second
was
prime minister
inconclusive.
be
considered
statementmust

Accepting the prime minister's statementas a reflection of his administration or at
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leasthis conviction, one could then draw the conclusionthat the prime minister was not
in favour of Syrian military intervention, and as a matter of fact was againstit. Then, if
the prime minister opposedthe Syrian intervention, it becomesillogical to assumethat
he invited the Syrian tn)ops into Lebanon.

Therefore, the Syrian intervention was not requested by the Lebanese prime
minister and any conclusion to the contrary in the light of the foregoing facts seems
unreasonable.

B- The Existence Of A Treaty

Or The Lebanese President's

Request.

As there is no hard evidence relating to the prime ministers involvement in the
invitation of the Syrian troops into Lebanon,other possibilities may exist. One of the
these possibilities is the existence of a legal arrangement, or in other words, the
existenceof a treaty which, if it ever existed,would legitimize Syrian military action.

There is no evidence to prove the existence of any such treaty. However, in
reviewing all the Syrian and Lebaneseofficials' statementsone can detect some of the
legal arrangementsreferred to by the two countries. Whether or not those statementsor
legal arrangementscan be consideredas a valid legal document is a major concern of
this inquiry. However, the Syrians and in particular their presidentin his most famous
speechdid point to someof the legal arrangementsrelating to his troops' intervention in
Lebanon. The Syrian president uncovered an agreement between himself and the
Palestinian forces in Lebanon which, according to the President furnished the legal
support for his military action. This agreementcameout of an understandingbetween
the Palestinian and the Syrian government after the latter's insistence that the
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Palestinians must not depart from Syrian policy which is not different from the
Palestinianpolicy.

Thus, on the 16th of April 1976, the Syrian government headed by the Syrian
president and the Palestinian Organization, representedby Mr Arafat, held a meeting
and they thereafter agreedon a legal document which came to be known as the April
Agreement.00) The major features of this agreementis its reference to the Lebanese
civil war. Tle two parties agreed on a set of rules relating to the managementof the
Lebaneseconflict. The most relevant of theserules are the following :

(l)- To halt the fighting and adopt a unified stand against any side which resumes
combatoperation.

(2)- To reform the tripartite Syrian-Palestinian-Lebanese
Higher Military Committee.
(3)- To resist partition in all its forms and any action or measurethat harms the unity of
Lebanon'sterritory and people
(4)- To reject American plans and solutions in Lebanon
(5)- Rejection of internationalization or the entry of any international forces into
Lebanon.
0
1)
(6)- To reject the Arabization of the crisesin Lebanon.

Thus, according to this agreement, the Syrians pledged to fight any one that
Lebanon,
the
the
of
and adherenceto
to
option,
rejection
of
partition
military
resorted
-this
Following
in
Lebanon.
Syrian
the
agreementand particularly
rules of
the
policy
Article (1), which permits Syrian intervention to stop any party which resorts to
had
"
We
Assad
that,
agreedto take measuresagainst any
affirmed
violence, president
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fighting
(the
It
fighting
the
they
started
who
was
operation.
side which started a
Palestiniansand LNM) we pushed some of our forces in the direction of Beirut in
..
02) To
what extent the presidentwas relying on this
order to restorethings to normal".
documentas a justification is not very clear as reference to it was only mentioned in
Assad'sspeech.

Whatever the Syrian government'sstand on this issue, the April agreementhas no
real legal value whatsoever. The cited agreement was an agreement to which the
LebaneseGovernment was a non- party. The agreementthen has no legal importance
vis a vis the Lebanesegovernment. On the contrary, the agreementis adverseto the
prevailing norms of international law . It is contracted on behalf of the Lebanese
governmentover an issue which the constitutional governmentis solely entitled to deal
with. 71beconclusion of this agreementbetweenthe P.L. 0 and the Syrian government,
in no way could be brought as a justification for the Syrian intervention. After all,
is
issue
Syrians
have
Palestinians
the
to
the
the
which
nor
contract
any right
neither
on
ultimately within the domesticjurisdiction of the Lebanesegovernment. Ilerefore, the
16 April agreement must be dismissed as irrelevant and cannot be invoked as a
justification.

Another agreement was referred to, not by the Syrian government but by the
Lebanesepresident who claimed that the agreementlegitimized the intervention since
03)
This
Lebanese
by
the
government.
that agreement was conducted and signed
Lebanese
Syrian
between
the
presidents when the
the
and
agreementwas negotiated
latter visited Syria following the first phase of an invited Syrian intervention on the
fourth of January 1976. As mentioned in the previous chapter,the agreement was a
However,
by
the
to
the
conflict.
two
the
presidents
resolve
compromise envisioned
LNM.
demands
far
the
to
the
of
too
satisfy
short
agreement was

In citing the

in
his
for
intervention,
Lebanese
letter
Syrian
justification
the
the
president
agreementas
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his
League
ArabArab
Secretary
General
that
the
the
affirmed
conviction
the
of
to
Leaguehad no legal right to intervene in the bilateral relations between Lebanon and
Syria; and furthermore confirmed that the Syrian intervention was based on the
constitutional document of the fourteenth of February which the Lebanese cabinet
(14)
agreedupon.

To the Lebanesepresident, the agreement was the proper legal document which
revealedthat the Lebanesegovernment'sconsentwas not absentand hencethe Syrians
were invited. However, the cited agreement was a mere set of reforms that were
embodied in a document, commonly known as the 14th of February constitutional
document. This document has not touched on the Syrian military intervention in
(15)
Lebanon.
There are no rules or referencesin the document which could be cited in
support of the president's statement. Briefly, the document was a plan embodying
reforms and had nothing to do with the introduction of foreign troops.

The president'saffirmation that the Syrian intervention to force the Palestiniansto
adhere to the Cairo agreement,already discussd in chapter two, is defenceless. The
document'sreferenceto the Cairo agreementwas in such terms:

" Nor do the Palestinians need reminding that if the Palestinian
in
legitimacy
Lebanese
to
a small and
coexist
revolution was
with
compactterritory like Lebanonwhich is not really the territory of the
if
had
be
there
to
revolution,
consideration,precaution the two were
not to come into collision. [They know] that the situation today
in
to
the
and
greater
endeavour
close
adherence
agreement
requires
their implementation especially in the case of the Cairo
06)
agreement.

According to the wording of the document, it is impossible to interpret its rules to
the effect that the Syrians were entitled to intervene to force implementation of the
document. In responseto the Lebanesepresident'sclaim, the prime minister, Karami,
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questionedthe content of the document in order to see whether or not there was a
referenceto Syrian implementation.He said:

Whenever I, or others, returned to the constitutional document
nothing could be found regarding the entry of the Syrian army, not
to mention, the justification of its entry.. and I stressed that this
constitutional document is not constitutional unless the Lebanese
parliament agreed upon it, and, so far, the document is still a
07)
preliminary suggestionfor the envisagedreform.

Therefore, the constitutional document cannot be invoked here in support of the
Syrian intervention. Apart from its existence as a viable legal document according to
Lebaneselaw, the document is still of no value becauseit is not concerned at all with
the Syrian intervention. It is simply a formula or a plan for reforming the Lebanese
systemand moreover such a plan was rejected by various partiesto the conflict.

Out of the above, since neither the agreement of 16 April nor the constitutional
document could be relied on as a justification for the Syrian intervention, the only
(18)
is
it
There is
remaining possibility, that was the president who invited the Syrians.
ample evidence that the Lebanesepresident accededto the Syrian intervention. After
all, the president and his partnersof the LebaneseFront gave full support to the Syrian
09)
The leader of the Phalangeparty expressedhis full support
military intervention.
for the Syrian action and praised the initiative by saying:" The Syrian initiative is the
best illuminating step in the record of history since it attracted the fearful people
towards an Arab country which is consideredthe castleof true Arabismand foreclosed
the colonization creepingthrough the door of Lebanonand the region".

(20)

Moreover,the Lebanesepresident has praised the Syrian intervention and defended
it on every occasion. The Lebanesepresident'srelationship with the Syrian president
was a very specialone which prompted the Syrian presidentto afflum to the Palestinian
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leaderthat he was the best president among the Lebanesepoliticians, and according to
Assad:" Ae is the only Lebanesepresident who would sign an agreementof unity if I
(2
1)
askedhim to do so".

Following this argument one could speculatethat the president,out of desperation,
invited Syria's intervention or at least welcomed it as a helpful gesture. Therefore,
assumingthe president issuedthe invitation, the most relevant questionthat might arise
is the validity of that invitation. An invitation issued by the president must be issued
according to the constitutional law of Lebanon. Whether or not the invitation was in
line with the Lebanese constitution is a question of special importance but before
proceedingto discussit an attempt will be made to discussthe legality of the invitation
underinternationallaw.

IV- The validity

of the invitation

A- The Principle

under the rules of international

law.

of Effectiveness.

It is generally accepted as common knowledge that under international law a
governmentby virtue of its representationof a statehas the right to issue an invitation
to invite another stateinto its territory. Such a postulatehas long been adheredto and
acceptedby various actorson the international level.

The acceptanceof the invitation, however, contributed to a breach in international
law, as an invitation in the context of a civil war does not reflect the above claim. In
is
in
the
of
a
state
a
civil
war
of great doubt,and hence no
representation
other words,
its
The
a
state.
confidence
representation
of
government
with
great
assert
one could
in
by
been
has
the courseof suppressingit,
and
challenged
a
massive
rebellion,
which
the government could hardly be justified in inviting another government to assist in
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is
To
down
the
that
the
government
assert
still enjoying that right is
putting
rebellion.
in fact introducing a norm which puts the governmentin a superbposition vis a vis the
rebel forces.

The norm that the government could be treated on equal footing with the insurgent
when the latter is being recognized by foreign states or the parent government as
belligerent, is out moded. It is illogical to perceive a state which is challenged by
insurgentsto recognise them and henceopen the way toward its demise. Neither is it
possible to see a government recognising the insurgents as belligerent, given the
historical irrelevence of the concept. In such a context, the incumbent government's
survival is guaranteedand its legal strength is left untouched. To Carner, the matter is
very clear

" there is no rule of international law which forbids the government
of another state from rendering assistance to the established
legitimate governmentof another statewith the aim of enabling it to
(22)
insurrection
suppressan
againstits authority".

Such assistance, according to Carner, as long as it directed to the legitimate
government " is not a case of unlawful intervention as is the giving of assistanceto
rebel forces who are arrayedagainst its authority-.

(23)

In such a context one wonders to what extent the norm is applicable and whether or
not the norm could be extended to include a situation where the rebels hold a great
fact,
In
there are many cases in
territory
and
exercise
control.
effective
portion of
fast
hold
insurgents
to the territory and challengethe writ of the government
the
which
to the extent of making it null and void. Against this backdropthe presumption that the
incumbent government is still the legitimate one seemsto run against logic. Then, the
is
longer
is
indication
in control and
that
the
no
an
government
effectiveness
criterion of
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the insurgentsare gaining the upper hand. The practice of stateson this issue is very
clearand abundant.

Following the abolition of the monarchy on June 1 1973 and the proclamation of
Greeceas a republic by the military Junta,the British foreign secretarysaid:

" We deplore the fact that the monarchy has beenbrought to an end
by this illegal government nevertheless,they are a government
...
with whom we have had relations all these years and the situation
has not changed in that respect.They are in control of the country
(24)
and thereforewe recognisethem".

In this case,the matter was very clear as the new government was in total control.
However, the case which needsclarification is where neither the insurgents nor the
incumbent government hold complete control. International law dictates that the
governmentwhich has lost control over the territory has no special advantageover the
insurgents.

In the Hopkins case this conclusion was affirmed.

The commission that

investigated the acts of certain revolutionary authorities relating to the legality of the
postal order issuedby the Huerta.(revolutionary authority) administration, reached the
conclusionthat the act was valid. The rationale of the ruling was as such:

" It will be bome in mind that an administrationof illegal origin will
either operatedirectly on the central authority by seizing,as Huerta
did, the rein of govemment, displacing the regularly constituted
authorities from their seatsof powerforcibly occupying such seats,
influence
its
from the centrethroughoutthe nation; or
and extending
it comesinto being throughattackingthe existing order fi-om without
by
The
towards
the
step
working
centre.
act of an
and step
latter
become
binding
type
the
of
on the nation as of the
organization
date territory comes under its dominaton and control conditioned
[The]
binding
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its
success.
of such acts of
ultimate
upon
Huerta administratoin will depend upon its real control and
.....
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paramountcy at the time of the act over a major portion of the
(25)
territory and a majority of the people of Mexico".

The commission continued to stressthe importance of the criterion of control by
drawing the following conclusions: "Once it had lost this control, even though it had
not actually been overthrown, it would not be more than one among two or more
(26)
factions wrestling for power as betweenthemselves".

In another famous case the effective control of the government was the sole
criterion for establishing the legality of the action. The Tinoco case concluded that a
governmentwhich is in firm control, although not recognizedby other states,is still the
(27)lle
de facto government which could request and speakfor the state.
ruling of the
Tinoco casewas very specific.

" The issue is not whether the new government assumespower or
conducts its administration under constitutional limitations
incumbency
during
by
the
the
established
people
of the government
it has overthrown. The question is, has it really establisheditself in
such a way that all within its influence recognise its control, and
there is no opposing force assuming to be a government in its
(28)
place".

It is the general rule that a government in firm control of the territory is the proper
(29)
It is
government whose representationof a stateenablesit to issue an invitation.
the firmness of control of the territory and the ability of a state to exercise its daily
function which count under the rule of internationallaw. If it is so, then to concedethat
in international law there is a ground on which to regard a government which has no
effective control over its territory as the proper governmentis quite absurdand contrary
to the preceding argument. For accepting this view is to virtually tie the government
inseparably to the state, in a sensethat the absenceof the former signifies the absence
of the latter. In fact, there is no legal ground for sucha presumption. In the life spanof
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a state,governmentscome and go and with such a processa state may have different
governments. However, the only government in the case of a struggle for power
amongstthe various factions is that which exerciseseffective control.

According to the White Man Digest of International Law the test of effectiveness
dependsupon the existenceof the following factors:

(1) Actual possessionof supremepower by the government in the district or stateover
which its jurisdiction extends

(2) The acceptanceor acknowledgment of its authority by the mass of the people as
proved by their generalacquiescencein renderinghabitual obedience.

(3) The recognition of the governmentas de facto or de jure by foreign govemment(30)

The firm control of the territory by the government was recognized by every
authority on international law. This view is held by both classical and contemporary
writers. As an example,Vattel's view is of greatrelevance:-

"Since foreigners have no right to interfere in the domestic affairs of
a state , they are not obliged to examine or to pass upon the justice
or injustice of its conduct in the managementof them; they may if
they think fit, presumethat the sovereignin possessionis the lawful
(3 1)
one.

Lauterpacht'sview is in total conformity with the said view, as he asserts:

"Although international law does not stigmatize revolutions as
it
ignore
does
not
altogether the distinction between the
unlawful,
revolutionary forces and the establishedgovernment.So long as the
lawful government,however adverselyaffectedby the fortune of the
civil war, remainswithin national territory and assertsits authorityit
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is presumedto representthe stateas a whole".

(32)

Therefore, the preceding argument illustrates the fact that an invitation by a
government beset by civil war will not be recognised so long as the government in
questionis not in firm control of its territory. The incumbent government has no legal
authority to issuesuch an invitation due to its failure to put down the insurgency which
challengesits authority. No such argument is legally valid today even though in the
nineteenth century a king could represent the state irrespective of his control of the
territory; andwhendeposedby the revolution, he could still invite another nation to his
aid. The monarchy which was pervasive in the 19th century is no longer applicable and
the effective control of a government is the major theme in accepting the act of the
governmentin question. After surveying the practice of states,Bundu summarisedhis
conclusionby saying:

The preponderanceof the practice of statesnowadaysconsider the
principle of effectiveness as controlling; any manifestation of
popular consent being treated as affiation
of that principle. The
absence of popular consent is not therefore a conclusive factor
(33)
militating againstthe issueof effectiveness',.

Quincy Wright reachedthis conclusionas he affmned in this regard that:

"It is presumedthat a governmentin firm possessionof the territory
of a state, even not generaly recognized, can speak for the state.
There is a presumptionon the other hand, that a government,even if
generally recognized, cannot speak for a state if it is not in firm
(34)
possessionof the state'sterritory,,.

Summing up the argument,it becomes clear that a governmenfs act cannot be
recognised unless the government holds firm control over the territory.

Then an

invitation by the incumbent government cannot be regarded proper as long as the
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governmenthasno firrn control.

lberefore, as far as the Lebanesegovernments invitation is concerned,the question
is whether the Lebanesegovernment was in firm control at the time of invitation. To
what extent the Lebanesegovernment was in firm control is a factual question which
ultimately detenriinesthe legal question.

B-The Effectiveness

Of The Lebanese Government.

In his comment on the traditional rules of international law Tom Farer recognised
the fact that the identification of the true incumbent is inseparably linked to a set of
facts, which if ever agreedupon, would enable one to reach the right conclusion.(35)
From that perspective, the agreed set of facts which is required in order to draw a
conclusion about the true incumbent, is not difficult in the Lebanesecase. As far as the
Lebanesecaseis concerned,the agreedset of facts relating to the true incumbent was
not a subject of disagreement. Therefore, in determining whether the Lebanese
governmentwas in true effective control to be regardedas the true incumbent, is greatly
dependenton a review of the facts. There is no doubt that the Lebanesegovernment
was not in firm control at the time of the invitation, as its writ hardly ran beyond the
(36) The ineffectiveness the Lebanese
presidential palace.
of
government could be
levels:
two
on
reviewed
political and military performance.

On the political level the Lebanesegovernment was in a state of paralysis. The
differences between the prime minister and the president were too deep to be
(37) The
Karami,
the
regarded
of
the prime
president
mere
existence
reconciled.
insult,
his
installation
Syrian
due
to
since
an
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pressure which was
minister,
(38)
following
The
the crisis of the military government.
exerted upon the president
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failure of Karami's governmentin bringing the parties together was believed to be one
frustration
bigger
Karami's
Later,
as the president
grew
tricks.
the
president's
of
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his
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ex-president
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The
by
to
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regarded
differences reached a climax as the majority of the chamber of deputies called on the
Lebanese president to offer his resignation as he was perceived to be one of the
01) As the
his
the
to
the
and
president
crisis
of
obstacles
process of reconciliation.
prime minister went on unresolved,the latter offered his resignation which was
perceived by one of the most eminent historians as being "symbolic of the
ineffectivenessof the Lebanesecabinet".(42)

Given these facts, the Lebanesepolitical decision-makerswere not united on any
issue. Thesedifferences, if they prove anything, prove that the incumbent government
was not one which

represented the bulk'of the Lebanese people; only such a

representationqualifies a government to ask for foreign help. A foreign state cannot
respondto an invitation unlessthere has beena collective decision, where the processes
invitation.
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fully
law
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Lebanese
territory againstseventeenthousand
thousand
on
thirty
operating
were around
deepened
incumbent
The
Lebanese
the
when the
government
of
crisis
the
army.
of
Lebanese army, the last symbol of the existence of the incumbent government
disintegratedand consequentlyjoined various parties which were fighting each other.
However, owing to the power of the army which mainly joined forces with the LNM,
the pressureincreased on the president, as a unit of the army shelled the presidential
(45)
palaceand the presidentfled to the Easternsectorandjoined the LebaneseFront.

As the war was raged on, the LNM succeededin occupying the whole country and
(46)
Even that sector was
the last bastionleft was the tiny enclaveof the Easternsector.
not immune from occupation as the strengthof the LNM grew bigger and bigger.

As a whole, one could say that the ineffectivness of the Lebanesegovernment was
not a matter for controversy or discussion. The government, in fact, was not in
existence. On the contrary, the LNM w as the only dominant party in the conflict.
Borrowing the classification of the conflict according to customary international law,
the National Movement was satisfying all the requirementsof belligerency. 71beLNM
full
the
territory
three
control over
quarters
of
and
exercising
was occupying

(47)
it.

The council of the LNM was representingall the parties and was headedby the leader
Kamal Junmblat who was the commanderof the forces.

As to the recognition of the third state,The LNM has not received that recognition.
However, one could argue that the conduct of mediation by the Syrian government
between the LNM and the Government could be interpreted as a recognition of the
belligerency of the LNM. Whether or not Syria recognisedthe LNM is not the crucial
As
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control.
relevant
very
what
question,
observed:
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" where the governments are unusually inept and the rebels
important
in
in
their
operation,
and
more
military
unusually skillful
their capability to satisfy the symbolic and material yearning of the
in such cases, perpetuation of the
bulk of the population.
...
incumbent by the sheerpower of unansweredexternal assistanceis
(48)
inconsistentwith authenticpolitical independence".

The Syrian assistanceto the Lebanesegovernmentat that time is hardly reconcilable
with traditional international law. Offering help to the incumbent governmentat a time
when the government in question exercisesno effective control, is a delinquent act in
international law, and a prevention of the domestic process from taking its preferred
shape. During the Spanish civil war the Spanish government protested at the
impartiality of foreign powers which deprived it from receiving military assistance.Its
protest was basedon international law which permits assistanceto the incumbent but
not to the insurgent. The Secretaryof stateof the United Statesreplied unequivocally
that: " This pretension has not been acceded to by this government, which has
(49)
consideredthe contest in the light of a civil war in which the parties are equal,..
The British government followed the samepolicy toward the Spanish government as
the British recognition of the rebel forces as the de facto government was justified by
the ineffectiveness of the de jur government. The British government affirmed to
of
lawful government holding out in one isolated fortress is entitled to
that
the
-maintain
continued recognition as de jur is to strain to the breaking point an otherwise
(50)
unimpeachablerule ,.

Following this argument, undoubtedly, the Lebanesegovernment was not in full
control, and the opposingparty (LNM) was in effective control of the territory. Hence,
intervention by the Syrian governmenton the side of the Lebanesenominal government
Syrian
foul
by
the
the
as
sole
government,
ran
of the rules of
which was perceived
international law. The Syrian action, interestingly enough, bears a great similarity to
the American military intervention in the Dominican Republic in 1965. 'ne American
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intervention was in response to an invitation which was issued by a government
(ti-dlitaryJunta) headedby Wessin though his power did not extend beyond the wall of
the San Isidro air base(51) Commenting on that military action, ProfessorFriedmann
phrasedhis argumentin the following sarcasticway:

"It has now been fully documented that the United States
ambassadorat the last moment, when it was clear that the U. S
would intervene with overwhelming force, urgently phoned one of
his friends in the Junta and said send us a request for
intervention".(52)

Similarly, in the Lebanesecivil war, the Lebanesegovernment was lacking any
effective control and its existence was symbolically sustained. The president was
unable to hold on to his palace and his writ hardly ran effectively in the Lebanese
territory. Despite this, the Syrian president insisted that his troops were invited by the
legitimateLebanesegovernment.

Even accepting this to be the case it remain to.be resolved whether an invitation
could be consideredlegitimate underLebaneseconstitutionallaw:

V- The validity

of the invitation

under the Lebanese

Constitutional

law.

Under LebaneseLaw, the president hasa wide and great authority which has never
been matched in any contemporary system. The president's power, however,is still
subject to controversy and differences. One of the key disagreementsis Article (52)
which rrads:

"The presidentconductsnegotiationsand signs international treaties
be
by
the presidentto the parliament when ever
revealed
must
which
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the presidentseesthat the interest of the country requires him to do
so. Other treaties which contain conditions concerning the state's
funds, commercial treaties,and treaties which cannot be terminated
(53)
yearly cannotbe put into effect unlessparliamentratifies them".

This Article undoubtedlydelegatesto the presidentthe power which qualifies him to
invite or sign a treaty without the consentof parliament. However, a question vital to
the inquiry is whether or not the prime minister is entitled to share the president's
power or the latter needs the former's signature. Answering this question is not
possible unlessone can determine the type of system which has been adopted by the
Lebaneseconstitution. For if the president'spower is not limited by the consentof his
prime minister, the invitation which was issued by him could be regarded as valid and
hencethe Syrian intervention is no longer illegal.

Therefore, determining the constitutionality of the President's invitation under
Lebaneselaw requires a thorough analysis of the Lebanese constitution. From the
constitution in question it is not very clear whether it adopted the parliamentary or
presidentialmodel. The Lebaneseconstitution mentions nothing specific in relation to
this matter, but at the same time it embodies some features of both systems. Despite
this duality, the majority of legal experts, using the comparative method, reached the
conclusionthat the Lebaneseconstitution adoptedthe parliamentarymodel.

Mustafa Fahmi in his study of the Lebaneseconstitution affirmed the thesis that the
parliamentary model is the dominant feature of the Lebaneseconstitution. He simply
Lebanese
Egyptian
1923.
The
Egyptian
the
the
constitution
of
with
compared
identified
1923
clearly
with the parliamentary model. Fortunately,
of
was
constitution
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assertion
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constitution affirmed three principles which
parliamentary model.
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Lebanese
in
the
constitution :
also
reflected
were

I- The irresponsibility of the King, and likewise the Lebanesepresident, according to
the Lebaneseconstitution.(55)
11-The council of ministers is responsible to the parliament and the same regarding
Lebanesecabinet should be similarily responsible.(56).
III- Ile existenceof a kind of equilibrium betweenthe legislative and executive organs
and in the Lebaneseconstitution alike.(57)

Following this comparison, the nature of the Lebaneseconstitution is no longer
uncertain, since it is asparliamentary as the Egyptian constitution. Therefore, against
this backgroundone could now proceed to the analysis of the president'spower in the
light of parliamentaryprinciples.

To reiterate, Article (52) empowers the president to conclude an agreement or a
treaty without referring it to the parliament and the president,whenever he seesfit, can
reveal it to the parliament. However, the president cannot enjoy total freedom in
concluding a treaty ashe is obliged by the parliamentaryrules to have the consentof the
council of ministers, especiallythe prime minister. Ilereforereading Article (52) out of
is
be
distortion
Article
(52)
the
the
spirit
of
constitution.
must
context
a
of
parliamentry
read with other relevant Articles which clarify the extent of the president's power,
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parliamentarianorientationof the Lebanesesystem.

Article (54) of the Lebaneseconstitution restricted the power of the president by
decision
to
that the president may
the
of
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any
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French constitution. However,there is a slight difference in the translation from the
Frenchtext into Arabic. The French text stipulatedthat the minister's signatureattached
to every "act" of the president,while the Arabic translationreferred to the "decision" of
(59)
It is obvious that the French text is wider, and there is no doubt that,
the president.
in the case of differences over a certain president's act as to whether it needs the
minister's signature or not, a reference to the original text is inevitable. The second
article which is of great relevance is article(17) which reveals that the president is not
alonein performing his duties. Article (17) reads:

"..the executive power is performed by the president who carried it
out with the help of ministers according to the rules of the
(60)
constitution.

Therefore, ministers help the president in performing the executive powerand that
help must be in accordance with the rules of law which stipulate that the ministers'
signature is indispensable to the president's decision. To suggest that the president
could make a decision without the consentof his ministers is not fully supported. The
leading French authority on constitutional law, Julien la Ferriere, in his book affirmed
unequivocally that, " Any act of the president which does not bear the signature of the
prime minister and authorized ministers must be regardedas void, and it has no legal
(61)
is
effect and that norm absolute and has no exception save his resignation speech.
This analysis is compatible with the parliamentry orientation of the Lebanese
constitution which refers the executivepower to the council of ministers.

If the presidentcould, by the constitution, take a decision without the consent of the
ministers, then the Lebanese system could no longer be called parliamentary, rather
than presidential.It is only in the presidential system,which is prevailing in the United
States of America, where the president enjoys sole executive power without any
limitation from his ministers. As an example of that unhinderedpower, one can recall
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Lincoln's precedent. During the latter's meeting with his ministers or consultants, the
presidentaskedtheir opinion regarding certain matters and consequentlythe ministers
all said "No". Then the president sarcastically said, "seven said "No" and I say IlYes".
(62)
Such absolutepower is only recognisablein
Therefore,"Yes" must be considered.
the presidential systemwhere the president alone is responsible for his governmental
acts.

In theLebanese
constitution,thepresidentdoesnot havethis responsibilityandthe
only responsibility he ever has is in two cases:treasonand the violation of the
constitution.Article (60) providesthat thepresidentis not responsiblefor his actssave
in the caseof violation of the constitution and treason.(63) On the contrary, the
constitutionstipulatedthat the ministersareresponsiblefor their governmentalduties
beforeparliament.Article (66) readsthat " The ministersare responsiblecollectively
beforetheparliamentfor the government's
policies andindividually for their personal
(64)
acts.

Therefore, to hold to the dogma that the president, by Article(52), can sign a treaty
or invite troops without the consentof the council of ministers, and at the sametime be
immune fi-ornany action taken againsthim and the ministers collectively responsible,is
an unacceptableinterpretation. It would be more logical and fairer to assumethat where
there is no responsibility there is no power. Against this background one can sensethe
logical conclusionof Al-Hassan :

Where the president cannot carry out his functions, according to
the constitution, by himself but through his ministers and with their
assistance,the constitution thus stipulates that the president is not
(65)
responsible".

In order to shedmore light on the matterone could recall the arbitration which took
King
Egypt
between
the
of
and his prime minister. Ile
place
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qualified by the constitution to give effect to the appointment. Their choice was the
Belgium Attorney General,who after a full review of the Egyptian constitution reached
the following conclusion:

".. I have no right to appoint myself as a judge of the Egyptian
constitutional system. However, the existence of a rule which
prescribesthat the king is not responsiblefor his governmental acts
is basic to the system which provides that the king acts through his
ministers. From the legal perspective,this principle is not subject to
any legal exception.However, if an exception was made,that cannot
be done without affecting the parliamentary system in its spirit and
form. 17hus,for this reason I believe that the appointment must be
(66)
by
considered the council of ministers.

Against this legal argument,it becomesvery clear that the Lebanesepresident is not
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indispensable. The president cannot invite foreign troops or sign a treaty, and at the
sametime is not responsiblefor such an act. It is the council of ministers which is the
best institution to consider the issue. However, one wonders whether or not the
president could invite foreign troops by relying solely on the specialized minister's
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precedingargument was
signature.
Such
for
before
the
the
of
a
policy
government.
parliament
responsible collectively
The
into
be
the
taken
considering
when
question.
account
must
responsibility
for
his
However,
individually
personal
acts.
an
responsible
are
ministers
specialized
invitation to foreign troopshardly falls within individual responsibility. An invitation to
foreign troops is of great importance, and that which requires the whole council to
decide upon. It is the collective responsibilty of the'council of ministers to take charge
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of suchmattersand not the presidentand not the authorizedminister. It is quite strange
to envisagein a parliamentary systema situation where the president embarks upon a
policy of deciding issuesof great importance without the knowledge of his ministers.
As rightly observedby one of the leading Lebaneseauthoritieson the constitution: 'The
presidentcannot individually decide the foreign policy of the governmentand keep his
policy secretand away from the knowledge of his government,as was the casein some
(67)
Another writer affirmed the sameconclusion by saying
old Western Kingdoms.
"Acting upon the provision of the constitution, the governmentas a whole is in charge
of determining the generalpolicy of a state...and the presidentcannot, according to the
constitution, act authoritatively without governmentapproval regarding any issue of a
(68) Therefore,
state'saffairs,.
the government as a whole ought to discuss the issue
and only after full consideration should the president, as the headof the council, issue
an invitation provided that the signatureof the specializedminister is attached.

However, in the Lebanesecontext, a special custom emerged, through practice,
which is regarded by the major sectsin the Lebanesesystem as indispensable. This
custom was peculiar to the Lebanesesystem due to its confessional features. As the
power was divided between the two religious sects, Muslims and Christians, the
practice evolved to enhancethe power of the prime minister vis a vis the president.
This equilibrium stipulated that the prime minister's signaturemust be attached to the
is
decision.
However,
this
custom
not of a special nature since the prime
president's
is
signature
necessaryas he is responsiblefor government policy. It seems
minister's
very odd to hold to the prime minister responsiblefor the president'sact without at least
accedingto the president'sact.

Rabbat'sanalysisreflects the sameconviction as he perceived that the custom does
not run againstthe explicit provision of the constitution especially article(54) where the
is
the
minister
prime
necessaryto give an effect to the president's act. It
signature of
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be
inexplicable
hold
to
that the president alone could conclude a treaty without
would
referring it to the specializedminister and the prime minister. For such an act is at odd
with the the parliamentry systemand at the sametime does not have a strong precedent
in the customor the provision of the Lebaneseconstitution.(69)

Summing up, the argument the president under the Lebanese law is not
constitutionally empowered to issue an invitation to effect the introduction of foreign
troops into Lebaneseterritory on his own initiative. In order to regard his invitation as
valid, the signatureof the prime minister and specializedminister is vital.

Thus, as far as the Syrian intervention is concerned, this requirment was not met.
The presidentfailed to produce evidencewhich showed that the prime minister and the
authorizedminister acceptedthe invitation. In fact, there was no document whatsoever
to supportthe claim that the president actedlegally. However, whatever the caseis, the
Syrian's claim that they were invited by the Lebanese government is very doubtful.
Ile Lebanesegovernment as whole did not issue the invitation, and if the president
issuedthat invitation his action can hardly be regardedas legal and thereforebinding on
the Lebanesegovernment;for the presidenthas no right to do so. The insistenceof the
Syrian authorities on the thesis that they were invited by the Lebanesegovernment has
no solid ground.

The Syrian government,as such, could be said, that it regardedthe president as the
only authority in Lebanon as was the case in the 19th century where the Alliance
recognisedno one but the Idng. The logic of the holy Alliance was very clear, the state
was the king and to some extent the Syrian government,implicitly adheredto this by
saying that the presidentis the state.

The failure of the Syrian authorities to acknowledgethe legality of the president's
invitation is hardly explainable.

For the Syrian officials after all are very
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knowledgeableof the Lebanesesystemand their acceptanceof the president'sinvitation
could only be explainedby the fact that the Syrian governmenthad long before decided
to intervene,and the president'sconsentwas the only available pretext.

Therefore, the president'sinvitation was illegal under the constitution of Lebanon
and hencethe Syrian military intervention was illegal. Following this conclusion, one
comesto the last question which is mainly concernedwith the right of the Lebaneseto
self-determination. The Syrian claim that its intervetnion was in response to the
Lebanesemassesneedsmore scrutiny and elaborationunder international law.

VI- Syrian intervention

and the Lebanese right

to self determination.

A-General.

The Syrian government,besidesits claim that its intervention was in responseto the
invitation of the Lebanesegovernment, defendsits intervention with reference to self
determination. The Syrian foreign minister claimed that the Syrian intervention was in
responseto an appealby the Lebanesepeople. The Syrian reference to the principle of
self determinationas a right upon which a statecan intervene in another state'sdomain
in order to support the right of the people to self determination is very doubtful. It is
be
legal
the
could
regarded
as
a
or
not
principle
clear
right in
not yet
whether
it
law;
if
is,
in
invoked
be
international
the
and
could
to
principle
no
way
contemporary
supportintervention
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In looking into the Syrian claim, a set of questions have to be answered: Was the
Syrian government justified in intervening in support of the Lebanese right'to self
determination,or doesthe Syrian governmentseeno contradiction betweenthe concept
of invitation and self determination? In order to find an answerto thesequestions,one
hasto determinefirst whetheror not thereis a legal right to self determination under the
United Nations Charter, and if there is, doesit permit a stateto use force to implement
the right of self determination.?

B- The Orgin Of The Principle

Of Self Determination

In generalthe principle of self-determination as the right of people to choose their
political and cultural systemand governmentdatesback to the French revolution and to
the thoughts and writings of writers such as Rosseau,John Locke and Thomas Paine.
However

its material existence to the principle of nationality.
the
principle
owes
,

Nationalism activatedthe processas peoplechallengedthe myth that their position was
(70)
improve
This kind of
their lot towards other nations.
unchangeableand strived to
awarenessgavethe principle the featuresof a political principle.

The right of every nation to chooseits political destiny, which is promulgated by
nationalism,was groundedon the principle of democracy. The equality of men and the
belief that the governedmust give their consentto the governor also played a great role
in the emergenceof the principle. The idea of democracymixed with the principle of
for
the
the emergenceof the principle of self determination .
way
paved
nationalism
Such a mixture promptedJohnsonto say:" Democracyhas beensignificant in respect to
it
is
because
doctrine
the basis upon which each nation is formed and it
nationalist
acceptsthe nation as a unit of self governmentwith an inherent right not only to choose
(71)
its govemmentbut to detennineits statusas a state".
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The principle found its first materalization in the American Declaration of
Independencewhich reads:

" We hold these truths to be self evident, that they are endowed by
their creator with certain inalienable right, that among theseare life,
liberty, that to secure these rights governments are instituted
..
among men deriving their just powers from the consent of the
governed; that whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or
abolish it and institute a new govemment".(72)

Since then, the principle has gained in strength from developments such as:
Lenin's declaration on the rights of the people of Russia in 1917(73); Wilson who
recognised it and moreover equated stability and peace with full respect for the
principle(74); and finally to the Leagueof Nations. Unfortunately the principle was not
included due to the stiff resistance by some states. Nevertheless the report of the
commission of Jurists regarding the Aaland Island made a clear reference to the
(75)
by
importance
it
has
in
However, with
principle
recognising the
political thought.
the emergence of the United Nations the principle was no longer only dictated by
political thinkers ; moreover, the principle played a significant part in the development
of contemporaryinternational law. To what extent the principle has becomebinding in
contemporaryinternational law is still subjectto controversy.

C.

The

Principle

Of

Self

Determination

Under

The

United

Nation

Charter.

Unlike the League of Nations, the Charter of the United Nations espoused the
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it
be
determination
to
considered
one of the fundamentalpurposes
and
principle of self
of the United Nations. Article(l)

enumerated the Purposes of the Charter and

consideredthe development of friendly relations "basedon respectfor the principle of
equal rights and self determination of the people"(76), one of the most important
purposes.Other Articles and in particular Article (55) elevatedthe principle to a higher
placeand subsequentlyviewed it as a necessary" -condition of stability and well being
which are necessaryfor peaceful and friendly relations among nations basedon respect
for the principle of equal rights and self determinationof peoples".(77)

Despite the Charter'spledge to the principle of self determination,the realization of
it seemsto be hindered by many factors. Basic to thesefactors is the existenceof the
principle as a legal right. The failure to Tecognisethe principle as suchhas undoubtedly
delayed its application and its progressive development. Many protested against its
recognition as a legal right(78) since it is impossible to determine who is the subject of
it. The difficulty of defining the "Self' was the core of the criticism of the principle and
consequently to its recognition. As most writers agree that the principle had been
deployed in the colonial context which resulted in the massive proliferation of new
states,they were still reluctant to recogniseit in non colonial contexL

The developmentof the principle in the body of the United Nations through a series
of Resolutions, has played a great role in clarifying and explaining why states are
fearful of admitting such a right. However, any close reading of the development will
demonstratethat with every passing day hostility of the statesseem to fade away. In
1960, the General Assembly passeda resolution titled " Declaration On The Granting
Of Independence To Colonial Peoples" which was the starting point towards
decolonization.Despite colonial power resistance,the General Assembly succeededin
passingthe resolution. The resolution's stand towards the principle was very clear as it
declared:
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"The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and
is
fundamental
human
denial
and
rights,
of
exploitation constitutesa
have
Nations..
United
Charter
the
and
all
peoples
the
to
of
contrary
freely
by
determination;
that
they
of
right
virtue
the right to self
determine their political status and freely pursue their economic,
(79)
development.
social, and cultural
Since that time, stateshave acceptedthe application of the principle in dismantling
the era of colonization. This willingness prompted Higgins to comment on that
resolution by saying: " Self determination is regarded, not as a right enforceable at
here
future
indefinite
but
legal
time
enforceable
some
as a
right
under
circumstances,
(80) However,
the issue becomes more blurred and confused whenever
and now".
statesare confronted with the application of the principle outside the colonial context.
In such situations the principle seems to attract little sympathy as the majority of
states,especially the third world countries, are reluctant to enforce the principle in
responsdto the demandsof a section of their population. It seems,statesadopted the
independence
has been achieved, there is no place for the principle of
that
when
view
has
determination
for
however,
its
independence,
Ironically,
self
any of
peoples.
brought about a host of problems to the newly formed stateswhich exposed them to
various criticisms.

Secessionwas one of the most explosive issues upon which the principle of self
determinationwas put to test. The principle failed to command strong support as many
statesfeared the day on which they would have to confront secession. The reluctance
fair
it
there
the
a
to
and
apply
whenever
was
third
principle
the
world states uphold
of
demandon the part of the population, gives greatcredit to the thesis that beyond the salt
Katanga
in
The
has
the
of
experience
secession
no
existence.
water test the principle
(81)
the Congo(1960-1963)and the Biafrian in Nigeria(1967-1970) are clear examples.
Ilie SecretaryGeneralof the United Nations affirmed that the principle is not applicable
in the caseof the secessionby saying:
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" When a member state is admitted to the United Nations, there is
the implied acceptanceby the entire membershipof the principle of
territorial integrity, independence,and sovereigntyof that particular
state...The United Nations has never acceptedand does not accept
and I do not believe it will ever acceptthe principle of secessionof a
(82)
part of its memberstate,'.

Despite all of this, the entire world acceptedthe emergenceof Bangladesh as an
independentstate. Howeverit could be arguedthat the peculiar nature of East Pakistan
(83)
However, in
and its special relation with the parent state makes it an exception.
ruling out secession, states are reminded that repressive measures and explicit
violations of humanrights may changethe international climate as was the caseof East
Pakistan. Secessionis not valid when an entire population of the state enjoys political
and economicrights. For such rights are clear evidencethat the population is not ruled
againstits will. Accordingly, the principle of self determinationcould be consideredas
the right of the majority within a generally acceptedunit to determine their

(84)
future.

This right could be asserted when the people are unjustly submitted to repressive
measures. They are entitled by that right to self determination.

With such an

interpretation,one can graspthe acceptanceof East Pakistanas a new statewith such a
speed. Moreover, this line of interpretation of self determination helps in drawing a
clear cut boundarybetweenthe right to self determinationand the right to independence
(85)
is
from
That
to say between the right
a
certain
race
seeks
separation
a
state.
where
to internal self determinationand externalself determination.

During the discussion of the Principles of Friendly Relations among States the
United States, submitted a proposal which precisely identified the principle with a
"existence
The
the
of a sovereign and
proposal
regards
government.
representative
independentstate possessinga representativegovernment, effectively functioning as
is
its
distinct
territory,
to
presumedto satisfy the principle of equal
people within
such
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(86)
However,
due
determination
to
those
to the stiff
as
regards
people".
and
self
right
resistancefrom the third world countrieswho regardthat a representativegovernment is
(87)
The
an invitation to disrupt national unity, the proposal was slightly modified.
inclusion of paragraph(7) was the compromiseupon which the Declaration of Friendly
Relation among States found it's way into light. Despite its commitment to the
principle of self determination , the Declaration proceededto make an exception by
recognisingthat " Nothing in the foregoing paragraphshall be construedas authorizing
or encouraging any action which would dismember or impair, totally or in part, the
(88)
integrity
territorial
or political unity of sovereignand independentstates..--.

Later on, in the General Assembly Resolution on Aggression, the principle was
reiteratedand at the sametime subjectedto severecriticism. However, the inclusion of
paragraph(7) does not rule out the right of people to secede.The right to set up a new
state is hardly forbidden when such separation does not affect the economic and
political stability of the parent state. As Bowett rightly observedregarding the question
of Kashmir, its incorporation into India or Pakistan as the result of a plebiscite posed
no problem whatsoever. He continued by saying that:

" in such case one comes face to face not with arguments of
economic and political good sense,but with argumentsbasedupon
political pride and a theory of statehoodwhich attachesterritory to
staterather than to the inhabitantsof the territory. One is left with the
very basic question what is the purpose of the state ? It has at that
stageceasedto be the promotion of the well being of the people of
(89)
the territory accordingto their own freely expresseddesire,,.

Opponentsof the principle, challengedits existenceon the ground that the principle
suffers from many deficiencies. The assertionof the principle with reference to the
General Assembly Resolution is not convincing since the latter is not binding, and
(90)
is
However, most of the criticism
moreover the principle not capableof definition.
was directed at the non-binding nature of the resolution of the General Assembly.
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GeneralAssembly resolutionswere the result of a compromiseof different attitudes. In
reaching that compromise, political orientation and expediency played a major role.
Such a reality impressed some writers and pushed them to the extreme, claiming that
the principle " Has ..always been the sport of national and international politics and has
never beenrecognized as a genuine positive right of people of universal and impartial
(91)
application,and it never will, nor can be so recognizedin the future".

Othersquestionedthe value of the resolutionswhich wereadoptedby consensus,
suchasFriendly RelationsandDefinition of Aggression,in creatinga legal norm and
especiallywith respectto self determination. One such personwas Shabtai who
doubtedthedeviceof theconsensus
anddefinedits legalvalueby saying:
" procedure must never be taken for more than it is in given
circumstances,in this casea proceduraldevice to bring an unpleasant
and perhaps uselessdiscussion to an end in the least ignominious
way. For consensusmeans agreementon the words to be used and
on their place in the sentence,and absenceof agreement on their
(92)
intent
document
meaningand on the
of the
as a whole".

While the claim that statesin voting for or againsttake full regard of their political
orientation and preferences, it is still valid to regard the resolutions of the General
Assembly as a tool for clarifying the law. Rosalin Higgins in her book on The
DevelopmentofInternational Law Through the Political Organ of the United Nations
asserts that resolutions of the General Assembly regarding the principle of self
determination, were " taken together with seventeenyears of evolving practice by the
United Nations organ provides ample evidencethat therenow exists a legal right of self
(93)
determination".
There is no alternative other than the organ of the United Nations
to interpret the law and createthe proper environmenttowards establishinga new norm
that conforms to the changing reality of the international environment. The insistence
on irrelevance of the General Assembly Resolutions without perceiving it as an
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importantcomponentof international law(94) amounts to a deliberate distortion of the
(95)
law.
insight
international
Richard
deep
Falk
development
a
of
offers
progressive
regardingthe GeneralAssembly Resolutionsas he considersthem as a tool to "disclose
(96)
Whereas
an altered normative which became established in the late 1950".
Prakash(97) considers the activity " in the General Assembly as one form of state
practice and it cannot be dismissed as irrelevant evidence. It must at least, be
considered".Others agreedfor example, R.Sureda(98)and Asamoah, the latter taking
a more positive attitude towards the Resolution of the General Assembly when he said
that " In our view the Declaration in themselvesare state practice. Furthermore, law is
not createdonly after years of practice. Practice can be concentratedin a short spaceof
(99)
is
time provided the opiniojuris
evident, a rule attains the statusof law".

Again the principle's existence as a legal right is not entirely dependent on the
General Assembly Resolution, but could be enhanced through its inscription in a
variety of treaties. Borrowing what D'Amato calls custom creation through treaty, the
principle could by now, be approachingcustomary status. According to the DAmato,
custom is not only created through the old style Le clash of claims, but could evolve
through a treaty as well. That is to say, when the norm is of a generalizable nature as
can be found in many treaties,the norm may have evolved through a variety of treaties
into a binding legal norm. With time and constant assertion, the norm could be
(I()O)
In defending his thesis against old
transformedinto customary international law.
typesof custom-creation,DAmato asserts:

" Nations have not painted themselvesinto such a theoretical comer,
but rather have manifested by virtue of their behaviour over the
centuries, that generalizable provision in treaties become part of
001)
customarylaw without needfor such subsequentpractice.

As far as the principle of self determination is concerned, one could undoubtedly
After
it
norm.
all, the principle has beenincluded in a variety
a
generalizable
affirm as
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bilateral(102)
neverthelesstreaties; of particular
and
of treaties,such as multilateral
importance is the International Covenant on Human Rights, and the United Nation
Charter, which bring into it the description of the generalizable norm. On the other
hand,thereare still thosewho disregardthe principle as a legal right as it is incapableof
being defined. The claim that the principle is surroundedby ambiguity and confusion
defined
is
Fitzmaurice
hinders
its
the
not
convincing.
very
proper applicability
which
legal principle asfollows:

"A legal principle Jf its truly one, must be capableof definition and
circumscription, and of application in accordance with objective
(103)
rather than merely subjectivecriteria..".

While that description of a legal principle is quite right, a distinction has to be made
between domestic law, and international law. In domestic law the legal principle is
very clear and precise and in cases of uncertainty a court is capable of lending its
binding interpretation; but in international law such a procedureis absent. However, if
one insists on the criterion of precision as a standardfor the acceptanceof a rule, then
one has to offer many explanations for the many rules of international law. As an
is
intervention
international
lawyer
that
the
one of
norm of non
example, any
will agree
the most important norms in international law and yet no one is capable of defining
(104)
just
is.
denying
intervention
However,
the
the
existence
of
principle
what
because of the difficulty of definition is not sound. For as in the case of non
intervention, the absenceof an objective definition did not rule the principle out of
in
is
from
Miere
determination.
the
subjectivity
no
escape
case
of
self
existenceas was
international law, as there is no central authority to affirm or explain the law save the
discussion in the General Assembly which is regarded by many as inadequate and.
unableto offer an alternative.

Therefore, following the above discussion, the principle of self determination has
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beenassertedin the United Nation Charter and through a variety of Resolutions.(105)
Moreover, the International Court of Justice in its advisory opinon on the Western
Saharaaffimnedthat the principle has already crossedthe statusof political principle to
(106)
In addition, the principle finds its way into a variety of treaties which
a legal one.
qualify it as a generalizablenorm. T'heprinciple has been affirmed by the practice of
statesover many years. The principle therefore, no longer belongs to the political
thought but its legal effect hasbeenassertedin every aspectof international life; and by
now it is a legal right under the charterof the United Nations.

With the emergenceand acceptanceof the principle of self- determination as a legal
right under the United Nations Charter, controversy persists regarding its
implementation. Of many questions, one relates to the
realization of the principle
particularly in the context of civil war: Is it legal for a state to intervene in a civil war,
using force, to realize the principle of self determination?

D-The realization

of the principle

of self-determination

and the dilemma

of civil war.

The emergenceof self determination as a legal right in contemporary intematioanl
law is one of the greatestachievementsin the history of the principle. It signifies the
right of the people to choose freely their political, economic, and cultural system and
the type of governmentthey desire,without any foreign pressure. The mere acceptance
of the principle has contributed to accelerating the dernise of the traditional rules of
international law.
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Since the principle recognises,the right of the people to revolt against their
repressivegovernment, international law should revise its standtowardsthe incumbent
007) * As the incumbent
government.
government enjoys the sanctuary of law, the
rebellious people receive no regard whatsoever. It is hard to reconcile the right of
revolution and the government's right to receive every possible assistance. The
incumbentgovernmentby virtue of its representationof a statecould invite anotherstate
to send troops to help in putting down the revolution which has been recognised by
contemporary international law. Such a contradiction is of great hindrance to the
principle of self- determination.

The dilemma that a civil war brings regarding the principle of self determinationand
the rights of the government is not a new one. The relevant question is, how one can
allow the principle to function properly without prejudicing the government'srights ?
Any external support to the rebels will constitute a violation
of the state'sright, and so
the assistance to the government is a violation of the right of people to self
determination. This dilemma was presentedby Hall who expresseda tendencytowards
a neutral norm by saying:

"If intervention on the ground of mere friendship were allowed, it
would be idle to speak seriously of the right of independence.
Supposing the intervention was to be directed against the existing
government, independenceis violated by any attempt to prevent the
organ of the state from managing the state'saffairs in its own way.
Supposing it is on the other hand, to be directed against the rebels,
the fact that it has beennecessaryto call in foreign help is enoughto
show that the issueof the conflict would without it be uncertain,and
consequently there is a doubt as to which side would ultimately
establish itself as the legal representative of the state. If, again,
intervention is basedupon an opinion, as to the merit of the question
at issue, the intervening statestake up on itself to passjudgement in
a matter which, having nothing to do with the relations of the states,
must be regardedas being for legal purposesbeyond the range of its
vision". (108)
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(109)
fact
international
Lauterpacht,
As a matter of
most
writers such as
11),
12),
14),
10),
13),
Stowell(I
FriedmanG
Lawrence(I
Farer(I
Hyde(l
and many
othersmaintain that intervention upon the requestof the governmentin internal conflict
is illegal. The illegality of that particular intervention was basedon the thesis that an
inhabitant of a state must enjoy a right to self determination, and any foreign
intervention on the side of the government will certainly hinder that right. Rohlik
affmns the sameconclusion by saying:

" because of the internationlization of the concept of self
determination the right of the invited state to assist ceased to
exist". (1 15)

In spite of that, a few writers still cling to the old norm which permits assistanceto
the incumbent government. John Moore in defending the old norm, forwarded four
reasonswhich gives weight to his opinion:

I- The incumbent government by virtue of its control of the army,makes the military
opposition resulting in a prolonged struggle.

2- The incumbent government may be incorporated in a bloc alliance which makes its
overthrow unlikely and dangerous.

3- The incumbentgovernmentmay have a defensivearrangementwith a third power.
4- The incumbent government as a representative of a state may receive continuing
0
16)
military assistanceprior to the struggle.

All thesefactors militate againstthe norm which permits assistanceto the rebelsand
0
17)
On the other hand,there
consequentlynegatesthe legal right of self determination.
are others who defend the right of the rebel to receive such assistance,as their war is a
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just one.

018)

Moreover, the issue becomes more troublesome when both groups

determination.
the
that
they
norm
of
self
are
upholding
claim

In the Vietnam war, the

U. S.A, through its support to the incumbent government, claimed that they were
helping the people to realize the right to self- determination, and likewise the Soviet
Union and China in their support to the Viet-cong

in Vietnam.

The American

19),
intervention in Cuba to overthrow Castro (Bay of Pigs) and in GrenadaO
was
justified

in defence of the principle of self determination.

Similarly,

the Russian

intervention in Czechoslovakia 1968 was grounded as well on the principle of self.
determination.

It is the political interest,which is alluring in a civil war and plays a great role in the
foreign states'sdecision. It is by no meansthe Sanctuaryof self determination nor the
respectto the incumbent governmentas the representativeof the statewhich influences
externalparties,but only the self interest in the struggle. Friedmann observedthat:

"Civil war usually arisesfrom clashesof political philosophy and of
government and political groups outside the state tom by the civil
war are usually deeply engagedon one side or the other.This tends
to mould legal interpretationof the right of intervention and dudes of
abstention".(120)

Accepting this view would not amount to the recognition of non existent rules
relating to the civil war and admitting the foreign statesright to choose the convenient
way of responding to the civil war. The subject,however, is not as simple as that,
since there are many relevantrules which could be relied upon to provide the minimum
protection to the right of self determination and to the prevention of foreign
intervention.

The most relevant norm is Article 2 (4) which acknowledgesthat " the people of a
territory of a state form one of the constituent elementsof that state and their right of
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expression
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determine for themselvesthe form of government,the political, social, and economic
(121)
in
dismember
the
question and establish two or more states".
to
state
system,or
The Article is also very clear and needsno elaborationas the use of force is iBegal and
(122)
Relevant to the issue
constitutesa violation of the Charter of the United Nations.
are the GeneralAssembly resolutionsasthere are many Resolutionsrelating to the issue
of intervention in civil war. The GeneralAssembly Resolutionon the Inadmissablity of
Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States offers a clear norm which could be
regarded as a neutral norm by affirming that states should respect the right of self
determinationand independenceof the peopleby not intervening " directly or indirectly,
for any reason whatsoever in the internal or external affairs of any other states"; and
stressedthat the use of force to deprive the peopleof that right constitutesa violation of
023)
intervention.
that right and the norm of non

In the Friendly Relation Resolution, the principle of self- determination seemedto
have a better position since the resolution recognized the right of people who were
deprived of their right to self determination to " seek and to receive support in
(124)
The phrasing of this
accordancewith the purpose and principles of the Charter.
in
if
"support",
is
this case meant military
the
contradictory
as
word
paragraph quite
support, would run against the Principles and Purposes of the Charter.

This

contradiction was a result of a compromise betweenthe two trends; western and third
(125)
in
in
Thus,
states.
view of the differences,
world countries alliance with socialist
the only possible solution was "to lie in regarding the use of force to deny people their
is
delict
determination
a
giving rise to right on the part of the people
self
right of
026) The issue
Definition
during
discussion
the
the
of
of
was
revived
concerned".
Aggression, as the western powers referred to the word 'support' to mean moral and
interpreted
it
the
third
states
as meaning military
world
political support whereas
(127)
support.
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As a matter of fact, the differences between the two trends could be reduced to a
single issue, that the point of disagreementwas over racist and colonial regimes. Tle
majority of statesregarded the continuation of a racist regime as a perpetuation of the
colonial regime, and hencethe necessityto use force. However, when the use of force
is outsidethis issue, no statesadmit to using force to promote self determination. Ile
(128)
force
is
in
Accordingly,
then only workable colonial and racist regimes.
use of
there is a positive tone in such an argument, as the existence of a racist regime is not
acceptableand not compatible with the United Nations Charter, nor with the level of
(129)
U.
civilization and more than that the N considersits continuation a threat to peace.
More encouraging is that there are no stateswhich have used their army to cross the
border to overthrow a racist or colonial regime. The Indian invasion of Goa can still be
(130)
the
The use of force, is by no
regarded as
only exception to the above rule.
meanslegal and there is a clear consensuson that. J.Rohlik aff=*

that:

"The normative content of the right of self determination of peoples
has developed only in the last twenty and twenty five years. And
there is not the slightest doubt that the international community did
not develop consensus...as to the limitation of sovereignty in favor
of the right of third state to promote self determination of people,
other than thosein the colonies, contrary to the prohibition of Article
2(4) of the Charter".0 3 1)

Thus, apart from the issueof colonialism and racism the useof force to overthrow a
governmentis not at all acceptableto all states. Keeping in line with the belief that the
use of force is non-permissible the American representative to the U. N (Seymour
Finger) madethe following statement:

"It was not the United Statesview that people should be denied the
right to resort to any means at their disposal, including violence, if
by
it.
Indeed, the
a
suppression
colonial
power
armed
required
United Statesitself was obliged to resort to violence in order to gain
independence.The difficulty lay in giving a generalendorsementby
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the United Nations, an Organization dedicated to peace, to such
violence and in employing language which suggest that member
stateshave an obligation to provide material assistanceto suchviolent
be
Such
hardly
member
states.
action
could
actions against other
reconciled with the requirements of the charter of the United
(132)
Nation".

What is encouraging is the fact there is no longer a colonial power using force to
deprive people of their right to self- determination, save the existing regime in South
Africa. Therefore, one can assert that states will render every possible support for
people struggling for self determination, but that support must not be military support.
It is the duty of the people to win their freedom, and challenge their government by
relying on themselves.In this casewhen the people challenge their government,neither
(133)
forces
the government nor the rebel
should be entitled to receive external help.
One can, somehow, sense the cruelty of that norm.

However, it is still. more

appropriateto world public order, to reject the use of force under the concept of selfdeterminationas it arreststhe dangerswhich emanatesfrom a foreign intervention.

,

Intervention by a foreign power to promote the principle of self determination
hardly brings any good to the people. Liberty has to be won by the people themselves
for the liberty " which is bestowedupon them by other handsthan their own, will have
(134) Whatever
the merit of the case might be, the
nothing real, nothing pennanent".
use of force must not be conceded. Oscar Schachterin his response to Reisman's
progressiveinterpretationof Article 2 (4) which permits the use of force to promote self
determination, affirmed that the use of force by statesto that end is to " be a mistaken
interpretationas a matter of law and policy. If followed it would weaken a key principle
(135)
Professor
of the minimum world public order essential for peaceand security',.
Bowett reflected the sameargumentby playing down the suggestionof intervention by
the use of force to promote the principle of self determination. In his opinion two
reasonsmilitate againstthe use of force; firstly, the norm of non intervention must be
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from
it
derogate
in
in
that
to
the
order
scheme
of
world
order to
an order of priority
is
legitimate
objective
wrong and dangerous. Secondly, if we are
pursuean otherwise
by
intervention
the appropriate organs of the world
authorized
speaking of
not
community within the United Nations, then the exceptionto the rule of non intervention
would open possibilities of highly subjective evaluation of what is, and what is not,
036)
contiury to self determination".

Therefore,in a civil war, foreigninterventionis impennissiblefor both sides,and
the struggleis left to the domesticparties to decide what future they desire.Intervention
on the side of the parties by the means of force is a violation of the United Nation
Charter and the customary law which prohibits the use of force. Once the struggle
crossesthe thresholdof mere rebellion no statescan intervene in the domestic violence.
It is clear that the inhabitants of a statehave an inalienable right to determine their own
political future. It is for them to chose, by whatever means they find appropriate, to
change the government. However, this popular will has to struggle for itself and no
other state is allowed to use force to implement it. To what extent the Syrian
governmentadheresto this description is the purposeof inquiry in the next section.

E-The

Effect

Of Syrian

Intervention

On The Lebanese

Right

To Self

Determination.

As mentioned earlier, the Syrian intervention, upon the request of the Lebanese
government, was not valid under the rules of international law. For intervention by
invitation accordingto the majority of writers becomes" an instrument to prevent social
change which is a vital aspect of national self-
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037)
detennination".

However, the

Syrian insistence that its intervention was not frustrating the right of the Lebanese
Syrian
foreign
deserves
The
determination,
to
a
close
examination.
minister
self
people
on his visit to France following his country's intervention affirmed to his French
counterpart that the Syrian intervention was in response to the great majority of
Lebanesepublic opinion.

038)

What the foreign minister meant by Lebanesepublic

opinion is not clear. For the term "public opinion" as a matter of fact, has never ever
been used before as a legal justification for foreign intervention. It is a loose term
which usually belongs to the realm of politics and not law. It is a catch phrase
deployed by politicians in order to paint a certain policy as not being opposed by
domestic voters. However, such a term could be scientifically asserted through
conductinga poll; and whatever the deficiency of the poll, it is still an instrument which
could lead to the identification of public opinion.

To what extent this term could be employed by the foreign power in order to justify
its intervention in the domestic affairs of another country is very doubtful. In the
Lebanesecivil war, the mood of Lebanesepublic opinion was impossible to guage.
How a foreign statecould manageto reachan accurategraspof public opinion in a state
experiencing a devastatingcivil war, is quite incomprehensible.For the assessmentof
body
independent
to carry
the
public opinion requires
existenceof great stability and an
it out. It is quite absurd to accept such an assertionas a justification for intervention.
However, one may tend to minimize such an interpretation and give it another
interpretation since the Syrians did not stateexactly what they meantby such a term. It
could be that the Syrian governmentwas referTingto the principle of self-determination
in
if
is
has
be
to
the
this
so,
and,
principle
re-examined the light of the principle of
invitation. For there is a great contradiction betweenthe concept of invitation and self
determination. Even if it is assumedthat the Syriansused the term public opinion as a
is
intervention
nevertheless
determination,
still
their
to
the
of
self
principle
reference
illegal.
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The Syrian insistenceon the Lebanesegovernment'sinvitation and at the sametime
the principle of self determination, presupposedthat the Lebanesecivil war was not a
Because
incumbent
the peoples, according to the
the
government.
revolution against
Syrians, were not against the government, but the government and the people were
confronted by a minor group whose sole aim was to overthrow the Lebanese
government. However, this suggestionis not convincing and no one could seehow a
government,supportedby a strong army and the bulk of the people can be defeatedby
a minor group. The real fact is that the Lebanese government was challenged by a
popular demand, and the need for a restructuring of the system was a major demand.
As mentioned in the preceding chapters,the Lebanesecivil war was originally against
the confessionalsystem; the people revolted against the government and consequently
the war raged on. Thus it is impossible to accept the Syrian thesis that their
intervention was upon an invitation and at the sametime to promote the principle of self
determination. It is impossible to see the Lebanese who revolted against their
governmentin order to have a different system,could welcome a foreign troop whose
sole aim was to suppresstheir revolution. Accordingly, the claim that the Lebanese
people requestedthe Syrian intervention is hardly plausible. However, assuming that
the requestwas made,there is no legal ground to justify that particular intervention. As
defined earlier, there is no rule which perrrAtsa foreign statefi-ornintervening under the
bannerof self determinationin another state7sdomestic affairs.

Ile Syrian governmentover the passingyears hasdemonstratedbeyond any doubt
that an intervention in the domestic affairs of any stateis illegal. They went further, as
the Syrian delegation during the discussion on the Friendly Relation and co-operation
Among States affirmed that the principle of non intervention in matters which falls
basis
jurisdiction
domestic
the
of
a
state
of peaceful co- existence
the
was
very
within
and called on statesnot to intervene in " any form of subversiveactivity and any direct
internal
in
intervention,
indirect
the
on any pretext whatever,
and external affair of
or
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039)
another state".

The delegation went on to affirm its country's stand on the

basic
"
by
the
the principle of
as
of
one
principles
saying
of
self-determination
principle
sovereign equality was closely bound up with the principle of non-intervention and
(140)
with the right of peoplesto self-detem-lination".

Moreover, the Syrian reaction to the principle of self- determination was very clear
and they attacked vigorously the United States invasion of Grenada. Although the
Americans invoked the concept of invitation as a justification and an indication that is
not against the principle of self-determination, the Syrian representative Al Fattal
describedthe American intervention as "a flagrant violation of the inalienable right of
the people of Grenadato self determination and the structuring of its society free from
041)
intervention".
I'he delegatewent on to say:
any outside
" The United Statesis trying to impose its value on the whole world.
It is therefore depriving the people of that world of the right to
rebuild their countries in accordancewith their local circumstances
basedon their cultural values and national priorities.(142)

Therefore, the Syrians according to their representativedenouncedintervention in
general, under any pretext whatsoever, and claimed that such an intervention is
violating the principle of self determination which is embodied in the principle of
sovereign equality of states. The Syrian rejection of the invitation by the Attorney
General of Grenadaand moreover their claim that intervention was illegal due to the
sacrosanctof self determination is quite interesting. The Syrians, however, did not see
their intervention in Lebanon as such and on the contrary they asserted, as the
Americans did, that their intervention was upon an invitation and a realization of the
principle of self determination.

The Syrian attitude towards the principle of self determination was reaffirmed in
1983. Following the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and subsequentlythe introduction of
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the Multi-National Forces upon the requestof the legitimate government, the Syrians
demonstratedagain their unshakenbelief in the principle of self determination. Their
deserves
the
closer scrutiny. Having refused to
perception of
principle, nevertheless
acceptthe Lebanesegovernment'srequestfor the Syrian troops' withdrawal, the Syrian
governmentignored it and instead askedthe Multi-National Forces to leave Lebanese
G
43)
latter
declared
In responseto the Syrian
soil, as the
objectives.
exceededtheir
arguments,the United Statesrepresentativeaffirmed that:

" We wish no one to misunderstandour intention in Lebanon The
...
forces of the United Statesof America are presentin Lebanon at the
expressinvitation of the government of Lebanon; their purpose in
Lebanon, along with the forces of three other countries, is simply
stated. It is to work with that government and to assist it in every
way possible in the rebuilding of its domestic institution and
(144)
its
its
extensionof
sovereigntythroughout territory".

The Lebaneserepresentativeconfirmed the American explanation that the Lebanese
governmentwas committed to the quick withdrawal of all unauthorized non- Lebanese
forces [viz, the Syrian and Israeli ] from Lebanon and referred to the multi-national
forces by saying: " We confirm that their presencein Lebanon is at the request and the
045)
approval of the Lebanesegovernment".

The Syrian delegateat the forum of the Security Council dismissed that argument
on the ground that the Lebanesegovernment's decision regarding the multi-national
forces was not truly reflecting the will of the Lebanesepeople. In explaining this, he
affirmed that " The freedom of the Lebanesedecision stemsonly from the freedom of
(146)
He continued to say that freedom cannot be enjoyed unless there is "
Lebanon".
(147)
full Israeli withdrawal and the lifting of the American hand from Lebanon".
Although this argumenttook place in 1983and after the Syrian intervention in Lebanon
in 1976, it is however, of great importance since it could be employed to clarify the
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Syrianposition regardinginvitation and the principle of self-determination.

As the preceeding arguments have demonstrated, the Syrians cannot accept an
invitation from the legitimate government,since that invitation doesnot reflect the will
of the Lebanesepeople. The will of the Lebanese people was largely distorted or
preventedby virtue of the presenceof foreign troops on Lebaneseterritory. Therefore,
one could assertthat the Syriansperceivedthe mere presenceof forceful intervention on
the requestof the incumbent governmentas illegal since that intervention is suppressing
the right of the peoplesin questionto self determination.

This conviction was positively affirmed in The General Assembly discussion and
the Syrian government's criticism of the American invasion of Grenada and their
presencein Lebanon. The Syrian proclamation, as mentioned above, clearly reflects
the legal stand of the Syrian government on the issue. The pronouncement as such
could be employed to analyse the Syrian intervention in Lebanon. As Asamoah
declaresin his analysisof the GeneralAssembly resolutions:

" Thesedeclarationsexpressthe agreementof a number of stateson
That the
the principle which should govern their activities
...
circumstancessurrounding their adoption indicated a clear intention
to accept them as law and as such they representthe law for those
048)
for
them".
who voted

Therefore, the Syrian pronouncement on the principle of Friendly Relations and
other matters could be cited as evidence regarding the meaning of the law on that
issue.
it
Against
background,
becomesclear that the Syrian intervention
this
particular
runs against the principle of self determination and the ban on the use of force in the
Charter of the United Nations and the principle of non-intervention in the domestic
affairs of any state.
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The Syrian intervention in 1976 against the Leftist forces in Lebanon needs a
special explanation by the Syrian government. Oscar Schachterputs an obligation on
the intervening state to offer an explanation regarding its military intervention by
saying:

"There is good reason therefore to place a heavy burden on any
foreign governmentwhich interveneswith armed forces even at the
invitation of the constitutional authority to demonstrateconvincingly
that its useof force hasnot infringed the right of people to determine
their

political
system
049)
goverriment".

and the

composition

of

their

As far as the Syrian intervention is concemed, the Syrian authorities did not offer
that explanation, save the foreign minister's statement regarding public opinion.
Despite that, the Syrian intervention, raises the question : why was the American
intervention in Grenadaor in Lebanon illegal and a violation of the Charter, and was
not so regardingtheir military intervention in Lebanon?

Assuming that the use of force was legal to promote the principle of self
determination, (a policy on which the Syrians hardly agree), one wonders whether or
not the Syrians were sincerein their military action regarding the right of the Lebanese
people to self determination. In answering this question a host of factors need to be
explored. Was the Syrian military action welcomed by the Lebanesepopulation and
was there no armed resistanceon their part ? Or were there special circumstancesthat
could be considered in invalidating the Syrian intervention ? Regarding the first
question, the welcome by itself could stand as evidenceof the popularity of the action
and the absenceof it could prove the opposite; the Syrian forces were hardly accepted
as being friendly forces.

There is no doubt that the Syrian forces were treated as occupying forces, and
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050)
Over the four
seemsas a tool of conspiracy against the patriotic Leftist forces.
invasion,
followed
Syrian
that
the
stiff resistence was encountered by the
months
Syrian forces(151), and voices of protest from a great section of the Lebanese
052)
Among those voices
population were raised against the Syrian military action.
was the statementof The LebaneseNational Movement which was broadcastto Syrian
soldiers.The statementasked every Syrian soldier to think of what he was doing and
why he was orderedto fight the patriotic Lebanesemasses:

" Don't you ask yourself why [ The Lebanese] massesgreet you by
digging trenches? Does it make sensethat you should enter today
....
to suppress the Lebanese Arab masses and the Palestinian
...
Resistence and to support the isolationist [ the Lebanese
(153)
Front].

Given this evidence, the Syrian military intervention could hardly be conceived as
an intervention to promote the principle of self determination. The resistence of the
Lebanesepeople over three to four months in the face of twenty thousand Syrian
soldiers,demonstratedbeyond doubt that there was a genuinepopular resistanceto the
Syrian intervention. Comparedwith the American intervention of Grenadawhere the
Americans completed their military operation in a very short time, and left the country
with as much speedas possible, the Syrian intervention does not seem to satisfy these
two conditions. Despite that, the Syrians perceived the American intervention as a
violation of the right of Grenadiansto self determination.

This argument leads to the second question regarding the circumstances of the
Syrian intervention. It is generally recognisedby every observer of the Lebanesecivil
war that the Syrians have had too much control over the direction of events. The
circumstancesthat led them to send the PLA into Lebanon on the Fourth of January
1976, against the wishes of the Lebanesegovernment,coupled with their intervention
1976
June
First
the
against the Leftist forces whose protection was the sole aim
of
on
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of their first intervention is a clear testimony to that end.

The motivating force behind the Syrian intervention could be explained in the
struggle for dominance in the Middle East following the separateEgyptian deal with
Israel. Syria felt betrayedand the senseof isolation was very strong and decisive in its
decision-makers. To compensatethis imbalance, an alternative had to be found, as
Syria could not afford the risk of war with Israel on its own. The Lebanesecivil war
representeda golden opportunity as the control of Lebanon could be used to serve two
purposes. First, it enabled Syria, in controlling Lebanon, to realize the historic dream
of Greater Syria, especially as her relations, with Jordan at that time were very
054)
intimate.
The establishment of Greater Syria would compensatefor the loss of
Egypt and enhance Syria's prestige in the region as the main broker in any future
settlementin the Middle East. Second,being the major power in Lebanon, the threat of
055)
Israeli
its
an
attack on soft southernpart would also be removed.

Confronted with the successof the LebaneseNational Movement, whose basic aim
was the establishmentof a socialist independentLebanon, the Syrians were alarmed at
the prospectof having a radical state on their frontier and with it the dream of Greater
Syria would slip away. It was not only the Syrian government that was alarmed, but
the Americans also perceived the successof the LNM and the PLO as a devastating
056)
in
Adding to this, the Israeli fears of
the region.
outcome to the their plan
witnessingthe emergenceof a radical stateallied with the Palestinianswhose basic goal
was the destruction of Israel, was behind the Israeli acceptance of the Syrian
intervention. All thesefactors together [ Israel,Syria, USAJ were at play in the Syrian
decision to intervene.

After all, the intervention would eliminate the possibility of establishing a radical
state, enhancing Syria's prestige in controlling Lebanon, removing the threat of an
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Israeli surpriseattack, and finally gives way to the emergenceof Greater Syria. Where
in
is
hardly detectable. The
lies
Lebanese
interest
this
analysis
the
people
of the
Lebaneseright to self determination was not even considered by the Syrian decision
Syrian
in
factor
Lebanon.
The
the
controlling
policy
of
strategic
makers, given
Lebanon with its inherent characteristic of shifting alliance, or as described by
(157),
Weinbergeras "tactical flexibility".
was deployed only to protect Syrian interest.
Their support of the LNM at the outset of the struggle under the guise of affording
protectionfor the revolution, and later their intervention to liquidate that revolution was
clear proof of their insincerity towards the Lebaneseright of self determination.

To sum up, the Syrian intervention under the principle of self determination is not
supportedby law nor by fact. Ile existenceof the principle of self determination as a
legal right does not justify the use force to implement it. Nevertheless, the Syrian
intervention [ assuming the legality of the use of force ] remains an instrument to
promotethe Syrian national interest under the guise of self determination
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VII-

Conclusion

Ile Syrian intervention in responseto the Lebaneseinvitation is beyond any doubt
illegal. There is no invitation or treaty which gives credit to the Syrian government's
claim. However, there is a shred of an argument with which the Syrian could have
beeninvited by the Lebanesepresident. As such, such an invitation is neither valid in
internationallaw or Lebaneseconstitutional law.

As to the former, the rules of international law are very clear. An invitation to be
legally valid must emanatesfrom a government which exercises effective control.
Theserequirementsare well founded in international law. The Lebanesegovernment,
as far as this criterion is concerned, has failed. The rebel forces at that time were in
effective control and not the government. Accepting an invitation, on the assumption
there was one, would clearly run againstthe rules of international law.

As to the latter, the president had no right, under Lebaneseconstitutional law, to
issuean invitation. Having establishedthe parliamentarianorientation of the Lebanese
system, the president cannot issue an invitation without the signature of the Prime
Minister and the specialised Minister.

Since there are no such signatures, the

president'sinvitation becomesinvalid.

Regarding the validity of intervention to promote the Lebanese right to selfdetermination,the analysishas proved the illegality of such a claim. There is no doubt
that the principle of self determination is by now a principle of international law. The
principle was mentioned in the Charter and reaffirmed by the General Assembly
Resolutions. The claims that the Resolutions are not binding is not very convincing.
As far as the principle of self determination is concerned, the General Assembly
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Resolution could be referred to as explaining the law and cannot be dismissed as
irrelevant. The practice of states over thd issue coupled with the insertion of self
determinationthrough a variety of treaties gives way to it's emergenceas a customary
principle of international law is further proof of the existence of the right of self
determination.

The existenceof the principle as a legal right, however, does not at all justify the
use of force. After all, the policy of the Charter is to eliminate force and prevent its
occurrenceunder whatever pretext. The acceptanceof all statesof the illegality of the
use of force is unanimous,save in the context of colonial and racist regimes. More
interestingly, was the use of force to promote self determination in the context of civil
war which was unanimously regardedby all statesas being against the principle of the
U. N. Charter. This is against the norm of non intervention which acknowledges that
no state has any right whatsoever to meddle in the domestic affairs of another state.
Accordingly, intervention, upon invitation was ruled out as a legal act in the context of
civil war sinceit contradictsthe right of the people to self determination.

The Syrian government has acknowledged the superiority of the norm of selfdetermination. The Syrian delegate assertedcontinuously his country's stand which
was that the use of force or intervention upon whatever pretext in a civil war will run
against the wishes of the native people. The Syrian condemnation of the American
action in Grenadaand Lebanontestify to this conclusion. However, the Syrian military
intervention in June 1976 is a clear departure from this assertedpolicy. The Syrian
intervention was against the wishes of the Lebanese people and their right to self
determination. The Syrian intervention is a violent manifestation of the use of force
its
lowest level a challengeto the Charter of the United Nations and
at
which represents
a state'sacceptanceof illegality of the use of force. The Charter's pledge in Article 2
(4) that the useof force is forbidden whateverthe circumstancessavein self defence,is
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interpretation
in
drive
important
towards
peace
and
stability,
an
a
preserving
priority
an
the Syrian governmentwholeheartedlyembracedin its public pronouncement.Basic to
this, the principle of self determinationwhich is enshrinedin the charter in both Articles
(55) and (1), not to mention the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
and various international agreements,prescribesthe use of force to deprive people of
their right to self determinationas illegal.

As the Syrian governmentfailed to demonstratethat its intervention was to promote
the legal right of the Lebanesepeople to self determination,and since there is no right to
use force to that end, its intervention will fall within the category of aggression. Its
intervention was then a clear attack on Lebanesesovereigntyand independenceand the
right of the Lebaneseto choosewhateversystemthey desire.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE LEGITIMIZATION

OF SYRIAN INTESRVENTION

BY THE

ARABLEAGUE.

I-Introduction.

On the9th of June1976anextrasessionof the Arab LeagueCouncil,at Ministerial
level, took place to considerthe Syrianinterventionin the Lebanesecivil war. The
outcomeof themeetingwastheestablishment
of a peacekeepingforce to endthe civil
force, the Syrian forces
war in Lebanon. With the establishmentof a peace-keeping
were calledon to withdraw from Lebanonin order to be replacedby an Arab-peace
keepingforce. However,dueto the refusalof the Syriangovernmentto withdraw its
forcesanothermeetingof theArab Leaguewasheld in Riyadhat the level of Headsof
State.The outcomeof themeetingwastheestablishment
of the Arab DeterrentForces
(A.D.F) which includedthe Syrianforces. With the formationof A.D.F, it wasargued
thatthe Syrianforces,wereno longeran illegal force. To what extentthis assumption
is valid is the main purpose of this chapter. Moreover, it will highlight the
circumstances
which madepossibletheinclusionof theSyrianforcesin the Arab peace
keeping force. First it is necessaryto consider the Arab-League as a regional
Charter,
its
Nations
United
the
and then proceedto
and
relation
with
organization
discussthe legality of Arab-Leagueaction and its effect on the legitimization of the
in Lebanon.
Syrianpresence
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11- The Foundation

and Constitutional

A- The Origin

Of The Arab League.

Basis of the Arab

League

On the 22nd of March 1945 of March and upon the invitation of the Egyptian Prime
Minister, a meeting took place in Egypt, where Arab leaders finally put their seal of
(I)
approvalon what later came to be known as the Arab League.

The emergenceof the Organisationof the Arab-Leaguewas a natural outcomeof the
Arab yearning for unity which had been a persistentphenomenonsince the nineteenth
century. The drive or desire for Arab unity was occasionally employed by foreign
powers to gain Arab support in critical times. The first attempt was made by the
Ottoman authority through its governor Shafiq Pasha with King Abed AI-Aziz. (2)
However, the Ottoman offer was not welcomed, as the Arab world was divided on the
issue, and generally treated it with scepticism.(3)

In this regard, the Arabs allied

themselveswith the Allied Forces in the First World War under the impression that
(4)
hope
independence
their most cherished
of unity and
would be the ultimate outcome.
However, their hope of unity never materialized. Both France and Britain refused to
recognise the new Arab King Al Sharif Hussain and, on the 24th of July 1920, the
(5)
invaded
forces
Damascus
French
and overthrew the governmentof Al Sharif s son.
Following that, Arab countries were subjected to the new international arrangement
whereby Syria and Lebanon fell under the French mandate while Iraq and Palestine
(6)
Thus, the promise of Arab unity was a dream
came under the British mandate.
which never come true.

During the SecondWorld War, the British government again raised the subject of

.
Foreign
Minister,
Anthony
Eden
British
The
announcedon May 29,1941 that the
unity.
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Arab world has shown a great desire for unity and to realize that they should rely on the
British government. He proceededto say "No such appealfrom our friends should go
for
"
Majesty's
11is
their part will give their full
thus
government
unanswered"and
(7)
supportto any schemethat commandsgeneralapproval".

Responding to the British offer, the Iraqi prime minister in the spring of 1943
1
(8)
forwarded a plan envisaging the establishmentof GreaterSyria and an Arab League.

Likewise,PrinceAbdallahof TransJordanenvisagedthe establishment
of a federation
(9)
Greater
Syria and Iraq.
The last reaction to the British offer was from
composedof
Egypt. On March 30,1943 the Egyptian Premier, in a speech, was committed to
(10)
Arab
In July 1944 the
exploring the opinion of
governmentson the issue of unity.
Egyptian Premier invited Arab Statesto a joint conference to exchangeopinion on the
issue of unity.

On September25 1944, a meeting was held in Alexandria, Egypt and in the course
of the meeting threeproposalswere submitted:
(I)- The establishment of a unitary state with central authority and compulsory
settlementof disputes.
(2)- A federatedstateconsisting of central assemblyand executive committee with full
(1
1)
power over federal sYstem.
(3)- A loose federation sharing nothing with the above proposals,aimed at increasing
co-operationand co-ordination of Arab statepolicy.

(12)

After full consideration, and upon the insistence of Lebanon that a unitary state
destroy
state sovereignty, the conference abandoned the first
would ultimately
03) In
its
for
Syria
the
state
and
contrast,
unitary
pledged
argued
readiness
proposal.
04)
However, the conference managed to reached a
to surrender its sovereignty.
compromise by which an Arab-League would be established and independent Arab
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(15)
be
known
join
later
it.
This
free
be
to
to
came
compromise
as the
stateswould
Alexandria protocol(16). Thus the establishment of the Arab-League, despite the
differences between various Arab states' view of unity and its achievement, was
primarily attributable to the " natural expressionof trends which were already present
(17)
and which could not be deniedeventualfruition".

Later, a sub-conunitteecreated by the Protocol prepared a draft pact for the Arab
League. After the sixteenth session,an agreementwas reached on that draft. (18) On

March20,1945 the committeetransformeditself into a generalArab conference(19)
and on 22rd of March 1945 the pact was finally approved and signed by the states'
(20)
representatives.

B- The Pact Of The Arab League.

The Pact of the Arab League is an international treaty signed by the heads of
independentArab states. The purposesof the League are set forth in Article 2 of the
Pact. These purposes are: strengthening relations between member states; coordinating their polices in order to prompt further co-operation and safeguarding their
independenceand sovereignty; and a general concern for the affairs and interests of
(21)
However, co-operation was addressed specifically to matters
Arab countries.
concerning economic and financial affairs, commercial relations, customs , industry,
social relation and health etc..

On the other hand the Pact failed to regulate matters relating to defence against

(22)
foreign
or co-ordinationof
poHcy.
armedattack,co-ordinationof military resources
Moreover, the absence of commitment to co-ordinate foreign policy was a clear
departurefrom the Alexandria Protocol which prescribe d that Arab statesshould "co(23)
The
their
their
to
political
co-operation',.
stressof the
plan
so
as ensure
ordinate
Pact on the respectof sovereignty and independenceand non interference in domestic
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be
in
Pact.
However,
the
the
theme
such
could
a
position
seen as a
major
affairs was
(24)
Member
Alexandria
protocol.
ideal
from
to
the
that
the
gave
rise
states
clear retreat
intervention
from
to
their
any
refrain
or action directed at changing
commitment
pledge
8
Article
systems.
reads:
or weakeningother government

" Each member state shall respect the system of government
established in the other member states and regard them as the
exclusive concern of those states.Each shall pledge to abstain from
any action calculated to change the established system of
(25)
govemment".
In Article 5 the Pactrenouncedthe useof force to settle disputesand for any dispute
not involving sovereignty or independence,in cases referred to the Council by the
(26)
decision
Council
parties, the
of the
would be binding.

Regarding the membership, the Pact opened the door to every independent Arab
(27)
did
but
ignore
the plight of non independentArab states.
state
at the sametime
not
The admittance of Algeria as an observer and Palestine as a member was a clear
(28)
Upon their admission, member states
manifestation of the flexibility of the pact.
were to pledgetheir committment to abide by the rules and proceduresand support their
execution . Withdrawal was allowed on giving notice which ought to be served one
(29)
Expulsion could be considered in the light of a
year in advanceto the Council.
(30)
Member's state'sfailure to fulfill it's obligations.

The Pactdealt with the issueof aggressionstipulating that in the caseof aggression
by one state against another member state, the victim of such act would ask for the
convocation of the Council which would take the necessaryaction to check that illegal
(3
1)
incursion.

The Pact also envisagedthe establishmentof an institutional structure for the Arab
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League and provided the rules for its regulation. Although there are many organs
Council,
important
Permanent
by
Pact(32),
the
the
the
organs
are:
most
envasiged
Secretariat and Committee. The Council is composedof representative states of the
Arab-League.It holds two ordinary sessionseachyear and eachrepresentativehas one
(33) However,
the Council can meet in extra-ordinary sessionsupon the request
vote.
of two members(34). The procedure of voting is unanimity as a general rule and thus
decisions taken unanimously ought to be binding, but decisions taken by the majority

(35).
However, in the case of
would be only binding on states acceptingthem.
(36)
Moreover,the council
aggression,the vote of the aggressormust be excluded.
would be, according to the Pact, the appropriate organ to discharge or to see to the
(37)
realization of the purposesof the Pact.

As to the PermanentCommittee, according to the pact its function was confined to
preparingand planning the extent of co-operationin accordancewith the purposeslisted
in Article 2 of the Pact.(38) Finally, the PermanentSecretariat,which is composed of
the Secretary General and Assistant secretariesand appropriate other officials(39), is
chargedwith the preparationof the League'sbudgetand convening the ordinary council
(40)
sessions.

C-The

Interrelation

Between

The

League

And

The

United

Nations

Charter.

Although the Pact of the Arab League precededthe establishment of the United
Nations(41), neverthelessthe Pact'sprovisions ensuredroom for a future relationship
betweenthe two organizations. This flexibility was clearly reflected in Article 19 which
in
the
the
a
of
order to be compatible with the
possibility
of
modification
pact
envisaged
(42)
United Nations.
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The Charter of the United Nations provided for such a relation under Chapter VIH,
and in particular Article 52 (1) which reads:

"Nothing in the present Charter precludes the existenceof regional
arrangementsor agenciesfor dealing with such matters relating to
the maintenanceof internationalpeaceand security as are appropriate
for regional action, provided that such arrangementsor agenciesand
their activities are consistentwith the purposesand principles of the
United Nations". (43)

The Charter stipulated that the regional organization performing its duties in
accordance with article 52 (1) ought to make " every effort to achieve a pacific
(44)
local
disputes".
In course of such pacific settlement by the regional
settlementof
organization, the Security Council will, in its turn, "encourage the development of a
pacific settlement of local disputes through such regional arrangements or by such
(45) On
the other hand, the Security Council restricted the freedom
regional agencies".
of regional organization in'dealing with the local disputes as it stipulated that an
enforrement action by such agenciesor regional organization must at first obtain the
(46)
Article 52, paragraph4, affirmed that the
authorization of the Security Council.
existenceof regional organization shall " in no way impair the application of Article 34
(47)
In addition, the Charter imposed another
and 35" of the United Nations charter.
restriction on the freedom of regional organization by stipulating that the regional
informed
keep
Council
in
Security
"
the
of
activities
must
or
organization
undertaken
contemplationunderregional arrangementsor by regional agenciesfor the maintainance
(48)
However, the Arab-League as a regional
of international peace and security',.
organizationand a kind of collective body could operatea systemof collective security.
Indeed the Arab-League at a later stagesigned a treaty of collective defence (Treaty of
Joint Defence). Such a treaty qualifies the Arab-League to take collective action in
Charter
The
United
Nations
to
aggression.
recognized such measures
an
response
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inserted
insistence
Article
51
the
was
upon
under
which
of Latin American statesin
order to allow regional organization to take action without reference to the Security
(49)
Council.

III-

The Arab League Peace Keeping Force in Lebanon.

A- Prelude to the establishment

of The Arab Security

Force

As the Syrian forces continued their illegal intervention in the Lebanesecivil war,
the ferocity of fighting took a dramatic shift. The belligerents in their strive for
supremacyused every type of conventional warfare'ranging from tanks and artillery to
the useof large troop tactics in their offensive war. Despite all of that, the Syrian forces
(50)
its
Responding to the Syrian
met stiff resistanceand advancewas thus very slow.
offensive drive, the LNM and Palestinian resistence,waged a war against the Syrian
proxy [Al-Saqua and the Bathist party] in the capital which ended in their
(5 1)
surrender.

In the course of these developments, Arab public opinion was outraged by the
Syrian military drive againstthe Leftist and Palestinianforces, and that pressurewas so
great that the Arab leaders felt it necessaryto hold a meeting in order to form a new
initiative.

The urgency of the meeting was reconfirmed following

the Iraqi

government's criticism of Syrian activity in Lebanon coupled with mass troop
(52)
Iraqi-Syrian
border.
Thus, in responseto the Libyan, Iraqi and
movement on the
Egypation request for an extra ordinary sessionof the Arab-League, a meeting was
(53)
6th
June
1976
discuss
to
the Lebanesecrisis.
convenedon the
of
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On the 9th of June 1976,an extra-ordinary sessionof the Arab-League Council, at
the level of Foreign Nfinisters, took place in Cairo , to consider the implications of the
Lebanesecivil war and the Syrian intervention. The outcome of the meeting was a
Resolutionwhich is commonly known as the Cairo Resolution.

B-The

Cairo

Resolution

And

The

Formation

Of

The

Arab

Symbolic

Force

The Cairo Resolution of the 9th of June 1976called on all parties to " ceasefighting
immediately and to consolidatesuch a ceasefire". (54) Interestingly enough, to securea
ceasefire, the Resolution envisagedthe establishmentof a commission representingthe
Leagueto be dispatchedto Lebanonas soon as possible in order to "co-operate with the
parties concernedin following up the situation and ensuring security and stability in
(55)
Lebanon".

In addition, the resolution provided for the establishment of the Symbolic Arab
Security Force under the supervision of the Secretary General of the Arab-League,
Mahmoud Riyad. The Force (A. S.F) would be entrusted with the task of maintaining
"security and and stability in Lebanon". The most important paragraph was that
pertaining to the Syrian replacementas the resolution stipulated that the A. S.F." should
(56)
start to perform its task immediately, replacing the Syrian forces".

In line with the model of a peacekeeping force, the resolution stipulated that the
A. S.F "should be brought to an end if the electedpresidentof the Republic of Lebanon
(57)
In general, the rest of the Resolution consisted of the call to all
so requested.',
1
parties to bring about a comprehensivenational conciliation under the auspicesof the
Lebanese president-elect and affirmation of the Arab-League commitment to the
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Palestinian revolution so as to provide protection and increase its effectiveness and
(58) On
strength.
whole, the Resolution failed to determine accurately the kind of
consentwhich the force neededto operatein Lebanon, since there was a constitutional
crisis asregardsto who was the proper or legal president of Lebanon. This came about
since PresidentFranjieh refused to resign and hand over the presidency to the newly
electedpresidentbefore the end of his term. However, the council on the night of June
9 1976, and in a further session,decided to make a slight modification to the mandate
with referenceto the consentwhich was rephrasedin such terms that the A. S.F. was to
(59)
"
frame
Moreover, the Resolution
act within the
work of Lebanesesovereignty".
was quite ambiguous on the issue of Syrian troops as it failed to determine the
procedures by which the Syrian forces could find their way out of Lebanon. This
ambiguity of the mandateneedsmore elaborationand comment.

C-The Ambiguity

of The Mandate

Of The A. S.F.

As mentioned previously, the resolution of the League on the 9th of June 1976, was
quite ambiguouson the issueof consentand Syrian replacement.As the consentwill be
discussedlater, the effort in this section will be devoted to the ambiguity of the clause
relating to the Syrian troops in Lebanon.

The failure of the Resolution to explicitly condemn the Syrian intervention cannot
be taken as a sanctionof the Syrian military action. On the contrary, the mandatemade
it clear that the withdrawal of Syrian forces was one of the main purposes. Thus, by
inference,an assumptioncould be madethat referenceto the Syrian replacementwas an
indication of the illegality of the Syrian intervention. Moreover, the mandatefell short
of setting out in detail the proceduresnecessaryfor such replacement. There was no
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time table for measures which were to be taken in order to effect the Syrian
replacement.However, this lacunapermitted an argumentthat the resolution of the 9th
Junedid not contemplatefull Syrian withdrawal, otherwise the resolution would have
explicitly mentionedthat and provided a time-tablefor that purpose.

Later eventsaffirmed this thesisas discussionconcentratedon the the size of Syrian
participation and not on their full withdrawal. Faced with the Palestinian and LNM
rejection of full Syrian pardcipation(60)andFranjieh with LF insistence on the Syrian
participation(61), an Arab League spokesmanaffirmed the Syrian participation, but
(62)
madeno referenceto the size of the Syrian contingent.

In the courseof thesediscussions,the Syrian governmentmade the point very clear
that they would not withdraw from Lebanon nor reduce the number of troops. The
Syrian foreign minister elaboratedon this point:

"When our troops entered Lebanon, it was in order to impose
security and stability and to create a climate favorable to political
dialogue between the Lebanese.When all that has been achieved,
there will not be a single Syrian soldier left. We will take all the time
that is necessary".(63)

In the light of the Syrian statementand the Arab-Leaguespokesman'sclarification,
the issue of the Syrian replacementbecameclear. The word replacementdid not mean
withdrawal of the Syrian troops as there was no time-table or arrangementto that end.
Therefore, since the Arab-league resolution was ambiguous about the Syrian
replacementand in light of the aforementionedstatements,one wonder whether or not
the League has ever condemnedthe Syrian intervention. In general, the ambiguity of
the mandate, has provided the necessaryloopholes which permitted the Syrians to
participate in the Arab peace keeping force, and saved the League from delicate
questionsconcerningthe condemenationand withdrawal of the Syrian forces
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.

D-

Silence Of the Arab-League

Pact On The Issue Of Peacekeeping

Force

As far as the Arab-LeaguePower to establisha peacekeeping force was concerned,
the Pact so far provided no legal ground for that purpose.The failure of the Pact in this
field was overcome by what could be called a progressive interpretation of the Pact.
This method of interpretation was employed in the interpretation of the Charter of the
United Nations.

The United Nations PeaceKeeping Force was basedon two grounds;either that the
establishment of the peace keeping force is based on a treaty provision or on the
(64)
Organization
is
However such an
assumption that the
acting intra vires.
,
interpretationwas not completely acceptedby the major actors asopinion referred to the
practice of the United Nations where others discounted any practice that could not be
(65)
Charter.
As there is no specific provision in the
supportedby the provisions of the
charterpertaining to the subjectof peacekeeping forces(66), the conviction was that the
the Organization was acting intra vires. In the Certain ExpensesCase the ICJ held the
opinion that:

"When the Organization takes action which warrants the assertion
that it was appropriate for the fulfillment of one of the stated
is
United
Nations,
the
the
presumption that such action
purposesof
06)
is not ultra vires the Organization".

Therefore, on the analogy of interpretation of the United Nations Charter, one can
Since
Arab
League
Arab-League.
Pact
the
the
the
purpose
of
the
of
analyse
Organization is to preservepeaceand stability in the region, then action taken by it for
in
fact,
Pact
is
In
there
the
provision
are
many
vires.
of the
not
ultra
such a purpose
Arab-League which permits such an interpretation. In particular, Article 2 of the Pact
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Organization(68);
the
the
of
specifies purposes

(I)- "To strengthenrelations betweenmember states.

(2)- Co-ordination of their policies in order to achieve co-operation between them and
to safeguardtheir independenceand sovereignty; and a general concern with the
affairs and interestof the Arab countries".

Thus, the Arab-League's action could be considered as an action inherent in the
purpose of the organization, and moreover consistent with Article 2 pertaining to
safeguarding independenceand sovereignty of Lebanon which was in great danger
following the Syrian intervention. In addition, some suggestedthat the action of the
Arab-League in Lebanon could be legitimized on other grounds such as the Treaty of
Joint Defence which was signed by Arab states.(69) Hassouna one of the leading
authorities on the Arab-League,relied on such a Treaty as a basis for the Arab-League
(70)
initiative in Lebanon.
Ile Treaty provided two options for the Arab League:

(I)- " As a regional collective security system concerned with the prevention or

resolutionof conflictwithin its members"
(2)- " And as a regional collective self-defence system aimed at providing joint
(71)
security againstan external threat".

It is within the first option that the new form of establishing a peacekeeping force
in
keeping
in
Kuwait, and so it
the
establishment
of
a
peace
machinery
was manifested
(72)
would be the casein Lebanon.

Another lawyer writing on the topic sharedthe view that the Arab League peace
(73)
Pogany
keeping operation in Lebanon could be based on the Treaty as well.
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includes
inter
Defence
Treaty
Joint
the
to
the
of
which
alia, the
preamble of
referred
desireof the contracting statesto maintain peaceand security and moreover Article 3
hold
"The
states
shall
consultation whenever there are
contracting
which reads:
reasonablegrounds for the belief that the territorial integrity, independence,or security
of any one of the parties is threatened" as a justification for the peace keeping
(74) However, far this Treaty
as
as
servesas a basisfor the establishmentof
operation.
a peacekeeping force in Lebanon is concerned,the validity of it is very doubtful. The
said Treaty is concernedwith the subject of collective security and its operation arises
only in cases of aggression and violation of another state's independence and
sovereignty. This violation does not make any difference whether or not it emanates
from a member state of the League or an external one. The reference to Article 3 as a
justification is quite misleading since it does not correspond to the intention of the
drafters of the treaty. In fact Article 2 defines the parametersof Article 3 which affirms
that" The contracting statesconsider any (act of) armed aggressionmade against any
one of them or their armed forces, to be directed against them all" and therefore in
accordancewith " self defence ....they undertake to ...use armed forces to rebel the
(75)
aggressionand restore stability and peace".

Therefore, the words stability and peaceare confined only to casesof aggressionin
which the Arab statesrespond collectively to halt the aggressionand restore peaceand
security. Another reason which confirms the view that the action of the Arab League
was not based on the said Treaty is Pogany's argument regarding the Arab peace
keeping in Kuwait. I-Iis conclusion seemsto contradict his verdict in the case of the
force
in
keeping
Lebanon.
peace

Departing from Hassouna'sposition, he assertsthat the Force in Kuwait was not a
force
keeping
and was a manifestationof collective self-defence.He proceededto
peace
in
Arab
keeping
force
Kuwait was basedon the resolution of
the
that
peace
confirm
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20th July 1961.The resolution specified that the force was to give "effective assistance
independence".
He
Hassona's
Kuwait's
for the preservati(?
arguments that
rejected
of
n
the force was not directed againstany party,sinceas he believes,the reasonfor that was
hostile
For
if
back
fact
Iraq
took
the
that
action.
to
the
pulled
and
no
more
attributable
Iraqi troops attacked the Arab League force,the League would repel it and by virtue of
that the League force constituted a measureof collective self defence and not a peace
(76)
keeping force.
Following this,reasoning,one wondershow the Arab League peace
keeping force in Lebanon could be basedon the Treaty ofJoint Defence. For if it is so
then the League action would have beenin accordancewith collective self defence and
not a peacekeeping force. After all, the League action was undertaken following the
Syrian intervention in Lebanon. Such an intervention was a clear violation of
Lebanon's sovereignty and independence.Thus, one can reversePogany's analogy, to
demonstratethat the constitutional basesof the Arab Leaguepeacekeeping force could
not relate to the said treaty. To Pogany, the League peace keeping force was not
directed againstany state,but that was presumablybecauseof Syrian willingness not to
force
any more; and had the Syrians used force the League troops would
use
presumablyrepel that attack. And if that holds true, then the force would no longer be a
peace keeping force rather a collective self-defence measure. Therefore, the ArabLeaguepeacekeeping force in Lebanonwas basedon the Pactof the Arab Leagueonly
and not on the Treaty of Joint Defence. The Pact, however did not envisage the peace
keeping role but an assumptioncould be made that the League'saction was inherent in
its purposesand as such was not ultra vires.

IV-

The Compatibility

Of The A. S.F With

The Conventional

Type

Peace keeping

The establishment of the A. S.F by the Arab-League in order to carry out a peace
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Of

keeping operation in a civil war, was a novelty as far as the League is concerned. It
was the first time that the Arab Leagueexperiencedsuch a situation in which a member
is
imperative
intervention.
it
Therefore,
by
to
tom
civil strife and external
state was
examinethe requirementsthat are necessaryfor peacekeeping forces and to seeto what
extent the League adheredto such requirements. In this regard, the experience of the
United Nations is enriching, and in light of it, the Arab League peacekeeping force
is
judged.
be
force
As
far
keeping
the
type
could
concerned,
as
conventional
of peace
there are three important factors: the consentof the host state,composition of the force
and control of the operation. Therefore, in this section an attempt will be made to see
how the Arab-Leaguerespondedto theseconditions or requirements.

A-The Consent Of The Host State

It is a pre-requisite that the consentof the host state has to be obtained in order for
the peacekeeping force to operate in its territory. Without such a consent, the force
would be considered an enforcement action under Chapter(VII) of the Charter. The
consentof the host state originally emanatedfrom the practice of the United Nations
peace keeping force in Egypt 1956. The General Assembly Resolution 998 (ES-I),
which was passedfollowing thý British, French and Israeli invasion of the Egyptian
territory, requestedthe Secretary General to submit within 48 hours "a plan for the
setting up, with the consent of the nations concerned, of an emergency internation al
(7
7)
force
Nations
hostilities".
United
to secure and supervise the cessation of
Consequently,the Israeli government refused to give its consentwhile Egypt accepted
the presenceof that force on

(78)
its territory.

Moreover, the Secretary General in his second and final report (6th November
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1956)regarding a plan for an emergency international United Nations force affirmed
that:

"...the force, if established,would be limited in its operation to the
extent that consent of the parties concerned is required under
generallyrecognizedinternational law. While the GeneralAssembly
is enabled to establish the force with the consent of those parties
which contributes units to the force, it could not request the force to
be stationedor operateon the territory of a given country without the
(79)
consentof the governmentof that country".

However, sincethe United Nations force in Egypt was not utilized in the context of
civil war, an argument might be put forward that in a civil war, in the absenceof a
recognisablegovernment,it would be irrelevant for the United Nations to seek consent
before establishinga peace-keepingforce. This is not quite true since the experienceof
the United Nations in the Congo furnishes a clear precedent. During the ONUC
operation in the Congo, although in responseto the Congolese govemment's request
following the Belgian invasion, the SecretaryGeneralat a later stagesought the consent
of all the parties to the civil war since the government was no longer representing the
Republic of Congo. This is clearly illustrated by the Secretary General's endeavor to
obtain the consentof the Katangesegovernmentheadedby Mr Tschombe.(80)

As to the form of the consent which was supposed to be given, there are two
methods; either through a messageto the SecretaryGeneral or through an agreement
between the host state and the United Nations (81) However, the methods of giving
the consent are not restrictive to the aformentioned types. Therefore, the consent is
force
important
keeping
to
the
the
operation
of
peace
since that Force is not
very
engaged in an enforcement action under Chapter(VII) of the Charter of the United
(82)
Nations.

As far as the A. S.F. is concerned, one could assert that the force was not an
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enforcement action. Thus, one wonders whether or not the A. S.F obtained the
its
deployment
in
from
to
the
a
as
pre-requisite
proper
authority
consent
necessary
Lebaneseterritory. The Resolution of 9th June 1976 stressedthe fact that the A. S.F
Sarkis.
Illias
be
This
the
terminated
the
upon
of
president
elect
mandatewould
request
specification has the advantageof removing any ambiguity that might arise in the case
of termination as was the case regarding UNER(83) However, stressing the right of
the presidentregarding the termination of the mandateof the A. S.F could not reveal on
its own whether or not the consentwas properly addressed.For the president-elect has
the right to terminate the mandate then by right his consent is necessary to the
deploymentof the force.

Given the constitutional crisis in Lebanon, the president elect was not yet
inaugurated as the constitutional president as president Franjieh's term had not yet
expired. However, the council of ministers of the Arab League realized the loophole
and in a later sessionthey affirmed that the deployment of the force would take place
"within the frame work of Lebanese sovereignty".(84) Despite that, the Lebanese
president protested against the resolution of June 9th and considered it null and void.
According to him, the resolution was passedin the absenceof Lebanon and against
Article 7 of the League which required that a stateconcernedwith the decision of the
League,had to give its consentfor it to be binding. In a letter addressedto the League
Franjieh stressedthat:

" It is contrary to the League'scharter and to the very reasonswhich
had promptedthe creationof the Leaguefor an Arab Leaguemeeting
to take place to discussthe Lebanesematter-and to attempt to make
decisionsbinding on Lebanon without inviting Lebanon to attend or
(85)
be representedat the meeting by a responsibleperson".

However, it is worth mentioning that the Lebanese ambassador to Egypt was
(86)
Nevertheless,president Franjieh and the LebaneseFront
present at that meeting.
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continued their attack on the League's decision and insisted that the A. S.F.would be
in
defend
to
the sovereignty of Lebanon. In
resistance
order
met with every possible
order to solve the impasse, the Secretary General of the Arab-League, Mahmoud
Riyad, arrived in Lebanon to securethe consentof presidentFranjieh. Thus on the the
15th of June 1976 and after a meeting with president Franjieh and the leaders of the
Lebanese Front, the latter gave their consent to the deployment of A. S.087)
However, it was latter revealed that the consent was given on the ground that the
deployment of the peace keeping force would "take place... in agreement with the
Lebaneseauthorities regarding all details and especially those relating to the size and
nationality of the contingents. According to the memoir of the president of the Front,
Chammoun,the SecretaryGeneralagreedto the following conditions:

(l)- Lebanon will not opposethe Arab-League'sinitiative so long as the initiative's sole
aim is to preservepeaceand security.
(2)- The mission of the Arab contingents are to supervise the implementation of the
Cairo agreementand its appendixLe the Melkart agreement.
(3)- The Arab contingentswill not replace the Syrian forces but, on the contrary, ought
to co-ordinate with, and any decision would not be consideredunlessthe Lebanese
governmentwas consented.
(4)- The Lebanese government holds the right to veto any decision regarding the
composition of A. S.F, and rejects the participation of Libya, Iraq, Algeria and the
(88)
PLO in the peacekeeping force.

These conditions were indirectly hinted at by president Franjieh in his statement
regarding acceptanceof the A. S.F, as he stipulated that acceptancewas given " within
the lin-dt set by assuranceand clarification offered by the SecretaryGeneral in the name
of the League, and provided that initiative is coordinated with the fraternal Syrian
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(89)
had
In responseto
initiative currently underway and to which Lebanon
acceded',.
Franjieh's statement,the Lebaneseprime minister, Karami, criticized the president for
(90)
in
determining
Lebanon's
However,
his
the
exclusively
authority
view.
exceeding
SecretaryGeneral's attempt at securing the president'sconsentas a pre-requisite to the
deployment of the force is quite controversial. In doing so, the Secretary General
ignored the limitation imposed by the practice of the United Nations peace keeping
force,that is to say that the force must not intervene in internal affairs. The Secretary
General,in recognising Franjieh as the legitimate presidentamountedto an interference
in the domestic affairs of Lebanon.After all, the Lebanesepresidentwas not the proper
legal authority as was demonstratedin the previous chapter, and if he was, then, his
consent was not enough on its own. Not only that, the president explicitly took sides
in the internal conflict and his alliance with the LF was public. Against this
background, one wonders whether or not the Secretary General was treating the
president as one of the parties whose consentis vital for the successof the A. S.F or as
the proper legal authority of Lebanon. For securing the consentof parties to civil war
is consistent with the practice of the U. N as was the casein the Congo and hence the
SecretaryGeneral's attempt to do so could be consideredvalid and proper. However,
there are contradictory statements on this point, and whether or not the weight of
evidence suggeststhat the SecretaryGeneral'scontact with Franjieh was an attempt to
(91)
securethe consentof all parties to the conflict, could be regardedas controversial.

Therefore, the consentof the host statewas more or less complied with despite the
controversial statusof PresidentFranjieh. The SecretaryGeneral'sattempt to securethe
consent of all parties to the conflict was consistentwith the practice of the UN peace
keeping force. However, if the SecretaryGeneral is acting on the assumption that the
consent of president Franjieh was the consentof Lebanon, then his attempt would be
consideredbiasedand an interferencein Lebanesedomesticaffairs.
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B-Impartiality

And The Non Coercive Character

Of Force.

Other features of the peace keeping force are the impartiality and the non-use of
force. These two features are well understood since the peace keeping force is not
directed against any one nor is it entitled to use force to execute its mandate. It is
completely a peacekeeping force designedto supervisea ceasefire which enablesthe
parties to reach an agreement on the various political issues. This attitude was
demonstrated by the United Nations peace keeping Force during its operation.
Following the resolution of 1956 which establishedthe UNEF, the Secretary General
of the United Nations complied with the Egyptian requestto exclude a contingent from
New-Zealand and Pakistan as they were perceived by Egypt as politically allied with
Great Britain and France and thus were considered unfit for the mission of peace
(92)
keeping.

On the sameground, the SecretaryGeneral excluded the participation of permanent
membersof the Security Council and other countriesthat were directly involved or have
(93)
Consistentwith the factor of impartiality, the non-useof
an interest in the conflict.
force by a peacekeeping force, save in self-defence,(94) is mandatory. The only case
in which the useof force is permissible,is when an action is consideredan enforcement
action under chapter(VII) of the UN Charter.

By adhering to such requirementsthe peacekeeping force could not be regardedas
force.
be
field
its
intervening
The
must
restrictedto a buffer zone where
an
of
operation
their task is to supervisea ceasefire and prevent any attempt to cross that zone. Such a
task will enable the parties to devote their time to a political settlement and reach an
in
its
Therefore,
to
task properly the
order
pending
problem.
perform
agreementon
force
be
if
For
keeping
must
neutral
and
not
coercive.
neutrality is not ensured,
peace
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(95)
involved
internal
in
the participating state will run the risk of getting
the
conflict.
The A. S.F was more or less in line with the aforementioned requirements. However,
an objection was raisedconcerningthe Syrian and Libyan participation.

The Syrian inclusion in the A. S.F was a clear deviation from the principle of
impartiality. For Syria intervened in the conflict and sided with one party against the
other in order to influence

the outcome

of

the conflict.

(96)

Their

participation,especially in large numbers,put the concept of impartiality in great doubt.
Moreover, its mere inclusion would run against the resolution of 9th June 1976 which
stipulated the replacement of Syrian troops as a way to end the Lebanese civil war.
However, the resolution affirmed that the composition and the size of the A. S.F must
be settledin accordancewith the Lebaneseauthorities.(97) In view of the absenceof the
Lebanesegovernment, the composition of the force could either be based on the
discretionof the SecretaryGeneralor in consultation with the parties. The insistenceof
the Lebanese president Franjieh, on the role of the Syrian troops must not be
consideredsince the president was a party to the conflict and was not constitutionally
empoweredto do so.

On the other hand, the Libyan participation was rejected by the LF and president
Franjieh asthe latter insistedthat:

" Libya is in no way suited to participate in the Arab-peacekeeping
force which is expected to have a neutral position in this
(98)
conflict".

However, the participation of Syrian troops was of much more importance than the
Libyan troops since the former was required by the League'sresolution to be replaced
following their participation in the fight. Despite all of that, one could say that the
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Syrian participation was not to form the bulk of the force, and moreover the command
of the force was to be under the authority of the Secretary General, which allows the
assumptionthat the force was more or less impartial. This view, although inconclusive,
must take into consideration the political difficulties

in excluding the Syrian

participationat that time.

Regarding the coercive nature of the force, the A. S.F was consistent with the

force. The SecretaryGeneralmadethis very
conventionaltype of the peace-keeping
clearwhenhe saidthat "...the entryof theA.S.F is dependenton the co-operationof all
partiesandtheir respectfor the ceasefire" andhe affirmedthat the A.S.F " will leave
Lebanonassoonasits missionwasaccomplished
asit is not a deterrentforce...andits
missionis to preserveandsupervisetheceasefire"09)

Therefore, the A. S.F could be viewed as a peacekeeping force despite the Syrian
participation, as the political necessity made their exclusion impossible. The mere
control of the A. S.F by the Secretary General directly contributes to the concept of
impartiality. As a whole, the presenceof the consentand non-coercive character of the
Force coupled with its control by the Secretary General satisfies the conditions of a
peace-keepingforce.

C-The Conduct of The A. S.F in Lebanon:

10 June- 18 October.

The peacekeeping force which was establishedby the League on the 9th of June
sought to start its operationvery quickly, but difficulties regarding its structuresand the
issue of consent played a major role in its delay. I'lie Lebanese Front's refusal of
Libyan participation, coupled with their insistenceon the participation of Syrian trx)ops
in large numbers,put a major obstaclein the processof its formation and consequently
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(I()O)
its operadon.

On the 21st of June 1976, the first contingent of the.A. S.F arrived in Lebanon. The
(101)
On 22nd of
Force was composedof three battalions; two Syrian and one Libyan.
June,theseforces took positions in Khalda, around the international airport and around
(102)
However, the Sudaneseand Saudi contingents
Saidain the South of Lebanon.
did not arrive at the expectedtime as the Saudi government stipulated that a ceasefire
(103)
As the A. S.F. did not arrive as
had to take place before sending their troops.
by
fall
intensified
fighting
Palestinian
the
the
the
culminated
and
was
camp
of
planned,
Jisr Al-Pasha in the Christian zone, which marked a set back to the Arab-League
(104) This
Secretary
AL
Kohli,
the
the
of
situation
urged
representative
resolution.
Generalof the Arab League in Lebanon, in his report to recommend the despatchment
(105)
of other peacekeeping contingentsquickly.

On the 30th of June 1976, anothermeeting of Arab foreign ministers convened in
an emergencysessionto considerthe situation in Lebanon.The outcome of the meeting
9di
but
June
the
with an additional clauseurging the Arab
of
resolution
a
repetition
was
006)
On the first of July 1976, the
countries to send their troops as soon as possible.
Saudi and Sudanesecontingents arrived and an Egypation Major-General Muhammad
007)
Ghoniem
S.
Hassan
was appointed commander of the A. F.

During July, the

A. S.F did not succeed in its task as the parties to the conflict persisted in their
arguments regarding the participation of Syrian and Libyan contingents (108) This
failure was attributed to the intransigence of the Lebanese Front as the Tunisian
in
Arab
the
committee, (established in accordance with the 9th June
representative
resolution to help the parties in Lebanon) aff=ed that the LF was responsible and was
0 09) Again, the impasse
seeking a military victory.
warranted another sessionfor the
foreign minister in Cairo to consider the Lebaneseconflict. The meeting did not come
up with any solution and an appeal was made urging the parties to reach a cease
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0
10)
On 21st of July, the A. S.F managed to take positions on the green line
fire.
which separatesthe capital (Beirut), but an attempt to extend its deployment collapsed
following its exposure to fire and consequentinjury of its members.0 11) Again, the
finger was pointed at the LebaneseFront as the sourceof the fire came from its camp,
coupled with its leader's insistence that the A. S.F must not to be deployed in the
0
12)
if
it
had
to support the victim againstthe aggressor.
was,
victim's territory and,

On the first of August, an agreementwas reachedthat only a small contingent of
A. S.F would enter the East sector (Christian sector) to establish a supervision
(I 13) However, the Libyan
post.
participation was excluded upon the request of the
G
14)
LebaneseFront.
By the 12th of August, the Palestiniancamp Tel Al-Zatar fell to
15)
forces
Christian
the
and consequently thousandsof civilians were slaughtered-0
Following the fall of Tel Al-Zatar, a military campaign was undertakenby the LF and
Syrian forces to dislodge the LNM and the Palestinian resistencefrom the Mount of
0
16)
Lebanon and position around Beirut.
However, the commander of the A. S.F,
General Ghoniern in Lebanon, managedto produce a fourth plan to establish a cease
fire. It envisagedthe gradual withdrawal of the LNM, the Palestiniansand LF from the
Mount of Lebanon to certain areas,and the deployment of the A. S.F. in their places
and the execution of the Cairo agreement which was included upon Syrian
0
17)
However, this plan did not succeedas the LF insisted on the total
insistence.
withdrawal of the LNM and Palestinians from the Mount of Lebanon and the Syrian
government insisted on their exclusion from withdrawal from the Mount of
(l
18)
Lebanon.

During that September,all attemptsto give the A. S.F a bigger role failed due to the
opposition of the parties as every one insisted on their own conditions. On 23rd
September,president Sarkis was inaugurated as the president of Lebanon in Shtura
under Syrian protection. In his message,he appealedto all parties to start a dialogue,
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and at the same time acknowledged that the Syrian presence in Lebanon was in
0
19)
accordancewith Lebaneseconsent.

On the 28th of September,the situation reached a peak with a massive invasion
undertakenby the Syrian Forcesand the LF againstthe LNM and the Palestiniansin the
Mount of Lebanon. Ile Syrian Forces finally dislodged the Leftist forces from Dhour
Shwaire and they were regrouped at Bahmdoun and ALey below Sofer where the
020)
Following that escalation, a meeting of foreign
Syrian troops were stationed.
October,
for
15th
to be followed by a headsof states
the
scheduled
of
ministers was
(121)
In what seemedto be a race against time, the
summit on the 18th of that month.
Syrian forces, two days before the scheduledmeeting of the Arab League, attackedthe
Leftist forces in their bastion in Bhamdoun where the fighting resulted in massive
022) With the fall
of Bhamdounthe Syrian forces marchedsteadily into the
casualties.
headquartersof the LNM amidst protest and appealedto the Arab leadersto take action
and stop the Syrian military offensive. In fact, the Saudi governmentmanagedto bring
Syria and Egypt to Riyad with Lebanon representedby Sarkis. The Riyad meeting
marked the end of the A. S.F as a new peacekeeping force was announcedwhich came
fo be known as the A. D. F.

On whole, the A. S.F was indeed a peacekeeping force which was reflected in its
performance.The A. S.F. deployment was entirely dependenton the consent and cooperation of the parties to the conflict. Its use of force was only in self defence. This
was clearly demonstrated during its deployment. The Secretary General Mahmoud
Riyad affirmed his peacefulmission as he said:

"This Force -the A. S.F- cannot perform its task unless there is a
political decision regarding the cessationof fighting ...this A. S. F is
force
symbolic
and it is working on the same basis as the UN
a
Emergency peacekeeping force which only operatesin a situation
(123)
fire.
is
hundred
observed
where a cease
per hundred,,.
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The symbolic role was clearly reflected in its size and weapons, and its mandate.
However, its failures fully contributed to the reluctance of the parties to co-operate.
Moreover, the Syrian presenceand their support for the LF made the mission of the
A. S.F useless.The Syrian factor hasundoubtedly contributed to the ineffectiveness of
the peacekeeping force of the Arab-League.Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn that
'as
S.
F,
A.
the
a peacekeeping force was quite successful. Despite all the pressure, it
succeededin preserving its impartiality and the non-use of force. Their failure to
largely
the
attributable to the syrian troops which not only
outbreak
was
prevent
disregardedthe presenceof the A. S.F but the order of newly elected President Sarkis
024)
The syrian troop's disregard to the
who did not authorize the syrian offensive.
force,
led
initiative
keeping
in
to
a
new
which
culminated
establishing the A. D. F.
peace
in which the Syrian amps were included.

V- The Establishment

Of The Arab Deterrent

Force.

A- Riyadh And Cairo Meeting

The successof Saudi Arabia in securing the consent of the major Arab countries,
and in particular those which were embroiled in the Lebanese civil war, to hold a
meeting has undoubtedlypaved the way to a new Arab initiative. Indeed a meeting was
held in Riyadh on the 17th and 18th of October 1976,which was attendedby the heads
(125)
Egypt,
Kuwait,
Lebanon,
Saudi
Arabia,
PLO, and Syria.
In part, the
of state of
facto
de
the
convocation
reflected
summit
reality of the parties to the civil war following
the Syrian military operation which resulted partially in the destruction of the military
Alliance,
Leftist
the
and at the sametime showedthe pressurethat Saudi Arabia
of
wing
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Syria
on
and Egypt-(126) The willingness of the two major Arab countries to
exerted
attend the meeting was crucial to the successof the summit. As was expected, the six
party summit after a tense deliberation and discussion reached an agreement which
cameto be known as the Riyadh resolution.

The crucial point of that resolution was its effect on the courseof the Lebanesecivil
resolution transformedthe existing A. S.F into an Arab Deterrent Force with a
war. '17he
substantial increase in its number, weapons and mandate. Constitutionally, an
argument arose concerning the validity of the Riyadh resolution in relation to the
changing character of the previous A. S.F. It was argued that the resolution validity,
having beentaken outside the frame work of the Arab-League,was questionable.027)
Despite the fact that the resolution was taken as such,there are many writers who argue
028)
it
be
This opinion relies on
that must consideredas an Arab-League resolution.
the prevailing practice of Arab statessince 1964, when Nassarthe president of Egypt
invited other Arab Leaders to discuss some urgent problems pertaining to the Arab
029)
cause.

From that time the Arab Heads of State summit has been treated as a
(130)
Arab
League
Council.
Therefore, the resolution of Riyadh is an
sessionof the

Arab-leagueresolution, and consequentlythe formation of the A. D. F is constitutionally
formed.

The resolution determinedthat the A. D.F must compriseof thirty thousandsoldiers
drawn from various Arab countries, with the mission of putting an end to the civil
(131) The
resolution outlined the main purpose that the Arab Deterrent Force
war.
ought to execute:

(I)- To ensureobservanceof the ceasefire and the ending of the fighting, to separate
the warring forces and deter any violaters.
(2)- To implement the Cairo agreementand its appendices;
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(3)- To safeguardinternal security
(4)-.To supervise the withdrawal of armed personnel to the places where they were
before April 13,1975 and to remove all evidence of military presence in
accordancewith the time table outlined in the appendix.
(5)- To supervise [ the gathering of I all heavy weapons- artillery, mortar, missilelauncher and armoured.vehicles -which come under the responsibility of the

partiesconcerned.
(6)- To help the Lebanese authorities, when necessary, to take over the public
establishmentand utilities in preparationfor the resumption of their work and to
protectmilitary and civilian public utilities.
(7)- That life in Lebanon is to be restored to normal, in the state it was in before the
first
incidents,
is
before
13,1975,
in
April
the
that
to
say,
as
a
stage
of
outbreak
accordancewith the time-tableoutlined in the attachedappendix.
(8)- That the Cairo agreement and its appendicesbe implemented and adhered to in
letter and in spirit with the guaranteeof the Arab-League participating in the
meeting, and that a committee to be set up consisting of representatives from
Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Syria, and Kuwait, to work in coordination with the
president of the Republic of Lebanon with regard to the implementation of the
Cairo agreementand its appendices,its term of office to be 90 days with effect
from the date of the announcementof the cease-fire.
(9)- That the PLO affirms its respectfor Lebanon'ssovereignty and security as well as
its non-interferencein the country's domesticaffairs, out of its total committment
to the Palestiniannational issue.The Lebaneselegitimate authority guaranteefor
the PLO, the safety of its presenceand work on Lebaneseterritory within the
framework of the Cairo agreementand its appendices.(132)

In addition the resolution was accompaniedby an appendix which set out in detail
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themannerin which the resolution ought to be executed.This appendixwas considered
by the resolutionitself as an integral part of iL(133)

Of the many provisions in the annex, the most important are: the cessation of
fighting in all Lebaneseterritories as from 6.a.m.on the 21st of October 1976 (A-Day)
andthe establishmentof check points by the A. D. F after the creation of a buffer zone in
areas of tension in order to consolidate the cease fire and the termination of
034)
fighting.
The rest of the annex provided a time table for the withdrawal of the
troops and the collection of heavy weapons.It stipulated that the A. D.F forces should
be formed with the agreementof the Lebanesepresident, and ordered the execution of
the Cairo agreementand the exit of Palestinianforces that enteredthe country after the
beginningof the civil war(135). Furthermore,the implementation of the agreementhad
to be completed within 45 days starting from the first day of the formation of
036)
A. D.F.

Therefore, the resolution of Riyadh, as shown above, was of great significance
both to the characterof the A. D.F and to the absenceof any condemnationof the Syrian
intervention. The Riyadh finding reversedthe League'sresolution of the 9th June 1976
which clearly referred to the replacementof the Syrian troops.

As such,one wonders whether or not the Six party summit wanted to legitimize the
Syrian
troops in Lebanon. As a matter of fact, the Arab-League in its
of
presence
in
Cairo
meeting
subsequent
not only failed to condemn the Syrian intervention but
secured their role under the banner of the Arab-League. Thus with the Riyadh
Resolutionthe legal characterof the Syrian forces has changeddramatically.
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B-The

changing

legal

character

of the Syrian

Forces

under

the

new

mandate

Since the establishmentof the Arab security forces to deal with the Lebanesecivil
it
in
forces
Lebanon
Syrian
that
the
their
the
made
clear
presence
government
of
war,
was to carry out a specified purpose; stability and creation of a favorable political
(137)
failed
Syrian
The
for
dialogue.
to observe that
government
not
only
atmosphere
its
dealt
blow
Leftist
but
directly
to
the
through
military
might,
a
severe
guideline,
Forces.Consequently,the Arab-League seizedthe opportunity that was created by the
Syrian intervention and proceededto recognizethe Syrian role in Lebanon as a decisive
factor in maintaining stability and order.

This attitude was clearly reflected in the new mandateof the Arab-League which
failed to addressthe presenceof the Syrian Forces in Lebanon and on the contrary
Syrian
in
force.
The
their
the
the
presence
newly established
secured
recognition of
forces as part of the A. D.F is a clear departurefrom the earlier mandatewhich required
the replacementof the Syrian troops. This novelty of the mandate antagonized some
Arab countrieswhich protestedat the accommodationof the Syrian Forces in the ArabLeaguepeacekeepingforce. As a manifestationof their resentmentof the mandate,they
Riyadh
Resolution
the
to
endorse
of 18th October 1976 (138) In particular,
refused
Iraq and Libya insisted on a full Syrian withdrawal, and if not possible, at least the
039)
limitation of the Syrian contingent to 10,000 soldiers.
However, their demand
by
Lebanese
insisted
the
that the Lebanese
elected
obstructed
president who
was
governmentwas committed to welcoming the presenceof Syrian Forces.He referred to
the presenceof Syrian tmops in Lebanon in his speechat the Riyadh summit by saying:

" Lebanon has appealed to the Syrian army, entrusting it with the
mission of securing order and maintaining stability, and such an
based
is
on the existing special relations between the two
appeal
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countries: Lebanon and Syria. It is natural that the Syrian Forces [
forces
in
Lebanon] should have a
the
that
already
exist
which means
leading role in the Arab Deterrent Force. And these force must be
under the control and direction of the Lebanesegovernment which
has an exclusive right regarding the number, operation and
040)
duration".

The kind of leading role that the Syrian forces should play in the newly forined
peace-keepingforce was the centreof discussionat the Riyadh summit. The Palestinian
leaderYassarArafat was very anxiousto limit the Syrian role since he believed that the
Syrian governmentwas behind the defeatwhich he endured.He insisted that the Syrian
participation, if not to be ruled out altogether, must be limited in size to the number of
other Arab contingents and the control of the forces must be under the authority of the
(141)
Interestingly, the Syrian president respondedto Arafat's claim by
Arab-league.
drawing the attention of the Arab leadersto the dangerof Arafat's proposal:

" What the Palestinian leader Yassar Arafat is asking for, is the
disappearanceof the Lebanesegovernment.He wants to nullify the
Lebanese government's right, in the application of the Cairo
agreement,and transferringit to the Arab-League.This is a violation
of a sovereignty of an Arab state which has never taken place
before. It is illogical to build an authority over the authority of the
Lebanesegovernment. And it is unfamiliar to empower the ArabLeaguewith the right of veto and supervisionregarding every order
042)
that the Lebanesepresidentmight issue".

The Lebanesepresidentembracedthe Syrian interpretation of the Lebaneseright to
hold control over the Arab forces as he drew the attention of headsof Arab statesto the
inherent danger of the proposal in putting the force under the authority of the Arableague.He specifically affinned that:

"I cannot acceptthe stationing of troops on Lebanesesoil unless it is
under my command, ....and I don't need any authorization from
anyonewheneverI direct the Force"(143)
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As the leaders felt unable to find a formula between the Palestinian and the
Lebanesedemandsbacked by the Syrian president, the Egyptian delegateproposed a
by
The
the
compromiseconceededto the
said
parties.
accepted
was
which
compromise
Lebanesedemand and allayed the fear of the Palestinian leader by establishing a
Arabia,
Kuwait,
Egypt
Syria
Saudi
to supervise and
and
composed
of
commission
in
Cairo
PLO
Lebanese
the
the
of
application
and
the
government
assist
(144)
agreement.

Following the aforementioned compromise, the parties at the Riyadh conference
A.
D.
F
block
the
the
of
the
and
establishment
with
agreed
on
stumbling
overcame
Syrian participation. It is of significance to mention that the Lebaneseparties were not
invited nor consulted by the Riyadh summit. The Riyadh summit was fully preinternal
Resistance,
Palestinian
the
the
causes of
the
salvation of
occupied with
Lebaneseconflict and the demandof the Lebaneseparties presumably excluded from
,
the discussion. However, both parties to the conflict, the LNM and LF although
(145)
voicing their criticism, neverthelessacceptedthe Resolution.

Later, at the Arab-League summit in Cairo on October 25th/26th 1976, the
(146)
Resolution of the Riyadh summit was formally endorsed by the League.
However, the issue of Syrian participation was raised again as pressurewas increased
to limit the Syrian participation. Again, the Palestinian leader demanded Egyptian
in
force
if
PLO
the
the
and
possible
participation as well, as a mean of
participation
(147)
fear
LNM.
However,
Palestinian
the
the
the
of
participation was utterly
reducing
rejected by the Lebanesegovernment,and Egypt was also reluctant to commit troops to
the A. D. F. As to the size of Syrian participation, the leaders failed to reach a
compromiseand thus, they assignedthe task to the Arab Foreign Nfinisters on the night
However,
foreign
October.
25th
the
neither
ministers nor the private talks amongst
of
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Arab leaders succeededin producing an understanding on that issue.(148) As a
solution to the impassethe Secretary General M. Riyad suggestedthat the size of the
force would be left to the Lebanesepresident who would have ultimate power in this
regard.(149)

'Merefore, the presenceof the Syrian forces was left to the Lebanesepresident who
owed his presidential post to the Syrian effort. Not surprisingly, the A. D. F turned out
to be composedof twenty thousandSyrian soldiers out of the total force which account
(150)
By integrating the intervening Syrian forces into the
for thirty thousandssoldiers.
A. D.F, the illegal presenceof the Syrian troops was transformed into a legitimate one.
Not only that, the Cairo meeting had the benefit of propping up the Syrian regime as the
resolution of Cairo eased the financial burden that the Syrian forces bore in their
interventionof Lebanon.Ile resolution specified the establishmentof a special fund to
cover the expensesof the force which was in practice the Syrian forces, and the fund
be
by
Arab
paid
states. Moreover, the supervision of the fund was to be
would
assignedto the Lebanesepresidentwho after consultationwith the SecretaryGeneralof
the Arab_League and Arab states would issue the necessaryregulation concerning
expenditure;and the fund would remain for six months renewable by the Arab-league
0
5
1)
council upon the requestof the Lebanesepresident.

Therefore, with the new mandate of the Arab Uague, the Syrian forces were no
longer an occupying force but an Arab peace keeping force designed to restore order
is
It
quite an unusual practice, although there is a precedent in the
stability.
and
Dominican Republic where the legality of U. S.A intervention was subject to great
controversy. The benefit which the Syrian government has gained from the changing
legal characteris very important and a quick comparisonbetweenthe A. S X and A. D.F
will show the difference.
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C- Comparison

between the A. S.F and the A. D. F

As noted above, the new mandate was marked by a clear departure from the 9th
June 1976 resolution. The effect of the new mandate was significant since it
transformedthe Syrian forces into a peacekeeping force. Of particular importance was
the power that the mandate gave to the A. D. F. which was permitted to use force to
prevent the occurrence of civil war and to restore order and security. These powers
forces
A.
S.
F.
This
between
in
two
the
the
the
contrast
mandate of
were absent
precipitatedthe question as to whether or not the ADY was a genuine peace-keeping
force.

As a matter of fact there is no strict rule that determines exclusively the type or
keeping
force
U.
N in
However,
the
to.
that
the
of
a
peace
should
adhere
practice
model
this field shedssomelight on the issue. 'Me SecretaryGeneral of the United Nation in
his final report on the plan for setting up an Emergency Force identified three types of
peacekeeping: "An emergencyinternational United Nations Force can be developedon
the basisof threedifferent concepts:

It can, in the first place, be set up on the basis of principles reflected in the
United
Nations itself. This would mean that its chief responsible
the
of
constitution
officer should be appointed by the United Nations, and that he, in his function, should
be responsible ultimately to the General Assembly and/or*the Security Council. His
authority should be so defined as to make him fully independentof the policies of any
Secretary
General
United
His
Nations should correspond
to
the
the
of
relations
nation.
to thoseof the Chief of Staff of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization;

A second possibility is that the United Nations charge a country, or a group of
countries, with the responsibility to provide independently for an emergency
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internationalforce serving for purposesdetermined by the United Nations. In this case
it would obviously be impossible to achieve the same independence in relation to
first
be
through
the
established
approach;
as
nationalpolicies would

Finally, as a third possibility, an emergency international force may be set up in
be
brought
into
later
to
a
group
of
nations,
an appropriaterelationship
agreementamong
to the United Nations. 'Ibis approachis open to the samereservation as the secondone,
052) However, this
does
specification
not exclude other types of
andpossibly others".
United Nations peacekeeping as, "variation of forms, of course, are possible within a
wide range,but the three conceptsmentionedseemto circumscribe the problem".

053)

The report proceededto mention that the first type was used for the UNEF in 1956 and
(154)
the secondone was utilized in Korea and there was no utilization of the last type.

In the caseof the A. S.F., the Forcewasbasedon the first model of the Secretary
General'sreport.Therefore,the forcewasestablishedon the basisof the Arab-League
(155)
in
hands
Secretary
General
Arab-League.
It
its
the
the
the
of
command
was
of
and
in
A.
S.
F
Syrian
be
the
that
the
to
coercive
not
character,
role
mentioned
was
and
needs
insistence
level,
its
lowest
to
the
not
on the replacementof the Syrian
mention
wasat
forces.Therefore,the A-S.F was a peacefulandimpartialforce directly controlledby
theLeague.

In contrast the A. D.F was completely lacking in thesecharacteristics, as the Force
it
impartial.
forces
League
Syrian
The
the
the
command
of
under
nor
was
neither
was
force
bulk
the
the
of
and hence their wide mandate with the power to use
composed
force to prevent civil war, brings into doubt the peaceful character and impartiality of
the A. D. F. However, what the A. D. F does sharewith its predecessoris the consent of
the Lebanesestate.Newly electedPresidentSarkis consentedto the establishmentand
it
force.
As
is doubtful that the A. D.F in its present form could be
the
such
presenceof
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is
illegal
indeed,
force.
It
that
questionable,
an
peace-keeping
as
a
properly viewed
interventioncould be transformedinto a legal presence.It is quite hard to separatethe
keeping
force
that
the
ought to respect, and the reality that
peace
requirements
it
is
A.
S.
F.
in
To
the
the
the
of
clarify
worth
composition
matter
manifested
Secretary
General
by
Hammarskjold's
the
remark pertaining
made
a
remark
mentioning
to the ONUC operationin the Congo:

"The Force is not under the orders of the Government nor can it,
....
as I pointed out in my statementto the Council, be permitted to
become a party to any internal conflict. A departure from this
principle would seriously endangerthe impartiality of the United
056)
Nations and of the operation".

If it is so, then how could one reconcile the presenceof the Syrian army in the
A. D.F. with such a dominant role with the SecretaryGeneral'sremark. Moreover, the
A. D. F. was under the order of the Lebanese president whose presidency was
Syrian
LNM.
by
the
the
the
of
supported
government
and
against
wishes
vigorously
As such,it is very doubtful that the Force could be called a peace-keepingforce since it
force
How
force
fighting
Leftist
Syrian
this
the
under
a
new
name.
which
a
was
was
forces for around six months could be expectedto forget its interest and hatred and act
force
is
impartial
quite puzzling. Despite all of that the force was widely
as an
force
by
Such
as
a
peace-keeping
and
welcomed
every
state.
a recognition
recognized
undoubtedly had the effect of setting a precedent which is very dangerous to
accommodatein the corpus of a peace- keeping force. For such a precedent would
ultimately changethe basis of peacekeeping and at the sametime would encouragea
powerful stateto break the law in the nameof law. If the A. D. F is not compatible with
the conventional type of peace keeping force, then one wonders whether or not the
A. D. F. is compatible with the United Nations Charter and if not then why did the
A. D.F find its way into existence?
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VI-Compatibility

Of The Arab

Deterrent

Force With

The United

Nations

Charter

A- Introduction

The formation of the A. D.F, with the wide and coercive characterof its Mandate,
its
in
light
legality
to
to
the
that,
see
what
of
and
of
an overall examination
necessitates
,
Charter
United
Nations.
force
the
the
the
the
consistent
of
was
with
of
mandate
extent
Although the Charter qualified a regional organizationlike the Arab-League to take the
in
to
peace
and
security
any regional conflict, neverthelessthe
action
maintain
necessary
Charterby virtue of Article 52 affirms that:

"Nothing in the presentcharter precludesthe existenceof a regional
arrangementor agenciesfor dealing with such mattersrelating to the
maintenanceof internationalpeaceand securityas are appropriatefor
regional action, provided that such arrangementsor agencies and their activities are consistentwith the purposesand principles of the
057)
United Nations".

In addition, the Charterhas imposedsomelimitation on the freedom of the Regional
organization in mattersrelating to enforcementmeasures.Article 53 (1) reads:

"No enforcementactionshallbe takenunderregionalarrangements
or by regional agencieswithout the authorizationof the Security
Council.. ". (158)

Therefore, the charter determinedclearly that regional organization are duty-bound
to observe the conditions set out by the Charter ; the action must not be inconsistent
United
Nations
Charter,
the
the
and
principles
of
purposes
and no enforcement
with
be
Security
Council.
the
taken
the
without
prior
authorization
of
shall
action
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As far as the Arab-Leagueaction is concerned,the prevailing belief is that the action
was not contrary to the above conditions. It was argued that the action was consistent
Charter
its
the
there
of
and
action
on
and
principles
was
no
enforcement
purposes
with
following
is
Therefore,
this
the
to analyisethe extent to which
of
section
purpose
part.
this allegationor assumptionis true.

B- The A. D. F. and the question of Enforcement

Measure.

The legal character of the Arab Deterrent Force (A. D. F) is beyond any doubt
coercive.It was empoweredto use force to prevent the civil war and deter any potential
force
is
The
from
the
the title
coercive
character
of
explicitly
recognizable
violator.
in
it
Arabic
is,
'Al
furnishing
bears.
The
Deterrent,
Radae',
term
which
means
which
in
force
deter
to
order
and
consequently
power
compliance with the action
unlimited
its
Despite
obvious character,one leading authority on the Arab-League
recommended.
maintained:

"It must be emphasized that in spite of the transformation of the
force-in size, level of equipment, scopeof mandate and pattern of
supervision- it's basic nature is to assist the legal authorities in
(159)
in
Lebanon restoring peaceand security in the country".

This statement is not conclusive and failed to grasp the distinction between the
conventional type of peacekeeping and the type that involved an enforcement action.
By ignoring that distinction, however, one tends to narrow the gap between two
distinct categories, peaceful measuresand enforcement action. It seems that it is not
only the authority which holds such a view, but another writer adhered to that
060)
In support of his view, Poganyjustified his conclusion by relying on
description.
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the reasoningof the International Court of Justice in Certain Expensescases, as the
court reachedits verdict on the ground that the action of the ONUC was not directed
distinction
between the use of force as a sanction
The
court
made
a
state.
againstany
(161)
And since the force was not a
and the use of force to maintain law and order.
sanction but to preserve law and order, the ONUC action was not an enforcement
Pogany
By
the
assertedthat the A. D. F was deployed to assist
same
analogy,
measure.
the Lebanesegovernmentin restoring security and peace,as was the casein the Congo,
and it is not true to say that the A. D.F. " was mandatedto use force as a sanction in the
in
but
Article
42
Charter"
the " view of the finding of the court.... it
the
of
senseof
seemsreasonableto conclude that the Arab Deterrent Force was also a peacekeeping
0 62)
operation".

Following this argument,and since it is entirely basedon the ON'LJCanalogy, a reexamination of the United Nation action in the Congo is imperative. The rationale for
this re-examination lies in the belief that the action of the ONUC was an enforcement
Charter.
Chapter
U.
N
VII
However, in proving this, the
the
of
measure under
A. D. F's action would no longer be regarded as a peace-keeping measure, but as an
enforcementaction.

As far the ONUC action was concerneda spectrumof different opinions ensuedin
the wake of its controversial action in the Congo. However, it was suggested that
collective measuresthat is to say an enforcementaction has its own description. It has
dme ingredientsor factors:

(I)- Application of tangible pressure;
(2)- Perforrnanceby the United Nations;
(3)- Application to a situation constituting a threat to international peace, breach of
peaceor act of aggression.
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As such,it would be a collective measurewhich is defined in Article 1(1) and Chapter
(163)
VH of the Charter.

Viewing the ONUC operation from such a perspective the issue would become
more distinct and clear, since the nature of the operation could be determined by its
objectivesand characteristics. 71heONUC deployment in the Congo was in pursuit of
the Security Council Resolutionof 14 July 1960following the requestof the Congolese

064) The SecurityCouncil
entrustedthe SecretaryGeneralwith the task
govemment.
of providingthe military help that the governmentneededuntil sucha time when the
governmentcould use its own resourcesin preserving security and order. The
SecretaryGeneralin explainingthelegalbasisof theForce,referredto two factors:the
065)
Congolese
governmentand the threat to international peace.
consentof the
However,subsequent
that the consentwasnot of much significance
eventssuggested
asthe issuewasequatedto the threatto internationalpeace.The SecretaryGeneralin
his reply to the Congolesegovernmentwhich demandedthe United Nationstroopsto
refi-ainfromenteringtheMataditerritorymaintainedthat:
" We are, of course, strongly awareof the fact that the initial action
of the United Nations was undertakenin responseto a requestof the
Government of the Republic of the Congo. But I am certain that
you, on your side, are also aware of the fact that this action was
taken becauseit was considered necessaryin view of an existing
threat to international peace and security. Thus, in its resolution of
22 July 1960, and subsequentresolutions, the Security Council
expressly linked the maintenanceof law and order in the Congo to
the maintenanceof International peace and security, and made it
clear that the primary basisof the Security Council decision was the
maintenance of International peace and security. ...The relation
betweenthe United Nations and the Governmentof the Congo is not
merely a contractualrelationship in which the Republic can impose
its conditions as host Stateand thereby determine the circumstances
under which the United Nations operates.It is rather a relationship
governed by a mandatory decision of the Security Council. The
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consequenceof this is that no Government, including the host
Government,can by unilateral action determine how measurestaken
by the Security Council in this context should be carried out. Such a
determinationcan be madeonly by the Security Council itself."(166)

Therefore, the Secretary General Acknowledged that in matters threatening
internationalpeace,such as in the Congo, the consentof the government regarding the
Forceis insignificant. That acknowledgmentmay strengthenthe fact that the Force was
implicitly consideredas a collective measureunder Chapter (VII) of the United Nations
(167)
Charter.
The insistence,however, that the Force was not as statedabove is likely
to be attributableto the theory which" regardscollective measuresas limited to positive
'enforcemenfactionsdirected againststatesor other political entities; an operation with
the characteristicsof ONUC would be excluded".(168) The subsequentevents and the
resolutions of the Security Council have demonstrated clearly that the ONUC was
in
force
its
Council
Security
Resolution
The
to
to
use
order
execute
mandate.
authorized
of February 21,1961, which was passedafter the killing of Prime Minister Lumumba,
ONUC
force
by
declaring
United
Nations
"the
take
the
to
that:
use
authorized
immediately all appropriate measuresto prevent the occurrence of civil war in the
Congo, including arrangementfor cease-fire,the halting of all military operations, the
prevention of clashes,and the use of force, if necessary,in the last resort". Moreover,
the Resolution expressedconcern " at the grave repercussionsof these crimes and the
danger of wide-spread civil war and bloodshed in the Congo and the threat to
international peaceand security,". In such a context, it becomesclear that the Security
Council is referring to article (39), though refraining from spelling it out explicitly and
at the sametime enlarging the spectrumof the use of force to go beyond the concept of
self- defence.However, despitethat evidencethere are some authorities who constantly
affirmed that " While in Resolution S/4741 The Council now spoke of a' threat to
internationalpeaceand security' (employing the languageof ChapterVII there is still no
(169)
ONUC
had
Higgins
embarked upon enforcement action,,.
evidence that the
defend
the view that the U. N action was not an enforcement measureby
to
proceeded
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referring to Article 2 (7) which could no longer be operative if an enforcementmeasure
She
taken.
confidently confirmed that:
was

"there is ample evidence that the U. N still regards itself as being
bound by the domestic jurisdiction requirement: it could not
enforcibly end the secessionof Katanga".(170)

It is quite puzzling to seethat the action of the U. N is perceived as such since the
mereaction on the part of the United Nations is indicative of the fact that the situation is
no longer within the domestic jurisdiction of the state; as the premise of the U. N
071)
measurewas the concern for world peace.

The explanation by the Secretary

General that the United Nation troops' action in the Congo was basedupon the forces'
right of free movement and maintaining public order(172) is quite controversial.
Commenting on the action of the ONUC under the right to free movement, Mona

that:
asserted
"The United Nations doesnot have freedom of movement if one of
the parties can stop United Nations troops at will, but if the troops
move in the face of such opposition, firing back if fired upon, they
are in effect imposing a United Nations policy against whatever
force is resisting them. The operation is consensual but
coercive".(173)

Therefore, the action cannot be justified as self defence, since the U. N troops took
the initiative and moved in despite the reluctance of the opposition. Even Bowett,
consideredthe action to be beyond the boundaryof self defencebut again he reconciled
074)
force
freedom
However, if one
to
the action with the right of the
of movernent.
accepts the argument that freedom of movement permitted such action, what would
remain of the principle of domestic jurisdiction since the force under the guise of
freedom of movementputs an end to the secession?
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Despitehis consistentassurancesthat the ONUC was not employed to regulate the
internal political affairs, the Secretary General in his annual report on 16 June 1963,
integrity
Congo
"territorial
in
it
to
the
of the
the
was preserve
operation
made clear that
country, and to prevent civil war ...while sparing no effort to achieve a peaceful
from
becoming
it
it
did
to
the
an
secession
attempted
prevent
could
what
solution...
..
Katanga
Nations
fact
United
The
the
thwarted
secessionist's
operation
accomplished ...
075) Therefore, it is
inappropriate
finding
to perceive the action as a
an
effort".
force
by
the secessionist
to
the
eliminate
purpose was
peaceful resolution since
it
be
time,
the
could
argued that the mere elimination of that
same
movement and at
United
it,
by
the
could
to
only
action
which
movementwould give rise an enforcement
Nationsescapethe restriction imposed by article 2(7).

As to the finding of the ICJ, that the action was not under Chapter (VII) of the
United Nations Charter, it is the opinion of the presentwriter that the court finding was
inadequate.To apply the Halderman technique of drawing a comparison between the
far
issue
ONUC,
become
UNEF
basis
the
and
the
clear
and
would
of
constitutional
from confused. The ICJ in the Expensescasedid not hestitate to identify the statusof
it
by
UNEF
to
that
the
conclusion
was a manifestation of a" peaceful
the
coming
identifying
hence
the
took
task
the specific provision of the
the
of
court
and
settlement"
(176)
In the case
Charterpertaining to the peaceful settlementviz Article 11 (2) and 14
failed
identify
force
ONUC
but maintained that the
the
to
the
the
court
the
status
of
of
ONUC operation was not an enforcement action. The court's restrictive interpretation
declared:
clearly
the
measure
was
enforcement
of

It can be said that the operation of the ONUC did not include a use
of armed force against a state which the Security Council, under
Article 39, determined to have committed an act of aggressionor to
have breachedthe peace.The armed forces which were utilized in
the Congo were not authorized to take military action against any
State. The operation did not involve preventive or enforcement
Chapter
(VH) and therefore did
against
any
state
under
measure's
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not constitute 'action' as that term is usedin Article II". (l 77)
The failure of the court to specify the provision under which the action was taken,
is
in
UNEF,
it
did
the
case
of
attributable to the fact that " Having excluded the
as
'collective measures'concept, the concurring Judgeswere unable to find a category of
(178)
Given this
UnitedNations activity within which it could satisfactorily be placed".
fact, one can assert that under Chapter VII the ONUC was established and was
thereafter authorized to use force to prevent the civil war, arrest and expulsion of
in
from
Congo,
the
and
moreover
engaged
combat without obtaining the
mercenaries
(179)
The insistenceof
consentfi-omthe governmentin both areas:Matadi and Katanga.
the Officials of the U. N, and not to mention the ICJ finding that the action was a
peacefulsettlementdespite the aforementionedcharacteristic of the force, would only
havethe effect of eliminating or breaking down the barrier betweenthe two categories:
peaceful settlement and enforcement action.(180) Judge Koretsky in his dissenting
opinion assertedthat the ONUC action was an enforcement measureand he affirmed
that the United Nations force " had grown into an army numbering many thousands"
and their task in the Congo was not " to persuadeor parade,but to carry out a military
0 8 1)
operation".

Thus, if the case was as such, then why did the Secretary General prefer to take
such a course of action since it had the power to take an enforcement action? Many
suggested,infact, that a practical consideration was the motivating power behind the
Council's decision. It was suggestedthat if the Secretary General had acted under
Chapter(VII), he would certainly have applied Article 42 and with it stateswhich were
082)
force
be
implication
would
awareof the
contributing troops to the
of the decision.
Such states would be more reluctant to furnish troops and material for defined and
0 83) Giving
the partisanrelationship betweenthe internal factions
restrictedobjectives.
in
the Congo where the latter provided assistanceto their clients, an
states
and external
action under an enforcement measureswould also be hard to reach in such a setting
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0
84)
in
wherethe political interestplayed a major role the state'sdecision.

Whatever the merit of justification might be, the ONUC action as demonstrated,
However,
insistence
the
that the action was not directed
action.
an
enforcement
was
is
any
state
untenable, since the action applied the three factors: tangible
against
by
U.
N, and application to a situation which constitutes a
the
enforcement
pressure,
threatto internationalpeace.The claim that the action was not directed againstany state

as is requiredin the caseof enforcementaction(185) is not conclusive. It is not
necessarilythat the action ought to be directedagainsta stateto be qualified as an
enforcementaction.Kelsenaffirmedthat enforcementaction neednot necessarilybe
directedagainstthe statebut it could be againsta" groupof the populationnot having
086)
JudgeKoretsky, questionedthe legitimacy of that
the characterof a state".
by saying:
interpretation
" What is the basisfor such an interpretation ? If we turn to the first
Article of Chapter(VIII) Le to Article 39, we are unable to find there
any direct referenceto the fact that the measureswhich, as directed
by the Security Council shall be taken to maintain or restore
...
internationalpeaceand security should be directed againstany of the
(187)
states-,

Moreover, it was said that although Ka=ga is not a sovereign state, as was stated
in the Resolutionof 24th November 1986,neverthelessthe Resolution cannot deprive it
of the " capacity to constitutea'threat to the peace'or to commit a breach under Article
(188)
Even the Secretary General has dealt with the provisional government of
39".
Katanga in a way which implicitly implies a recognition of its de facto status.0 89)
Therefore if the action of the Security Council was undertaken to prevent a breach or
threat to peace,and the consent of the state was in some aspect of the operation not
adhered to on the ground that the action was initiated under the terms of breach of
force
was used on a massive scale which ended with the collapse of
and
peace;
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himself
insisting
by
that the action was a peaceful
then
ridicule
one
would
secession,
measureand not an enforcementaction.

Having establishedthat the action of the ONUC was an enforcementmeasure,then
the argumentthat the A. D. F. was a peacekeeping force would collapse. The A. D. F
was authorizedto assistthe governmentand prevent the occurenceof civil war, to deter
any violator, and to preserve security and order. However, the term to prevent civil
in
A.
D.
F
deter
the
to
tangible
case one
employ
pressure
requires
and
any
violator
war,
of the parties refused to evacuatehis position or surrenderhis weapon. The equipment
of the force suggeststhat they were combat troops armed to the teeth, which enabled it
to initiate an offensive attack. It is quite unreasonableto perceivea force armedwith an
offensive weapon, in a situation requiring them to be the messengerof peace, as a
peacekeeping force. Ile conventional type of peacekeeping adheresto the notion that
the weapon must be defensive in character,since the mission is peaceful and carrying
defensiveweapon is a measureof precaution to defend oneself if fired upon and not to
initiate an attack. The weaponry of the A. D.F coupled with its wide mandate which
gives the Force the right to collect weapons and move freely in any area they wish,
gives the indication that the authorsof the Force would have contemplatedenforcement
measureshad the Force encountered resistance in implementing its mandate. This
interpretation is not of an academicnatureas the A. D.F in its operation used force on a
For
an operation on such a large scaleought to be determined on " the
scale.
massive
basisof its actual practical consequences
rather than upon the question of its form or the
it
by
which
was
procedure

(190)
initiated".

Therefore, as far as the A. D. F is concerned, the action which was taken by the
Arab-League was an enforcement measure. Any view, contrary to that, would be
unrealistic since the Force according to its mandateand action furnished irrevocable
evidence of its coercive character. If it is such, then a second question has to be
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Council
informed
Security
by
Arab-League
Was
the
the
regarding, the
answered:
if
A.
D.
F?
And
the
the answer was negative, then another
of
action
enforcement
question has to be answeredas well: was the action in conformity with the purposes
United
Nations
Charter
?.
the
of
andprinciples

C- Failure

to comply with Article

53 (1) and 54 of the United

Nations

Charter

Article 53 (1) of the United Nations Charter affirms that there is no enforcement
in
disputes
the
to
of
a
organization
a
matter
on
part
regional
relating
regional
action
(191)
In view of that,
unlessit obtains the prior authorization of the Security Council.
the Arab League action regarding the establishmentof the A. D. F. as a peace keeping
force failed to comply with the United Nations requirements. The failure of the ArabLeague to obtain the prior authorization could be explained by the conviction of the
Arab League that the action undertakenby it was not an enforcement action. Such a
conviction is not sound since the A. D.F had all the pre-requisites of an enforcement
action.

It was suggestedby Pogany that the silence of the Council on the action of the
Arab-League is indicative of the fact that the action was not an enforcement
(192) However, it
might be contended that the failure of the Council to
measure.
criticize the Arab-League for its non-compliance with Article 53 (1) cannot be
interpreted as evidence of approval for that action. It could be that the Council's
reluctanceto criticize the Arab-Leagueaction in Lebanonwas basedon political, rather
than legal considerations. After all, the Lebanesecivil war was unique in its nature and
international
to
risk
peace.'Mis was demonstratedby the willingness of
poseda serious
Syria to assertits interest and at the sametime by Israel's commitment to prevent the
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PLO and the LNM from establishing a radical stateon its border.- Moreover, the crisis
was sensitivefor the super powers as well. The Soviet Union opposedthe liquidation
of the PLO and at the same time its prestige and interest were in the balance after the
successof United Statesdiplomacy in convincing Syria to weaken the Left coalition
and maintain the status quo in Lebanon. In view of these factors, an Arab-League
actionwould have reducedthe dangerby legitimizing the Syrian intervention and at the
sametime would have arrestedthe danger that might result from civil war. This holds
true since the mere discussion of the case in the Security Council would have
transformedthe issue into a power bloc struggle and were the right of veto used, the
dangerwould becomereal. Apart from that political reason,the claim that the failure to
criticize the Arab-League by the Security Council is not quite valid on its own. This
claim was advanced by the Legal adviser to the U. S.A. during the American
interventionin the Dominican Republic and its subsequentincorporation in the regional
peacekeeping force under the bannerof the O.A. S . He claimed that prior authorization
of the Security Council was no longer necessaryas the failure of the Security Council
to " disapproveregional action amountsto authorization within the meaning of Article
(193)
The danger of that proposal is quite obvious. It opensthe door to free action
53,,.
by the regional organization, since any superpowercould make the Security Council
fail to disapprove the action which was undertaken by the regional organization
.
Therefore,the Arab-leagueaction was inconsistentwith the requirementsof Article 53.
However, in view of the present circumstances,it could be argued that the Security
Council's reluctanceto criticize the Arab-Leaguewas motivated by that political reason
by
legal
than
any
consideration.
rather

Similarily, the Arab League'sposition was no less clear regarding Article 54 of the
Charterwhich stipulatesthat:

"Ibe Security Council shall at all times be kept fully informed of
activities undertaken or in contemplation under regional
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by
or
regional agencies for the maintenance of
arrangements
(194)
internationalpeaceand security".

Although there was muted criticism of the Arab-League's failure to report
Council(195),
is
Security
to
the
the
that
view
nevertheless
prevailing
adequately
practiceindicatesthat the Security Council never protestedagainstthe failure to report;
(196)
Article
becomes
However, this could be
hence
that
compliance
optional.
with
and
acceptablein mattersrelating to peacefulmeasurestaken by a regional organization,and
not by an enforcementaction. The mere existenceof Article 54 suggeststhat receiving
infortnation from a regional organization is vital since the Council's authorization is
is
in
first
It
the
unrealistic to assumethat since the Council gave the
place.
required
required authorization, there was no need to follow up the action of the organization.
Suchan interpretation is not consistent with Article 53(l) which was inserted to affirm
the superiorauthority of the Security Council in matterspertaining to the maintenance
of peaceand security.

Therefore,the Arab-Leagueaction in Lebanonwas an enforcementaction and hence
it failed to follow the requirementsset out in Article 53(l) and 54. However, the silence
of the Security Council pertaining to the needto obtain prior authorization as stipulated
in Article 53 (1), can only be attributable to the political setting of the Lebanesecivil
war.

D- Compatibility
Principles

Of The Arab

Of The United

League Action

Nations

With

Charter.

Articles 1 (1) and (2) of the United Nations Charterprovide that:
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The Purposes And

Me purposesof the United Nations are:
I- To maintain international peaceand security, and to that end: to take
for
the prevention and removal of
collective
measures
effective
threats to peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or
bring
by
breaches
to
the
of
peace,
and
about
peaceful means,
other
and in conformity with the principles of justice and international
law, adjustmentor settlementof international disputes or situations
breach
lead
to
a
of the peace;
which might
2- To develop friendly relations among nations basedon respectfor the
principle of equal rights and self determination of peoples, and to
097)
take other appropriatemeasuresto strengthenuniversal peace".
According to Article 24 (2), the Security Council in discharging its duties, ought to
(198)
Thus, the
do so in accordancewith the purposesand principles of the Charter.
Security Council is not immune from those obligations, and its action has to be in
accordancewith the purposesand principles of the Charter. It must follow, then, that
the Arab League is embraced by the same limitation and thus its action must be in
Nations.
Charter
United
the
the
the
and
purposes
principles of
of
accordancewith
Therefore,Arab-leagueaction could be looked at as an attempt to meet the purpose set
forth in Article 1 (1).

To this end, it was suggestedthat the Arab-League action was to meet a threat to
international peace.The Lebanesecivil war, posed a real risk to the maintenance of
peace in the region, following the Syrian intervention and Palestinian infiltration.
However, this cannot be accepted, as Article 1 (1) stipulates that the removal of
in
is
international
the
the
threat
to
one
of
ways
which
aggression
peacecan be removed.
In this regard,the Arab-Leaguealso demonstratedits willingness to seethe replacement
forces
Syrian
the
according to the 9th of June 1976 resolution, as was the case in
of
Congo regarding the Belgium troops, but its endeavor was short of implementation.
The refusal of the Syrians to withdraw prompted the League to abandon what is
is
1;
in
Article
that
to say the removal of aggressionas a pre-requisite to the
stipulated
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international
of
peace. In addition paragraph(2) of Article I speaksof the
maintenance
needfor respectfor the principle of self determination.

Thus,Arab-Leagueactivities must not eliminate the right of the Lebanesepeople to
self determination,and it is incumbentupon the Leagueto refrain from the use of force,
pressureor taking sidesin the internal conflict. However, the reluctance of the League
to recognise the interest of the Leftist forces was fully reflected in the Riyadh
discussionwhich excludesthe Lebanesebelligerents.The recognition of the Lebanese
presidentwho was perceivedby the Leftist Forcesas a Syrian candidateand at the same
time representingthe LebaneseFront, suggests,that the League was interested in the
maintenanceof the statusquo. That argumentwas cementedby the fact that the volatile
subject at the conference of Riyadh was the Palestinian subject and the Lebanese
problem was assignedto secondplace. The stresson the implementation of the Cairo
agreementcould be viewed as a vindication of the Lebanese Front's claim and a
rejection of the case of the Leftist Forces. The League's decision to empower the
president with the power to use the A. D.F was in direct agreementwith the Rightest
camp'sposition vis a vis the Left. It is worth mentioning, that the Secretary General in
the caseof the Congo refused to put the ONUC under the control of the government,
for such a step would clearly have amounted to taking sides and at the same time
(199)
from
deciding
The Arab-League,
their own destiny.
preventing the people
however took an unprecedentedstep and assignedto the president what the Secretary
Generalwould haveconsidereda partial action and an interferencein internal affairs.

As a whole, the Arab-League action could be consideredas an action designed to
international
to
threat
a
peace,but at the sametime it fell short of removing the
prevent
Syrian aggressionas was stipulated in Article 1 (1). 'nie Arab-League action provided
an atmospherein which the Palestinian subject took priority over the reforms which
was demandedby the LNM. Moreover, by putting the control of the A. D. F. under the
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Lebanesepresident,(although proving to be theoretical),the Leagueprovided the latter
impose
to
the
any settlement against the opposition whose weapons,
power
with
accordingto the League resolution, ought to be handedover to the A. D. F. Following
this, one might contend that the League action prejudiced the right of the Lebanese
failure
Despite
their
they
the
to
system
political
as
of the
restructure
wished.
people
Arab-Leagueto conform with the Charter of the United Nations, it escapedcriticism
its
Syrian
inclusion
by
The
the
contrary
action
was
welcomed
of
every
state.
on
and
forces has warranted no criticism whatsoever save some Arab radical states. The
is
not surprising, given the unique circumstances of the
of
such
criticism
absence
Lebanesecivil war. What thesecircumstancesare which permitted the Syrian forces to
be admittedin the PeaceKeeping Force, is the themeof the following section.

VII- The effect of Arab politics on the formation
Lebanon.

of the A. D. F in

The high number of Syrian troops participating in the A. D. F. confirmed that the
force was, in practice, Syrian, while the presence of other contingents, was oiily
theoretical. T'he structure of the A. D. F, however, in such a form roused suspicion
concerning the validity of the regional Organization and its effectiveness in the
prevention of aggressionor in the maintenanceof peace. The Syrian intervention in
Lebanon and the subsequentformation of the A. D. F naturally reflected the fragility of
the organization of the Arab League in meeting the danger of civil war. However, the
Syrian case, arguably, could be seen as-a special case since the accentuated
intervention
it
the
of
qualified
as such.Ilese circumstancesundoubtedly
circumstances
in
role
cementingthe Syrian position, and at the sametime, contributed
a
major
played
to what could be called pax Syrian'ain Lebanon. Bearing this in mind, the question
concerningSyrian participation cannot be fully answeredunlessone graspsthe political
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reality that prevailed at the time of the Syrian intervention. Ilis can be done only by
focussingon the regional and international setting at the time of intervention and the
eventsthat led to the formation of the A. D.F.
subsequent

On the regional level, the Arab world, at the time of, or shortly before the Syrian
intervention, was divided on the issue of peace-talks between the Israelis and the
Arabs.The SecondSinai disengagementagreementbetweenEgypt and Israel under the
auspicesof the United States,was the catalyst that contributed to the major division in
the Arab world. Ile conservativeregimes on one the hand, and the radical ones on the
other,were striving to dominate the sceneand to dictate their policies. Saudi Arabia and
Jordan,in particular, supported the Egyptian policy which was positively blessed and
supportedby the United States,while radicals such as Iraq and Libya were opposing
(200) Naturally, the'opposing
sidesthus found an outlet in the
suchan approachement.
Lebanesecivil war and their -strugglefor supremacypersistedon the Lebanesebattle
field.

In such a context, Syria found itself in a betterbargainingposition as both camps of
Arabs wooed and solicited its support. The strength of the Syrian position was fully
demonstrated when Syria refused to attend either meeting of the Arab League in
October 1975 and May 1976 to discuss the Lebanese crisis. This was because the
Syrian governmenthad beenfinancially lured by Libya in return for Syrian renunciation
(201)'Tbus
of the Egyptian- Saudi- American coalition.
when Syria intervened against
the Leftist forces in June 1976, Syria was awareof its powerful position, and henceits
co-operationwith the conservative Arab countries, helped it escapethe wrath of ArabThe
opinion.
conservative governmentswere in favour of the status quo
public
world
and the neutralization of the Palestinianand Lebaneseradical groups. However, such a
be
undertaken without risking stability at home, disrespect and the
not
course could
by
Arab
conspiracy
public opinion. By explicitly urging Syria, one could'
charge of
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in
Arab-League
the
to
meeting
order to stop the bloodshed, and tacitly
argue, attend
approving Syrian action, the conservative governments scored two goals with one
image
its
improving
as the saviour of Palestinianand the Muslim Lebanese,and
strike:
reapingstability and admiration at home. The reluctanceof Saudi Arabia to send their
troops during the summer of 1976, and their refusal to take drastic action to stop the
Syrian intervention, if it meant any thing, was indicative of either their helplessnessor
approval. However, the financial support and the reconciliation between Egypt and
Syria by the Saudi government, could only reflect their approval of Syrian action in
Lebanon.However, unlimited freedomwas not accordedto Syria in Lebanon. The total
elimination of the moderate Palestinians,headedby the PLO leader Arafat, was not
acceptableto the Saudi government,neither was the total domination of Lebanon. This
was clearly reflected in the Riyadh summit where the Saudi government exerted
enormouspressureon Syria to attendthe summit and stop its military campaign against
the Palestinianand Leftist Lebanese.During the summit, an Arab political compromise
was worked out by which Syria would stop its attack on the Egyptian disengagement
agreementand in return Egypt would acknowledgethe Syrian influence in Lebanon but
(202)
Syria and Egypt were the major players in the
under the bannerof Arab-League.
Arab world, and their agreementon the Lebaneseissue was imperative, as the rest of
Arab states,especially those who opposedthe peacetalks with Israel such as Iraq and
Libya, were unable, becausetheir geographicallocation denied them the opportunity to
in
Lebanon, to influence the outcome. Consequently, the Syrian
militarily
engage
participation was agreedupon and met no seriousopposition.

On the international level, the Syrian governmentwas, similar to its position on the
in
level,
a comfortable Position. Both superpowers were seeldng and
regional
soliciting its support. The United States'initiative and its successwas a severeblow to
Soviet policy in the Middle East.The reasonfor the successof the American policy was
coincidental as both the U. S.A and Syria were in favour of restricting the activities of
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(203)
The
the Palestinians and the rise of LNM in Lebanon for different reasons.
Americanapproval helped Syria to push their arTnyinto Lebanonwith the guaranteeof
no Israeli objection as both America and Israel consideredthe liquidation of the PLO as
(204)
Soviet
in
Union
However,
bonus.
the
was
an awkward position as the
a
Egyptian authorities, once one of the major allies of the Soviet Union in the Nuddle
East, distanced themselves from the Soviet Union and embraced the United States
policies. It was the ultimate hope of the Soviet Union, following the Egyptian
defection, to prevent further defection to the American camp. Faced with the choice
betweenits two allies in Lebanon,namely the Leftist and Palestinianson one hand, and
the Syrians on the other, the Soviet Union was reluctantly on the side of

(205)
Syria.

After all, Syria was the only key elementin the soviet Union policy in the Nfiddle East
and with Syria, the Soviet Union could guaranteethat there would be no settlement in
the Israeli-Arab conflict without its participation.

It is theseinternational and regional setting which mainly contributed to the success
keeping
intervention
its
in
Syrian
dominant
to
the
the
and
consequently
peace
role
of
force in Lebanon.During the performanceof the A. S.F over the summer of 1976, both
superpowers,were eager to praise the Syrian role in Lebanon. However the Soviet
Union was very cautious and at one point criticised the Syrian's military action against
the LNM and its Palestinian allies. Therefore, becauseof its delicate position, the
Soviet Union was very pleased to see the establishment of the A. D. F with the
leadership
Arafat
the
of
and, the dominant role of Syrian troops. 7Ibe
acknowledgment
Soviet news paperPravda, signalled that trend when it said:

"Lebanon is gradually returning to normal life already it is clear
...
that the pan-Arab peace keeping force has accomplished its first
(206)
objective- to stop the bloodshedin Lebanon..".

Similarly, the American decision-makerswere very pleasedas well with the Syrian
in
his
Kissenger
testimony before Congressaffirmed that: " It is quite possible
role, as
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that as the situation in Lebanon is being resolved .. we can go back to the peace
process.I believe that the events in Lebanon may have crystallized forces that may
(207)
Thus,there
make a return to the NEddle East peacenegotiations more hopeful".
was no serious objection from any regional or international actors save the Iraqi
government. However, the Iraqi objection was not of much importance due to its
geographicallocation which hardly madeit possibleto disturb the process.With this in
mind, the Syrian dominant role would becomeclearly explainable in term of politics
andnot law. Politically, Syria would be betterqualified to supervisethe implementation
Cairo
Riyadh
the
and
resolutions and to provide a deterrent reminder to the Leftist
of
that they could no longer could rely on the outside world since their presence was
legitimized both internationally and regionally. Equally, the Syrian participation in the
A. D.F. saved the Soviet Union from a delicate and embarrassing situation, as they
were now a part of the Arab-peace keeping force. Likewise, the American decisionmakers appreciatedthe mission of Syrian forces in taming the PLO and Leftist forces
had
kept
long
Syria
they
no
objection
so
as
and
within that limit and did not threaten
Israel.

Regarding the Arab states, the Syrian incorporation into the A. D. F was an
acknowledgmentof the compromise which guaranteedSyrian silence on the Egyptian
agreement,and at the sametime, brought Syrian action in Lebanon under the authority
of the Arab_League. Moreover, as Syria suppressedthe Leftist forces and tamed the
PLO in Lebanon who might, at some stage, have posed a real danger to Arab
conservativestatesby their revolutionary propaganda,there would be no reasonon the
part of Arab conservative statesto object to the presenceof Syrian forces in Lebanon.
For, the incorporation of Syrian troops in large number in the A. D. F, at least enabled
the conservative states to exercise a kind of pressure through the institution of the
League either through the finance of the force or legal cover. Together, all these
reasons, paved the way for the presence of Syrian forces in Lebanon. It is quite
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important to note, that there was no discussion whatsoever about the legality of the
Syrianintervention nor about Lebaneseinterests.Ile major issuewas the protection of
Palestiniansand the processof peace talks between the Arabs and Israelis. In such a
context,it becomesclear that the rule of law was of no importance and its real value
it
decision
by
leaders.
in
to
support
as
a
means
any
political
only
using
political
was
Therefore,the Arab-League as a regional organization and an organ intended to protect
the sovereignty and independence of Arab states, turned out to be a means of
legitimizing the illegitimate so long asit concurredwith the political leaderspriorities.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

GENERAL CONCLUSION.

The drastic changesthat the international system has undergonesince the Second
World War contributed, in one way or another, to an unprecedented level of
interventionistactivities. Most of thoseinterventions were undertakenby superpowers
justified
interventions
invariably
Ilose
states.
states
against
weak
were
andpowerful
on different grounds which conveyed the belief that such intervention was not against
the norm of non-intervention.

Intervention, with the passingof time, has becomeno longer confined to powerful
states,but small states have also embraced it in order to impose their will on weak
intervention,
In
that
carrying
small statesresorted to the same type of
out
neighbours.
invoked
by
in
fact,
Ibis,
that
superpowers
was
originally
and
powerful
states.
rhetoric
was well demonstrated in the Lebanese civil war, in which a variety of foreign
interventionswere undertaken.

The Lebanesecivil war mainly emanatedfrom the legacy of the French Mandate
Lebanese
divided. The concentrationof power in the handsof Christian
left
the
which
Mornites caused bitterness and dissatisfaction among the rest of the sixteen
communitiesin Lebanon. Another factor playing a role in acceleratingthe trend toward
violence was the existence in Lebanon of Palestinian commandos and their guerrilla
Israel.
Arab
Israel
did not hesitate to use Lebanon as an
states
and
against
attacks
alternativebattle ground. Despite the existenceof Palestiniancommandoson Lebanese
territory, the conflict was regarded as a civil war, since the Palestinian presencewas
legitimized by the Lebanesegovernment under the Cairo Agreement. However, the
Palestinianparticipation on a large scale in that civil war went far beyond the letter of
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theCairoAgreement.

The Syrian intervention in that conflict, however, was the first foreign intervention
in the Lebanesecivil war and surpassedthe traditional indirect assistanceto one party or
justification
Syrian
The
government's
overlappedwith that of the superpower
another.
states',the United Statesof America and the Soviet Union. The first Syrian indirect
interventionin responseto the rebels' invitation was a clear departurefrom the classical
in
international
law.
It
the
the
to
signified
readiness
a
state
of
of
misuse
norm
rules
order to bring legitimacy to its intervention. There were no rules that permitted a state
to renderdirect support to rebel forces which embarkedon overthrowing the legitimate
governmentunlessthe rebels achieved the statusof belligerency. The Lebaneserebels
were far short of achieving that status. However, since stateshave full discretion in
granting that statusto any group or party to civil war, the application of rules becomes
optional.

Moreover the classical rules of international law although regarded as outmoded
,
and unresponsiveto the changesthat took place in the international system, are still
operative so long as there are no rules to replace them. There is nothing inherently
in
for
the
themselves,
the absenceof an impartial body to
rules
with
except
wrong
determination
the
of the statusof parties would be assigned. The prevalenceof
whom
subjectivity would in the long run undermine the legal function of the norm, as an
for
standard
evaluating behaviour. That subjectivity was manifestedagain in
objective
the Syrian intervention in June 1976 under the triad of legal justifications.

The intervention on humanitarian grounds was considered by the Syrian
bases
the
one
as
of
upon which their intervention was undertaken.
government
However, such intervention is highly controversial in international law. Despite its
by
invocation
various states and especially by the United States, many
persistent
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Humanitarian
intervention,
in
deny
the
such
a
rule.
contemporary
of
existence
writers
internationallaw, is not valid in the way it was thought to be in the nineteenth century,
but it is still very hard to disregardit as irrelevant. The internationalrecognition that the
humanrights issuehasreceivedin the presentcentury highlights the view that statesare
no longer free to violate humanrights. It is conceivable that humanitarian intervention
could be undertakenin very limited and special circumstancesin a situation where the
is
life)
human
(especially
the
to
right
rights
perpetratedon a massive scale
violation of
intervention,
if
been
However,
the
such
can
conscience
of
mankind.
ever
shocks
which
accepted,must be implemented in accordancewith certain criteria: the exhaustion of
peacefulmeans,proportionality, necessity,duration, disinterestedness.Those criteria
were originally designed to prevent statesfrom using that intervention as a cloak for
self-interest.As far as the Syrian intervention is concerned,it was in violation of those
criteria.

Similarly, intervention by invitation representsa controversial issue in international
law. It is recognisedthat a governmentcould invite another nation to help whenever it
facesdifficulties. However, with the new developmentof international law, invitation
is no longer perceived as an absolute right of a government. The emergence of the
influenced
determination
has
the concept of invitation greatly. Apart
of
self
principle
from that, an invitation, from the perspective of international law to be regarded
,
legally valid ought to be emanatefrom a government whose effective control of its
territory is unquestionable.To accept an invitation from a government which had lost
every power to control the population who opposedit with every means, clearly runs
againstthe wishesof the peoplesand their right to self-determination.The invitation of
the Lebanesegovernment was hypothetical , as there was no invitation according to
factual records; even if such an invitation had beenissued, it would have been against
the rules of international law, since the Lebanesegovernment exercised no effective
control over its own territory. The Syrian insistence that they were invited by the
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legitimategovernmenthasno legal validity accordingto the principle of effectivenessin
international law. Similarly, the invitation was invalid under Lebaneseconstitutional
law. Moreover, an invitation from a government,whose legitimacy was challenged by
its own peoples,if ever acceptedby a foreign government,would ultimately run against
the principle of self-determination.

The Syrian government did not miss the opportunity to point out that its
intervention was in responseto Lebanesewishes and desire. However, there are no
legal grounds that permit a stateto intervenein a civil conflict in order to promote the
principle of self-determination. An acceptanceof such a rule would prejudice the
sovereignty of a state and run counter to recognized principles of intemational law.
Legitimizing such intervention would ultimately open the door to potential abuse and
henceevery foreign state would meddle in another state'saffairs under the pretext of
self-determination.

The principle, although recognized as a legal principle of

internationallaw, has no effect in validating a foreign intervention in its name. In a civil
war, parties to the conflict ought to settle their differences by themselves and any
foreign intervention would ultimately prevent the operation of the principle of selfdetermination. Such interpretations were wholeheartedly embraced by the Syrian
government throughout its pronouncementin the United Nation or through officials
statements.As such, the Syrian intervention was running againstits own interpretation
of the law and, consequently,its intervention under the principle of self-determination
becomesinvalid.

The only ground of legality with which the Syrian enjoyed some legitimacy was
under the umbrella of the Arab-League.The Arab-League intervention in the conflict,
although in the latter stage,had a great effect on the legality of the Syrian presencein
Lebanon. By virtue of its legal personality as a regional organization which comprises
Arab states,the League action in Lebanon was regarded as one of its main purposes
legality
duties.
The
of the League action would, ultimately, contribute to the
and
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legitimacy of the Syrian presence. In the first peace-keeping force, which was
establishedin accordancewith a conventionaltype of internationalpeacekeeping force
to replace the Syrian forces, the League initiative suffered a set back in the face of
Syrian's refusal to submit to the will of the Organization. The Syrian government
consistent disregard of the League, and the obstruction of the Arab peace keeping
operation over the summer of 1976, led to a new initiative by which the Syrian
governmentwas recognized as a major power in the newly establishedpeacekeeping
force, namely the Arab Deterrent Force. The Arab Deterrent Force was regarded as a
peacekeeping force and not an enforcementaction. However, the A. D. F action and its
mandatepointed to a different conclusion. The Force bore all the characteristics of
enforcementmeasureswhich as such, neededthe prior authorization of the Security
Council in accordancewith Article 53 (1). Moreover, the Arab-Leaguefailed to comply
with Article 54 which stipulates that all activities of the peacekeeping force must be
reported to the Security Council. In addition, the action that was undertaken by the
Leaguein fact halted the processof self-determination.

In view of that, the Arab-League action manifestly servedthe Syrian interest in the
long run. It contributed to the legitimacy which they desperatelyneededto justify their
Lebanese
on
soil. Under the cover of A. S. F the Syrian forces destroyed the
existence
military apparatusof the LebaneseNational Movement and enhancedthe position of the
Moreover,
camp.
under the A. D. F the Syrians becamethe only power that had
rightist
total supremacyin Lebanon.

In general, the Syrian intervention, through its various stages,presentedthe major
challenges to international law. The Syrian government, following the steps of
furnished
the usual and traditional justifications
states,
superpowers

for their

intervention. More interestingly, and in line with Monroe and Brezhnev Doctrine, they
offered the doctrine of Arabism. Under such doctrines, Syria could intervene in
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Lebanonwhich, is an Arab country, since the interest of all Arabs are the same.This
from
American
Soviet
justifications.
hardly
differs
Such an argumentreand
argument
assertsthe potential danger that can be exposed in civil war. It also affirms the
disrespectthat the norm of non-intervention has received. So long as the national
interestis seenas vital, statestend to violate the norm of non-intervention under many
intervene,
by
is
international
law.
This
defect
to
states,
readiness
a
major
of
pretexts.
Internationallaw has no power to influence statesby meansof coercion as is the casein
domesticlaw. The only power it possessesis the moral one. Therefore, any attempt to
modify the law to make it more responsive to the situation of a civil war, would
from
the absenceof a central authority and its coercive character.
suffer
ultimately
International law, in the absenceof a central authority, could only be made effective
through the willingness of national leaders to submit their case to the rule of law
Instead of pursuing a short term goal of national interest, an observanceof the law
in
long
interest
interest
international
the
their
the
the
and
community
run
serve
of
would
alike.

Therefore, any proposal which might be introduced has to stressthe importance of
the role that a national leader hasto play. In fact, many proposalshave already beenput
forward by eminent writers to improve the quality of law into the situation of a civil
danger
to
the
that might emanatefrom it. However, most of these
minimize
and
war,
in
the absence of a central authority, rely for their implementation
proposals,
exclusively on the national leaders.As such, the existing rules could have served well
for
if
the national leadershad concededthat the rule
any
need
new
proposals,
without
of law has supremacyover the national interest. It is ultimately the decision-makers'
in
responsibility every country to facilitate the application of law, by refraining from
breaking it.

It is unrealistic to put forward a variety of proposalswhich are intended originally
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to make the law effective, without urging the leadership of powerful statessuch as the
United Statesand Soviet Union to abandon their damaging attitudes and approaches
toward the norm of non-intervention. It is their behaviour that has encouraged small
nationsto break the law and offer the samejustifications. More relevant is the need to
look objectively and impartially at the issueof internal conflict. It is that conflict which
is threateningpeaceand giving rise to the breaking of the law. Foreign states,especially
powerful states,hold primary responsibility to encouragedemocratic procedures and
economicreforms which are an essentialingredient of internal stability. By rendering
no supportto autocraticregimes,and exerting pressureon thoseregimes to changetheir
undemocraticpractices,civil conflict would becomemore rare. The elimination of that
conflict would undoubtedlyenhancethe upholding of the law.

In our present international system where the shadow of nuclear war still haunts
internal
one,
an
conflict might turn out, through various foreign interventions to
every
be the locus for a nuclear war. Therefore, it is not just a matter of improving the quality
of law, rather of malcingthe law preserveour existenceand provide a bright future.
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ATIFI&MUZ

Resolution of the Arab League Council

regarding

the war in Lebanon.

Cairo June 9.1970,
In the courseof its session,the Arab LeagueCouncil consideredthe deteriorating situation
in Lebanon and the bloody incidents that are taking place there and, and in the light of its
responsibility to the Arab nation, resolvesthe fol.lowing:
1- To thank the secretary general of the Arab League for his initiative in calling this
extraordinary sessionto discussthis fateful issue.
2- To call on all parties to ceasefighting immediately and to consolidatesuch a cease-fire.
3- To form a symbolic Arab security force under the supervisionof the general secretaryof
the Arab League to maintain security and stability in Lebanon, which force should start to
its
immediately,
task
perform
replacing the Syrian forces. The task of this Arab security
force should be brought to an end if the president-elect of the republic of Lebanon so
requests
4- That a commission representing the League Council and consisting of the foreign
minister of Bahrein, chairman of the session,the secretary of the Arab League and the
heads of the Algerian and Libyan delegations, should be dispatched immediately to
cooperatewith the partiesconcernedin following up the situation and ensuring security and
stabUityin Lebanon.

5- The council calls on all the Lebanesepartiesto bring about comprehensivenational
conciliationunderthe auspicesof theLebanese
to ensurethe maintenatice
president-elect,
Lebanese
the
the
of
unity
people and the unity of their territory and the country's
of
sovereignty,securityandstability.
6- To affimn Arab commitment to supportthe Palestinerevolution and to protect it fi-ornall
dangers,andto insure that it is provided with everything that can increase its strength and
effectiveness.
7- ne Council will remain in sessionto follow up the situation.
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Statement Issued By Six-Party

Arab Summit

Conference Held in Riyadh.

On the initiative of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the state of Kuwait, a six party
conference,attended by president Mohammed Anwar El Sadat of the Arab Republic of
Egypt, presidentHafez El Assad of the Syrian Arab Republic, presidentElias Sarkis of the
LebaneseRepublic, Mr YasserArafat, Chairman of the PalestineLiberation Organization,
His highness Sheikh Sabah AL Salem Al Sabah, Ruler of the state of Kuwait, and his
Majesty King Khaled bin Abdel Aziz Al Saudof the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was held in
Riyadh from 16 to 18 October 1976 to discussthe crisis in Lebanon, to consider ways of
solving that crisis, and to agreeon the stepsnecessaryto halt the bloodshedin the country;
it was agreed to resort to dialogue rather than fighting, to preserve the security, safety,
independenceand sovereignty of Lebanon, and further to safeguardPalestinian resistance
asrepresentedby the PalestineLiberation Organization.
The conference recognized the national and historical commitment to enhancing the
collective Arab role in such a way as to ensurethe settlementof the situation in Lebanon
andprevent any further outbreakof hostilities.
The conference also recognized the need to transcendthe attitude and negativism of the
past, to move towards the future in a spirit of conciliation, peace and construction, to
provide the guaranteesnecessaryto ensurestability and normalcy in Lebanon, to preserve
Lebanesepolitical, economic and other institutions, to maintain Lebanesesovereignty, and
to ensurethe continuation of the Palestiniandetermination.
The conferenceexamined the situation in Lebanon and consideredthe measuresand steps
in
to
that country within the context of the preservation of the
restore
normalcy
necessary
country's sovereignty and independence,the solidarity of the Lebanese and Palestinian
Arab
foregoing.
The Conference decided to
the
the
collective
and
guarantee
of
peoples,
declare a cease-fire and an end to the fighting, and pledged the full commitment of all
parties to this agreement.
The conferencefurther decided to reinforce existing Arab security forces, so that thy might
force
deterrent
a
within Lebanon under the command of the president of Lebanon
act as
himself.
The conferenceunanimously rejected the partition of Lebanonin any form, whether legally
implicitly;
in
it also unanimously confirmed the obligation to
or
expressly
practice,
or
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maintain the national unity and territorial integrity of Lebanon, as well as to prevent any
form of interferencein that country's internal affairs.
T'heconferencerequestedall Lebaneseparties to engagein a political dialogue with the aim
of achievingnational reconciliation and establishingunity amongthe Lebanesepeople.
Agreement was also reached on the implementation of the Cairo Agreement and its
annexes,and the Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization announced his full
commitment to that Agreement. In that connection, the Conferencedecided to establish a
committeeconsistingof representativesof the kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the Arab Republic
of Egypt, the Syrian Arab Republic and the state Kuwait to ensureco-ordination with the
president of Lebanon in respect of the implementation of the Cairo Agreement. The
committeee's mandate will cover a period of 90 days, beginning on the date of the
annuncementof the cease-fire.
The conference affirmed its commitment to the decisions of the Seventh Arab Summit
Conferenceheld in Rabatdeclaringthe palestineLiberation Organizationthe sole legitimate
representativeof the Palestinepeople , pledging the full support of all member statesof the
Arab Leagueto the PalestineLiberation Organization, as well as their non-interference in
the internal affairs of any Arab country.
In that connection, the Conferenceaffirmed that participating Stateswould guaranteethe
security, unity, sovereignty and independenceof Lebanon. The Conferencealso discussed
the questionof reconstructionin Lebanon and the cost of removing the tracesof the armed
conflict andmaking good damageaffecting both the Lebaneseand the Palestinianpeoples.
Resolutionsadoptedby this Conferencewill be submittedto the full Arab Summit.

Annex
Resolution of the Six party

Arab Summit

Conference Held In Riyadh.

The limited Arab Summit Conference, held in Riyadh from 16 to 18 October 1976,on the
initiative of His Majesty King Khaled bin Abdel Aziz Al Saud of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia and His HighnessSheikh SabahAl SalemAl Sabah,Ruler of the Stateof kuwait,
Having reviewed the resolution adoptedby the council of the League of Arab Statesat its
extraordinary sessions on 8-10 June 1976, and 1 July 1976, and its session on 4
September1976,
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Recognizing the national commitment to preserve the unity, security and sovereignty of
Lebanon, to ensure the continuation of Palestinian resistance, as represented by the
PalestineLiberation Organization,recognizedby Rabatresolutions to be the sole legitimate
increase
Palestine
to
the
the capacity of the PalestineLiberation
people
and
of
representative
Organization to resist threatsto the existenceof the Palestinian people their right to self
,
determinationand their right to return to their national soil,
Having faith in the unity of objective and destiny binding the two fraternal Lebaneseand
Palestinepeoplesand the impossibility of any contradiction of the interests between these
two peoples,
Determinedto transcendthe attitudesand negativism of the past, to face the future in a spirit
of reconciliation, dialogue and co-operation, to acceleratethe establishmentof conditions
and guaranteesnecessaryto ensurestability and normalcy in Lebanon, to consolidate the
political, economicand other institutions of Lebanon, and to enablethe PalestineLiberation
Organizationto attain its national goals,
Recognizingthe positive and constructive spirit demonstratedby the leaders attending this
Conference,a§ well as their sincere desire irrevocably and decisively to end the crisis in
Lebanonand to overcomeany disputesthat might arise in the future,
Decidesthe fbHowing:
I- That all parties should definitively cease fire and terminate fighting in all Lebanese
territories as from 6.00 arrL on 21 October 1976, and that they shall all be fully comn-dtted
thereto
2- 17hatexisting Arab security forces should be expandedto 30.000 men so that they might
become a deterrent force operating inside Lebanon under the personal command of the
presidentof the LebaneseRepublic with, inter alia, the following principal task:

(a)- Ensuringobservanceof the ceasefire and termination of hostilities, disengaging
belligerenttroopsanddeterringanyviolationof the agreement;
(b) Implementingthe Cairo Agreementand its annexes;
(c) Maintaining internal security;
(d) Supervising the withdrawal of armed troops to positions they held prior to 13 April
1975 and removing all military installations in accordancewith the scheduleset out in the
enclosedannex;
(e) Supervising the collection of heavy weaponry such as artillery, mortars, rocket
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launchers,armouredvehicles, etc. , by the parties concerned;
(f) Assisting the Lebaneseauthorities when necessarywith respect to taking over public
institutions
prior to their re-opening as well as guarding public military and
and
utilities
civilian establishments;
3- Ilat, as a first stage,the normal situation in Lebanon, as it existed prior to the incidents
(i.e prior to 13 April 1975) will be restored in accordancewith the schedule set out in the
annex;
4- Iliat the implementation of the Cairo Agreement and its annexesand the observation of
in
be
by
Arab
letter
the
their
states
participating
contents shall guaranteed
the
and spirit of
the Conference; a committee is to be established, comprising representatives of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the Arab Republic of Egypt, the Syrian Arab Republic and the
Stateof Kuwait to ensure co-ordination with the president of Lebanon in respect of the
implementationof the Cairo Agreementand its Annexes; the mandateof the said committee
beginning
90
days,
date
the
the
on
of
of
announcementof the cease-fire;
cover
a
period
will
5- That the palestineLiberation Organization shall affirm its respectof the sovereignty and
its
internal
in
Lebanon,
Lebanese
non-interference
of
as
well
as
affairs,
security
in
Palestinian
its
full
to
the
this
the
of
respect
commitment
objectives
national
recognizing
in
legitimate
Lebanon shall, in accordancewith the
For
the
their
authorities
part,
cause.
Cairo Agreement and its annexes, guarantee security to the Palestine Liberation
Organizationwith respectto its presenceand activities in Lebaneseterritory-,
6- That the Arab States participating in the Conference pledge their respect for the
sovereignty,security, and territorial integrity of Lebanon, as well as the unity of its people;
7- that the Arab Statesparticipating in the Conference reaffirm their commitment to the
decisionstakenat the summit Conferencesheld in Algiers and Rabat to support and uphold
Palestinian resistance, as represented by the Palestine Liberation Organization, and to
Palestine
in
disposal
the
to
the
their
of
their struggleto
people
use
all
right
means
at
respect
recovertheir nationalrights;
8- That with respectto information:
(a) All publicity campaignsand psychological warfare by all parties should be stopped;
(b) Information activities should be directed towards consolidating the termination of
hostilities, establishingpeaceand promoting a spirit of co-operation and brotherhoodon all
sides;
(c) Action shouldbe taken to unify official inforrnation activities;
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(9) That the attachedScheduleconcerning the implementation of theseresolutions is to be
integral
part of the resolution.
an
considered
Signed:
Ruler of the Stateof Kuwait
Presidentof the Syrian Arab Republic
Chaim= of the PalestineLiberation Organization
Presidentof the LebaneseRepublic
Presidentof the Arab Republic of Egypt
King of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Annex
Of The Resolution
Of The SixSchedule Regarding the Implementation
Party Summit Conference Held, In Riyadh From 16-18 October 1976
1- Declarationof final cease-fix-e
and terminationof fighting in all Lebaneseterritories by all
from
6.00
21
October
1976
(D-Day).
a.
m.
on
as
parties
2- Establishmentof check point by the deterrent security force after the creation of buffer
in
in
tension
order to consolidate the cease-fire and the termination of
areas
of
zone
fighting.
3- Withdrawal of all armed troops, collection of heavy weaponry and removal of military
installationsin accordancewith the following schedule:
f-"
kal Mount Lebanon: within five days (D-Day+5)
(b) SouthernLebanon:within five days (D-Day+5)
(c) Beirut and outskirts: within sevendays (D-Day+7)
(d) Northern Lebanon: within ten days (D-Day+10)
4- Reopeningof internationalhighways:
(a) The following internationalhighways shall be reopenedwithin five days (D-Days +5):
Beirut/Al Masnaa
BeiruVrripoli/the Borders
BeiruVryre
Bcirut/Sidori/Maýoyoun/Al Masnaa
(b) Check points and patrols shall be establishedalong unsafe routes, and shall consist of
units from the deterrent security force as agreed by the parties concerned and the
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commanderof the said force.
5- The legitimate Lebaneseauthorities shall take over public, military and civilian utilities
andestablishments:
(a) after the removal of armed troops and non-employees,the Arab security force shall be
assignedto guarding such utilities and establishment andfacilitating their operation by
employeeswho shall begin work within 10 days (D-Day+10);
(b) the utilities and establishment shall be handed over to an official central Lebanese
in
be
for
forming
in
turn,
a
sub-committee
each utility
shall,
responsible
which
commission
its
inventory
to
an
of
contentsand to take over.
make
or establishment
6- Ile forces required to strengthenthe Arab security force shall be formed in agreement
in
Lebanon
Lebanese
Republic,
forces
these
the
the
and
shall
arrive
of
president
with
(D-Day+15).
two
weeks
within
7- As a second stage, the Cairo Agreement and its annexes shall be implemented,
in
the
those
concerning
and
ammunition
existence
provisions
of
weapons
particularly
refugeecamps and the exit of thosearmedPalestinian forces that enteredthe country after
the beginning of the incidents. The implementation of the agreementis to be completed
formation
date
deterrent
force.
45
days,
beginning
Arab
the
the
the
security
of
on
of
within

Communique Concerning The First Extraordinary Session Of The Arab

Summit Conference.
Cairo,

25-26 October

1976

The Kings and Heads of State of the League of Arab States met in Cairo in order to
in
Lebanon, to consider ways of solving it, to protect the security,
the
crisis
examine
sovereigntyand unity of Lebanon,to safeguardPalestinianresistanceas representedby the
PalestineLiberation Organization,and to enhanceArab solidarity.
They recognizethe national and historicalcommitment to enhancingthe collective Arab role
in such a way as to ensure the settlementof the situation in Lebanon and to prevent any
further outbreak of hostilities, to provide the guaranteesnecessaryto ensure stability and
normalcy, to preservethe political, economic and other institutions of Lebanon, to preserve
the country's sovereigntyand to ensurethe continuation of Palestiniandetermination.
They are convinced that the liberation of the Arab territories occupied by Israel and the
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Palestinian
the
the
rights
of
of
people, notably the right to return to their
national
recovery
independent
further
their
the
own
strengtheningof
state,
soil
and
require
establish
national
Arab solidarity, and the mobilization of Arab efforts andpotential in the serviceof this great
cause.
They are aware of the need to help Lebanon overcome its crisis and reconstruct its
in
institutions
order to restorenormal life and the country's effective
and
utilities
economy,
domain.
in
Arab
the
economic
role
They haveexaminedthe presentsituationin Lebanonin the context of preserving Lebanese
sovereigntyand independenceand ensuring the solidarity of the Lebaneseand Palestinian
peoples.
They welcome the outcome of the Six-Party Arab summit Conference in Riyadh, and
its
for
their
appreciation
achievementswith respectto promoting the settlement of
express
the Lebanese crisis, and continuation of the Palestinian resistance and the further
strengtheningof Arab solidarity. The Conferencedecidesto approvethe resolutions of the
Six-Party Arab summit Conferencepublishedon 18 October 1976.
The Arab Kings and headsof statereaffirm their commitment to providing the necessary
guaranteeswith respectto the consolidation of the ceasefire announcedat 6.00 a.m. on 21
October 1976, the aim being to put and end to all forms of fighting in Lebanon, and to
life
further
They
there.
normal
reaffirm that the Arab Security force will be
restore
strengthenedso that it might becomea deterrentforce operating inside Lebanon under the
personalcommandof the Presidentof Lebanon.
They unanimously reject the partition of Lebanon in any form, whether legally or in
practice, expresslyor implicitly; they are also unanimousin their commitment to maintain
Lebanon'snational unity and territorial integrity, and to refrain from prejudicing the unity
interfering
in
its
internal
its
land
in
or
affairs
any way.
of

They havealsoexaminedwith greatattentionthe situationin SouthernLebanon,andare
extremely concernedover the growing number of Israeli acts of aggressionagainst
Lebaneseterritory, particularly in the South, as well as over Israel's persistencein its
in
Arab
territories.
expansionist
policy
aggressive
They further stressthe importanceof implementing the Cairo Agreement and its annexes,to
Chairman
Palestine
Liberation Organization has declared his full
the
the
of
which
have
They
agreed on the formation of a committee comprising
commitment.
representativesof the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the Arab Republic of Egypt, the Syrian
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Arab Republic, and the Stateof Kuwait in order to ensureco-ordination.with the President
implementation
in
Lebanon
the
of
of the Cairo Agreement; the committee's
of
respect
mandatewill cover a period of 90 days beginning on the date of the announcementof the

cease-fire.
The Arab Kings and Heads of state reaffmn their commitment to the decisions of the
Seventh Arab Summit Conference held at Rabat, decisions whereby the Palestine
Liberation Organization was declaredto be the sole legitimate representativeof the people
of Palestine,all Arab statesbelonging to the League of Arab Statespledged their support
for the PalestineLiberation Organization and undertook not to interfere in its affairs, and
the PalestineLiberation Organization affirmed its policy of non-interferencein the internal
affairs of any Arab State.
The Arab King and Head of stateshave agreedthat Arab countries should contribute to the
reconstructin of Lebanon to the removal of the traces of the armed conflict and to the
making good of damage affecting the Lebanese and Palestinian peoples, and for that
purposehave agreedto extend urgent assistanceto them.
The Arab Kings and Heads of State have paid particular attention to the consolidation of
Arab solidarity, this being the essentialbasis for the successof joint Arab action and for
the realization of the Arab nation's objectives concerning liberation and development. In
this respectthey also reaffmn their full commitment to implementing the decisions of the
Arab summit conferences and the council of the League of Arab states,particularly the
Charter of Arab Solidarity issuedby the CasablancaSummit Conferenceon 15 September
1965
They have studied with great concern the explosive situation in the occupied Arab
territories, a situation causedby continued Israeli occupation, the increasing incidence of
intimidation
and expulsion, as well as the confiscation of land and the
oppression,
desecrationof religious places,particularly the Al Ibrahimi Mosque; all of thesemeasures
are being applied by the occupying authorities in flagrant violation of the provision of
internationallaw and the Charterof the United Nations.
They hail the steadfastArab people in the occupied territories and their legitimate national
struggle, and reaffirm the support of all Arab states.
They call on all countries and peoples of the world to condemn and stand up against
continuing Israeli aggression and to discontinue any dealings with Israel that might
Israeli
the
occupation of Arab territories, or allow the continuation of
consolidate
directed
Israeli
measures
againstthe population of theseterritories.
oppressive
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Resolution Adopted at the First Extraordinary Sessionof the Arab Summit
Conference
1976

Cairo, 26 October

The king and Heads of Stateof the League of Arab Statesmeeting from 25 to 26 October
1976at the quartersof the Leagueof Arab Statesin Cairo,
,
Having examined the presentsituation in Lebanon and the outcome of the Six-Party Arab
Summit Conference held in Riyadh, as announced on 18 October 1976, and having
further
importance
Arab
the
strengthening
solidarity.
of
also
examined
Decide the following.
I- The situation

in Leban n

1- To approve the statement,resolutions and annexes,issuedon 18 October 1976, by the
Six-Party Arab Summit Conferenceheld at Riyadh attachedhereto;( the Delegation of Iraq
did not agreeto this paragraph)
2- That Arab States should, according to their individual capabilities, contribute to the
in
Lebanon,
help
the
and
order to
of
meet
related
material
requirements
reconstruction
damage
Lebanese
the
the
traces
the
and
armed
conflict
and
make
good
of
affecting
remove
Palestinian peoples; Arab States should also extend urgent assistanceto the Lebanese
Palestine
Organization.
Liberation
to
the
and
government
IT- Further

Strengthening

of Arab

Solidarity:

To affirm the commitment of the Arab Kings and Headsof State to the relevant provisions
by
Arab
Council
League
the
the
of
the
conferences
adopted
summit
and
resolutions
of
of
Arab States, particularly the Charter of Arab Solidarity published in Casablancaon 15
September1965,and to take stepstowardstheir immediateand full implementation.
ITT- Financing *of Arab

Security

Forcps:

ne Arab Summit Conference:
With a view to providing the financial resourcesrequired to maintain the Arqab Security
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forces in Lebanon, forces establishedin accordancewith the secondresolution adopted at
the Riyadh Summit Conference,
Having reviewed the relevantreport of the Military Secretariatof the League of Arab States,
Decidesthe Following:
1- A special fund shall be set up to meet the requirements of the Arab security forces in
Lebanon;
2- Each member state of the League of Arab statesshall contribute a certain percentageto
the fund, to be determinedby eachstateaccordingto its capabilities;
3- The president of the Republic of Lebanon shall supervisethe fund, and, in consultation
States
Arab
States
Secretariat
League
General
the
those
the
of
contributing at
of
and
with
least 10 per cent, shall work out generalrules governing payments from the fund and its
liquidation when its term expires; the presentregulations for the Arab security force shall
drawn
in
are
up;
new
effect
until
regulations
remain
4- The fund shall be set up for a six month period renewable by a decision of the Council
Arab
States;
Council
for
League
the
this purpose at the request of the
the
shall
of
meet
of
Presidentof the Republic of Lebanon.
IV-Renewal of the A1212pintment
of the Secret=-Geneml of the Leagueof Amb States.
The Arab summit conferencedecidesto renew the appointment of Mr. Mahmound Riad as
Secretary-Generalof the Leagueof Arab statesfor anotherterm beginning at the end of his
presentterm
V-Special Resoludon:

The Arab summit conference,holding its first extraordinarysessionin Cairo, having met in
an atmosphereof brotherhood and concern with respect to the further sstrengthening of
Arab solidarity and having successfully concluded its work is pleasedto express its deep
Government
for
Arab
Egypt,
Republic
the
to
the
president,
and
people
of
gratitude
of
hosting and welcoming the conference and providing for its success. The conference is
also pleasedto expressits deep appreciation for the sincereefforts of President Mohamed
Anwar El Sadatduring preparationsfor the Conferencefor his wise chairmanship, which
its
Conference
for
his efforts towards the further
to
the
objectives,
attain
and
enabled
Arab
of
solidarity.
strengthening
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The Cairo and Melkart

The, Cairo

Agreement.

Agreements: Regulation of PLO presence in

3 November

1969.

On Monday, 3 November 1969 the Lebanese delegation headedby Army Commander
Emile Bustani and the PLO delegation headed by Yasser Arafat met in Cairo It was
....
agreedto re-establishthe Palestinianpresencein Lebanonon the basisof :
I- Ile right of Palestinianspresentlyliving in Lebanon to work, resideand move freely;
2-The establishmentof local committeesfrom Palsestiniansliving in the campsto look after
the interests of Palestiniansthere, in cooperation with the local authorities and within the
contextof Lebanesesovereignty;
3-The presenceof commandcentersfor the PalestineArmed StruggleCommandinside the
campsto cooperatewith the local authorities and guaranteegood relations. These centers
will handle arrangementsfor the carrying and regulations of armswithin the camps,taking
into accountboth Lebanesesecurity and the interestsof the Palestinianrevolution;
4- Permission for Palestinian residents in Lebanon to join the Palestinian revolution
through armed struggle within the limits imposedby Lebaneie security and sovereignty.
Commando

Operati2n

II
It was agreedto facilitate operationby Palestiniancommandosthrough:
I- Assisting commando accessto the border and the specification of accesspoints and
observationsposts in the border region;
2- Ensuring the use of the main road to the Arqub region;
3- Control by the Palestine Armed Struggle command of the actions of all membersof its
organizationsand to prevention of any interferencein Lebaneseaffairs;
4-The pursuit of mutual cooperation between the PalestineArmed Struggle Commandand
Lebanesearmy;
5- An end to media campaignsby both sides;
6- A census of the complement of the Palestine Armed Struggle corm-nandthrough its
leadership;
7- The appointment of representative of the Palestine Armed Struggle command to the
LebaneseHigh Command,
8- Study of the distribution of suitable concentration points in the border regions to the
LebaneseHigh Comrnand,
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9- organization of the entry, exit and movementof PalestineArmed Struggleelements;
10- Abolition of the Jainounbase;
11- Assistanceby the LebaneseArmy in the work of medical centers,and evacuation and
supply for commandooperations;
12- Releaseof all interneesand confiscatedarms;
13- Acceptance that the civil and military Lebaneseauthorities will continue to exercise
full
in
Lebanon
to
the
all
and under all circumstances;
region
of
responsibility
effective
14- Confirmation that the PalestineArmed struggle acts for the benefit of Lebanon as well
as for all Arabs.

The Melkart

Agreement. 17 May 19 3.

Both parties eagerly agreeto servethe Palestiniancauseand to continue its struggle, and to
in
its
light
independence
Lebanon
the
of
and
the
and
sovereignty
stability,
and
of
preserve
its
Cairo
decisions,
Arab
the
agreement
and
all
comprising:
and
contracted agreements
forces;
leadership
between
Lebanon
the
the
of
resistance
and
concluded
agreement
annexes;
follows
joint
it
Arab
Defence
decisions
taken
the
as
council;
all
points
at
agreed
on
was
and

Presence in the Camps of Personnel
I- No commandopresence;
2- Formation of permanentPalestineArmed StruggleCommandunits;
3- Confirmation of militia presencefor the guarding and internal protection of the camps.
By militia is understood Palestiniansresiding in the camps who are not members of the
force
duties;
and
who
practice
normal
civilian
resistance
4- Establishment of a guardpost for Lebaneseinternal security forces at a location to'be
agreedupon close to eachcamp.
Presence in the Camps of Arms
1- T'hemilitia will be permittedto carry light armsindividually;
2- No medium or heavy weaponswill be permitted within the camps (e.g mortars, rocket
launchers,artillery anti-tank weapons,etc.)
,
Presence in the Border Regions
I- Western sector presenceand concentrationoutsidethe campsis forbidden
2- Central sector According to agreementsmadeat the meeting betweenthe LebaneseHigh
Command and the resistance forces leadership in 8 October 1972: Presence will be
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in
local
by
Lebanese
Lebanese
the
certain
with
outside
village
areas
agreement
permitted
forces
Resistance
are not permitted east and south of the line running
commander.
sector
Al-Kusair/Al-Ghandouriya/Deir Kifa/ Al-OShihabia/ Qana.,This prohibition applies to all
thesepoints inclusively. Concentrationof resistanceforces at a guardpostsouth of Hadatha
is permitted. The number allowed is betweenfive and ten men in civilian clothes, with all
be
They
be
to
avoided.
appearance
will
supplied by animal transport. At all these
military
250.
total
the
number
permitted
must
not
exceed
places
3- Eastern sector: According to decisions taken by the Lebanese11ighCommand and the
forces
leadership,
bases
three
will be permitted in the Southern Arqub at Abu
resistance
Kamha Al- kharbiya ( AI-Shahid Salah base) and Rashaya AL Fakhar (Jabal Al Shahr).
Each basewill contain no more than 30 to 35 men each. Supply for thesebaseswill be by
in
bases
be
forbidden
direction
Elements
the
these
to
at
will
of
proceed
motor-transport.
Maijayoun unlessthey have a permit. The carrying of arms in Maijayoun is forbidden. In
the northern Arqub and at Tashayaal Wadi, presenceis permitted at a distance from the
villages, but not west of the Masnaa-Hasbayaroad. At Ballbeck no commandopresenceis
permitted except at the Nabi Sbattraining base.
Note: Medium and light arms are permitted in these sectors; commando presenceinside
Lebanesevillages is not allowed; all units which have been reinforced in Lebanon from
abroadwill be adjusted.
Movement. in the Camps
Movement will be allowed without armsand in civilian dress.
Movement

in the Frontier

areas

Movement will be allowed by arrangementwith local Lebanesecommandersand according
to agreement.
Movement

of Civilian

and Military

Leaders

Military leaderswill be allowed to move freely provided they are above the rank of
lieutenant,carrying no more than a personnelweaponand are accompaniedby a driver
only. Civilian leaderswill be suppliedwith numberedpermitssignedby the responsible
joint liaisoncommittee.Thenumberof permitsissuedto arealeadershipwill bedetermined
by the LebaneseLiaisoncentreandsuppliedunderthe requestof the PalestinianPolitical
Committeein Lebanon.
Military

Training
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Military training is forbidden in the camps but allowed at the training base at Nabi Sbat.
Technical military training is permitted at points to be agreedupon by arrangementwith the
LebaneseHigh Command liaison centre. Practicing with arms is forbidden outside the
mainingbase.
Operation
All Commandooperation from Lebaneseterritory are suspendedaccording to the decision
for
from
Council.
Departure
Lebanon
Arab
Defence
Joint
the purpose of commando
of the
operation is forbidden.
Command
The Palestinian side reaffirm that the chief command base is Damascus, and that the
Damascusoffice hasrepresentativesin other countries including Lebanon. Ile Palestinian
in
Lebanon.
to
the
of
offices
number
sidepledged reduce
Informations
Ile Palestinianside affirmed that the resistancein Lebanon only produces:
a- Filastin al-Thawra;
b-Wafa news agency,in addition to certain cultural and educational publications issuedby
for
for
their own use;
organization
palestinian
interests
Palestinian
The
the
touch
these
that
upon
side pledged
publications would not
cand sovereigntyof Lebanon;
d- The palestinianside adheresto the abstentionform broadcastingin Lebanon;
broadcast
involve
in
its
Palestinian
Lebanon
to
or
the
side
not
pledges
any
of
publication
ein
from
Lebanon.
items
or
announcements
emanating
sources
resistance
news
Controlling

Contraventions

and Offences

Lebaneselaws will be implemented on the basis of Lebanese sovereignty and offenders
be
referred to the responsiblecourts.
will
I- Contraventionsin military sectorswill be submitted to local liaison committees.In cases
Committee
be
Coordination
is
Higher
to
the
they
will
referred
where no result achieved,
immediate
decision.
an
which will give
2- Contraventions inside the camps will be the charge of the internal security forces in
Palestine
Armed
Struggle
Command,
the
with
regarding the pursuit of all
cooperation
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They
the
the
offender.
will
occur
within
camps
whoever
crimes, civil or criminal, which
legal
delivering
for
be
all
notices and orders pronouncedagainst persons
also responsible
in
in
Incidents
between
the commandos which
the
the
occurring
camps
camps.
residing
havea bearingon the security and safety of the Palestinianrevolution will be excludedfrom
this procedureand be the responsibility of the PalestineArmed StruggleCommand.
3- Contraventions outside the camps shall be subject to Lebaneselaw. The Palestinian
Armed Struggle Commandwill be informed of detention and the procedurestaken against
being
in
In
the
apprehended
an offence and where the
of
commandos
case
offenders.
Lebaneseauthorities deem necessarythe co-operation of the Palestine Armed Struggle
decision
liaison
be
the
the
through
on the
committee
and
contact
made
will
command,
left
Lebanese
be
to
the
authority.
will
offender
The Palestinianside condemneddetentionof any Lebaneseor foreignersand the conductof
forces
by
investigation
and pledged no repetition of suchmatters.
resistance
any
Regarding traffic offences, it has been agreedpreviously that a censuswould be taken of
Security
forces,
Internal
Lebanese
the
the
and
number
plates
under
auspices
of
cars with
cars entering Lebanese territory under temporary licensing regulations of the customs
be
Therefore
Lebanese
territory
any
commando
on
will
prohibited
vehicle
authorities.
Lebanese
it
legal
license
to
traffic regulation.
a
according
carries
unless

Foreigners
By the term Foreigners it meant not Arab commandos. The Palestinian side pledges to
deport all foreigners with the exception of those engaged in non-combatant work of a
humane
doctors,
(including
interpreters).
translators
or
nature
nurses,
and
civilian

Coordination
Implementation will be supervisedby the liaison Committee and its branchesin accordance
Palestinian
the
side.
with
Highly Confidential
Aspiration of the Palestinainside After the Joint Meeting.
Re-establishmentof the atmosphereto is statebefore the incidents of 9 May 1973;
Gradual easingof armedtension;
Reduction of barriersof suspicion;
Aspirations towards the cancellationof the emergencysituation;
Dealing with the matter of fugitives from the law particularly those personspursued as a
result of the incidents of 23 April 1969;
Freeing of thosepersonsdetailedas a result of the incidents of 2 April 1973;
Return of armsconfiscatedsince 1970;
Facilitation of employmentfor Palestiniansresident in Lebanon
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For the Palestinainside
Lt Col Abal Zaim
Abu Adnan

AlSayyid SalahSalah
For the Lebaneseside
Lt Col Ahmd AI-Haj
Col Nazih Rashid (Col Salim Mogabghab
Col Dib,Karnal
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